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PREFACE
THIS PUBLICATION is the result of the efforts of a special Auditing 
EDP Task Force of Institute members with broad experience in 
auditing EDP, appointed by former AICPA President Robert 
M. Trueblood in March of 1966. The members of the task force 
were:
Donald L. Adams 
Kenneth G. Cadematori 
Gordon B. Davis 
Donald R. Marvin 
John J. O’Donnell 
W . Thomas Porter, Jr.
Kenneth W . Stringer 
H. George Trentin
Professor Gordon B. Davis, on leave from the University of 
Minnesota as computer consultant to the AICPA, acted as chair­
man of the task force and had primary responsibility for directing 
the work of the group, drafting material and editing and revising 
the text.
The book has the following purposes:
1. To guide CPAs in auditing business enterprises which use 
computers for record keeping
2. To provide a starting point for building a consensus of expert 
opinion on auditing practices for examining such companies
3. To suggest the utility and applicability of different auditing 
methods where experience is still lacking
4. To provide source materials for training and informational 
purposes
Each member of the task force prepared drafts of selected 
chapters assigned to him. These drafts were revised after review 
and discussion of their contents by the entire task force. W hen 
the task force had reached general agreement on the overall text, 
exposure copies of the proposed publication were provided to 
selected individuals for review. A final revision was prepared, 
taking into consideration the comments and recommendations 
received from this selected group. The text therefore reflects the 
work of Professor Davis and the special task force of eight CPAs, 
as well as the review and comments of almost 100 individuals in 
public practice and industry.
The book, after an introductory chapter, is organized into 
three major sections, with appendices at the end.
The first section, Chapters 2 through 7, discusses typical pro­
cedures and preferred practices utilized in the organization, ad­
ministration and control of data processing. It is designed to 
assist the CPA in his review of the operation and management 
of the data processing system. This section describes the prac­
tices and procedures a company should follow to provide proper 
management and control of its computer operations. It provides 
some of the background which is ordinarily required by the 
independent auditor to enable him to competently judge the 
adequacy of a data processing system and to understand and 
utilize an EDP system review questionnaire, as illustrated in 
Appendix E.
The second section, Chapters 8 through 12, discusses specific 
audit procedures—evaluating internal control, evaluating the 
audit trail, performing audit tests without using the computer, 
using the computer to test the system, and using the computer 
to test the records. It describes the criteria which aid in deciding 
which auditing approach is appropriate in the circumstances and 
provides information for evaluating the usefulness of various 
methods.
The third section, Chapters 13 through 15, deals with prob­
lems arising from integrated systems, service centers and time 
sharing and discusses the training requirements for the CPA who 
audits business entities using EDP.
The appendices provide supplementary material. Appendix A, 
"An Overview of Computer Data Processing," is included as a
review of the basie elements, concepts and terminology of com­
puter data processing. It is intended to assist the auditor who 
needs a “refresher" review. Appendix B, “Standard Flowchart 
Symbols for Information Processing," describes the recommended 
USA standard flowchart symbols and their use. Appendix C, 
“An Example of Documentation," serves as an illustration of the 
principles covered in Appendix A and as a simple example of 
preferred practices in documentation, as described in Chapter 3. 
Appendix D, “Glossary of EDP Terms," includes definitions of all 
the computer data processing terms used in the book. Appendix 
E, “Questionnaire for Evaluation of Internal Control in Elec­
tronic Data Processing," is a sample of an internal review ques­
tionnaire. It is arranged for ease in referring to the chapter 
material which provides background for the questions.
It is suggested that the CPA who plans to use this report as 
a guide in auditing EDP should carefully read the entire text 
before concentrating on any one section. This procedure will 
provide him with an overall background for conducting an 
examination and will prevent him from taking information out 
of context.
The publication of this book completes one aspect of the 
study of auditing and EDP. There will be continuing investiga­
tion of the impact on auditing of new developments in hard­
ware, software and systems.
This book is not intended to represent the establishment of 
auditing standards and procedures for EDP. Since it has not 
been considered and acted upon by the Council of the Institute, 
it does not represent an official position of the Institute. Rather, 
it expresses the views of the members of the task force based 
upon their experienced judgment.
R i c h a r d  A. N e s t , Director, 
Technical Services Division
THE AUDITOR AND THE COMPUTER
THE CERTIFIED PU BLIC ACCOUNTANT may perform many functions 
related to data proeessing—design of data processing systems, 
furnishing of data processing services, consultation on system 
design and auditing. This report is directed solely at his function 
as independent auditor of organizations with computer-based 
data processing systems.
The impact of the computer on data processing
The computer is one of the most important technological de­
velopments of the twentieth century. Its uses and capabilities 
have been described in both popular and technical publications, 
so that it is not necessary to document the importance of com­
puters in this report. The impact of computers on public ac­
counting can be appreciated by noting the dramatic growth in 
numbers of computer installations for the period 1956-1967 
(Figure 1-1, page 2). Computer installation estimates from 
different sources vary by about 20%, depending on the treatment 
of small computer-like equipment, but the figures show a clear 
trend in the use of computers. The impact of computers has 
been predieted for several years; the major effects have been in 
the last few years. Although the first commercially available 
computer was installed in 1951 and the first business installation
CH APTER 1
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F I G U R E  1 - 1 . Number of com­
puters installed by U.S.- 
based com panies from  
1956 to 1967
was in 1954, the popular business-oriented computers can be 
dated from the early 1960’s. Over half of the computers in place 
in mid-1967 had been installed in the preceding three years. The 
outlook was for the number of computer installations to double 
in the succeeding 3 to 4 years. The decreasing cost of computer 
equipment plus the development, now in embryonic stages, of 
computer sharing arrangements clearly portend computer use by 
an increasing number of organizations and an involvement with 
computer-based records by more and more CPA firms.
The computer has caused significant changes in business in­
formation systems, expanding both scope and operation. The 
first computer data processing systems tended merely to com­
puterize existing clerical functions. Soon, however, systems 
embracing larger areas of the business and incorporating de­
cision-oriented analytical techniques not practicable in clerical 
systems began to be implemented. Thus, although many com­
puter data processing systems merely automate the prior manual 
processes, the trend is plainly toward higher level information 
systems. The auditor, therefore, frequently faces not only a 
computer but new system concepts as well.
An overview of auditing for EDP systems
The impact that computers have had on the audit process varies 
among clients and is dependent to a great extent on the level 
of complexity of the computer data processing system. A simple 
system may so resemble the predecessor card or manual system 
that the auditor has very little difficulty in adapting his audit 
procedure to the computerized system. A more complex com­
puter-based system may require considerable computer expertise 
on the part of the auditor for understanding the system he is 
evaluating and planning his audit tests.
It is logical to suppose that auditing standards, which have 
been established in the light of the primary objective of auditing, 
are independent of the personnel or machines used to process 
and maintain the accounting and financial records. The auditing 
standards must be broadly based in order to have applicability to 
a wide range of audit situations. However, they still relate 
specifically to each audit examination since they refer to an 
acceptable level of quality which must be maintained by the2
auditor in the selection and application of appropriate auditing 
procedures. Hence, auditing standards are also guides to pro­
cedures.
Auditing procedures are affected by the presence of a com­
puter, especially when the system is complex. In describing 
these effects it will be useful to structure the discussion in terms 
of the major phases of an audit examination; (1) the evaluation 
of the system of internal control and (2) the evaluation of the 
records produced by the data processing system.
If he is to deal effectively with the computer, the auditor 
should have computer knowledge and capability at two levels; 
(1) a knowledge of computers and computer-based data proc­
essing sufficient to review adequately the internal control of the 
system he is auditing, to conduct proper tests of the system and 
to evaluate the quality of the records, and (2) an ability to use 
the computer itself in the tests, if necessary or desirable. 
Whether or not the computer should be used in performing 
audit tests depends on the applicability, effectiveness and cost of 
the alternatives for each particular situation.
EDP does not lessen in any way the need for an evaluation of 
the system of internal control. On the contrary, it appears that 
increased emphasis must be given in the review of internal con­
trol to ascertain that it is effective. The need for this emphasis 
has been brought about by the centralization and the concentra­
tion of data processing in an EDP system and the appearance 
of new controls that must be evaluated.
The evaluation of internal control rests on a review of the 
system to obtain a knowledge of how it is purported to operate 
and on an accumulation of evidence which demonstrates how it 
actually does operate. The manner in which the auditor seeks 
the necessary information and records it in his working papers is 
largely a matter of individual preference. Techniques used for 
this purpose include questionnaires, checklists, flowcharts and 
narrative memoranda.
Having obtained information on the system, the auditor must 
next obtain evidence to determine the existence and effectiveness 
of the client’s processing procedures and controls. This is done 
by making tests of the performance of specific control pro­
cedures. The nature and availability of evidence and the types of 
tests to be performed depend somewhat upon the complexity of
E valuating  
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the system design and upon the audit trail found in the elec­
tronic system being audited. In some cases, the evaluation of the 
operation of the data processing system may emphasize direct 
testing of the processing programs; in other cases, the evaluation 
may rely largely on tests using printed output from the com­
puter processing runs.
E valuating Records  
Produced by the  
System
In addition to evaluating the system of data processing and con­
trol, the auditor must evaluate the reasonableness of those 
records produced by the system which relate to the existence and 
proper valuation of assets, liabilities, equities and transactions. 
Historically, the records evaluated have consisted of printed re­
ports, listings, documents and business papers—all of which 
were readable by the auditor. To the extent that such records 
are available in electronic systems, the auditor may use traditional 
auditing techniques. However, part of the output from EDP sys­
tems is very frequently in machine-readable forms such as cards, 
tapes and disks. Although output in this form can always be 
converted to readable printout, it presents the auditor with an 
opportunity to use the computer to analyze the records.
Computer audit programs can assist in the performance of 
auditing procedures such as: (1) selection of exceptional trans­
actions and accounts for examination, (2) comparison of data 
for correctness and consistency, (3) checking of information 
obtained directly by the auditor with company records, (4) per­
formance of arithmetic and clerical functions, and (5) prep­
aration of confirmations. In using the computer to analyze 
machine-readable records, the auditor may either design and 
develop specific computer programs for each client and applica­
tion or use generalized audit routines.
The effect of the computer 
on data processing controls
It is incorrect, from an audit standpoint, to view the computer 
as a giant calculator. The installation of a computer introduces 
new control elements and causes changes in the form of tradi­
tional control procedures in the data processing system. These 
changes in controls may be classified as:
1. New controls necessary with the automation of processing.4
2. Controls which substitute for those controls in manual sys­
tems that were based on human judgment and division of 
duties.
The auditor needs to understand the nature of these controls in 
order to properly evaluate and test the computer data processing 
system. The changes in data processing controls due to the 
computer are an important reason why the auditor cannot ignore 
the computer in his evaluation of internal control.
New controls are necessary because of mechanization. Their 
purpose is to detect and control errors arising from the use of 
EDP equipment and EDP processing methods. If these controls 
are absent, the system may be exposed to undue risk of error. If 
the omissions are deemed serious, the scope of audit procedures 
is influenced.
In a manual system, internal control relies upon such factors as 
human alertness, care, acceptance of responsibility and division 
of duties. Computer processing reduces the number of persons 
involved in data processing. Since the data processing activity 
is concentrated, many controls based on human judgment or 
division of duties are no longer available. However, for many 
checks, the computer program provides an alternative which 
substitutes for the judgment of humans engaged in processing. 
In most instances, the computer checks can be more extensive 
than those performed manually. The presence or absence in a 
computer-based system of controls such as these which substitute 
for human judgment or division of duties should influence the 
nature and extent of auditing procedures used in the circum­
stances.
The determination of the extent to which controls are em­
bodied in the computer programs and the testing to determine 
if they are operative may utilize different techniques depending 
on the circumstances. One common method makes inferences 
about the program and the controls in it from an examination 
of inputs and outputs; the other method relies on a rather com­
plete understanding and testing of the program itself.
It has been a common practice for an organization making 
changes in data processing methods to seek the help of its 
auditing firm in designing the changes or in reviewing proposed 
changes for adequacy of controls. This practice has also been 
followed by many organizations when implementing computer 
applications. The pre-implementation control review is recom­
mended because of both the probable value of an outside review 5
of control features and the contribution of such a review to the 
planning of future audit procedures.
In his review of the control features in a proposed application, 
the auditor can point out probable weaknesses in the controls 
and in provisions for audit trail and safeguarding files. Making 
these suggestions at the time the system is being designed will 
help prevent undetected errors, loss of data, loss of files and other 
serious conditions which affect not only the client’s processing 
but also the ability of the auditor to conduct the audit.
A note on emphasis
It has been common in the recent literature of auditing to refer 
to two approaches to auditing computer-based systems—“audit­
ing around the computer” and “auditing through the computer.” 
These terms have been avoided in this report because they tend 
to be misleading. “Auditing around the computer” may imply 
to some that the auditor can ignore the computer and work 
around it. This is not true. The auditor should always consider 
the control framework in which the computer processing is 
carried out. In his tests of the operation of the system, he may 
choose to use computer printouts as the basis for audit tests 
rather than to test the computer program directly. For a test 
of the records produced by the computer system, the auditor 
may have the records printed out for manual review or he may 
make use of a computer routine to test them in their machine- 
readable form. In other words, he may use computer printouts 
in much the same way as he would use manually prepared 
records, or he may utilize the computer itself in performing 
audit steps. Consequently, this report distinguishes between 
auditing a computer system without using the computer and 
auditing a computer system using the computer.
The question of whether or not to use the computer in audit 
tests usually depends on the effectiveness and cost of the com­
puter procedure versus the effectiveness and cost of the manual 
alternatives. This report does not favor one method over the 
other. The auditor should be capable of using the computer for 
audit tests when its use is advisable, just as he should be 
capable of testing without using the computer when its use is 
not advisable. Generally, it is not necessary or economical to6
use the computer to test simple data processing systems or to 
test files with small numbers of records. Audit tests of advanced 
systems or of files with large numbers of machine-readable 
records are more likely to require the use of the computer.
Meeting the challenge
Perhaps the major difficulty faced by auditing firms relative to 
audits of computer-based records is the staffing of audits with 
personnel adequately trained in computer methods. Relatively 
few auditors have received instruction in computer methods as 
part of their formal training, so the profession must provide 
substantial training for existing personnel in order to ensure an 
adequate number of auditors competent to conduct audits in an 
EDP environment.
If an audit involves a computer, the CPA must have sufficient 
competence in the methods and techniques of auditing EDP 
systems to enable him to conduct the audit properly. The pro­
ficiency requirement implied by this statement varies depending 
on the complexity of the system being audited. An audit of a 
company having a small, batch-oriented data processing installa­
tion requires less proficiency than an audit involving a complex, 
integrated computer system. Not all members of the audit team 
need be equally competent. In general, the audit of a com­
puter-based system requires the auditor to possess a good basic 
understanding of computers and computer data processing meth­
ods. A specific understanding on the part of the auditor of 
computer facility organization, documentation, controls, safe­
guards and computer system audit techniques is also important. 
The approach followed by many firms is to have one or more 
members of the staff specialize in computer audit problems. 
Chapter 15 discusses the problem of training and suggests pos­
sible approaches.
Summary
Computers have been commercially available for over fifteen 
years, yet the recency of the major impact can be appreciated by 7
noting that at mid-1967 over half of all computers had been in­
stalled in the preceding three years. The number was expected 
to double again in the succeeding three years. Although much 
has been written about the impact of computers on the auditor, 
many CPAs were just beginning to be affected.
This chapter provides an overview of the auditing of an 
organization using a computer for record-keeping. The auditor 
may not properly ignore the computer in the audit—first, be­
cause the computer requires its own set of controls related to 
automated procedures and, second, because many controls nor­
mally resulting from division of duties and human review and 
judgment are now concentrated in the computer programs. The 
auditor may use the computer in carrying out audit procedures 
but this is frequently optional, depending on the characteristics 
of the system and the cost and effectiveness of this alternative. 
The auditor should be capable of choosing and implementing 
the best method for each data processing application and each 
particular audit test.
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CH APTER 2
PREFERRED PRACTICES IN ORGANIZATION AND 
MANAGEMENT OF THE EDP FUNCTION
A DATA PROCESSING installation should be organized and managed 
by the same methods that have proved effective in other seg­
ments of the organization. There should be a plan of organiza­
tion and clear assignments of responsibilities. This plan should, 
when feasible, include separation of duties to provide internal 
control. For management of operations there should be written 
procedures and standards of performance against which accom­
plishment may be measured. This chapter assumes a general 
knowledge of management principles so that the discussion can 
concentrate primarily on organizational features and operating 
procedures that are more or less unique to computer data proc­
essing. The explanation is divided into three major sections: 
plan of organization, typical organization charts and manage­
ment of a computer installation.
Plan of organization
In data processing, as in other business operations, it is necessary 
to define individual responsibilities for all functions. To estab­
lish responsibility, job descriptions should be prepared for all 
data processing personnel. These descriptions should identify all 
job titles and clearly describe all job functions. Each employee
Assignm ent of 
Responsib ilities
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should be given a copy of his job description and instructed in all 
factors related to his work assignment. Although titles vary 
among installations, the following abbreviated job descriptions 
cover the most common data processing positions:
T IT L E
System s Analyst
Program m er
C om puter O perator
U n it Record E quipm ent 
O perator
Keypunch O perator
D ES C R IPTIO N
Analyzes the  requirem ents  for in form ation . 
Evaluates the  existing  system and designs new  
or im proved d ata  processing procedures. 
O utlines the  system and prepares  
sp ecifications w hich gu ide the  program m er.
Flowcharts the logic of the com puter programs 
required by the  overall system designed by 
th e  systems analyst. Codes the  logic in the  
com puter program  language. Debugs the  
resu lting  program. Prepares docum entation . 
(See C hapter 3  for docum entation  
requirem ents.)
Also ca lled  a console operator. O perates the  
com puter according to  th e  operating  
procedures fo r th e  in s ta lla tio n  and the  
d e ta iled  procedures fo r each program  found in 
the  C om puter O perator Instructions. (See  
C hapter 3  for descrip tion  of th is  m anual.)
Also called  a ta b u la tin g  eq u ip m en t operator. 
O perates punched card eq u ip m en t such as 
sorter, co llator, reproducer, accounting  
m achine, etc.
Prepares data for m achine processing by 
keypunching cards. O perates a card punch  
(also ca lled  a keypunch).
As will be seen from the sample organization charts, the func­
tions of these positions may be combined or divided. In general, 
the systems analyst position requires the broadest background 
and highest qualifications. The programmer follows next in 
this hierarchy of qualifications with the computer operator re­
quiring still less training and experience. The position of unit 
record equipment operator requires roughly the same level of 
training as that of computer operator in a relatively uncompli­
cated computer installation.
Separation  of Duties
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W hen a company establishes, a data processing organization, 
proper recognition should be given to internal control. This 
section deals with that element of internal control obtained
through the separation of duties. The same principle that calls 
for a separation of the functions of record keeping, operations 
or asset custody and internal auditing also applies to the separa­
tion of basic data processing functions.
DATA P RO C ESSIN G  FU N C TIO N  P O S IT IO N
System  analysis and design........................System s analyst
Program m ing ....................................................P rogram m er
M achine operation .........................................C om puter operator
C o n tro l.................................................................Control c le rk  or control group,
in ternal audito r, etc.
Internal control is strengthened if these four functions are 
separate and distinct. This separation may also result in oper­
ational efficiencies because the four functions require differing 
levels of training and skill. It is usually satisfactory to combine 
the development activities of systems analysis and programming. 
These may be kept as separate jobs but combined organization­
ally under a single supervisor, or, in small installations, a single 
job may include both activities. In most cases it is not desirable 
to overlap development activities with machine operation, al­
though this does occur in the very small installations.
A suitable plan of organization and the resulting division of 
duties is important because of the concentration of the data 
processing activity in a smaller number of people than would 
be required for a manual system. The small number of people 
and the high degree of mechanization expose the system to 
manipulation and fraud if a single person has both operational 
knowledge and easy access to procedures and programs at all 
levels. In one instance, for example, a former timekeeper was 
involved in both programming and machine operation. He was 
able to draw on his varied skills to manipulate payroll data in his 
favor without affecting the payroll control totals.
Another recent example of possible dangers from lack of divi­
sion of duties occurred when a programmer for a company servic­
ing a bank sometimes acted as an operator. One of the applica­
tions he had programmed was a listing of accounts which were 
overdrawn. W hile serving as computer operator he inserted a 
"patch” in the program to cause it to ignore overdrafts in his 
account when printing the overdraft report. He then proceeded 
to overdraw his account at the bank. The fraud was discovered 11
when, because of a computer breakdown, the report was prepared 
manually.
The Control Function
12
The plan of organization and operating procedures should pro­
vide for a control function. The control function is divided into 
two types:
1. Processing control internal to data processing
2. Outside control
Internal processing control (data control, quality control, etc.) 
is a function of the data processing department and is concerned 
with monitoring the accuracy of processing and with ensuring 
that no data is lost or mishandled within the department during 
processing. For instance, if a detail transaction file is processed 
with a master file to produce an updated master file, the sum of 
the transaction file and the master should equal the total of the 
updated master. The person charged with the processing control 
is responsible for making or reviewing such a comparison. Con­
trol at the processing level is usually the responsibility of the 
data processing manager. A subordinate may be assigned control 
activities as a part-time or full-time assignment, depending on 
the volume of activity. If the assignment is not full-time, it is 
desirable to preserve a separation of duties and to avoid using a 
person who has systems, programming, or operator responsibil­
ities (especially the latter).
Outside control can take several forms, but is basically con­
cerned with an independent check of the functioning of the data 
processing department. This independent check can be per­
formed by a user department. If the general ledger, for instance, 
is maintained through the computer, the accounting department 
may keep a control total of the debits and credits to be posted by 
the computer to the general ledger. The updated general ledger 
from the computer should show a total change equal to the ac­
counting department debit and credit posting totals. Another 
form of outside control is an independent quality control evalu­
ation of data processing’s production. A separate group may be 
established for this purpose in a user department where the vol­
ume of data to be controlled is large. For example, one large 
corporation has a payroll processing control group responsible 
for evaluating the payroll data produced by the computer. This 
is done by performing various tests on the data totals and by
using control amounts (explained in Chapter 5). The outside 
control function, as typified by the evaluation group, should be 
under the direction of accounting, finance, or some other func­
tion in a position to perform an independent and critical review 
of performance.
Typical organization charts
Three organization charts are presented here as illustrations of 
typical organization charts for small, medium and large computer 
installations. This classification corresponds roughly to the 
following monthly rental figures:
C LA S S IF IC A TIO N
Sm all
M edium
Large
M O N TH LY  RENTAL
Less than  $ 5 ,0 0 0  
$ 5 ,0 0 0  to $ 1 5 ,0 0 0  
Over $ 1 5 ,0 0 0
These organization charts do not show the location of computer 
data processing in the overall organization plan. Data processing 
can be under the control of one of several sections of a company, 
depending on the company. In most smaller organizations, data 
processing is the responsibility of the chief financial or account­
ing officer, such as the financial vice-president, the treasurer, or 
the controller. In many large organizations, the data processing 
system has been separated from the financial or accounting re­
sponsibility and the manager given a title such as Vice-President 
of Corporate Information Systems. The trend is to have a 
computer-based information system organized as a service center 
for the data processing needs of the entire organization. Acting 
in this service capacity and maintaining files used by many de­
partments, data processing makes decisions which cross existing 
divisional or departmental lines of authority. Data processing 
personnel should, in such case, report to an executive who has 
authority to resolve conflicts that may arise among these divi­
sions. This means that the executive in charge of data processing 
should be of the same rank as the heads of departments being 
served.
Figure 2-1 (page 14) shows an organization chart for a small 13
FIGURE 2 -1 . Organization chart for a small data processing installation 
(equipment rental less than $5,000  per month)
installation. Note that the systems analysis and programming 
functions have been combined. W hether or not the installation 
will require separate unit record equipment operators will depend 
on the type of configuration. There is a tendency in smaller 
installations to combine many card processing functions with 
the operation of the computer equipment.
Figure 2-2 (below) illustrates a medium-scale installation. 
Of interest is the separation of systems analysis from pro­
gramming and the addition of an internal control clerk. In the 
expanded organization, there may also be opportunities for a 
hierarchy of supervision; for example, senior programmer and 
programmer.
Figure 2-3 (page 15) shows an organization chart for a fairly 
large installation, with a monthly equipment rental of over
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FIGURE 2 -2 . Organization chart for a medium-sized data processing installation (equipment rental 
between $5 ,000  and $15 ,000  per month)
Data
processing
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Systems
analyst-
programmers
Keypunch
operators
Equipment
operators
Data
processing
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S enior
system s
analyst
System s
analysts P rogram m ers
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p rogram m er
Control
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Keypunch
supervisor
Keypunch
operators
Sen ior unit 
record  
e q u ip m en t  
o pera tor
U nit record
eq u ipm ent
operators
S enior
com puter
operato r
C om p uter
operators
$25,000. There is further specialization with systems analysts 
separated completely from programming. Programming includes 
a separate documentation librarian; there are separate data com­
munications specialists; and operations has a separate position 
for a tape librarian responsible for custody of the magnetic tapes.
Management of a computer installation
The same management principles that apply to general busi­
ness management also apply to data processing. However, since 
data processing is a relatively new discipline, the techniques for 
effective management control are still being developed. As so 
often happens in new fields, the personnel tend to feel that their 
work is creative and cannot be subjected to measurement or 
evaluation. For many years this feeling has prevailed in data 
processing, and management, not generally knowledgeable about 
EDP, has frequently failed to exercise adequate supervision.
As management and the other members of the business com-
FiG URE 2-3. Organization chart for a large data processing installation (equipment rental more than 
$25 ,000  per month)
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munity have become more knowledgeable in the computer field, 
effective control techniques have gradually begun to evolve. 
Various quantitative techniques have been used in performance 
evaluation of data processing activities. By using historical rating 
techniques, for example, yardsticks have been applied to the per­
formances of analysts, programmers, operators and keypunchers.
The application of management principles to computer data 
processing operations typically results in the preparation and 
use of a systems and procedures manual which describes standard 
operating procedures. The contents of this manual cover the 
following topics:
1. Standard programming conventions and procedures
2. Standard operating procedures
3. Control procedures
4. Organization and personnel
As with systems and procedures manuals used in other areas, 
the manual is useful in training, supervision and evaluation of 
performance. The multitude of differing conventions in pro­
gramming, documentation, operating, etc., leads to considerable 
confusion. The use of a manual setting forth standard pro­
cedures and conventions for the particular installation has proved 
to be an extremely valuable aid to management.
Standard  Program m ing  
Conventions and Procedures
The major purpose of this section of a computer installation 
systems and procedures manual is to establish standard vocab­
ulary, standard programming conventions, standard debugging 
procedures and standard documentation methods. The follow­
ing brief summary of possible topics suggests the scope and pur­
pose of the section:
TO P IC
Flow charting conventions
Decision tab le  conventions
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EXPLANATIO N
These are the form s, sym bols and conventions  
to be used in flow charting . Generally, it is 
desirab le  for these conventions to agree w ith  
th e  standards d efined  by the  U nited  S tates  of 
Am erica S tandards In s titu te  (see A ppendix B).
These conventions are used when preparing  
decision tab les. This  top ic  should include  
standard abbreviations fo r a llow ab le  condition  
entries.
Coding conventions
TOPIC
S tandard glossary and 
standard abbreviations
S tandard program m ing  
techniques
Debugging
Docum entation
S tandard nam es used by the  in sta lla tio n , 
standard abbreviations and such conventions  
as the m ethod to use in d iffe ren tia tin g  letters  
from  look-alike num bers are included in 
th is  topic.
A bbreviations are especially  valuab le for 
flow charting . A standard lis t should be 
prepared and the use of non-standard  
a lte rn atives  should be proh ib ited . Any word 
w itho ut a standard abbreviation  should be 
spelled out in fu ll. The glossary should specify  
the  m eaning of special term s com m only used 
in the in sta lla tio n . W here there  is confusion  
in the industry w ith  respect to a term , the  
d e fin itio n  to be used by the in sta lla tio n  
should be included.
W ith in  an in sta lla tio n , it is a norm al practice  
to develop standard techn iq ues for perform ing  
particu la r com puter operations com mon to 
m any com puter programs. For exam ple, 
routines to c lea r storage, to p rin t standard  
headings, or to ca lcu la te  square roots may be 
used in hundreds of d iffe re n t programs.
These routines can be inserted in a program  as 
an independent package, thus avoiding the  
need to rew rite the  sam e set of instructions  
every tim e  they are required for a new program. 
These routines should be fu lly  docum ented  
and subject to rigid rules in regard to th e ir  use 
w ith in  a program. The in sta lla tio n  may set 
up special m acro-instructions which are to be 
used for com m on operations such as accessing  
a record on a disk file . The “m acro” is used 
to avoid the  need for each program m er to 
rew rite  the  few  program  steps each tim e  the  
operation is ca lled  for.
The procedures to be follow ed in debugging  
include specifications for desk checking, 
program  assem bly, patch in g  and approval 
procedures to be follow ed before a program is 
released. Desk checking  (the process of 
review ing the  docum entation  and m anually  
trac ing  the  path of data through the  program  
to see if the  logic is sound) is a good practice  
before program  assem bly is a ttem p ted . 
P atch ing  conventions specify  the  m ethod of 
using and docum entin g  patches (m inor 
changes m ade d irec tly  in m achine language  
and inserted in th e  m achine language 
program ). S ince it is d iff ic u lt  for one pro­
gram m er to understand patches m ade by 
another, an in sta lla tio n  may specify th a t  
a fte r a certa in  num ber of patches (say 3) 
the  program m ust be re-assem bled from  a 
corrected sym bolic deck.
D ocum entation standards should be specified  
in fu ll d e ta il to avoid any possible m isunder-
EXPLANATION
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TOPIC EXPLANATION
Program changes
standing. These standards are discussed in 
d e ta il in C hapter 3.
Every tim e  a program is changed, the  revised  
program  should be tes ted  and th e  revision  
should be reviewed. The procedures to be 
fo llow ed and the  review and tes t functions to  
be perform ed should be c learly  described. A 
change log should be m ain ta in ed  fo r each  
program. An entry  should be m ade to record  
the  nature, e ffec tive  date and supervisory 
approval of the  change.
Stan dard  O perating  
Procedures
This section of the systems and procedures manual describes 
practices and procedures to be followed in the running of the 
processing equipment. The topics include specifications for 
machine operation, machine performance, scheduling, file re­
tention, housekeeping, record keeping and emergency procedures.
TO P IC
M achine operation
M ach ine perform ance
S ch edu ling
F ile  retention  
Housekeeping
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EXPLANATION
S tandard operating  procedures for a ll 
com puter and ta b u la tin g  equ ip m en t are used 
to ensure th a t uniform  techn iq ues are 
em ployed. Such standards help  to e lim in a te  
the  poor operating techn iq ues  w hich  
ind iv iduals o ften  develop on th e ir  own.
T im ing  standards fo r a ll com puter and  
tab u la tin g  equ ip m en t should be specified . 
These standards are often based upon the  
equ ip m en t m anufacturers ’ recom m ended  
allow ances b u t m odified  to f i t  unusual 
circum stances or conditions w ith in  a p articu ­
lar in s ta lla tio n  or ap p lica tio n . O perating  
procedural standards such as tape drive  
c lean ing  m ethods, program  loading and other 
com mon operations should be o u tlin ed  as 
operating instructions for personnel.
A ll com puter operations should be scheduled  
on the  basis of rules approved by m anagem ent. 
S chedules should provide tim e  required for 
reruns, assem bly runs, program debugging  
and preventive m aintenance.
F ile  control and retention  techn iq ues as 
outlined  in C hapter 7 are included here.
This top ic  includes handling  of files , use of 
supplies, storage of program s and procedures  
to  keep th e  cen ter neat and avoid loss or 
destruction  of program s or data.
Record keeping
TOPIC
Em ergency procedures
This involves procedures for recording  
u tiliza tio n  of eq u ip m en t and personnel. Per­
sonnel should be required  to record tim e  on 
and tim e  o ff th e  e q u ip m en t fo r each job. These  
records should, if  possible, be reconciled  
w ith  e lap sed -tim e  clocks on th e  m achine.
The in form ation  provided by u tiliza tio n  records  
assists in eva lu a ting  personnel and equ ipm ent 
perform ance. An exam ple o f a s im ple tim e  
and record form  is g iven  in Figure 2 -4 , th is  
page.
The m anual should spell out plans and pro­
cedures fo r em ergencies such as flood, fire , 
power fa ilu re , fa ilu re  o f com m unications, etc.
EXPLANATION
FIGURE 2-4. Daily computer log sheet 19
Control Procedures The activities of the control clerk or control group are specified 
through both the systems and procedures manual and the 
description of control activities found in the documentation of 
each computer application. In general, the control function will 
include the following duties:
1. Logging of input data and recording of control information
2. Recording of progress of work through the department
3. Reconciliation of computer controls with other control in­
formation
4. Supervision of distribution of output
5. Scrutiny of console logs and printed control information in 
accordance with control instructions
Liaison with users regarding errors and logging of correction 
requests and recording of corrections made
Scrutiny of error listings and maintenance of error log or 
error report
The work of the control section is evidenced by the maintenance 
of the logs, the signing or initialing of control documents and 
control reports.
6.
7.
O rganization  
and Personnel
2 0
The quality of the data processing is usually directly related to 
the quality of the personnel. Several of the equipment manu­
facturers as well as independent organizations have developed 
standard aptitude tests which can be used to evaluate prospective 
employees. Some companies ask programming and systems 
analysis candidates to solve a practice problem or write a short 
program. This can be a very effective and positive form of 
evaluation.
Personnel practices and methods of evaluation should be 
formalized and spelled out in detail in the systems and pro­
cedures manual. Every employee should know what is expected 
of him, what his own role is in the overall data processing func­
tion and how his performance will be measured.
Data processing operations are generally based on separate 
jobs or tasks. Personnel should be scheduled in all phases of their 
work. Programmers and analysts should be assigned to specific 
jobs, given job budgets and required to render periodic progress 
reports. Operators should be assigned to specific runs with spe-
cific equipment and required to report reasons for schedule devi­
ation or slippage to the shift supervisor. Of course, the pro­
cedures will vary depending on the size and structure of the 
organization but the concept of scheduling is applicable for even 
a small organization. The scheduling of personnel should in­
clude accepted practices such as the rotation of operator duties 
so that responsibility for running a program is not continuously 
in the hands of one person and the requirement that personnel 
take vacations.
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C H APTER 3
DOCUMENTATION OF THE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
DOCUM ENTATION CONSISTS of documents and records which de­
scribe the system and procedures for performing a data process­
ing task. It is a means of communicating both the essential 
elements of the data processing system and the logic followed by 
the computer programs. Preparing documentation is a necessary, 
though frequently neglected, phase of computer data processing. 
Documentation can serve the following purposes:
1. Provide explanatory material necessary for a supervisory re­
view of proposed systems and computer programs
2. Simplify program revision by providing full detail in support 
of each program
3. Provide the data necessary for answering inquiries regarding 
the operation of a computer program
4. Aid in instructing new personnel by providing background on 
previous programs and serving as a guideline for new pro­
grams
5. Provide operator with current operating instructions
6. Serve as one basis for an evaluation of internal control
In cases where documentation has not been maintained, some 
users have been involved in considerable extra expense when it 
has become necessary to modify a program. A change in with­
holding rates or the addition of a city income tax has, in some 
cases, necessitated a substantial amount of rewriting for payroll 23
programs because documentation did not contain the informa­
tion needed to make the required modification. An example of 
the danger inherent in faulty documentation occurred when an 
insurance company which had employed a very competent pro­
grammer did not enforce program documentation. Shortly after 
the programmer had left the company, the state insurance au­
thority requested copies of all formulas used in computing 
agents’ commissions. The commissions had been processed by 
the computer for several years and no one in the company knew 
the formulas which had been built into the program. To recreate 
the documentation, the company had to hire a consultant who 
worked for three months to build up the data by working back­
wards from a machine-language object deck.
This chapter describes a plan of documentation and briefly 
reviews the importance and usefulness of documentation to the 
auditor. W hile an individual installation may deviate in many 
details from it, the plan described provides a guide against which 
the auditor may measure the documentation performance of his 
client. A simple example of documentation is contained in 
Appendix B.
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Summary of documentation
A data processing application, such as payroll, may include sev­
eral separate processing tasks which are the basis for individual 
computer runs. Although separated to meet the requirements of 
the data processing system, the runs may be interconnected in 
that the output from one run may be the input for another run. 
For example, a payroll application described in Chapter 10 con­
sists of 11 computer runs. The five which are used to prepare the 
payroll checks are listed here.
1. Card-to-tape for payroll detail
2. Sort payroll detail into employee number sequence
3. Validate data
4. Calculate payroll and update master file
5. Print payroll checks
The computer run is the basic unit on which documentation is 
based, but because of the interrelationship of computer runs an
application overview which shows how the different runs are used 
is necessary for complete understanding of the runs. This appli­
cation or system design specification describes the overall system. 
It may be prepared as a separate report or may be ineluded in the 
different run documentations to which it applies.
Run documentation can take many different acceptable forms. 
This chapter will present a detailed outline of two common 
documentation manuals which fulfill basie requirements. These 
are the run manual and the computer operator instructions for 
the run.
The run manual is prepared by the systems analysts and/or 
the programmers. It contains a complete description of the 
program which is used for a data processing run. The sections of 
the run manual are generally the following:
1. Problem definition
2. System description
3. Program description
4. Operating instructions
5. Listing of controls
6. Acceptance record
Each of these sections will be described in this chapter.
The computer operator instructions, a reproduction of one 
section of the run manual, provide operating instructions for the 
machine room personnel. They may be filed separately or as­
sembled in notebooks which contain the instructions for all 
runs. The relationship of the run manual to the computer oper­
ator instructions is shown in Figure 3-1 (this page). The com­
puter operator instructions may also be known as the console 
run book.
The run manual is an important corporate record and should 
be safeguarded accordingly. For example, the manual should be 
given fireproof storage and should be returned to the files each 
night. For added protection against destruction or unauthorized 
changes, a control copy may be stored outside the data processing 
center. Ideally, access to copies of the manual should be re­
stricted to systems and programming personnel. M achine oper­
ators do not require access to the run manual since all the infor­
mation needed for proper machine operation is contained in the
FIGURE 3-1. Relationship of 
computer operator instruc­
tions to run manual
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computer operator instructions. Knowledgeable operators who 
have access to run manuals have an increased opportunity to 
make unauthorized changes in programs.
Run manual
The six basic sections of the run manual are discussed in detail. 
These cover the basic elements for adequate documentation. 
However, the auditor should recognize that individual differences 
can account for many variations in documentation.
Problem  D efin ition  
Section
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The problem definition section is intended to provide a clear, 
logical and formal record of the problem to be solved. The 
individual elements in this section might be:
1. Title page
2. Table of contents
3. Project background
4. Project request
5. Problem statement
6. Minutes of meetings and copies of policy decisions relating 
to the job
The project background is a description of the reasons why 
the program was prepared and its role in the overall data process­
ing system. This serves to place the program in perspective as it 
relates to other programs.
Those programs which are prepared in response to requests by 
user departments should be approved in advance by the data 
processing manager and the systems analyst. The approved re­
quest becomes a part of the documentation in ease there is a 
discrepancy between the resulting program and the desired re­
sult. In some instances, a programmer may finish a program in 
accordance with a user’s request only to find that the user has 
not defined the problem correctly.
A problem statement should be prepared in support of all new 
programs. This form is usually prepared by the systems analyst 
(if this function is separated from programming) and is the
basic source of information concerning the purpose of the 
program.
The system description section supplements the problem state­
ment by indicating the general outline of the new program and 
the related environment or system in which it operates. Al­
though it may be brief, this description is valuable in explaining 
the program. This section contains the system flowcharts, the 
record layouts, the activity codes, and, if a control function is 
involved, the way it is to be handled.
A system flowchart indicates (1) the source and nature of all 
input, (2) machine, computer and manual operations and
(3) the nature and disposition of all outputs. This chart assists 
in developing detailed operating and control instructions.
Record layouts which specify the placement of data items are 
used to describe records maintained on cards, magnetic tapes, 
paper tape, magnetic disks, magnetic drums, or printed reports. 
For example, a card layout contains the names of all fields, field 
locations, field sizes, a description of control punches and a 
description of file identification codes (see Figure 3-2, page 28). 
Tape layouts contain additional information on record size, 
blocking factors and the layout and content of all internal labels 
(see Figure 3-3, page 29). There should be a description of the 
codes used to identify the various types of transactions affecting 
the files being processed and of the codes in the files which 
denote type of account, type of customer, etc.
The control function for the computer run is described in this 
section. If this function involves a control group or control clerk, 
each man’s duties are defined.
System  Description  
Section
Whereas the system description section described the entire 
process, computer and non-computer, for accomplishing the 
data processing task, the program description section covers the 
details which document the computer program portion of the 
system. Typical topics in this section are:
1. Program flowcharts (also termed block or logic diagrams)
2. Decision tables
3. Table descriptions
Program  Description  
Section
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MULTIPLE-CARD LAYOUT FORM
FIGURE 3-2. Punched card layout
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4. Working storage and memory layout
5. Sense switches
6. Program modification
7. Program listing
The extent to which these topics are covered by a run manual 
depends on the size and complexity of the program. The pro­
gram flowcharts and program listing are typically included in 
even fairly condensed documentation.
Program flowcharts form a pictorial representation of the logic 
of a computer program. As such, they are one of the most im­
portant records in the run manual. See Appendix C for a de­
scription of standard flowcharting symbols.
Decision tables are a documentation and programming aid 
used as a supplement to or in place of program flowcharts. They 
are especially useful in determining that all possible decision 
combinations have been provided for within the program. The 
decision table is a useful tool in the preparation of compre­
hensive test data for testing a new program. Although they are 
not in common use, these tables can be a very valuable aid to 
programming and documentation.
Whenever a list of values such as a tax withholding table' is to 
be used in a computer program, a full description of the table 
should be included in the program documentation. The de­
scription should be sufficiently complete so that the table could 
be reconstructed easily if it were accidentally destroyed. A dia­
gram of the table is often used to illustrate its particular layout. 
A listing of all working storage areas is helpful. Working
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storage is memory assigned for storing intermediate results dur­
ing the processing steps. For each item this list might show:
1. Symbolic name assigned
2. Size (in number of characters)
3. Function within the program
4. Initial state (zero, blank or other)
5. W here cleared (i.e., on minor totals, on intermediate totals, 
on major totals or on final totals)
A layout of memory is not required in most cases since assign­
ment of memory is regulated by the assembler program or by the 
operating system. However, in special cases where the pro­
grammer has specifically assigned memory to facilitate instruc­
tion modification or where there are tables used within a program, 
a memory layout may become necessary or desirable.
A copy of the most recent program listing (produced by the 
program assembler) should be part of the documentation. This 
listing, together with the program flowchart, allows a reader to 
follow the detailed coding flow and logic. The list also serves as 
back-up in case the source deck is lost or destroyed. Each listing 
should be dated and only the latest listing should be retained 
in current documentation. Minor machine language changes 
(patches) are usually posted directly on the program listing. 
These changes should also be authorized and documented by a 
program change and approval sheet.
In some situations, a printout of memory after the program 
has been loaded can be valuable in diagnosing program errors. 
This is particularly true when an error is detected after a program 
has been patched or modified. Memory dumps may be included 
as part of the documentation for such cases.
In a number of computers, sense switches on the computer 
console are used to alter the program flow. The program tests 
the condition of the switch and changes the program path de­
pending on the switch setting. For example, a program written 
to print out account balances may, by a switch setting, be altered 
to bypass printing of credit balances. The documentation should 
identify each sense switch and describe the conditions or func­
tions which will result from each setting.
The programmer can use instructions to modify or change 
other instructions. This modification process is an extremely
powerful and flexible program technique but it does make pro­
grams extremely difficult to follow. For this reason, the purpose 
and result of all the program modifications should be fully 
documented.
This section of the run manual contains the information re­
quired by the computer operator to run the program. Some in­
formation which appears elsewhere in the run manual is repeated 
in this section because it is reproduced and furnished to the 
operator for use as the computer operator instructions. Any 
subsequent changes made in the run manual should, of course, 
be reflected in the separate computer operator instructions. This 
section of the run manual will be explained in connection with 
these instructions.
O perating  Instructions  
Section
The purpose of this section is to summarize the controls asso­
ciated with the run. Such a listing is valuable not only for 
internal use but also for the independent auditor's review. The 
section contains a brief write-up describing:
1. Controls outside the data processing department which 
check the accuracy of input data
2. Processing control procedures within the data processing de­
partment—such as checks of batch controls and reconcilia­
tion of run-to-run control figures
3. Programmed error detection and control procedures
4. Controls and checks of the accuracy of output performed by 
users or others outside the data processing department.
Listing  of 
Controls
This section documents the steps taken to test the program for 
errors before acceptance for use. The information contained in 
this section covers the test data used in the testing process, the 
documentation review approval and the program change record.
Copies of input and output test data should be preserved as 
part of the program documentation. In the case of punched 
card data, the run manual should contain a listing of the input/ 
output; the cards themselves should be retained elsewhere. Each 
time a program is changed, the test input data should be re­
A ccep tance Record  
Section
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processed and the new output compared with the original test 
output. This procedure helps to eliminate program errors which 
sometimes unexpectedly affect programs that have been changed.
W hen a program is first prepared, the documentation should 
be reviewed and approved by a responsible authority such as the 
program manager or the data processing manager. This review 
and approval should be recorded in the run manual. There 
should also be a record of all changes made in a program since 
its original implementation. This record (Figure 3-4, page 33) 
should show:
1. Date of change
2. Reason for change
3. Approval of change initiation
4. Approval of change method
The program change record is useful in keeping documenta­
tion current. It is very time consuming to correct all documen­
tation, including flowcharts, each time a program change is 
made. Instead, a change record is included with the documen­
tation and, unless there is a rather substantial rewrite of the 
program, the flowcharts are not redrawn. The original documen­
tation plus the change records form the current documentation.
The audit impact of adequate change documentation has been 
illustrated by a client whose payroll registers, prepared on the com­
puter, did not crossfoot. The auditor insisted that crossfooting 
be part of the computer program. On the next audit review, the 
first payroll tested did not crossfoot. However, the client’s docu­
mentation was good, and the auditors were able to satisfy them­
selves that the requested change had become effective, though 
not until after the production date of the payroll in question. In 
the absence of such documentation, the audit tests might have 
had to be extended.
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Computer operator instructions
As previously mentioned,, the set of computer operator instruc­
tions (also called the console run book) is a reproduction of one 
section of the run manual. The run manual is the complete
DATA PRO CESSING  PROG RAM  CHANG E RECORD
Program  nam e or 
description
Change num ber-
D ate
change e ffective .
Program  No.
Change in itia ted  by_
Change request approved by_
. Date.. 
. Date..
Description of purpose or reason fo r change
Description o f changes m ade (and effect on th is  and o th er program s)
Change m ade by_
Change tested  by_
Change posted to run m anual by.
Change posted to operato r instructions by- 
Review of changes by______________________
-Date.- 
-D a te -  
-D a te -  
-D a te -  
- D a te .
F IG U R E  3 -4 . Notice of program change
documentation; the computer operator instructions are those 
instructions necessary for the computer operator. The concept of 
separation of duties in data processing implies that the computer 
operator does not have access to the complete documentation. 
W ithout the complete documentation of the run manual, it 
would be difficult for the computer operator to alter the program 33
for any unauthorized purposes. Therefore, the computer oper­
ator is often restricted to the operating instructions since they 
provide all information necessary for the running of the program. 
The extent of coverage is approximately the following:
TO P IC EXPLANATIO N
Id e n tific a tio n  and descrip tion  The m achine operator should have a basic  
of program  understanding of th e  purpose o f th e  com puter
program. This  allow s him  to operate the  
program  and helps to  prevent him  from  
co m m ittin g  gross errors. The descrip tion  of 
the  program  should be b rie f and stated  in as 
sim ple and stra ightforw ard a m anner as 
possible.
Card layouts and keypunch  
instructions
System  set-up and take-down  
instructions
Deck set-up (for card input)
Sense sw itch settings
O perator duties
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The card layouts are som etim es included . In  
case cards are m angled during  processing, the  
operator may need copies o f th e  layouts and  
keypunch instructions to guide h im  in 
punch ing  rep lacem ent cards. Such punching  
should be ca re fu lly  contro lled  to avoid  
in troduction  o f errors.
The operator should be given d e ta iled  instruc­
tions on how to set up a ll th e  eq u ip m en t to  
be used during the  com puter run. These  
instructions should also prescribe the  
sequence in w hich the  operations are to be 
perform ed. C arefu l sequencing of set-up and  
take-dow n instructions can usually  reduce  
to ta l jo b  tim e  (e.g., readying p rin te r w h ile  
program  cards are being loaded; un loading the  
punch, reader and p rin ter w h ile  tapes are  
rew inding).
The deck set-up is a d iagram  showing the  
arrangem ent of the  program, subroutines, date  
card, data and sentine l cards w hich are  
norm ally processed during  a com puter run. (A  
sentine l card is usually a card conta in ing  
special punching to in d ica te  th e  end of a file .)  
Such a d iagram  helps to e lim in a te  the  errors 
and lost tim e  w hich are o ften  caused by 
im proper arrangem ent of the  deck.
Sense sw itches are external sw itches found  
on some com puters and can be tested  by the  
program . They are used to  a llow  the  operator 
to specify  certa in  program  options when the  
program  is to be run. The fu n c tio n  and proper 
use o f each external sw itch should be fu lly  
explained . Instructions to  th e  operator should  
describe exactly  how the  sw itches are to be set 
fo r th e  run.
These instructions should d e fin e  the  operator’s 
d uties  in s tarting, running and te rm in a tin g  the  
program . Ideally , noth ing should be le ft to  
th e  operator’s memory.
Console m essages and halts
TOPIC
End-of-job instructions
The operator should be given a lis t of a il 
messages and program m ed halts  conta ined  in 
th e  program . H e should also be given  
instructions as to  w hat ac tion  he m ust take  in 
response to each o f them . Instructions may  
inc lude th e  persons to con tac t in th e  case of 
unusual stoppages.
These describe th e  d isposition o f cards, tape  
and prin to u t, specify  external lab e llin g  to  be 
perform ed, and so on.
EXPLANATION
Minimum documentation
The explanations in this chapter are based on a rather complete 
documentation plan. Presumably there is a minimum acceptable 
set of documentation. W hile difficult to specify as a general 
rule, it would probably include the following:
1. Problem statement
2. System flowchart
3. Operator instructions
4. Record layouts
5. Program flowcharts
6. Program listing
7. Test data
8. Approval and change sheet
Importance of documentation for audits
The auditor may find it necessary to use client data processing 
system documentation in several ways. Two of these involve the 
review of internal control and the planning of audit steps using 
the computer.
It is normal audit practice to review and evaluate existing con­
trols. Program documentation is frequently the best source of 
information on control features in the computer program and, 
accordingly, review of control may depend in part on adequate 35
documentation of programs. Even if it is not necessary for re­
view of program controls, the absence of adequate documenta­
tion probably indicates a lack of administrative controls which 
may influence the auditor’s evaluation of internal control.
W hen review of internal control and methods of testing indi­
cates that the auditor should use computer-based tests (such as 
test data, routines to audit records, etc.), proper documentation 
can be invaluable. Details of record formats, layouts, code struc­
tures and other basic data contained in the standard documenta­
tion eliminate much of the groundwork usually associated with 
writing a program or developing test data and reduce the time 
an auditor needs to devote to the development of his audit 
approach.
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CHAPTER 4
HARDWARE FEATURES FOR CONTROL OVER 
EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTIONS
MODERN COMPUTER EQUIPMENT has a high degree of reliability 
and the auditor can usually assume that the equipment will per­
form reliably and will detect machine-based errors if they occur. 
Except where difficulties in processing are found to be a result of 
machine errors, the auditor can usually rely on the efficacy of 
these controls. Some of these are operable, however, only if 
program instructions test the equipment indicators. In order to 
understand the working of the equipment, to understand why it 
is reliable, and to evaluate the effectiveness of machine checks 
in cases where there are problems, it is desirable for the auditor 
to have a general understanding of built-in hardware control 
features. This chapter describes the general reasons for equip­
ment malfunctions, the general types of equipment controls and 
the controls associated with the major equipment items.
How the equipment can malfunction
A computer system consists of both electronic elements and me­
chanical parts. The central processing unit, for example, con­
sists almost entirely of electronic elements such as transistors, 
resistors and diodes, whereas most input/output equipment and 
file storage devices contain both electronic components and parts 
which move mechanically. Failure in the system, therefore, can 37
result from the malfunction of either a mechanical part or an 
electronic element.
Failu re  in 
Electron ic  Com ponents
A computer system operates with electrical pulses that are 
created, counted, delayed, transmitted, etc. Communication 
between units of the system is by a controlled transmission of 
electrical pulses, and the electronic circuitry of the computer is 
designed to control the timing, shape, strength and frequency 
of these pulses. Failure of an electronic element such as a transis­
tor, resistor, diode, etc., may cause a change in the timing, shape, 
strength or frequency of the pulses and lead to an error. Some of 
the reasons for deterioration of an electronic element are ex­
tremes of heat or humidity, power disturbances, mishandling 
and normal wear.
Quality control in manufacture, built-in equipment checks 
and programs of periodic preventive maintenance have made the 
electronic portion of the computer system very reliable. Preven­
tive maintenance procedures usually detect elements which are 
getting out of adjustment or are close to failure and allow ad­
justments or replacements to be made. The preventive main­
tenance is performed daily on complex computer systems and 
less frequently on simple configurations.
Failu re  in 
M echan ica l O peration
Mechanical operation is required in almost all input/output and 
file storage equipment. Two mechanisms with mechanical ac­
tions are usually used:
1. A transport mechanism to move the media ( input, output or 
file storage) past the reading or writing mechanism
2. Mechanism to read or write
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These actions occur at high speeds. For example, a card reader 
must transport up to 1100 cards a minute past the read mech­
anisms (brushes or photoelectric cells) at a precise speed and 
in a precise position. A printer that prints 1000 lines of 136 
characters per minute requires as many as 136,000 individual 
print mechanism movements each minute.
A machine error can be caused by a failure in the timing, 
speed or movement of a transport mechanism or by a malfunc­
tion of the read/write units. Such failures may result when
devices get out of adjustment, are mishandled by operators, be­
come worn, and so on. Failures may also be traced to bad media 
such as warped cards, magnetic tape with surface defects, or 
poor quality paper stock.
Equipment controls
Equipment controls are usually based on the concept of re­
dundancy. This concept has received much attention in com­
munication theory but is also applicable elsewhere as a general 
basis for error control. W ith  respect to error control, redundancy 
involves the addition of an element to a process or to the code 
for an item for the sole purpose of detecting any error which may 
occur. If there is no possibility of error, the redundancy is 
usually eliminated.
Equipment controls can be divided into five types: redundant 
character check, duplicate process check, echo check, validity 
check and equipment check. Each of these involves a separate 
operation which provides a check on the results of the main oper­
ation. The general types of controls are described in this section; 
their application to specific equipment is described in the re­
maining sections of the chapter.
A redundant character is a character attached to a data item for 
the purpose of providing for error detection. The redundant 
character is developed from the characteristics of the data item to 
which it is attached. After an operation such as the moving of 
a data item in the system, the computation used to obtain the 
redundant character is repeated to derive a second character. 
The two redundant characters are compared, and, if they are the 
same, it is assumed that there has been no malfunction affecting 
the data during the transfer or some other operation.
R edun dan t C h aracter 
Check
Another type of equipment control involves having the same 
process performed twice and the results of the two operations 
compared. Any difference between the first operation and the 
second signals an error. The duplicate process may be a comple­
mentary action such as reading after writing to check what 
was written.
D u p lica te  Process  
Check
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Echo Check In an echo check the central processor sends a command to an 
input or output device to perform an operation. The device re­
turns a signal that verifies that the proper mechanisms for per­
forming the actions have been activated. This check verifies that 
the equipment was activated without testing the actual results 
obtained.
V alid ity  Check Since, on many operations, only certain results can be con­
sidered correct, one method of checking is to compare a result 
obtained against all valid results. Any result not fitting into this 
set of valid results is considered incorrect.
E quipm ent Check In this control, the computer checks the equipment to see if it is 
functioning properly instead of checking the results from the 
operation. It is not a positive check, since the equipment may be 
working properly while defective media or other factors are 
causing improper results.
Central processor hardware controls
The central processor has two equipment error-control problems. 
The first is that of ensuring that all data elements transmitted 
through the internal circuitry of the central processor are trans­
mitted correctly and that no problem with the timing or pulses 
has destroyed or altered the data being moved. The second is 
that of avoiding the performance of an operation that is in­
valid. The typical central processor hardware controls are the 
parity bit, the operation validity check and interlocks. In some 
of the very early computers there were duplicate circuitry and 
double arithmetic in order to ensure correct functioning of the 
central processing unit, but these precautions are no longer 
considered necessary or desirable.
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Parity  B it The computer represents data and instructions internally using 
devices which have two recognizable states. A magnetic core, 
for example, is polarized in one of two directions. Each of these 
two states is used to represent a binary digit (abbreviated as bit) 
—one state represents a 1-bit and the other a 0-bit in the binary
system. Decimal numbers and alphabetic characters are con­
verted to binary representation for internal processing or for 
storage on magnetic media such as magnetic tape and are con­
verted back to decimal numbers and alphabetic characters when 
printed on reports. There are various different approaches to 
coding of data for internal representation in binary form. In all 
of these approaches, the computer works with groups of storage 
devices, each of which can hold either a 1-bit or a 0-bit.
A redundant character, called a parity bit or check bit, is 
associated with each group of bits separately identified and 
moved as a separate unit through the computer. This unit may 
be a large, fixed set of bits called a computer word, a smaller set 
which can encode a single alphanumeric character, or a separately 
identified part, called a byte, of a larger fixed word. The parity 
of the binary word, character set or byte is made even or odd 
when the data is first converted to binary form from input items 
or when data is formed from a computation or other manipula­
tion. The number of bits is summed and a 1-bit or a 0-bit is 
placed in the parity bit position to make the total number of bits 
odd if an odd parity check is used or even if an even parity 
check is used. Figure 4-1 (this page) illustrates the parity bit in 
a 6-bit binary-coded character bit set. Each time this basic group 
of bits is moved in the computer, the parity of the group is 
checked. If the parity bit as newly computed is different than 
the parity bit as previously computed, a bit has been destroyed. 
This test is not infallible since the destruction of two bits will 
leave the parity bit unchanged, but the probability of this hap­
pening is very low.
There are a few computers (usually equipment with a scientific 
processing orientation) which do not use a built-in parity bit 
control. Other reliability features including programming checks 
usually compensate for this omission. Parity errors in the central 
processor are seldom encountered and many of the errors which 
are registered are due to the checking circuitry itself rather than 
to an underlying error. The auditor should be aware of the parity 
check, but the lack of this check does not usually affect his 
assessment of the system or the extent of the audit tests.
The num ber 2
C
B
A
8
4
2
1
0  
0
0
0
0
1
0
Check bit
The num ber 3
A
B
C
8
4
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
Check bit
F I G U R E  4 -1 . Odd par­
ity bit for a com­
puter that uses a 
6-bit binary-coded 
character bit set.
In the central processor there are only certain operation codes 
which are valid and which the computer can execute and there 
is only a certain range of numbers which the computer can access
V a lid ity  Check
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as memory addresses. Before attempting to execute an operation 
code or access a memory location, the computer usually per­
forms a validity check to determine that it is a valid operation 
code or a valid address. Validity checks are used in some com­
puters with character coding to check the movement of data. 
Each bit set can encode one character, but not all combinations 
are valid. An invalid combination indicates an error.
In terlocks The computer system has automatic controls to prevent the 
equipment from attempting certain operations at the wrong 
time. For example, there is an input/output interlock which pre­
vents the computer from signalling an input or output device to 
perform an action while it is already performing another opera­
tion. Thus, a card reader cannot be signalled to read a card 
while it is already performing a card-reading operation. A storage 
protection interlock is a hardware control used with fairly ad­
vanced computer systems that process several programs con­
currently. It prevents the computer from using a block of 
memory locations that are not assigned to the particular program.
Card reader hardware controls
Read 
hopper
S tacker drum
 S tacker
F IG U R E  4 -2 . Path of C a r d  in 
c a r d  r e a d e r
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The card transport mechanism in a reader must pull a card from 
the input hopper and move it past the read stations (reading 
brushes or photoelectric cells) at a precise speed and in a precise 
position. (See Figure 4-2, this page). Malfunction of the card 
reader may therefore occur because the cards move past the 
reading stations at incorrect intervals of time, because the card 
is positioned incorrectly, or because the reading mechanism 
fails to sense properly. Card reading speeds vary from 200 to 
over 1,000 cards per minute, so that a slight delay or slight skew­
ing can result in an incorrect sensing. The types of controls 
commonly used in card readers are dual-read and hole-count 
controls (both duplicate process), validity checks and photocell 
(circuit) checks. Another check, the double-punch blank-column 
check, has been used in some older equipment. These checks 
are summarized in Table 4.1 (page 43).
W hen an error is detected by the card reader, an internal 
switch is set. The typical error procedure is for the card which
First read
Second read
was misread to be routed to a different output bin (stacker) from 
those without errors. Depending on the application, the com­
puter may halt processing for the error to be handled or it may 
continue processing with the error noted for later attention. If it 
halts, the reader will usually reject all cards then in motion. A 
corrected card and the other cards in process when the error was 
detected are re-inserted. Since the more a card is handled, the 
greater the chance of error, many installations prefer to complete 
the run with errors noted but without card re-entry during the
run.
Card punch hardware controls
The problems of card punching are similar to the problems of 
card reading but there are some differences in controls. These
H a rd w a re  c o n tro ls  fo r  c a rd  re a d e rs T A B L E  4.1
TYPE OF C O NTRO L D E S C R IP T IO N
Dual read 
H ole count
V a lid ity
Proper photocell 
fu n c tio n in g
D ouble-punch blank- 
colum n
The card is read by tw o separate read  
stations. Results of th e  two reading  
operations are com pared.
The card is read by the  f irs t read station  
and a count is m ade o f th e  holes in each  
colum n or row (depending  on w hich way 
the  card is read). A  second hole count is 
m ade by a second read station  and the  
two hole counts are com pared.
A lthough th ere  are 4 0 9 6  possible hole 
com binations fo r a colum n on a punched  
card, only a few  (6 4  is com m on) are valid . 
The va lid ity  check com pares the  punches  
read against th e  va lid  com binations. The  
check can usually  be suppressed by 
program m ing in order to  read non­
standard punch com binations if  th is  is 
necessary.
A fte r a card is read, th e  photocell reader 
is tested  to see th a t it  is fu n ction ing . A 
check for m isposition ing  o f cards is 
included. Not a p p licab le  to  read heads  
using w ire  brushes.
The card is checked fo r doub le punch or 
blank colum n for those colum ns having  
num eric  d ata  (w hich should have only  
one punch). A w ired panel is used for 
program m ing th e  test.
USE A N D  E FFEC TIVE N E SS
Very e ffective  a t d e tec tin g  errors in 
reading o f cards.
E ffec tive  a t d e tec tin g  errors. A  sm all 
p robab ility  exists th a t a reading could be 
in error even though its two hole counts  
are id en tica l.
An error in reading w hich , fo r exam ple, 
m issed a punch m ight s till result in a valid  
com bination  of punches. S om etim es used 
in com bin ation  w ith  a hole count, d u a l  
read, or photocell check.
Less foolproof than  o ther m ethods, but 
apparen tly  q u ite  satisfactory.
Very seldom  used except in old com puter  
systems, bu t a com m on tes t in u n it record  
equ ipm ent.
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are summarized in Table 4.2 (below). In one approach, the 
results of the punching operation are checked. There is a sepa­
rate read station following the punch station. Cards are read 
after they have been punched in order to develop information 
for either a hole count or a full comparison. A second approach 
to punch checking is an echo check in which a signal is sent 
from the punch dies verifying that they have been activated. 
Both approaches are widely used.
Printer controls
The first step in printing a line is to assemble the characters in 
storage. These characters are then loaded into a print buffer 
where they are decoded into signals which will select the char­
acters to be printed at each print position. There are usually 
from 100 to 160 print positions on a line, the most common 
numbers being 120 and 132. A hammer located behind the 
paper presses the paper and a ribbon in front of the paper against 
the type face at the exact moment the selected character is in 
position (Figure 4-3, page 45). After a line is printed the paper 
and the print ribbon are advanced and the hammer recoils.
There are two basic types of printers—impact and non-impact. 
Almost all are of the impact type which uses a mechanically 
driven type face pressed against the paper and ribbon. Non-
TABLE 4.2 H a rd w a re  c o n tro ls  fo r  c a rd  p u n c h e s
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CO NTRO L D E S C R IP T IO N
Read com pare A fte r a card is punched, it passes under
a read station. The card contents as 
read in th is  station are com pared w ith  
the  data w hich was to be punched.
H ole count A read station reads the card a fte r  it
is punched bu t m akes only a hole count 
(row or colum n) w hich is com pared to 
a hole count fo r th e  characters w hich  
were to be punched.
Echo check The com puter sends signals to  punch
dies to ac tiva te  them  to punch the  
required holes. A  signal is sent back  
from  the  punch dies verify ing  th a t they  
were activated .
USE A ND E FFEC TIVENESS  
Most effective.
P robab ility  of undetected  error very slight.
P robab ility  of u ndetected  error s till s light, 
though the  activation  of the  punch dies, 
rather than w hat they punched, is being  
checked.
F IG U R E  4 -3 . Diagram showing printing mechanism
impact printers form an image by electrical charges. This dis­
cussion deals only with impact printers. The major methods 
of impact printing are type bar, drum, chain and type slugs.
TYPE E LEM E N T  
Type bar
Drum
Chain
Type slugs
EXPLANATIO N
A horizontal type bar conta ins  a ll the  
characters. The bar moves horizontally  
and the ham m ers are ac tiva ted  when the  
correct ch arac te r on th e  bar moves past.
This  consists of a ro tating  cy linder w ith  raised  
characters arranged in bands around the  drum . 
As the  drum  revolves, a ll the characters in 
th e  p rin t set rotate  past each position. A t the  
in s tan t th e  selected  ch aracter is in fro n t 
of a position, th e  ham m er fo r th a t position is 
activa ted  and presses the  paper and inked  
ribbon against the  type face.
This involves the  sam e concept as the  drum  
except th a t a chain  con ta in ing  the  type faces  
moves horizo nta lly  past th e  p rin t positions.
This m ethod involves th e  sam e concept as a 
type chain  except th a t th ere  is a tra in  of type  
slugs m oving through a horizontal channel.
The hardware error controls for printing, as detailed in Table 45
Printing 
positions 
(e.g. 132)
Complete chain 
composed of 
several character 
sections
Paper
One section 
of characters
Ribbon
FIGURE 4-4. M a g n e t ic  t a p e  
u n it
4.3 (below) are echo, print synchronization and validity. Note 
that these controls test in various ways the mechanisms perform­
ing the printing but none of them is a positive test of what was 
actually printed. In practice, however, these controls have proved 
to be satisfactory.
Magnetic tape hardware controls
A magnetic tape drive consists of a feed reel, a takeup reel, read/ 
write heads, a mechanism to drive the tape past the heads and a 
mechanism to dampen the effect of rapid stopping and starting.
The device used to drive the tape past the read/write heads 
is a pinch roller, a vacuum capstan or a clutch operated capstan. 
Vacuum columns, mechanical storage arms or storage bins are 
used alone or in combination to provide several feet of slack tape 
for immediate movement before the reels start their independent 
motion. The most widely used tape units use pinch-roller drives 
and vacuum column buffers (Figure 4-4, this page).
Data is recorded by magnetizing small areas on the tape. A set 
of bits, encoding either one character or part of a computer word, 
is arranged as a vertical row of six or eight bits on the tape. A 
parity bit position is added to each row making the total number 
of bit positions equal to seven or nine (Figure 4-5, page 47).
TABLE 4.3 H a rd w a re  c o n tro ls  fo r  p r in te rs
CO NTRO L
Echo
V alid ity
P rin t synchroniza­
tio n  (tim ing )
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D E S C R IP T IO N
The centra l processor sends signals to the  
p rin te r to ac tiva te  th e  p rin t m echanism  
fo r each character. W hen the  p rin t 
m echanism  is positioned, ju s t before  
prin ting , a signal is sent back from  the  
prin t m echanism  verify ing  th a t the  
proper p rin t position has been activated .
This type of control tests th e  signals  
tran sm itted  to th e  p rin te r against th e  set 
of va lid  signals.
This  control checks the  tim in g  of the  
p rin te r to d e term in e  th a t the  p rin t 
ham m ers are ac tiva ted  a t the m om ents  
when the  approp ria te  characters are in the  
correct position.
U SE  AND E FFEC TIVE NE SS  
M ost com m on m ethod
S om etim es used in add ition  to an echo  
check
Next most com m on m ethod
O ne charac ter per row  
I (also te rm ed  a fra m e )
F I G U R E  4-5.  R e c o rd in g  o f d a ta  on m a g n e tic  ta p e
The positions are called channels. At the end of each record 
there is a blank space (usually ¾  inch) called an interrecord 
gap (or, more precisely, an interblock gap) to separate the blocks 
on the tape, each of which contains one or more records.
Problems with magnetic tape may result from difficulties with 
the magnetic tape itself (the primary reason), from malfunction 
of the read/write heads, or from malfunctions in the tape drive 
mechanism. The typical magnetic computer tape consists of a 
half-inch wide strip of polyester (plastic) film 2,400 feet long 
with a thin iron oxide coating. As the tape passes over the read / 
write head, any imperfection in the coating may lift the tape 
from the head and cause a signal drop. These defects can stem 
from manufacturing defects or from dust particles, but the most 
frequent source of difficulty comes from imbedded particles of 
oxide. Flakes of oxide break away from the coating and are 
redeposited on the tape surface by the tape heads and guides. 
These can be removed by a special cleaning process. Over a 
period of time, parts of a tape become worn. These worn sec­
tions must be removed or skipped over and not used for recording.
The proper operation of the read/write mechanism in the tape 
unit depends upon correct signals from the central processor and 
correct speeds and positioning as the tape moves past the read/ 
write heads. If the tape moves at an improper speed the record­
ing or reading mechanism will not operate properly. A mal­
function of the write head may cause a recording to be made at 
less than an acceptable signal level. The drive mechanism has a 4 7
The num ber 7  recorded  
 on m agnetic  tap e  
using 7  channels  
and even parity
Tracks  
(channels)
Parity bit
Zone
N um eric
C
B
A
8
4
2
1
1
1
T
device, usually a photoelectric sensing device, to sense the begin­
ning and end of the tape. If this is not operating properly, the 
read/write heads may attempt to write or read on the leader at 
the beginning or end of the tape. Incorrect processing or loss of 
data will result.
The hardware controls for magnetic tape consist of a parity 
check for reading of data and a read-after-write comparison for 
writing on tape.
Parity Check for 
M ag netic  Tape
Longitudinal 
check bit for 
each channel 
(track)  
Vertical parity check bit   
for each row (frame)  
   
Block
Check character 
composed of 
check bits for 
each channel
FIGURE 4-6. P a r ity  b it  
c h e c k  fo r  m a g n e tic  ta p e .
The basic parity check for magnetic tape is a row check, often 
called a lateral or frame check, in which each character (coded 
one character per frame) is given a parity bit when the data is 
put on the tape. W hen the data is read from the tape the parity 
bit is checked. An improved parity check is the addition of 
longitudinal or track parity bits to give a two-dimensional check. 
Each record encoded on the tape is given a track parity bit in 
addition to the row parity bit associated with each frame. This 
serves as an added check over the single dimensional row parity. 
In addition, the intersection of a missing row bit and a missing 
longitudinal bit will, if only one bit is in error, define the exact 
bit position causing the error and will allow for automatic error 
recovery (Figure 4-6, this page).
A cyclic or diagonal check is used in a few magnetic tape units. 
This is a check character formed by taking a parity check 
diagonally instead of down or across. This provides additional 
capabilities for pinpointing any bit positions that happen to 
be in error.
Read A fte r W rite  Check
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The read/write heads on a magnetic tape drive may take two 
forms: the single-gap head which acts as both a read mechanism 
and a write mechanism (only one operation being performed at 
a time) and a two-gap head which has both a read head and a 
write head. The two-gap head (Figure 4-7, page 49) allows for 
a read immediately after a write comparison in which case the 
data just written is read and compared. The data is tested to see 
if it was recorded at a proper signal level and parity is checked. 
The automatic write/read comparison depends upon having the 
two-gap head. It is preferable from an error control standpoint 
because recording errors are detected and corrected when they 
occur rather than when the file is next processed. In the latter
case, reconstruction is usually more costly and it is also time 
consuming.
A control used with some magnetic tape is that of counting the 
number of characters recorded and writing this count on the 
tape. W hen the tape is read, the character count is again com­
puted and compared. An infrequently used method involves a 
dual recording of the information so that there is a back-up 
recording of information in case of any problem with the major 
recording.
O ther Tape Controls
Since most tape errors are caused by surface defects on the 
magnetic tape, an error in reading or writing is usually handled 
by backspacing the tape one record and repeating the operation. 
If the error persists, the operation is repeated again. Dust or 
oxide particles will usually be dislodged in this way. If the error 
is still uncorrected, the record is noted on the error listing for 
subsequent correction and processing is continued. A bad spot 
on the tape can be skipped by marking the beginning and end of 
the tape portion which is not to be used.
H an d lin g  of Tape Errors
Hardware controls for direct access 
storage devices
A direct access storage device (drum, disk or strip file) consists 
of (1) a transport mechanism to move the recording media, 
(2) read/write heads and (3) recording material. The direct 
access devices can read or write directly on any section of the 
recording medium and for this reason they are also referred to 
as random access devices. Either the recording medium or the 
read/write head, or both, move until they are in correct position.
A magnetic drum storage involves a revolving drum with a 
magnetizable surface. The data is arranged in tracks and read/ 
write heads record or read data as the surface revolves beneath 
them. Magnetic disk storage consists of metal disks mounted on 
a shaft. As the disk revolves, data which is recorded on con­
centric tracks passes beneath a read/write head mounted on an 
arm. There is often a separate access arm for each disk, but the 
arm must usually move in and out in order to be positioned
head
FIGURE 4-7. Two-gap read / 
write head
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above the track to be used. The read/write head must be posi­
tioned and held a few ten-thousandths of an inch above the 
surface. A common approach is to have the arm float on a layer 
of air. In the event of power failure, a safety device retracts the 
heads to prevent them from damaging the disk. Strip file storage 
consists of cartridges loaded with plastic strips coated with a 
recording material. For a read/write operation, the selected strip 
is dropped from the cartridge onto a positioning drum which 
moves it past a read/write head. Errors may occur in this type 
of equipment because of incorrect positioning or because of im­
proper reading or writing by the read/write mechanism. The 
major error control methods are the parity check, check char­
acter and read-after-write check (Table 4.4, page 52).
A major error can occur in a disk storage device if information 
which is sent to be recorded at one location is recorded instead 
at another. The recording at the incorrect location not only 
puts the information where it should not be, but also destroys 
information at the location improperly used. In order to avoid 
the possibility of such an error’s happening through an improper 
movement of the read/write head, it is considered good practice, 
either through hardware controls or through programming, to 
compare the address of the location at which data is to be written 
with the address called for by the instructions.
Hardware controls for data communications
Errors occur in data communications primarily as a result of
(1) the inherent characteristics of the communication links and
(2) equipment malfunctions. The most common causes of data 
transmission errors are noise, fading, amplitude and phase dis­
tortion, and multipath distortion. A full discussion of these 
sources of error is beyond the scope of this review. In general, a 
switched or dial-up connection will have a higher error rate than 
a leased line and the error rate tends to increase with the distance 
over which the data is transmitted and the transmission speed.
M ethods of 
Error Control
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Errors will occur in every data communications system. There­
fore, the facts to be noted with respect to errors are these: degree 
of freedom from errors, probability of detecting errors which
occur and efficiency in handling these errors. The methods of 
error control are code validity and data redundancy. The redun­
dancy controls involve either a constant ratio code or parity bits. 
These controls are summarized in Table 4.5 (page 53). W here 
data is transmitted directly into a computer, the program ac­
cepting the data may perform additional error control procedures.
It is more difficult to correct errors than to detect them. There 
are codes which are designed for efficient correction of data trans­
mission errors but they require a relatively large number of re­
dundant checking bits and are expensive to implement.
The most common approach to error handling is retransmis­
sion of erroneously received messages or segments of messages. 
The retransmission may require operator intervention or it may 
be handled automatically. In one method, the receiving terminal 
checks each segment (character, block or message) as received 
and transmits an instruction back to the sending terminal either 
to repeat the transmission because there is an error or to continue 
with the next segment.
H an d lin g  of 
H ardw are-Based  
C o m m unication  Errors
Other input/output devices
Readers for magnetic ink character recognition (M IC R ), used 
extensively in banking, have validity and timing checks built into 
the equipment. The timing check tests that the documents are 
moving past the scanning heads at the proper speed. As with 
other validity checks, the patterns read by the scanning heads 
are compared with the set of valid symbols. In addition, the 
circuitry may perform other checks. It may count the characters 
in the field to determine that the size of the field being read is 
correct or automatically compute a check digit and compare it 
with a check digit in the field being read.
M ag netic  Ink  
C h aracter Readers
An optical scanner reads characters or marks by scanning with a 
beam of light. A character is read by recognizing a particular 
pattern of light and dark areas. There are several different meth­
ods for performing this task.
There are two rates to consider in optical reading—the reject
O ptical S canning  
E quipm ent
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TABLE 4 .4  H ard w are  contro ls  fo r d ire c t access storage devices
CONTROL
Parity
C haracter
R ead-after-w rite
D E S C R IP T IO N
A parity  b it is generated and recorded for  
each character, word or record.
Th is is an extension o f th e  parity  check. 
A set of parity  b its  is generated based on 
parity  for each o f th e  b it positions in a 
group of bits. For exam ple, there  is a 
parity  b it based on the  firs t b it of each  
set o f b its  in th e  record. If  th e  b it set 
contains e ig h t bits, the  checking  set 
contains e ig h t bits. The concept is 
s im ila r to  th a t of th e  tape record 
long itud inal check bits.
This  is a check to d e tec t an error in 
recording. It  consists of reading the  
record ju s t w ritten  and tes tin g  fo r correct 
recording or correct parity.
U SE  AND E FFEC TIVE NE SS
D etects a recording error only when the  
record is subsequently  read.
D etects a recording error only when the  
record is subsequently  read. Som e  
c a p a b ility  for correcting  errors.
The most positive check. P erm its  detection  
of m ost recording errors a t th e  tim e  of 
occurrence. Can also be program m ed. W hen  
program m ed, special ‘‘w rite  check” 
instructions are usually  ava ilab le .
rate and the error rate. The reject rate is the percentage of docu­
ments rejected because the equipment is unable to recognize the 
character. At present, reject rates range from 2-20%. The error 
rate is the percentage of documents which were read but which 
contained one or more characters incorrectly identified. The 
error rate typically ranges from less than 1% of documents up 
to 2%.
The reject rate is significant in terms of handling time and 
reprocessing. The seriousness of errors undetected because of 
misreading depends on the type of application. A 1 % error rate 
may be quite acceptable for one application but totally unac­
ceptable for another. Programmed tests discussed in Chapter 6 
can be used to detect many of the errors that are not found at 
the time of reading.
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Hardware controls and the audit
There will be errors in data processing equipment. There are, 
however, satisfactory methods for detecting such errors and in 
some cases automatically correcting them. The auditor can 
usually put considerable reliance on the equipment and the 
hardware controls for detecting errors. The auditor is interested,
for background purposes, in knowing the major types of equip­
ment controls and in having an assurance that they are operating 
properly. This information is helpful for understanding the error 
procedures established by the client. The lack of a particular 
type of equipment control should probably not alter the scope 
of the audit unless the system does not seem to be operating 
within a tolerable rate of errors. In some cases, the hardware 
controls are not automatic but must be tested by programmed 
instructions. The fact that a client does not implement hard­
ware controls requiring programmed tests may indicate a lack 
of administrative controls.
The auditor should be able to obtain general information on 
the reliability of the equipment from operating reports and from 
computer logs which record periods of machine breakdown 
(downtime) and the reasons for it.
In most cases the hardware error detection methods are satis­
factory and do not require special audit attention. However, 
procedures for handling detected errors are themselves sources 
of possible errors that may go undetected. For example, a card 
reader with a validity check will reject a card with invalid punch 
combinations or a card which was sensed incorrectly so that it
Hardware controls for data communications T A B L E  4 .5
CONTROL
V alid ity
C onstant ratio  code
P arity  (s im p le  one 
dim ensional)
P arity  (two  
dim ensional)
D E S C R IP T IO N
This  check determ ines th a t a received  
ch aracter is one o f a num ber of 
perm issib le  b it configurations.
The code is s tructured so th a t every  
ch arac ter is represented by the  sam e 
num ber of 0  and 1 bits. The receiv ing  
te rm in a l counts th e  num ber of 1 bits. If  
there  is not a constant num ber, an error 
has occurred.
A parity  b it is added to  each group of 
data  b its  to m ake th e  to ta l num ber o f bits  
odd in an odd parity  check or even in an 
even parity  check.
A parity  b it  is added to each ch aracter 
code and longitud ina l parity  b its  are  
developed for each block. A separate b it 
is form ed for each level of the  transm itted  
code. Th is  check is s im ila r in concept 
to th a t o f the  lo ngitud ina l parity  for  
m agnetic  tap e  and th a t o f the  character  
code fo r d irec t access storage.
USE A ND  E FFEC TIVE NE SS
This check has lim ite d  value in d e tec tin g  
errors and no value in correcting  errors  
autom atica lly .
The code is s im p le  to generate and check  
but requires the  transm ission o f extra bits  
per character. It  has high value in d e tec tin g  
errors but does not p erm it au to m atic  error 
correction because it  does not a llow  fo r  
id en tifica tio n  o f an erroneous b it.
This  check d etects  s in g le -b it errors but not 
errors involving an even num ber o f b its  
because parity  is unchanged. It  does not 
p erm it error correction.
This check ensures detec tion  o f up to  three  
errors in a block. It  has lim ited  c a p a b ility  
for error correction.
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appeared to be invalid. If the procedures for handling this error 
are not followed properly, the result may be a double reading of 
the card or a skipping of the card. In reviewing processing pro­
cedures, therefore, the auditor should usually devote more atten­
tion to the procedures for handling errors than to the hardware 
controls which detect them.
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CHAPTER 5
CONTROL OVER INPUT AND OUTPUT
IN PUT DATA is the weakest link in the chain of computer data 
processing events. The reliability of equipment is very high and 
a computer program can usually be successfully debugged over a 
short interval of time, but the problem of the input data is a con­
tinuing one which affects all persons and machines creating or 
transmitting input data. A study of 100 computer installations 
showed input errors to be the major operating problem. Good 
systems design should include provisions for ensuring accurate 
and complete input into the system. The auditor in turn should 
be well acquainted with the sources of errors and with the range 
of techniques for prevention or detection.
Output should be controlled in the sense that it should be 
distributed to those who need it and should not be given out to 
those not authorized to receive it. This is termed “distribution 
control." Those receiving the output can frequently spot errors 
not otherwise detected. Thus, a procedure whereby recipients 
can report errors can form a feedback mechanism for error 
control.
How input data errors can occur
The input data for a program may be in error for one of four 
general reasons: it may be incorrectly recorded at the point of 
inception; it may be incorrectly converted to machine-readable 
form; it may be lost in handling; or it may be incorrectly processed 55
when read by the computer equipment. The necessity for data 
controls of the type commonly used is demonstrated by the 
prevalent types of input errors.
Error in 
C reating  Data
The data may be recorded incorrectly at the point of inception 
or the transaction may not be recorded. For example, a salesman 
may write down an incorrect stock number, the shipping depart­
ment may record improperly the number of units shipped, or an 
icoming shipment may be put into inventory without the prepa­
ration of a receiving document.
Error in Converting to  
M achine-R eadab le  Form
If the original document has been prepared by hand or in a 
manner which is not machine-readable, it is necessary to convert 
the information into machine-readable form. This generally 
involves punching the data into punched cards or preparing other 
input media such as punched paper tape. Errors may occur if 
the keypunch operator makes a mistake or, if the data is illegible, 
makes an incorrect judgment as to its meaning. Both the ar­
rangement of the data to be punched and the legibility of source 
documents affect productivity and error rate. A study of key­
punching error rates for experienced operators has indicated an 
average ranging from one error in every 1,600 keystrokes to one 
error in every 4,300 keystrokes.1
Loss of D o cum ent or 
Record in H an d lin g
During the data processing cycle a record may be lost. Two 
paper documents may stick together, a record may be overlooked 
by the keypunch operator, or a record or document may be lost 
or dropped or may otherwise disappear in transit or in handling 
by the data processing personnel.
Errors in Processing  
by the  Com puter
A correctly recorded transaction which is correctly encoded into 
machine-readable form may still be processed incorrectly. There 
are several possible reasons for this:
1. Error in reading by the input device
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1 E. T. Hemmer and G. R. Lockhead, “Productivity and Errors in Two 
Keying Tasks: A Field Study,” Jo u rn a l of A p p lie d  P sych o lo g y , Vol. 46, 
No. 6, 1962, pp. 401-408.
2. Error in transmission of direct input data
3. Non-processing
4. Processing of data using wrong program or wrong master file
The conversion of the machine-readable media into the in­
ternal coding required for computer processing involves an in- 
put/output unit which must operate mechanically. The machine 
controls to ensure proper conversion have been described in 
Chapter 4. It is also possible, if necessary, to include additional 
programmed controls in the data processing system to ensure the 
proper conversion of data into internal form.
W here direct input devices are used there may be an error 
in the creation of the data as it is keyed in by the employee oper­
ating the device or there may be an error in the transmission of 
the data. Equipment malfunctions in the transmission equip­
ment should be detected by the equipment controls. The keying- 
in of erroneous input data should ordinarily be detected by 
procedural or programmed input controls.
During data processing it sometimes happens that a record is 
not processed. This error may be due to a malfunction of the 
equipment, in which case the equipment controls should catch 
the error, or it may be due to some previously latent pro­
gramming defects, in which case programmed error control pro­
cedures are necessary to detect the error.
In the normal course of events it is probable that sooner or 
later one of the data processing employees will pick up the wrong 
data file or the wrong transaction data when performing a data 
processing run. Accounts receivable data may be put into the 
program for accounts payable processing, for example. In an 
updating run, a data processing employee may use an old file 
being stored as back-up instead of the current file.
Input control in the design of a 
data processing system
Input controls can be placed at three different points in the 
data processing system:
1. At the point where data is created and converted to machine- 
readable form 57
2. At the point where the data enters the computer
3. At points where the data is handled, moved or transmitted 
in the organization
Table 5.1 (below) summarizes the most common methods for 
input data error control. These represent an inventory of meth­
ods from which the system designer selects in order to achieve 
the level of input error control required for an application. The 
individual methods are discussed later in this chapter.
In data processing system design, a special input editing run is 
usually performed with the data before it is used for updating 
files or for other processing. This procedure is especially com­
mon if data is batched and transferred to some file medium, 
such as magnetic tape, before processing. Generally this tran­
scription computer run is also used to perform tests on the 
data, to prove the control totals to that point and to prepare 
any controls required in further processing. If a special input run 
is not used, each data item read is usually subjected, before being 
used, to the input validation appropriate for the application. 
Typical output from an input validation run is shown in Figure
5-1 (page 60).
If controls such as those described are built into the system, 
how should an input error which reaches the computer be 
handled? In a small data processing installation it may be both 
feasible and desirable to halt processing while the error is cor­
rected. However, this is usually not desirable. As the equipment
TABLE 5.1. Methods for input data error control.
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At point data is created  
and converted to  m achine- 
readable form
At point data is firs t 
put into th e  com puter
At points data  
is handled, m oved  
or tran sm itted
Procedural controls File label (in te rn a l) T ran sm itta l
D ata review Tests fo r valid ity: controls
V erification —  Code R oute slip
Check d ig it —  C haracter Control to ta l
—  Field External f ile
—  Transaction
—  C om bination  of 
fie lds
—  M issing data
—  Check dig it
—  S equence
—  L im it or 
reasonableness tes t
Control to tal
labels
becomes larger and the systems more complicated it is not eco­
nomically advisable to halt the computer processing to make a 
correction. Instead, the transaction is shunted aside. It may be 
written on a suspense file to be examined at a later time, and 
information may be written on the console typewriter explain­
ing the reason for the item’s rejection. There should thus be a 
file of rejects and an error listing indicating why the data was 
rejected. This error listing provides valuable information to the 
auditor on problems in the system.
Items which are rejected by the input editing run should be 
carefully controlled to make sure they are not lost and are re­
turned if sent outside the data processing center for correction. 
W hen items are rejected the control totals must be revised to 
account for the difference.
In the design of a data processing application, consideration 
should be given to techniques which eliminate all or part of the 
input preparation. Some examples of such techniques are:
T E C H N IQ U E
P repunched data cards w ith  
only variab le  data added
Exception input
EXAMPLE
Hourly payroll cards reproduced from  m aster 
payroll cards (only hours worked need be 
keypunched)
S alaried  payroll in w hich no input is required  
unless there  is an exception
The number and type of controls used in a particular applica­
tion will depend upon the errors which can occur, the feasibility 
of the various error control methods and the importance of the 
consequences of errors compared to the cost of using the controls.
Control over creation and conversion of input data
Standard practices and well-designed forms impose procedural 
controls on the creation of data. For example, a part number to 
be written on a document may have to be written in a special 
position which contains the exact number of spaces required for 
the part number. The spaces can be marked in such a way that
Procedural Controls  
and Data Review
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BG / /  JOB BETTY 
BG 0 0 . 0 0 .0 6
BG BEGIN UNEARNED INCOME REPORT 
BG ALLSTORES CORP.
BG OP1 1 I I DATA CHECK S Y S 001= 181
CCSW=0210 0 0 3 1 6 8 0 E 0 0 0 0 0 0  S N S = 0 8 5 2 0 3 C 0 0 0 0 0  C C B -0 0 3 1 2 8  
BG NO MATCH CARD 0 2 1 6 0 2 R 3  
BG NON NUMERIC F IE L D  0 2 9 8 0 A 5 2  
BG DUP 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 4
BG TERMS NOT EQUAL ACCOUNT 0 3 2 0 0 0 2 4  TB 48  CARD 36  
BG NON NUMERIC F IE L D  0 3 9 1 0 0 5 3  
BG DUP 0 3 9 1 0 0 8 7
BG TERMS NOT EQUAL ACCOUNT 0 4 6 1 0 2 0 0  TB 08  CARD 36
BG TERM NOT GREATER THAN ZERO OR REM AINING PAYMENTS IS  NEGATIVE 0 4 6 1 0 2 0 0  
BG NON NUMERIC F IE L D  0 4 6 6 0 0 0 2  
BG DUP 0 6 5 1 0 0 1 1
BG TRIAL-BALANCE READ ERRORS 0 00 0 01  
BG END UNEARNED INCOME REPORT 
BG EOJ BETTY 
BG 0 0 . 0 7 .2 5
FIGURE 5 -1. Typical output from an input validation run
a part number containing less than or more than the required 
number of characters will be detected by the writer of the part 
number. W here direct input devices are used, templates over the 
keys, identification cards and other procedural aids serve to 
reduce input errors.
Review procedures require examination of input data before 
it is converted to machine-readable form. The person charged 
with this task may be assigned the responsibility of checking all 
coding of documents. This may be connected with the addition 
of information or it may be an entirely separate checking step.
V erifica tio n  of 
Conversion to  
M ach in e-R ead ab le  
Form
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W hen data is converted to machine-readable form (punched 
cards, for example), the accuracy of conversion can be tested by 
mechanically verifying the keypunching operation. Two separate 
keydriven machines are used—a card punch and a verifier. The 
data is first punched by a keypunch operator. The punched cards 
and the original data are then given to a verifier operator who 
inserts the punched card in the verifier and re-keys the informa­
tion from the original source documents. The verifier does not 
punch but instead compares the data keyed into the verifier with 
the punches already in the cdrd. If they are the same the punched 
card is presumed to be correct. A common indication that this 
check has been performed is a notch put at the right end of a cor-
rect card by the verifier (see Figure 5-2, page 64). An incorrect 
card is notched over the column containing the difference. The 
incorrect cards are returned for repunching and reverification.
A recent development is the use of a magnetic tape encoder as 
an alternative to keypunching of cards. Data is recorded directly 
on magnetic tape. The device can be used both to record data 
and to verify it. An advantage is the fact that the data is not 
written on tape until an entire record has been keyed in. Any 
error the operator notices may be corrected immediately. The 
verification process includes the correction of errors.
Verification is a duplicate operation and therefore doubles the 
cost of data conversion. Various methods are used to reduce the 
amount of verifying. One method is to verify only part of the 
data. Some data fields are not critical and an error will not affect 
further processing. Examples are descriptive fields containing 
vendor name, part description, etc., which, under most cir­
cumstances, are not critical. The use of prepunched cards and 
prepunched stubs and the duplication of constant data during 
keypunching may allow verification to be restricted to the variable 
information added by the card punch. The use of turn-around 
documents illustrates a technique for reducing the need for key­
punching and related verification. In a billing operation, for 
example, a punched card is used as the billing document. The 
customer is asked to return the punched card (or a punched 
stub) with his payment. If the customer makes a full payment, 
no keypunching may be required; if partial payment is made, the 
amount of the payment is punched, but verification is not neces­
sary for any fields other than the amount. The same approach is 
used for turn-around documents which are read optically when 
returned.
Another approach to reducing verification, used with statistical 
data, is to verify only if the card punching error rate is above an 
acceptable level. Each operator's work is checked on a sample 
basis. If her error rate is acceptable, no verification is made; if it 
is not, complete verification is made.
Verification can also be conducted by visual inspection of the 
printing on the card or a visual review of a listing of the cards. 
Other control procedures (explained below) may be substituted 
for verification—a check digit on an account number or a batch 
control total, for example.
Some techniques for data recording produce a punched card 
or a punched paper tape as a byproduct of the recording opera- 61
tion. For example, the typing of an invoice may, by the use of a 
device hooked up to the typewriter, automatically produce a 
punched card or punched paper tape for inventory control, sales 
analysis, etc. Proofreading of the invoice serves also to verify 
the punched card byproduct, though not to the same extent as 
mechanical verification.
W hen data conversion is performed by an optical character 
reader, the correctness of the original document is critical since 
there may be no separate encoding into machine-readable form. 
Optical readers are used to read data encoded in a special format, 
such as marks on a form, and to read special stylized characters 
or ordinary typed or written characters. Since there is no separate 
verification, applications having high accuracy requirements use 
checks such as check digits, batch controls and programmed tests 
to detect reading errors.
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Check Digit In most applications involving identification numbers, each 
number may be verified for accuracy by a check digit, which is 
essentially a redundant digit added to the normal number. The 
check digit is determined by performing some arithmetic opera­
tion on the number in such a way that the usual errors en­
countered in transcribing a number will be detected. There are 
many possible procedures, a simple example of which follows;
1. Start with a number without
the check digit 57648
2. Multiply every other digit by
two 10 12 16
3. Sum the digits in the resulting 
numbers and the digits not
multiplied 1+0+ 7 + 1+2+4+ 1 + 6=22
4. Subtract sum from next high­
er number ending in zero 30 — 22 =  8
5. Add check digit to number
(at end or elsewhere) 576488
Note that a check digit procedure is not completely error 
proof. In the example given above, 57846 or 54678 give the same 
check digit. It is unlikely, however, that transpositions of this 
sort will occur. The check digit does not guard against the 
possible assignment of an incorrect but valid code, such as the
assignment of a wrong valid identification code to a customer.
The checking of the code number for the check digit may be 
performed by the input device (a keypunch or a paper tape 
punch) or it may be programmed into the computer. Using the 
check digit as part of the input device has the advantage that an 
incorrect code is detected before it enters the computer process. 
Using a check digit on a keypunch, for example, removes the 
necessity for verifying that portion of the data being punched. 
Numbers with check digits are frequently termed "self-checking” 
numbers. Examples of their uses are charge account numbers, 
employee pay numbers and bank account numbers. A disadvan­
tage of check digits is the necessity of providing new identifica­
tion numbers when converting to their use. The check digit may 
be added to an existing code number but this also creates a new 
number. In most instances, a check digit should be built into 
any new identification number system that may be used in 
input data.
Control over input data read into the computer
W hen data is read into the computer, the program usually 
checks the file labels to see that the proper file is being used, 
makes certain checks to ensure that the data fields being read are 
valid and establishes and checks control totals.
To ensure that the proper transaction or master file is used and 
that the entire file is processed, file labels are usually used at the 
beginning and end of files (especially magnetic tape files). In 
fact, many operating systems specify standard file labels. A file 
label is a record at the beginning and/or the end of the file which 
records identification and control information. Reel labels may 
be used for each reel of a multi-reel file. The label at the begin­
ning is the header label which identifies the file (see Figure 5-3, 
page 65). Typical information on a header label is:
1. Name of file
2. Creation date
3. Identification number
4. Reel number
F ile  Label 
Controls
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 An e rro r in th is  colum n Final OK notch .
FIGURE 5-2. Punched card showing verification notch
The trailer label is the last record and summarizes the file. 
Typical information on a trailer label is:
1. Record count
2. Control totals for one or more fields
3. End-of-file or end-of-reel code
Note that these are internal labels. External labels are a separate 
feature and are explained in Chapter 7.
Tests fo r  
V alid  Data
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Once read by the computer, the data items can be subjected to 
tests to ensure that they are within the limits established for 
valid data. Some examples of the checking which can be done 
are:
1. Valid code. If there is only a limited number of valid codes 
(say, for coding expenses), the code being read may be 
checked to see that it is one of the valid codes.
2. Valid character. Certain characters only are allowed in a 
data field, so the computer can test the field to determine 
that no invalid characters are used.
3. Valid field size, sign and composition. If a code number 
should be a specified number of digits in length, the computer 
may be programmed to test that the field size is as specified. 
If the sign of the field should always be positive or always 
negative, a test may be made to ensure that the sign is cor­
rect. If the field should contain only numerics or only alpha­
betics, a test may be made to determine that the field does 
indeed contain the proper composition of characters.
4. Valid transaction. There is usually a relatively small number 
of valid transactions processed with a particular file. For 
example, there is a limited number of transaction codes 
that can apply to accounts receivable file updating. As part 
of input error control, the transaction code can be tested for 
validity.
5. Valid combination of fields. Combinations, besides individ­
ual fields, may be tested for validity. For example, a salesman 
code that can be associated with only a few territory codes 
can be checked for invalid combinations.
6. Missing data test. The program may check the data fields to 
make sure that all data fields necessary to code a transaction 
have data.
7. Sequence test. In batch processing, the data to be processed 
must be arranged in a sequence identical to that of the file. 
Both the master file and the transaction file may be tested to 
ensure that they are in correct sequence—ascending or de­
scending, as the case may be. The sequence check can also be 
used to account for all documents numbered sequentially.
8. Limit or reasonableness test. This is a basic test for data
FIGURE 5-3. Header and trailer labels for file on magnetic tape 65
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Last block o f 
d ata  to  be  read
processing accuracy. Input data usually falls within certain 
limits. For example, hours worked should not be less than 
zero and should not be more than say 50 hours. The upper 
lim it may be established from the experience of the particular 
firm. Input data may be compared against this lim it to en­
sure that no input error, or at least no input error exceeding 
certain pre-established limits, has occurred. The following 
are sample situations:
The total amount of a customer order may be com­
pared with his average order amount. If this order 
exceeds say three times the amount of his average order 
then an exception notice may be printed.
A material receipt which exceeds two times the eco­
nomic order quantity established for the particular item 
may be subject to question.
An amount on a receiving report may be compared 
with the amount requested on the purchase order. If 
there is more than a small percentage variance, an 
error in the input data can be assumed.
In a utility billing, consumption is checked against 
consumption in prior periods to detect possible errors 
or trouble in the customer’s installation.
9. Check digit. The check digit is checked on identification 
fields having this control feature.
Control Totals Control totals are used as a basic method for detecting data 
errors. The control total process requires that a control figure be 
developed by some previous processing and that the current data 
processing recompute this amount, comparing the resultant total 
with the previous total. Control totals are usually obtained for 
batches of data. The batches are kept to a reasonable size so that 
errors can be isolated easily. In batch processing, one or more 
control totals are prepared for each batch of source documents 
before they enter data processing. The control totals are written 
on a batch ticket along with other control information. (Figure 
5-4 (page 67) and Figure 5-5 (page 68 )) which accompanies 
the batch. The control totals are normally keypunched or other­
wise converted to machine-readable form and accompany the 
66 batch as it enters computer processing. The control totals are
BATCH CONTROL 
TICKET
D ate  _____
Batch no.
No. o f docum ents  
Control to ta l
Description o f control 
to ta l —
F IG U R E  5 -4 . Punched card used as batch control ticket
read by the computer for use in checking the batch of input data. 
Sales slips to be processed by computer, for example, are first 
added on an adding machine so that a control total for the sales 
in the batch may be reached. A control total for payroll might 
be the number of employees for which checks should be pre­
pared. Control figures may be financial totals, hash totals, or 
document or record counts.
Financial totals. Financial totals are totals such as 
sales, payroll amounts, inventory dollar amounts, etc., 
which are normally added together in order to provide 
financial summaries.
Hash totals. Hash totals are totals of data fields which 
are usually not added. The total has meaning only as 
a control and is not used in any other way in data 
processing. To determine that all inventory items are 
processed, a control total may be developed of the 
inventory item numbers and this control total com­
pared with the sum of the item numbers obtained 
during the processing run.
Document or record count. In many cases, instead of 
obtaining a financial total or hash total, it may be 
sufficient merely to obtain a count to ensure that all 
documents or records have been received and processed.
The comparison of the control totals obtained prior to process- 67
Batch no. To
D ate From
No. of 
docum ents
N um bered
From  To
Control to ta ls
D ate rec’d Rec’d by
FIGURE 5-5. Batch control ticket to accompany source documents
ing with the control totals computed by the computer may be 
handled by the computer or performed by the control clerk. 
W hen trailer labels are to be used on magnetic tapes, a record 
count and other control totals are established by a prior process­
ing run and are available for checking purposes when the tape 
is read. W hen the output of one run becomes the input of 
another run, run-to-run control totals are established. These 
control totals can be used to determine whether or not all items 
in the batch have been received and processed.
In general, it is desirable to have the computer perform the 
control comparison. Control totals are read as input data items 
and the computer is programmed to accumulate control totals 
internally and make comparisons. A message confirming the 
comparison and showing the totals should be printed out even 
if the comparison does not disclose an error. These messages are 
then subject to review by the control clerk.
Control over handling of input data
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Transmittal controls, route slips, control totals and external file 
labels are examples of controls over the handling of input data.
Control totals have already been explained and external file 
labels are described in Chapter 7. The transmittal controls and 
route slips are discussed in this section (see Figure 5-6, below).
W hen data is moved about in an organization there is always 
a possibility that it may be lost or otherwise diverted from the 
proper processing channels. To ensure proper identification of 
data as it moves through the company, and more especially as it 
moves through the data processing steps, it is customary to use 
some form of status identification. As they enter the data 
processing center, batches of data may be logged on a listing 
showing the date received. As each batch passes a data process­
ing station it is registered to record the fact that the batch has 
been processed. The batch itself usually carries a route slip 
which indicates both the path of processing it should follow and 
a record of processing performed.
The input controls should provide for some method of indi­
cating the fact that a document has been processed through a
ROUTING SLIP
FIGURE 5-6. Examples of transmittal and route slips
(fro m  IB M  C 2 0  — 6 0 6 0  D o c u m e n t a n d  A c c o u n tin g  C o n tro ls )
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given department or past a control point in order to prevent the 
accidental or fraudulent reuse of the document for initiating 
data processing. Examples of methods include document num­
bering, cancellation stamps, and processing marks.
Uses of input controls
Three examples illustrate some of the controls discussed above.
D ep artm en t Store  
Accounts
In this example of accounts receivable input preparation pro­
cedure for a department store, the use of a control total plus a
check digit eliminates the need for separate verification.
1. A clerk writes the sales slip which contains the description of 
the sale (amount, customer account number, date, etc.). 
The credit sale is also entered in a cash register.
2. The sales from the department are batched and visually 
checked and a control total for the batch, prepared on an 
adding machine, is attached to the batch.
3. The batch goes to data processing where a paper tape punch 
operator first enters the control total in her machine and then 
prepares a punched tape of transactions by punching (a) the 
customer account number (checked automatically by the 
tape punch device using a check digit procedure) and (b) the 
amount of sale. All other data such as the date, department 
number, etc., is constant for the batch and is entered only 
once.
4. At the completion of the punching of the batch, the dollar 
sales amounts just punched are checked in total by auto­
matic comparison with the batch total. If the two totals are 
the same the batch of input data is considered to be correct.
5. The control total for the batch is included as part of the 
input data to be used for computer input and processing 
controls.
A S tatis tica l Analysis
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A questionnaire was sent for market research purposes to cus­
tomers of a company. There were over 15,000 replies which were
to be tallied and analyzed. Most of the questions could be 
answered in one of six ways. The impact of a small number of 
errors in coding was not great because of the type of analysis 
performed. The company used the following procedure:
1. The questionnaire results were punched onto cards but not 
verified.
2. A simple edit program was written in to examine each card 
for (a) answers out of the possible range (for example, a 3 or 
any higher number answering a question with a yes or no 
response coded 1 or 2 ), (b) absence of answer to a question 
and (c) inconsistent answers to three control questions. The 
cards were then counted.
3. Corrections were made based on this simple edit routine and 
the revised deck was used in the analysis. Each analysis in­
cluded a count of the cards. This count provided a control 
against loss or non-processing of a card.
In data processing, a common processing run is the placing of 
punched card data onto magnetic tape. In the following ex­
ample, the hourly payroll data, punched on cards, is mailed by 
each of the various locations of a multi-location firm to a central 
computer center for payroll preparation. Each location sends a 
deck of cards (no batch more than 300) with each employee’s 
payroll data punched into a separate card. The first card of the 
deck is a control card giving the date of the payroll, the location 
code of the sender and two control totals (the number of cards 
transmitted in the batch and the sum of hours worked). The 
cards are verified at the sending location. A system flowchart for 
the run is shown in Figure 5-7 (this page).
In the card-to-tape computer run, the computer program 
performs the following input checks:
1. The number of cards and the number of hours worked in 
each batch are tallied and compared with the appropriate 
batch control total. If there is a difference, the batch is 
copied onto an error tape. An error message is also printed by 
the console typewriter. In order to avoid a delay in preparing 
the checks, the discrepant batch is allowed to continue but 
the checks are not released until the error is resolved.
2. The information on each card is examined for (a) missing
C ard-to -M agnetic -Tape  
C om puter Run
FIGURE 5-7. S y s te m  f lo w ­
chart for card-to-magnetic- 
tape run
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data for fields always required, (b) field size for payroll ac­
count number and (c) reasonableness of hours worked. Rec­
ords not passing the tests are copied onto the error tape 
together with the originating location code.
3. Two control totals (number of records and number of hours 
worked) are prepared for the tape trailer label which is writ­
ten as the last record.
4. A summary of errors is typed by the console typewriter. The 
computer-generated error report reconciles differences be­
tween input control totals and output control totals.
5. The data processing control clerk obtains information in 
order to resolve all batch or other errors. These corrections 
are added to the payroll run as miscellaneous inputs in place 
of regular inputs to the card-to-tape run.
The payroll run itself includes tests against invalid or duplicate 
payroll account numbers, unreasonable rates or hours, etc. It 
also prepares various controls for a location to use in the dis­
tribution of the payroll.
Control over output
Controls over input data, controls over processing (Chapter 6) 
and built-in hardware controls (Chapter 4) give a high degree of 
assurance that the computer output is correct. Output distribu­
tion should be controlled to ensure that those, and only those, 
authorized to receive the reports (or other output) do receive 
them. Persons receiving the output form an important error 
detection control point, so provision should usually be made in 
system design for error feedback from recipients of output.
D istribu tion  Controls
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The documentation for a run specifies the number of copies to 
be prepared by the computer operator. Multiple copies must be 
separated and the carbons removed (decollation). Continuous 
forms are sometimes separated (burst), but are also frequently 
bound unburst. M echanical equipment is available for removing 
the carbons and separating the individual sheets.
Normally, the documentation for a data processing run also
describes the distribution of the output. A report distribution 
sheet (Figure 5-8, below) or similar control may be used to 
record the distribution of the output. A transmittal or release 
form may be attached to the document, especially if it contains 
confidential information.
The output should be subjected to review before it is sent from 
data processing. It may receive an additional review by a control 
function established in the user department. The receiving de­
partments also tend to detect errors in the normal course of their 
use of the data.
The person charged with processing control inside the data 
processing installation checks for completeness of output, correct 
number of copies and agreement of control totals and also cross 
checks with output from related programs (for example, he 
checks reductions of inventory in an inventory control program 
against cost of sales quantities in a sales analysis program). This 
review prior to distribution includes scanning of the output for 
obvious errors, such as lines of meaningless characters or missing 
fields.
In certain cases it may be desirable (as explained in Chapter 
2) to have additional tests performed on the output before ac-
Using O utput 
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cepting it. These tests are usually either reasonableness tests 
using approximations developed independently of data process­
ing (for example, total statistical tests) or comparisons with in­
dependently maintained control figures.
Persons using output frequently detect errors. These em­
ployees should not redo the processing but should apply a visual 
reasonableness test. If, as in the ease of inventory, cash, etc., the 
physical count is made available, a comparison of this count with 
the computer prepared records will disclose any errors.
Control over error investigations and corrections
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Computer installations normally try to have programs written so 
that errors will not halt processing. An error procedure written 
into the program usually provides for a temporary halt—for error 
identification and listing to facilitate subsequent follow-up—and 
then a continuation of processing. The procedure followed in 
any particular case depends on the nature of the errors detected. 
It is not usually considered good practice to have the operator 
initiate data corrections.
If there are errors in input data, an input error listing or report 
which explains the reason for each rejected item should be pre­
pared. The rejected data and the error report should be returned 
to the originator for correction and resubmission. Personnel re­
ceiving the error reports should be instructed in the handling of 
them. The data processing organization should log out or pre­
pare error listings to establish a control over follow-up and to 
make sure corrections are made. The data processing organiza­
tion may make a follow-up check for resubmission or they may 
leave the responsibility for correction and resubmission entirely 
to the originator. In either case the responsibility should be 
defined specifically.
W hen faulty records are detected, one method of ensuring 
correction is to write the faulty records on a suspense file for 
subsequent analysis. Another method is to flag the faulty items 
but leave them in the file. An error in control totals may be 
handled through a suspense entry which temporarily corrects 
imbalances between debits and credits or between control totals. 
If there are dummy or suspense records maintained in the file to 
hold balancing entries or unmatched items, such items should be
identified clearly and the purpose of each should be investigated 
promptly.
Master file changes, such as changes in employee pay rates, 
customer credit limits, etc., should be closely controlled. All 
master file changes or changes in program data factors should be 
authorized in writing by the department initiating the changes. 
A notice or register of all changes should be furnished to the 
initiating department to verify that the changes were made and 
to subject the changes to their review.
If an error suggests a faulty program, correction is usually 
made through a formal request for a programming change. After 
approval of the request the program change is written, tested 
and approved as explained in Chapter 2.
Input/output controls and the audit
To determine the reliance he can place on the operation of the 
data processing system, the auditor should take particular care to 
evaluate input/output controls because of their importance and 
because input control is such a common problem in data 
processing. A point to be remembered is that some of the avail­
able input controls (such as card verification) are relatively ex­
pensive, so controls in an application should be chosen in rela­
tion to the consequences of an error.
The basic points of interest to the auditor are:
1. The consequences of an error (these should usually be con­
sidered for each field in the input data)
2. The points in the data processing at which an error may be 
introduced into the data
3. The adequacy of controls introduced for prevention, detec­
tion and correction of input errors
A basic source of background information on the operation 
of a system’s input controls at the computer input stage is the 
error listing produced when data is rejected. This usually shows 
the items rejected and the reason for their rejection. It serves as 
an indication of operative controls but can tell the auditor 
nothing about controls not operative.
The use of control totals is a basic control method used at all 75
points of input/output control. Since control totals generally 
require some manual checking, the auditor should review care­
fully the manner in which control totals are compared and the 
procedures followed when differences are found.
The follow-up on errors detected by the controls explained in 
this and the following chapter is of concern to the auditor. He 
should understand the error follow-up procedures used in the 
organization and should ascertain that they are operating satis­
factorily. He should investigate such points as:
1. W hat happens to input data found to be in error
2. W hat happens to an unmatched transaction
3. W hat happens if control totals do not balance
4. W hether any dummy records or suspense entries are being 
used to hold erroneous data
5. W hat procedure is followed when an error is reported in an 
output.
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Summary
Although input data accuracy is a continuing problem in data 
processing, there are various control techniques which may be 
built into the data processing procedures.
Input errors can occur when the data is recorded, when it is 
converted to machine-readable form, when it is read into the 
computer, or when it is handled, moved or transmitted.
Controls over input creation and conversion may include 
procedural controls over data recording, review or verification of 
transcription or conversion and the use of a check digit.
Controls at the point of entry into the computer may include 
a file label, tests for valid data and control totals. The validity 
checks are performed on the data fields of each record and may 
include tests for valid codes, characters, field sizes, transactions 
and combinations and tests for missing data, sequence and limit.
File labels, transmittal slips, route slips and control totals are 
used to keep track of batches of data and to prevent loss or non­
processing of items as they move through the data processing 
installation.
Controls over output include distribution controls and reviews
of the output. The reviews may be performed within the data 
processing organization and by the users of the output.
The auditor must evaluate input/output error controls as part 
of his evaluation of the data processing system. In general, he is 
concerned with the adequacy and operation of the controls. In 
order to make his judgment, the auditor must understand how 
errors might be introduced, what the consequences might be of 
possible errors, and what correction procedures are used when 
errors are detected. The handling of error corrections should be 
well controlled in order to avoid the introduction of new errors 
or the accumulation of uncorrected errors in suspense accounts.
CHAPTER 6
PROGRAMMED CONTROL OVER PROCESSING
IF THERE ARE ADEQUATE input controls for detecting input data 
errors and adequate equipment controls for detecting equipment 
errors, what is the need for programmed control over internal 
processing? A program performs exactly as written, and if it is 
properly debugged and tested there should be no program-based 
errors. However, large programs are so complex that there may 
be latent errors in the program which may not show up for 
weeks, months, or even years after the program has been ac­
cepted. For example, a large payroll program worked well for 
several years but failed when it was required to process name 
changes for two newly married female employees whose names 
were on adjacent records in the master file. The program was un­
able to handle this somewhat unusual situation. Another reason 
for having programmed controls over processing is that a pro­
gram may be modified incorrectly—intentionally or accidentally 
—while the data is being processed. It is sensible, therefore, to 
put various processing error control features into the program.
Sources of errors in computer programs
Errors in the coding of instructions usually show up in the as­
sembly or compilation process during which the program is 
translated from symbolic to machine language form. Errors
Errors in Coding
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(other than syntax errors) in written instructions are usually 
detected in the debugging phase of program preparation.
Errors in 
Processing Logic
During programming, every path which the processing can possi­
bly take should be accounted for—but there may be literally 
thousands of possible paths. Thus, a program may be written 
with incorrect logic for several processing paths and the defect 
detected during the debugging phase only if there is a test of 
that path. Test data used in debugging is designed to test all 
processing paths, but it is unlikely that all possible sets of condi­
tions for a large program can be tested in advance.
In com plete  
Program  Logic
Although a program should handle all possible processing condi­
tions, it may happen that the system designer and the program­
mer overlook some conditions which may occur. For example, 
a field which should not be negative may, through some com­
bination of events, take on a negative value. If this possibility is 
not anticipated in the computer program and does occur, the 
results of the processing may be incorrect and the error never 
detected.
F ailu re  to Test 
For M ach ine  Conditions
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The equipment controls described in Chapter 4 do a good job of 
detecting equipment-based errors. There are other equipment- 
based conditions which may or may not be considered errors, de­
pending on circumstances or the conditions themselves. Most 
computer systems, therefore, have the computer program handle 
certain internal conditions and machine conditions associated 
with the input/output equipment. If the program does not pro­
vide for the testing and handling of machine conditions, an un­
detected error may result. In many computer systems, the oper­
ating system performs much of this function, relieving the indi­
vidual programmer of most of this responsibility.
The following situation illustrates this type of program re­
quirement. A computer program performing arithmetic may 
produce a result larger than the storage location assigned to the 
result can hold. This circumstance is called overflow. The excess 
digit produced in an overflow will be lost unless program action 
is taken to restore it. The overflow condition may set an internal 
switch. This switch can be tested by a program instruction to
find out whether or not overflow has occurred. If the test of the 
switch is not made, the correction for overflow cannot be made 
and the results of the program may be in error. An alternate 
computer design automatically causes processing to be inter­
rupted temporarily when a condition such as overflow occurs; 
the program then determines the reason for the interruption, 
makes the necessary adjustments, and returns control to the 
program step which was interrupted.
One of the characteristics of a computer program is that instruc­
tions can be modified during the running of the program. In 
many cases, therefore, some steps required for computer process­
ing are not put into the computer in the form in which they are 
actually executed. One programming technique using the con­
cept of modification is the loop. Say, for example, that a pro­
gram must compare an account code with a list of valid account 
codes in order to check the validity of the account code data 
item. A straight line coding would require a separate instruction 
for each comparison. For 100 codes, this would mean 100 to 300 
(or more) instructions, depending on the type of computer in­
volved. A loop may be written containing only a few—perhaps 
four to six—instructions, but these few instructions are executed 
repeatedly. Each time they are executed, the instructions govern­
ing the task (in this case, making the comparison) are modified 
so that on each turn through the loop the computer executes a 
revised set of instructions. A loop has the form shown in Figure
6-1 (this page). Instruction modification may become quite 
complex. If it is not handled properly or if the procedure is not 
terminated correctly, the modification may alter the program in 
a way not anticipated by the programmer.
Im proper Program  
M odification
FIGURE 6-1 . A p ro g ra m m e d  
loop
Another source of errors in computer programs is the changing 
of programs without proper authorization and without proper 
checks to foresee the impact of each change. There may be inter­
action among various parts of a complicated program such that 
a change in one part of the program may affect steps in another 
part. Unless there is a proper evaluation of changes and a proper 
post-change debugging, minor changes may result in the intro­
duction of major errors into the program.
In com plete  or U n auth orized  
Program  Changes.
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Program tests for errors in computer processing
W hen an error is detected during processing, it should be indi­
cated by an operator message. This message—or the operator 
instructions associated with it—should specify a recovery pro­
cedure. Processing may be halted or continued, depending on 
the type of error and the recovery steps to be taken.
W here feasible, programs which require a long running time 
should be written so that an error occurring late in the run will 
not necessitate an entire rerun. This is accomplished by includ­
ing rerun points in the program. At each rerun point, all inter­
mediate results obtained so far are preserved. They may be 
written on a magnetic tape or punched into cards, for example. 
If the run is aborted because of some error following a rerun 
point, the processing can be restarted at that point by a pro­
cedure that reads in the preserved data.
The types of program controls that test computer processing 
are the limit and reasonableness test, the crossfooting or cross­
testing check, and the control figures check. Other programmed 
checks primarily designed to detect input errors have been 
described in Chapter 5.
L im it and  
Reasonableness Test
As in the case of input data, a control over processing may be 
exercised by program instructions which test the reasonableness 
of the results of processing by comparing them either with pre­
determined limits or with flexible limits. The net pay in a payroll 
application may be checked against an upper lim it such that any 
paycheck exceeding it is probably in error. In a billing operation 
for a relatively homogeneous product, such as steel bars or plates, 
the weight of the shipment may be divided into the billing in 
order to develop a price per pound. If the price per pound differs 
from the average by more than a predetermined percentage, a 
message should be written for subsequent follow-up to determine 
if the billing is in error.
Crossfooting Test
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It is frequently possible to check computer data processing by a 
method similar to the manual method of crossfooting. Indi­
vidual items are totaled independently and then a crossfooting 
total is developed from the totals. In a payroll application, for 
example, the totals are developed for gross pay, for each of the
deduction items and for net pay. The total for net pay is also 
obtained independently by taking the total for gross pay and 
deducting the totals for each of the deduction items. If this 
crossfooting result does not correspond to the original result for 
net pay, some error in the program of processing is indicated.
Control figures developed in the same manner as the input con­
trol totals can be used for testing the data processing within the 
machine. For example, the number of items to be invoiced in a 
billing run may be used as a control total and compared with the 
number of items billed on the invoices.
Control figures developed during processing should, where 
relevant, be in a form which can be compared with related input 
control totals. If input controls are on gross debits and credits, 
then the program should also develop gross debit and credit 
totals.
Control Figures
Program control over operator error
An operator may introduce errors into a program run by setting 
console switches incorrectly, by loading incorrect files, by load­
ing incorrect batches of transactions, or by putting the files 
of transactions on the wrong piece of equipment (such as the 
wrong tape unit). The program controls attempt to reduce the 
possibility of such operator errors by supplying console messages 
for directing the operator, by testing for proper equipment and 
switch settings, and by testing each file for a file label (as dis­
cussed in Chapter 5).
For the initial setup of a job, the operator makes use of directions 
in the computer operator instructions book. This specifies the 
equipment to be used, the files to be loaded, etc. For computers 
with an operator console I/O device, a console message should 
describe any steps to be performed by the operator during the 
running of the program. The console input/output unit is 
usually a typewriter or a cathode ray tube display. (If a com­
puter does not have a console input/output device, the regular 
printer must be used for messages.) The console operator should
Console M essages fo r  
O perator D irection
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usually be required not only to perform the task but also to verify 
via the console input device that the task has been performed.
Tests fo r Proper Equip­
m ent and Sw itch Settings
If files such as magnetic tapes are to be placed on specific units, 
it is correct procedure to program a test of the equipment to 
check that the files are loaded. If program sense switches (man­
ual switches on the computer which can be tested for setting by 
a program instruction) are used, the program should test the 
switch settings to see if they correspond to switch settings which 
are appropriate for that particular program.
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Program control by an operating system
An operating system is, in its simplest form, a program which 
supervises the running of other programs. In third generation 
equipment, the operating system is vital to the effective use of 
the computer. A typical operating system consists of a control 
program and a number of processing and service programs which 
are executed under the supervision of the control program.
The control program automatically supervises job flow through 
the system; controls the location, storage and retrieval of data; 
and schedules the use of the equipment to ensure efficient and 
continuous operation. There is a scheduling routine which as­
signs input/output units to jobs and processes job control in­
structions, for example, and an input/output control system 
which services all input/output operations.
The standard input/output control system is significant for 
error control. It moves data between the input/output units 
and the central processing unit, regulates input/output priorities, 
provides error detection and correction, and stops and restarts 
operations when a malfunction occurs. Procedures for testing 
for file labels, for recovering from card reader errors and for 
handling tape-write errors are examples of error procedures con­
tained within this system which therefore do not need to be writ­
ten by the programmer. This control reduces the chance for 
error and standardizes the error messages and procedures.
Most third generation equipment of medium or large size can 
perform in multiprogramming mode; that is, more than one pro­
gram can be executed concurrently. Supervision of multi-
programming is part of the control program. W hen the central 
processor, while executing a program, must wait for input or 
output operations to be completed, this waiting period (a few 
milliseconds) may be used for work on a second program, and, 
if the latter must wait, on a third, and so on. The switching back 
and forth between programs is performed by the control program.
The operating system establishes a certain amount of dis­
cipline in programming and operating. For the programmer it 
provides standard routines for handling all error checking and 
recovery procedures when the data is moved between the input/ 
output device and the central processor. The operating system 
moves the data, but the programmer must still perform tests to 
evaluate the validity and correctness of that data. For the oper­
ator, the operating system requires standard control cards, issues 
standard messages, and requires standard recovery procedure.
Summary
To obtain reasonably high assurance that a program will do what 
is intended, there should be proper organization and supervision 
of programming and proper debugging of programs before use. 
In addition, the program itself should provide for the detection 
of errors which may go undetected during preparation and de­
bugging. The programmed tests are relatively simple but can be 
very effective in detecting logic errors, incomplete processing 
errors, and errors introduced by incompletely debugged program 
changes. The programmed error controls can also detect certain 
types of operator errors, such as the loading of incorrect data 
files or the incorrect setting of sense switches.
The operating system is an important development with re­
spect to processing control because it takes over, using standard 
routines, many processing tasks which would otherwise have to 
be detailed by the programmer. The standard procedures, stand­
ard error messages and standard responses eliminate many of 
the errors which come from the use of inconsistent, non-standard 
methods.
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CHAPTER 7
SAFEGUARDING RECORDS AND FILES
A  DATA PROCESSING IN STALLATION should follow procedures for
safeguarding the program and the data files from loss or acci­
dental destruction. Advance provisions should be made for 
reconstruction of records in the event of loss or destruction. 
Computer data processing introduces additional safeguarding 
problems which are not present in manual data processing sys­
tems. This chapter surveys the problem of safeguarding records 
and files and describes various possible control measures. These 
include physical safeguards, procedural controls, a retention 
plan, a reconstruction plan, and insurance.
Need for file protection
The machine-readable records and files of a computer data 
processing system might typically consist of punched cards, 
magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, magnetic drums, or plastic strips. 
Except in the case of punched cards, information is recorded on 
these file media in patterns of magnetized spots on iron oxide 
coatings. The computer-based media are more easily destroyed 
than manually prepared records and are more subject to misuse 
because the contents are not recognizable without the use of the 
computer. The situations in which file losses can occur are:
1. Presence in destructive environment
W ays in W hich  
F ile  Loss Can O ccur
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2. Operator mishandling
3, Machine malfunction
A destructive environment can result from fire, excessive varia­
tion in temperature, power failure, etc.
Operator mishandling may range from careless physical de­
struction of file media to loss of information through incorrect 
or premature use of files. Since most file media are reusable, 
careless use of an incorrect file could result in the obliteration 
and destruction of its prior contents. A data processing magnetic 
tape may be read from and written on hundreds of times; it is 
similar in concept to the magnetic tape of a voice recorder. The 
recorded tape may be played (read) many times, but the record­
ing (writing) of new information automatically erases the previ­
ously recorded data.
Machine malfunctions in file handling devices can lead to the 
destruction of recording media. Most file handling devices oper­
ate at high speed. Speed is a benefit to data processing, but it 
also presents a danger to the recording media. The device which 
can read cards at a rate of 1000 per minute can also shred cards 
beyond any possibility of reconstruction. A high-speed magnetic 
tape drive can, through a slight timing error, begin to rewind 
before all the slack has been taken up. As a result, the backlash 
may peel off some of the oxide coating, stretch the tape, or 
break it. In such cases, the data on the magnetic tape will be lost.
A u ditin g  Considerations
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The client’s practices for safeguarding of files are important to 
the independent auditor. Unsound practices may lead to oper­
ating problems for the client and may interfere with the audit 
by not providing an adequate audit trail. The client’s retention 
practices for safeguarding files may also provide data for audit 
tests.
The auditor should alert management to any deficiencies in 
procedures for safeguarding records and files and providing file 
reconstruction in the event of loss. Even though no loss or 
destruction may have occurred, a weak system endangers the 
records and, consequently, jeopardizes future operations and 
audits of the company.
Proper management of file safeguards aids in the preservation 
of an audit trail. An audit trail is a trail of files and references 
which allows for the tracing of transactions from inception to
final recording in the accounts, or from final recording backwards 
to inception. This concept is discussed further in Chapter 9.
A client’s control procedures must be understood if the auditor 
is to make use of the computer to test client files. W ithout this 
knowledge, the auditor can very easily plan to run a test on files 
which no longer exist. Of course, the auditor should not depend 
on the retention practices of the client but should specify in 
writing the files that must be retained for recurring audits. Other­
wise a change of file retention practices during the year may 
destroy data desired for the audit.
Physical safeguards
The physical safeguards for computer files may be classified as 
environmental control, fire protection, security protection and 
off-premises storage. A discussion of fire insurance protection is 
included later in the chapter.
Cards, tapes and disks can be affected by extremes of temperature 
and humidity. Punched cards, for example, tend to hold static 
electricity and stick together if the humidity is too low, but, if 
the humidity is too high, they swell in size and can jam the input 
mechanism on the card reader. Therefore, it is desirable to con­
trol the temperature and the humidity in the areas used for 
storing machine-readable records. Standard building tempera­
ture and humidity control equipment is adequate.
A magnetic field arising from a power generator or a nearby 
high voltage electrical source can destroy the magnetically en­
coded contents of media such as disks and tapes. This possibility, 
though it seldom occurs, should be considered when environ­
mental safeguards are established.
Environm ental Control
Tape files, card files and disk packs can be easily destroyed by 
fire. These records are even more subject to fire damage than the 
printed or written records of manual or tabulating systems. A 
small fire which chars only the edges of paper or books can melt 
a tape or warp a disk. Both fire and water can damage a card file 
so that it can no longer pass through the input reader. In the
Fire Protection
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case of computer equipment, "over-heating to as little as 140° 
can cause malfunction of some transistors and temperatures 
above 300° Fahrenheit can permanently damage these devices"1 
The most spectacular example of fire damage occurred in 1959 
in the Air Force Statistical Division Offices at the Pentagon. 
Seven thousand reels of magnetic tape were destroyed. The tape 
itself was valued at $.25 million; the information on the tape 
was probably worth many millions.
The National Fire Protection Association has made extensive 
recommendations concerning computer installations.2 In gen­
eral these call for:
1. Housing of the computer in a non-combustible environment
2. Use of smoke or fire detectors
3.
4.
5.
6. 
7.
Availability of carbon dioxide extinguishers
Storage of vital records in storage cabinets having a class C 
rating (one hour at 1700° Fahrenheit)
A separate air conditioning system for the computer or a 
shut-off switch for cutting off the air conditioning fans
A separate emergency shut-off switch to control electrical 
power for the computer system
Personnel trained in fire control procedures
Care should be taken to include program files and documen­
tation in provisions for fire protection. In one case, a company 
purchased an excellent vault for storing magnetic tape and felt 
they had done a good job of ensuring fire protection. However, 
a magnetic tape can be read only by using a computer and a 
computer will not function without a program. The company’s 
programs were stored in a steel cabinet next to the computer. In 
the event of a fire, the data would have been safe, but there 
would have been no way to process it.
S ecurity  Protection Many organizations always lock their general ledgers in their 
vaults each night, yet leave the same information on a tape reel
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1 Robert E. Meyer, “Fire Protection for Computer Systems,” P ro ­
ceed in g s  of U n iv ac  U sers A sso c ia tio n , April 1965.
2 S ta n d a rd  fo r th e  P ro tec tio n  of E le c tro n ic  C o m p u te r  S y s tem s , Bulletin 
No. 75, National Fire Protection Association, 60 Batterymarch Street, 
Boston, 1964.
sitting on a rack in the machine room. Interestingly enough, a 
tape reel is considerably more portable than an old general 
ledger. If important corporate information is kept in machine- 
readable format, it should be subject to the same security pre­
cautions applied to written, hard copy records. Security pre­
cautions should be especially strict for machine records, since 
these can be duplicated easily or even altered in such a way that 
no trace of the change is left.
At best, fireproof storage will only guarantee protection of files 
or documents for a limited period of time. An intense fire, or 
some other disaster such as flood can still destroy data processing 
records in “fireproof" storage. For this reason, off-premises 
storage is used to provide a further safeguard for essential data 
processing records.
Off-premises storage can be implemented by renting space in 
a secure, fireproof, remote location. Some organizations use 
bank vaults. This is usually quite expensive and therefore suit­
able only for selected information. Another method is to use a 
different storage location within the same company. One organ­
ization which follows this policy mails copies of magnetic tape 
files and documentation each day to another location of the 
company, where they are stored in a fire-resistant room. Tape 
files no longer needed for back-up are returned to the computer 
center for reuse.
The method of providing files for remote storage is chosen ac­
cording somewhat to the type and portability of the media being 
used, whether punched cards, magnetic tape, disk packs or strip 
file packs. This topic receives further treatment later in the 
chapter.
O ff-Prem ises
Storage
Procedural controls
Procedural controls can be used in the management of a com­
puter center in order to minimize the possibility of data or pro­
gram file destruction through operator errors. Some common 
methods surveyed here involve external labels, magnetic tape 
file protection rings, tape library procedures, internal labels and 
boundary protection. 91
External Labels Files should be clearly labeled so that the operator can be sure 
of their contents. External labeling can be used on punched 
card and magnetic tape files, for instance.
Punched card files should be clearly labeled as to date created 
and file name. Such information is usually written on the top 
of the deck with a felt marking pen. The first and last cards of 
the deck are marked “FIRST CARD’’ and “LAST CARD,” 
respectively, and both carry the file identification number.
All magnetic tape reels should be clearly labeled for easy 
identification. An unlabeled tape is assumed to be a “scratch” 
tape (one available for erasure and reuse). External tape labels 
(see Figure 7T, below) indicate the date written, the file num­
ber, the file name and the release date. Large installations may 
have so many tapes that it is convenient to identify tapes by reel 
number, rather than by file name.
It is possible to use the color of the plastic tape reel itself as a 
further identification—but not as a substitute for external labels. 
Reels can be obtained in six to eight different colors. An installa­
tion may work out an identification code, such as red for master 
files, yellow for system files, etc.
F ile  Protection Rings Another physical safeguard is used to prevent erasure of informa­
tion prior to the release date for a magnetic tape. This device is 
a removable plastic or metal ring, the presence or absence (de­
pending on the computer manufacturer) of which will prevent
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FIGURE 7-1. E x te rn a l m a g n e tic  ta p e  la b e l
an employee from writing on the tape. The most common 
method consists of the insertion of the ring to allow writing and 
the removal of the ring to inhibit writing (Figure 7-2, this page). 
The ring is used with the external label as an added protection. 
The procedure for writing a file includes instructions about the 
external label and a reminder to remove (or insert) the file 
protection ring.
In large tape installations, it is common to have a tape librarian, 
or a library staff, charged with the responsibility of keeping track 
of tapes and their uses. Good library practices should also be 
employed in medium or small tape systems, even if no single 
person is specifically charged with the library function. Tape 
racks and cabinets should be available for storing all tapes in 
the installation. Tapes released for use and tapes to be saved 
should be strictly segregated. W ith in these two basic classifica­
tions, the racks may be further separated according to tape func­
tion. It is also desirable to have each reel case labeled on its 
outside edge so that reels may be identified without removal 
from the racks. Some installations use an out-of-file card which 
is placed in the rack whenever a reel is removed; of course, this 
is not required for scratch tapes.
A reel of tape is moderately expensive (about $30) and in a 
tape installation it is normal to have several hundred reels. So 
procedures should be established to control this asset. Ideally, 
each tape reel should be assigned a permanent reel number when 
it is placed in service and a control card (see Figure 7-3, page 94) 
should be set up for it. This card should show the date placed 
in service, the manufacturer, the manufacturer’s reel number, 
and the installation reel number. A record should be made of 
each use of the reel of tape. If a tape is broken or damaged, or 
if it causes any operating problems, entries should be made on its 
control card. The information on these cards is used:
1. To provide a record of reel use, including
(a) a record of current and prior use
(b) a record of reels which have completed the 
retention period and can be made available 
for reuse
2. To provide a record of errors and difficulties in order 
to
Tape Library
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( a ) evaluate performance of various brands of tape
(b) determine if tapes need reconditioning
(c) determine if tapes should be permanently re­
moved from service
TAPE HISTORY CARD
Date purchased Mfg. Length Reel num ber
Density Date Length stripped Rem aining length
Date Certified
Density
Date out Program no. File no. Program and file  nam e Errors
94
FIG URE 7-3. History card for tape reel
A careful tape procedure is thus a protection against the loss or 
destruction of a file. It is also a useful housekeeping procedure; 
it minimizes tape investment by avoiding excessive back-up re­
tention and promotes operating efficiency by removing error- 
causing tapes and having them cleaned or replaced, depending 
on their condition.
Internal file labels, which have been explained in Chapter 5, 
serve as programmed cheeks for safeguarding files from misuse. 
The header label is a special record at the beginning of a 
magnetic tape (or other file). It identifies the tape and provides 
information which the program can check to ensure that the tape 
is the one required or that it has reached the release date. Pro­
gram tests of internal labels supplement external labels and file 
protection rings as safeguarding measures.
In ternal Labels
Boundary protection is the protection of one file or program 
from another when they are stored on a common medium. In 
internal storage, a memory protection feature, if available, can 
prevent one program from entering the storage area assigned to 
another. In disk storage, a similar situation must be handled by 
programming. For example, when several files or tables are 
stored on the same disk module or pack, all programs which read 
or write on the disks should provide boundary protection. If a 
disk file contains an inventory file on disks 1-9 and a payroll 
master file on disks 11-17, the inventory programs should provide 
for a halt if an attempt is made to read any disk other than disks
1-9 and the payroll programs should likewise confine reading to 
disks 11-17. Such protection should be provided where more 
than one file is stored on a single disk file.
Boundary Protection
Retention plan
The retention plan, aside from legal considerations, should pro­
vide the basis for file reconstruction and for reference or audit 
trail tracing. Since the retention plan is affected by the char­
acteristics of the media involved, this discussion considers source 95
documents, punched cards, tape files, disk files and dumps (copy­
ing of contents) to other media.
Source Docum ents The source documents on which an input file is based must be 
retained intact until such time as the file is proved and balanced 
with its controls. At this point, the data may be filed or other­
wise disposed of. However, the traditional audit and regulatory 
retention requirements still prevail and must be observed.
Punched Card Files Any important master file, such as an accounts receivable master 
file, should be reproduced and the copy should be stored outside 
the installation as a back-up or reserve deck. Two copies of any 
revision to the file should be prepared, one for processing against 
the current master file and one for filing with the reserve deck. 
Should it be necessary to use the reserve deck, all changes made 
since it was prepared could be processed to create an updated 
deck. A complete new copy of the master file should be repro­
duced periodically (say, every six months) for storage in the 
outside location. Each time, the previous master deck and inter­
vening revisions may be destroyed. Some installations punch 
master files into plastic-coated cards which last longer. Plastic 
cards cost 3 to 4 times as much as regular cards but they can be 
used for about 6 times as many computer passes.
It is not possible to make any blanket statements about card 
file retention. In each case the overall system and the im­
portance of the file together dictate how long the file should be 
retained. Original card files from source documents are usually 
retained longer than other files since they are more difficult to 
recreate. Machine output card files can be recreated by re­
processing, but source files from written documents can only be 
duplicated by the laborious process of repunching. If a card file 
is correctly transcribed to another medium, such as magnetic 
tape, the card file may be released and the replacing medium 
preserved.
M ag netic  Tape Files
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Back-up support for tape files is usually accomplished by use of 
the son-father-grandfather concept (Figure 7-4, page 98). An 
organization usually produces an updated master file at each 
processing by reading the previous period’s master file, making
changes according to the transactions being processed, and 
writing the new file. The following is an example of the normal 
back-up available for daily processing after processing of Wednes­
day’s transactions (keep in mind that the processing creates a 
new file tape but does not destroy the old o n e):
1. Wednesday’s file (son)
2. Tuesday’s file (father)
3. Monday’s file (grandfather)
If the Wednesday tape is destroyed during Thursday processing, 
Tuesday’s tape is processed again with Wednesday’s transactions 
in order to recreate Wednesday’s tape. This type of back-up is 
basic to all magnetic tape processing.
If files are to be recreated under the son-father-grandfather 
approach, the transaction records used to update the original files 
must also be retained. In the example cited above, Tuesday’s 
and Wednesday’s transaction records must be available, since file 
recreation is accomplished as follows:
Monday’s master +  Tuesday’s transactions =  Tues­
day’s master
Tuesday’s master +  Wednesday’s transactions =  W ed­
nesday’s master
In the son-father-grandfather back-up procedure, the old 
grandfather tape may be released when a new one is produced. 
Thus, two back-up tapes are in holding at any particular time. 
Sometimes, a great grandfather may also be saved, but this is not 
usually necessary.
There are other considerations important in the establishment 
of a retention schedule for magnetic tapes. First-of-the-month 
files and other critical records may be saved in order to preserve 
data which is likely to be needed for the preparation of special 
analyses, etc. Once a master file is released, its associated trans­
actions can usually be released also.
Disk files are of the fixed module or the removable module (disk 
pack) type. A characteristic of disk file processing is that the old 
record is destroyed. W hen there is an updating, a record is read 
into storage, altered, then copied back onto the same part of the 
file, thereby wiping out the old record. To obtain a back-up copy
Disk Files
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a special recording must be performed. Unlike magnetic tape 
processing, disk file processing does not automatically produce 
a duplicate copy.
Compared to tape, disk packs are expensive and do not 
readily lend themselves to duplication. Under certain circum­
stances, however, a back-up copy is necessary for adequate safe­
guarding of files. Take, for example, a client with a small disk 
installation which has no magnetic tape capabilities. He main­
tains his complete inventory file on a disk pack. Inventory is 
updated every day but there is no need to prepare daily printouts 
detailing inventory balances. In this case, it may be advisable to 
duplicate the disk pack each night in order to provide a back-up 
for reconstruction purposes. Such a procedure would be the best 
method of providing the inventory file with full support, with­
out which the loss of the disk file would mean the loss of all 
inventory detail. Like tape files, duplicate files plus transactions 
allow for reconstruction. The back-up file copy should be pro­
tected adequately, preferably in storage off-premises.
In many cases, daily duplication of the disk pack may involve
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more time and expense than is justified by file retention require­
ments. As an alternative, a weekly or bi-weekly disk duplication 
schedule, coupled with a plan for retaining intervening trans­
actions, may provide adequate support. Since this alternative 
makes considerable reprocessing necessary before a duplicate file 
can be available, it may not be satisfactory if rapid file replace­
ment is essential.
W here a fixed disk file is used, the method of duplicating and 
of utilizing off-premises storage is not suitable. A dump pro­
cedure (described below) is used instead.
Requirements for transaction retention in disk systems are 
similar to requirements in tape systems. Basically, transactions 
must be retained until the related files have been proved and 
until they are no longer required for purposes of support or other 
processing needs.
A file may be retained by reproducing (dumping) it on another 
file medium. This procedure requires extra processing and is 
therefore used primarily with fixed disk files (or with a single 
disk pack drive). The common dumps are from disks to tape, 
cards, or printer paper.
A very effective form of fixed-module disk file back-up is pro­
vided by a magnetic tape drive attached to the computer system. 
The file can be dumped onto magnetic tape in a matter of 
minutes and the tape file can then be given fireproof, off-premises 
storage. This combination of disk file with tape support makes 
a very powerful system from the standpoint of file control, but 
the addition of the tape unit and tape control increases the sys­
tem cost.
If tape is not available, a disk-to-cards dump can be used to 
provide support. However, such a dump is very time-consuming 
and should be undertaken only infrequently, say, monthly. In 
this case, it is necessary to retain transactions for a month in 
order to permit a rebuilding of the file.
The least satisfactory disk dump support is a dump to the 
printer. W hile this procedure is faster than a dump to cards, the 
information is not in machine-readable form and must be re­
punched before it can be used to recreate a file. Such a process 
is very inefficient and time-consuming, but should be used if no 
other form of back-up is available. However, printer dumps may 
be useful for other purposes, such as manual reference. If the
Dum ps to  
O ther M edia
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number of transactions is not too great, the printed copy of the 
file may be used for a selective manual reconstruction while the 
computer system is being restored.
To serve as back-up for a fixed disk file, the printer dump, 
magnetic tape dump, or punched card dump of the file should 
receive protected or off-premises storage along the same lines as 
that specified for tapes and disk packs.
Physical 
Back-up F acilities
Reconstruction plan
If an installation prepares file back-up and safeguards it properly, 
it has the raw materials for reconstruction. The implementation 
of reconstruction may require two additional elements:
1. Physical back-up facilities
2. Programs to facilitate reconstruction
The installation should have arrangements for the use of back-up 
facilities. These may involve the use of:
1. Manufacturer’s installation
2. Data processing service center equipment
3. Another organization that has the same equipment (perhaps 
a reciprocal arrangement)
Plans should be ineluded for the transportation of personnel, 
data and records to these facilities.
Procedures to  
F ac ilita te  
Reconstruction
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Reconstruction is frequently necessary on a day-to-day basis to 
handle errors which have affected the file. In the case of mag­
netic tape, the most common reason for rerun is that one or more 
records on a tape cannot be read. The file may be reconstructed 
by using the back-up and the normal processing program to 
reprocess the transactions and produce a new updated file, or 
a few correcting transactions can be inserted in the next updating 
run.
In the case of disk files, an incorrect entry alters a file. To cor­
rect it, an installation may have a separate program which re­
verses the transaction and returns the record to its previous 
state. This may not be possible in other systems where the 
erroneous record must be restored from the data in the back-up 
copy of the file.
Insurance
Insurance should be included in the plan to safeguard files. Of 
course, the details of an adequate insurance program should be 
explored with a competent insurance representative but, in order 
to review the plan for safeguarding files, the auditor should be 
aware of the types of coverage available.
The risks against which the organization should be protected 
arise primarily from fire and, if work is performed for others, 
from liability for errors or omissions. The risks from fire are 
covered in varying degrees by three different types of policies:
1. Fire insurance
2. Valuable papers and records insurance
3. Data processing insurance (all risk) with media and records 
section
A summary of coverage by specific risk is summarized in Table 
7.1 (page 102). This table shows that data processing risks from 
fire are not well covered by regular fire or valuable papers in­
surance, whereas the all-risk data processing insurance is designed 
specifically for the losses that are associated with computer data 
processing.
Organizations (service centers, banks, CPA firms) which rent 
time or provide data processing services for outsiders are exposed 
to two liability risks:
1. Losses caused by errors in the work performed
2. Losses caused by programs written by a consultant
Both of these risks can be covered by data processing liability 
insurance.
There are currently four insurance companies writing data 
processing insurance. Two determine premiums on the basis of 
an engineering survey of the installation and two quote a flat 
rate with a $5,000 deductible clause. In all four cases, actual 101
TABLE 7.1 S u m m a ry  o f C o v e ra g e  P ro v id e d  by D if fe re n t  P o lic ie s  
fo r Data Processing Fire Risks
TYPE OF R IS K
Dam age a n d /o r  loss of 
eq u ip m en t w hether  
leased or owned
Loss or destruction  of 
program s (software)
F IR E  COVERAGE  
Cost of eq u ipm ent
VALUABLE PAPERS  
COVERAGE
None
Cost o f m ateria ls  (cards Extent of coverage in
Loss or destruction  o f data  
when reconstruction  
w ill be costly, t im e  
consum ing and d ifficu lt
Extraordinary expenses 
incurred to return to  
norm al operation
Loss sustained by
in terrup tion  of business
and tapes) and labor 
(keypunching). No 
coverage for costs of 
program m ing or systems 
design
Cost o f m ateria ls  on which  
data was recorded
None
None
doubt. May exclude  
recovery for loss of data  
stored on disks, tapes, 
or drum s. However, may 
cover loss of software  
in punched card form
Extent o f coverage in 
doubt
Extent of coverage in 
d o u b t
None
DATA PRO CESSING  
COVERAGE
Cost of equ ipm ent
Cost of reconstruction  
under c ritica l 
conditions, provided  
th a t rem ote storage is 
em ployed fo r key files  
and docum entation
Cost of reconstruction  
under c ritica l 
conditions, provided  
th a t rem ote storage  
is used
Covered
Covered
premiums are percentages of the current fire insurance rates paid 
by the installation.
Apparently, the number of losses arising from the dishonesty 
of data processing employees is quite small. However, the risks 
associated with the concentration of the data processing function 
in a relatively small number of people suggest that bonding of 
these employees is a desirable practice.
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CHAPTER 8
EVALUATING INTERNAL CONTROL
The general framework of internal control
M A N Y  READERS of this report will be already familiar with prin­
ciples of internal control. It will be advantageous, however, to 
survey these principles generally before describing their applica­
tion to internal control in a computer-based data processing 
environment.
The auditor’s primary purpose in evaluating internal control is 
expressed in the second standard of field work of generally ac­
cepted auditing standards:
‘‘There is to be a proper study and evaluation of the 
existing internal control as a basis for reliance thereon 
and for the determination of the resultant extent of 
the tests to which auditing procedures are to be re­
stricted.”1
A secondary, but nevertheless important, purpose is to provide 
constructive suggestions to clients. Of course, these two purposes 
are related, but it must be understood that the former is required 
by professional standards, while the latter is a matter of discretion.
1 A u d it in g  S tan d a rd s  an d  P ro cedu res, American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, 1963, p. 27.
The Purpose of Evaluating  
In te rn a l Control
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Because of this distinction, attention given to evaluation must be 
adequate for each client each year, but attention given to sug­
gestions may vary from client to client, or from year to year for a 
particular client.
Types of Controls It has been common in auditing to make a distinction between 
accounting controls and administrative controls. The accounting 
controls “comprise the plan of organization and all methods and 
procedures that are concerned mainly with and relate directly to 
safeguarding of assets and the reliability of the financial records.”2 
Since these controls bear directly on “the reliability of the finan­
cial records” they require evaluation by the auditor. In the con­
text of a computer system, the “accounting” controls are those 
data processing system controls whose aim is to ensure that 
processing is performed without undetected error (i.e., to ensure 
that input data is correct, that there is no loss or non-processing 
of data items, that the program uses the proper files, that the 
processing is correct, and that the output is distributed to the 
persons authorized to receive it).
Administrative controls “comprise the plan of organization 
and all methods and procedures that are concerned mainly with 
operational efficiency and adherence to managerial policies. .  .” 3 
Since these controls relate only indirectly to the financial records, 
evaluation is not required. However, if certain administrative 
controls have a bearing on the reliability of the financial records, 
the auditor may include them in his evaluation.
E lem ents of an 
In ternal Control System
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The principal elements of an internal control system are:4
A plan of organization which provides appropriate 
segregation of functional responsibilities
A system of authorization and accounting procedures 
adequate to provide reasonable accounting control over 
assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses
Sound practices to be followed in performance of duties 
and functions of each of the organizational departments
Personnel of a quality commensurate with responsi­
bilities.
2 Ib id ., p. 28.
3 Ib id .
4 Ib id ., pp. 28-29.
The data processing system controls with which the auditor is 
most concerned relate directly to the safeguarding of assets and 
to the reliability of financial records. This idea is expressed 
somewhat differently as follows:
''A function of internal control, from the viewpoint of 
the independent auditor, is to provide assurance that 
errors and irregularities may be discovered with reason­
able promptness, thus assuring the reliability and in­
tegrity of the financial records.” 5
A suggested general approach, which focuses on internal con­
trol's function of preventing and detecting errors and irregulari­
ties, involves the following steps:
1. Analysis of possibilities for errors and irregularities in (a) the 
general system of data processing and (b) each area of ac­
counting transactions and data processing operations
2. Evaluation of existing controls over such possibilities
3. Evaluation of weaknesses (error possibilities not covered by 
existing controls) to determine their effect on (a) auditing 
procedures to be applied and (b) suggestions to be made to 
client
Regardless of the means by which the data processing opera­
tions are performed, the steps above comprise a logical approach 
for the auditor’s evaluation of internal control. They can be 
particularly useful for distinguishing the essential and non-essen­
tial control aspects where computers are used.
In considering specific types of accounting transactions, the 
experienced auditor should be able to identify the various kinds 
of errors and irregularities that could result in unreliable finan­
cial records or improper disposition of assets. The effects of 
errors provide a basis for distinguishing critical ( for the auditor’s 
purposes) weaknesses of internal control from non-critical weak­
nesses. Critical weaknesses are those that cause the auditor to 
include additional auditing procedures, or to change the timing 
or increase the extent of application of other auditing procedures.
Application of an error impact criterion to the administrative 
and control techniques discussed in Chapters 2-7 may, in some 
cases, place a number of them in the non-critical category.
G eneral Approach to  
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Those that are so classified in particular cases may be regarded 
as aspects of administrative control in that they relate primarily 
to operational efficiency. For instance, the effect on the audit of 
inadequate documentation depends on the application involved 
and the audit approach used. Lack of documentation may or 
may not influence the auditor’s evaluation of internal control, 
but it will certainly cause internal inefficiency in making revisions 
of programs. In another case, there may be no audit impact from 
the absence of certain processing controls; but this lack may 
force the client’s data processing personnel to take excessive time 
for correcting errors which could have been prevented or detected 
earlier. Controls in the administrative category are not usually 
the auditor’s primary concern, but they are an appropriate area 
for constructive suggestions to the client.
Possibilities of errors and irregularities that could affect the 
financial statements require special study by the auditor. For 
each error possibility, he should determine the control procedures 
that might be applied effectively and ascertain whether or not 
such procedures are in use. Each error or irregularity possibility 
for which appropriate accounting controls are not in use consti­
tutes a weakness requiring the auditor’s attention.
The framework of internal control 
in a computer system
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The controls in a computer data processing system should pro­
vide reasonable assurance that the processing is carried out cor­
rectly. They should detect errors and irregularities promptly and 
ensure proper corrective action.
The controls in an EDP system include both “administrative” 
controls for promoting operational efficiency and “reliability” 
controls for preventing and detecting errors (similar to “account­
ing” controls). It is frequently difficult to categorize a given 
control as one or the other of these types unless its use in the 
system is known. Though a computer time log is usually an 
administrative control, it is sometimes utilized primarily in con­
nection with procedures to spot unauthorized or unexplained 
computer usage. Other controls such as lim it check, check 
digit, control figures, etc., are designed primarily for prevention 
and detection of erroneous processing.
The general elements of internal control—plan of organiza­
tion, system of authorization and accounting, sound practices in 
performance of duties, quality of personnel—are applicable to 
the computer-based data processing system. However, such a 
system concentrates in a small staff many functions which, in 
other systems, are widely dispersed. A useful distinction in con­
sidering internal control in computer data processing is the dif­
ference between the controls required for computer equipment 
and the controls which substitute for traditional controls based 
on division of duties, human judgment and alertness.
The purpose of these controls is to detect and control errors 
arising from the use of EDP equipment. Examples (described 
in previous chapters) are:
1. Controls to verify conversion of data to machine-readable 
form for input
2. Controls to detect the loss or nonprocessing of data items
3. File controls to guard against the misuse of files stored on 
machine-readable media
4. Controls to detect hardware malfunctions
5. Programmed and procedural controls to guard against oper­
ator error
If any of these controls are absent, the system may be exposed to 
undue risk of error. If an omission is considered serious, the 
scope of audit procedures is affected.
Controls for 
A utom ated  E quipm ent
In a manual system, internal control relies upon such factors as 
human alertness, care, acceptance of responsibility and division 
of duties. Computer processing, however, reduces the number of 
persons involved in data processing, so that many controls based 
on human judgment or division of duties are no longer available. 
The computer program provides alternatives for these human 
controls. Take for example the following situation: the lowest 
level clerk usually reacts when she receives a shipment document 
on which to insert prices and cannot relate the description of the 
item to the price list; in a computer operation, a non-match 
must be programmed lest the shipment be invoiced at $0 and
Program  Controls  
T h at S ubstitu te  f o r  
H um an Controls
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accounts receivable updated with a “no charge" invoice. In 
most instances, the computer checks can be more extensive than 
those performed manually. Examples (described in previous 
chapters) are:
1. Data validity tests and cheek digits
2. Limit and reasonableness tests
3. Sequence checks
4. Error routines for unmatched items, erroneous data, viola­
tions of limits, etc.
Controls in a computerized system
The controls in a computerized data processing system may be 
divided into those which relate to organization and management 
and those which relate to processing activities. This concept is 
diagrammed in Figure 8-1 (page 110).
O rganization and  
M an agem ent
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This aspect of internal control relates to the assignment of re­
sponsibility and authority for the various functions to be per­
formed within the organization. Generally, internal control 
requires a segregation of duties so that the functions of authoriz­
ing and processing transactions and of maintaining custody of 
assets are effectively separated.
Where computers are used, the auditor’s review of internal 
control should determine whether the organizational structure 
includes any incompatible combinations of functions. Sources 
of information and techniques available for reviewing those 
aspects of internal control to do with organization are generally 
similar whether or not computers are used. Certain matters that 
require special consideration in this respect have been discussed 
in Chapter 2. In general, separation of the systems design and 
programming duties from computer operating duties is desirable. 
This separates the preparation of programs from their use in 
processing.
Further control based on division of duties is achieved by keep­
ing the performance of control functions from the programmers 
or operators. The control function should include such duties as
maintenance of manual controls which account for all input 
data, reconciliation of manual and machine control figures, 
reconciliation of run-to-run control totals, investigation of viola­
tions, and control over transmission of output. In larger installa­
tions, control over data files and programs may be increased by 
employing both a tape librarian and a program librarian.
Control practices associated with data processing organization 
and management are;
1. Documentation
2. Program changes controls
3. Scheduling of personnel
4. Procedures for reviewing error log, time log, etc.
5. Maintenance of adequate audit trail
6. Provision for file protection
Proper authorization of transactions is the starting point for 
establishing internal control over them. The authority of any 
level of management to commit or disburse assets is associated 
with its responsibility for achieving the objectives assigned to it. 
In a computer system, proper authorization is required for input 
data, programs and possibly output data. The authorization of 
transactions is based on their desirability, validity and proper 
classification. The authorization of programs is based on the 
desirability of the programs or applications and is shown by 
management’s approval to proceed with the writing of the pro­
grams.
Input data may relate either to individual transactions (sales 
or disbursements) or to changes in master files (credit limits set 
for new customers, increased salary rates, or revised selling prices 
of products). In these and similar examples, input is usually 
authorized by signatures or initials on the documents from which 
the input data is prepared. If the input data may be introduced 
directly into the computer system without the preparation of 
any related documents, an alternative means of authorization is 
necessary. It must include some form of physical control over 
access to the recording devices or access to the means by which 
the recording devices can be activated.
Authorization of programs and program changes is as im­
portant as authorization of input data, since both are integral 109
parts of the processing operations in computer applications. 
Evidence of proper authorization of programs and program 
changes is usually included in the program documentation.
Controls Over Processing The control points at which specific data processing controls are 
applied to prevent or detect errors are presented in Figure 8-1 
(below). These are the controls imposed on original source 
document preparation, on conversion to machine-readable form, 
on processing, on distribution of output, and on uses of output. 
Typical controls associated with each control point are outlined 
here; they have been discussed specifically in Chapters 2-7.
1. Source data preparation; (a) traditional controls such as 
document numbering, review, etc., and (b) records of docu­
ments sent to data processing
2. Conversion of source data to machine-readable form: (a) con­
trol over receipt and conversion of documents, (b) verifica­
tion of conversion to machine-readable form and (c) control 
over handling of errors detected during or after verification
3. Control over processing: (a) tests for validity of input data,
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(b) controls to ensure use of correct files, (c) controls for 
completeness of processing, (d) controls to detect incorrect 
processing and (e) control over handling of rejected items 
and other errors
4. Control over output: (a) controls over distribution of copies 
and (b) controls over errors and handling of corrections and 
resubmissions
5. Control exercised by users: (a) user special control compari­
son and (b) detection of errors during routine use of data
There are programmed controls at only one of these control 
points (No. 3). These programmed controls may be very sig­
nificant (depending on the application), but they make up only 
a part of the complete set of controls. It is important for the 
auditor to avoid viewing each control separately; he must view 
the entire set of controls which apply to an application as well 
as the organizational and management environment in which 
they are applied.
Review of computer system controls
“Adequate evaluation of a system of internal control requires 
(1) knowledge and understanding of the procedures and methods 
prescribed and (2) a reasonable degree of assurance that they are 
in use and are operating as planned” (Numerals a d d e d ) .6 These 
two phases in evaluation are referred to hereafter as “investiga­
tion of the system” and “testing for compliance,” respectively.
In order to obtain a knowledge and understanding of the pro­
cedures and methods prescribed for a data processing system, the 
auditor should investigate (1) general aspects of control that 
apply to the computer system as a whole and (2) controls asso­
ciated with specific applications. Since there is some overlap 
between these two types of control, the following division is 
not strict:
Investigating  th e  System
6 Ibid., p. 32. 111
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CHAPTER CONTAINING DISCUSSION
Each of these topics is discussed in a separate chapter which 
provides background information to assist the auditor in his 
evaluation.
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The auditor’s principal sources of data for making his review of 
the computer system controls are organization charts and related 
material, documentation, inquiries of responsible data-processing 
personnel, and inquiries of accounting and other personnel. The 
manner in which the auditor obtains the necessary information 
and records it in his working papers is largely a matter of indi­
vidual or firm preference (as is also the case where computer 
systems are not involved). Techniques ordinarily include ques­
tionnaires, check lists, flowcharts and narrative memoranda. An 
example of a questionnaire designed for this purpose is included 
as Appendix E.
The sample questionnaire is divided into two sections—one 
for general system controls and the other for specific application 
controls. The questions in the general section relate to the gen­
eral control framework present in data processing organization, 
documentation, hardware, file protection, and general policies 
and procedures for input and output. The other section is used 
in connection with each computer application within the scope 
of the auditor’s examination (i.e., each application that affects 
the financial statements). The extent of the review of different 
applications may vary, depending on circumstances.
The error listings made in connection with computer applica­
tion runs are a basic source of information about the system 
and its performance. They have no direct counterpart in a 
manual system. However, similar information can be found in a 
manual system by examination of adjusting journal entries for 
error correction, error memoranda, corrections in the records 
and suspense account entries.
Organization is investigated in order to obtain information on 
the segregation of duties or practices such as rotation of person­
nel, on the organization of the control function and on the oper­
ators’ control procedures. This information forms a basis for 
evaluating the control provided by the organization and manage­
ment of the EDP installation.
A review of documentation provides information relevant 
primarily to operating efficiency. Inadequate documentation 
exposes the installation to operating hazards but may not affect 
the audit steps unless a review of error listings and reports 
raises questions about the adequacy of program controls which 
can only be resolved if there is adequate documentation, or un­
less the independent auditor wishes to test the program directly. 
If documentation is inadequate to support the audit procedures 
(such as test data), additional audit procedures may be required. 
Moreover, inadequate documentation may indicate poor man­
agement, which may be indicated elsewhere in inadequate con­
trols.
Hardware controls are usually reliable. However, the auditor 
should be aware of possible problems, particularly where pro­
gram tests are necessary for the detection of errors. He does not 
usually gather information on hardware controls unless his 
examination discloses hardware-based difficulties.
File protection and file reconstruction are important for pre­
venting hazards to the processing of data. However, these con­
trols do not usually affect the audit procedures unless some infor­
mation needed for the audit has been destroyed. The auditor 
should report any uncovered weaknesses to management as 
items to be corrected in order to safeguard the organization against 
failure caused by a data processing breakdown.
Other general topics may be investigated to aid in assessing 
the operating procedures. W hen examining input and output 
controls for review of application, for instance, the auditor may 
also examine certain overall policies. His investigations reflect 
his concern with the organization of input control procedures 
and with the administrative procedures for controlling distribu­
tion of output and for handling error feedback based on review 
of the output. The adequacy of control over error investigations 
is of great concern to the auditor, since a procedure for indepen­
dent review and approval of error corrections reduces the risk of 
introducing undetected error conditions through corrections.
The auditor must make an evaluation of the adequacy of the
A u d it Im p lication s  of 
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controls associated with a particular application in order to estab­
lish the extent to which audit test procedures should be applied. 
The general area of data processing may be viewed as the subject 
of a separate control review. Review of a computer application, 
however, should consider together the information from the 
regular internal review questionnaire (or other source) and the 
data processing information. The EDP application questions 
thus form a supplement to the regular application questions. 
For example, the EDP questions relating to processing of payroll 
should be evaluated in terms of the entire payroll application (in­
cluding all manual procedures).
Whatever technique is used for obtaining and recording the 
necessary information about any computer control system, the 
most important and difficult task is the evaluation of this in­
formation. Evaluation so far is preliminary, based on the system 
purported to be in effect. The next stage, therefore, consists of 
tests of compliance to see if the supposed system does exist.
Tests of Com pliance Ordinarily, the information obtained by the auditor in his pre­
liminary investigation can be tested by supplemental inquiries 
and discussion with data processing personnel and by personal 
observation of their activities during the course of his examina­
tion.
In non-computer systems, tests to establish the performance of 
specific control procedures are made by examination of docu­
mentary evidence, such as signatures or initials indicating au­
thorization, approval, verification and reconciliation of details 
with control totals. Such forms of visible evidence are also avail­
able for many control procedures in computer data processing. 
Examples of compliance tests using such evidence are:
1. Examination of cards for end notch if they are to be key 
verified
2. Examination of machine room log book for proper recording 
of control information
3.
4.
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Examination of documentation for completeness and evi­
dence of proper authorization of program changes
Examination of control and error listings and tracing of con­
trol totals to sheets used in reconciliation to check compli­
ance with reconciliation procedure
5. Examination of control and error listings for evidence of con­
trol totals said to be used.
For the testing of controls contained in computer programs, 
evidence that the controls exist and are operative during the 
period of the examination is necessary. There are two methods 
for obtaining this evidence—one which does not use the com­
puter and one which does.
The method which does not involve the use of the computer 
program makes use instead of computer printouts and error list­
ings to obtain evidence of the processing actually performed. 
Transactions are traced from input to regular output or to an 
error listing. This procedure tests a sample of processed items 
rather than the program itself. The program’s processing and 
control steps are inferred from evidence of its handling of selected 
transactions (both correct and erroneous). This approach is 
described in more detail in Chapter 10.
The second method makes use of the computer to test the 
program or to test the results of processing with the program. 
This approach is described in Chapter 11. The different methods 
may be used separately or in combination, as appropriate.
Summary
In carrying out the internal control review, the auditor evaluates 
both the possibilities for errors and the existing controls against 
these errors. His review should result in a determination of the 
nature and extent of audit procedures to be followed; it should 
also enable him to offer appropriate suggestions to the client for 
eliminating the weaknesses in existing controls.
The review consists of two major phases: investigation of the 
system and testing for compliance. The investigation of the 
system makes use of inquiries of responsible data processing per­
sonnel and of documents such as procedures manuals, organiza­
tion charts, etc. Its purpose is to discover what the system is 
supposed to be. The tests of compliance check the system to 
determine whether or not it complies with the description ob­
tained during the investigation phase.
The internal review should provide the auditor with an under­
standing of the system sufficient to allow him to evaluate the 115
extent to which he may rely upon the system of internal control 
and the extent to which he must perform audit tests of the 
records.
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THE AUDIT TRAIL IN AN EDP SYSTEM
ONE ASPE CT OF electronic systems which has been of primary 
concern to the auditor is the audit trail. The auditor is con­
cerned with the changing nature of the trail since source docu­
ments and visible historical records can now be altered or elim­
inated. Changes in the trail have been slow in coming and have 
frequently been exaggerated by writers on auditing and systems 
design. This chapter examines the effects of EDP on the audit 
trail and the problems and opportunities the changes present 
to the auditor.
C H APTER 9
The audit trail in non-EDP data processing
The audit trail in non-EDP data processing systems con­
sists of documents, journals, ledgers and worksheets (Figure 
9-1, page 118) which enable the auditor to trace an original 
transaction forward to a summarized total or to explode a sum­
marized total backward to the original transaction. Using the 
trail, he can perform tests to determine whether or not the 
summary accurately reflects the transactions carried on by the 
business enterprise. Unfortunately, the term “audit trail” is 
somewhat misleading. Perhaps a better term would be “manage­
ment trail or inquiry trail” because management almost always 
makes more use of trails in the normal operation of the business 117
than the auditor does in his examination. Business concerns are 
constantly subjected to inquiries and demands from external 
sources (customers, employees, vendors, government agencies, 
etc.). Trails, therefore, are essential. The following are typical 
day-to-day inquiries which make it necessary for companies to be 
able to trace either from summary to transaction documents 
or from transaction to summary:
1. Request from customer for copy of invoice supporting a 
billing
2. Request from management for method used in classification 
of a transaction (expensed or capitalized)
3. Request from division manager for detail supporting the 
amount charged to entertainment account
4. Order for reclassification of tooling expenses based on change 
in company policy regarding capitalization.
To evaluate the system of data processing and its internal 
controls and to substantiate the propriety of the balance of a 
particular account, the auditor has been able traditionally to 
start at the general ledger and, by reference to specific journal 
entries, trace back to selected source documents which support 
the general ledger postings. In this tracing process, he has be­
come accustomed to certain facilities, viz.:
1. Source documents. These records of the originating trans­
actions are used to classify and summarize information for 
posting to journals and ledgers. They are useful to the 
auditor for providing underlying details of account balances
Journal
Report
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and for aiding analysis of the existence and effectiveness of 
internal controls.
2. Detailed chronological journal. A record of all events is 
provided as a regular step in the accounting cycle or as a 
byproduct of posting operations.
3. Ledger summaries. These give not only the current balance 
but also a record of the accumulation of amounts leading to 
the balance. The historical references in the ledger are un­
necessary for showing the current status of an account, but 
the individual postings form a documentation of the stream 
of events that affect the account over a period of time.
4. Accessible records. Files containing records are accessible to 
the auditor. They can be read without special arrangements 
involving the use of machines. Furthermore, the search for 
records and the examining of them does not normally in­
terrupt regular processing.
5. Observable activities. Many of the data processing activities 
are performed manually. The auditor can observe transac­
tions being recorded, listings being prepared, ledgers being 
posted, files being maintained and inquiries being serviced. 
The controls are based on division of duties, human judg­
ment and alertness.
In non-EDP systems the audit trail does not impose special 
requirements because its elements must be present anyway for 
internal purposes.
The effect of the computer on the audit trail
Changes in internal inquiry requirements and/or changes in 
methods of data processing may cause changes in the available 
audit trail under EDP.
The capabilities of the computer can change certain key 
elements in data processing that relate to the audit trail. These 
possible changes have mainly to do with the use of machine- 
readable records.
1. Source documents, once transcribed onto a machine-read-
G eneral Im p act of 
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able input medium, are no longer used in the processing 
cycle. They may be filed in a manner which makes sub­
sequent access difficult.
be2. In some systems, traditional source documents may 
eliminated by the use of direct input devices.
3. Ledger summaries may be replaced by master files which do 
not show the amounts leading up to the summarized values.
4. The data processing cycle does not necessarily provide a 
transaction listing or journal. To provide such a listing may 
require a specific action at a recognizable cost.
5. It is sometimes unnecessary to prepare frequent printed out­
put of historical records. Files can be maintained on com­
puter media and reports prepared only for exceptions.
6. Files maintained on a magnetic medium cannot be read 
except by use of the computer and a computer program.
7. The sequence of records and processing activities is difficult 
to observe because much of the data and many of the ac­
tivities are contained within the computer system.
The A u d it T ra il in a 
S equentia l Batch System
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The batch processing approach requires that transactions be 
accumulated into batches for processing. A batch usually con­
sists of all transactions of a given type for a period of time (say, 
a day). The processing may be performed sequentially or 
randomly (see Appendix A, page 239, for a discussion of meth­
ods). The following explanation is based on sequential batch 
processing using punched cards or magnetic tape. In sequential 
processing, the transactions in the batch are sorted into the same 
order as the items in the file to be updated. An updated file, a 
file of transactions and the prior non-updated file are available 
after a file updating run, as illustrated in Figure 9-2 (page 121).
The original input documents may be filed as a batch or, 
bearing batch references, in some other order. A journal or 
transaction listing is not automatically produced, but it is fairly 
simple and inexpensive to prepare one. Such a listing is a refer­
ence for the input to a run. As explained in Chapter 7, the 
transactions and the old file should be retained for a time for 
file reconstruction purposes.
An historical record of changes in the balances is often a
missing element in computer data processing. It is possible to 
keep an historical ledger-type account of all the transactions 
processed against each record in the file, but this is frequently 
left undone or done only for summary accounts. Instead, such 
information is obtained from transaction listings or similar 
records. Since it is time-consuming to search daily transaction 
listings, the installation may combine the transactions over a 
period of time and prepare a summary reference listing. In in­
stances where there is a management need for a ledger chro­
nology, a record of all changes can be prepared and can also be 
made available to the auditor.
In contrast to sequential batch processing, the direct (ran­
dom) processing method (requiring a direct access file such as 
disk, drum or strip) can process items in any order (see Figure 
9-3, page 122). In practice, the direct access equipment may be 
used in several ways—with batches of sorted transactions, with 
batches of unsorted transactions and with unbatched trans­
actions. In each of these methods, a record on the file is physi­
cally altered by the replacement of its former contents with the 
updated record.
The A u d it T ra il in a 
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FIGURE 9-2. A batch updating run for a serial access file 
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If the transactions to be processed are batched, batch identi­
fication may be provided and a batch listing may be produced 
in much the same way as in sequential batch processing. How­
ever, sequenced transactions may be in an order which minimizes 
seeking time for the file device but which is not useful for 
reference purposes. In other words, the direct access method 
of processing does not eliminate the need for a transaction listing 
for management reference and file reconstruction purposes. 
The fact that the transactions may not be in an order which 
facilitates reference will, in many cases, present no serious dif­
ficulty; in other cases the transactions must be sorted into a 
reference order before listing.
W here transactions are processed without batching, trans­
actions of different types and from different locations are usually 
mixed together. If the transaction documents are filed in ran­
dom order, they are not suitable for reference. In order to pro­
vide a management inquiry trail, therefore, the transactions are 
usually sorted and sequenced in a useful order. The documents 
can be given numbers (or other references) for the transaction 
list.
T h e  A u d it T ra il in an 
Advanced System
The advanced system discussed here is an on-line, integrated, 
communications-oriented system. The connecting of individual 
input/output units by communications lines to the computer 
allows data to be put directly into the computer system, thus 
eliminating the need for source documents. In actual practice, 
source documents are not usually omitted; if they are, their
File  
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absence does not mean a lack of input record. On the contrary, 
management usually considers it essential that the system main­
tain a transaction file that records all input into the system and 
identifies the device and the individual involved. This file is a 
source document file. It may be sorted, and a record of all input 
for each unit may be printed out and preserved as a transaction 
listing substituting for source documents.
The integrated processing concept involves the updating in 
one run of all files affected by a particular transaction. In this 
case, the audit trail must provide information on all files affected 
by the transaction. This topic receives further discussion in 
Chapter 13.
Summary of guidelines for the design of 
audit trails
The general principles governing the design of proper audit
trails are as follows:
1. For all transactions affecting the financial statements there 
must be a means for establishing the account to which the 
transaction is posted.
2. For all accounts reflected in the financial statements there 
must be a means for tracing the summary amount back to 
the individual transaction elements.
3. For all transactions and accounts drawing a large number 
of inquiries, regular provision should be made to supply the 
records necessary for answering the inquiries.
4. For all transactions and accounts not typically subject to in­
quiries there must be a means for tracing, even though 
regular provisions are not made.
G eneral P rincip les
The methods by which these general guidelines may be fol­
lowed are limited only by the ingenuity of the system designer. 
There are, however, three basic methods:
1. File record gives current balance and references all changes 
by transaction listing or batch number (see Figure 9-4, 
page 124). This is similar to the ledger system as each
Im p lem en ta tio n  M ethods
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change in the file balance is recorded by a reference to the 
transaction listing or batch. The transaction listing provides 
the details for tracing back to the documents.
Docum ent Transaction listing Printout of file  records
FIGURE 9-4. One type of audit trail
2. File record gives balance only. Changes in the balance are 
obtained from transaction lists. Use of transaction listing 
is the only method by which the changes in an account may 
be traced. Therefore, the changes may be combined and 
summarized for time periods such as a week or a month 
(see Figure 9-4 below).
Docum ent Transaction listing Printout o f file  records
3. File record gives balance and contains document references 
for each transaction. No transaction listing is used for 
reference. This method is appropriate where the number of 
transactions for each record is small (see Figure 9-4 below).
Docum ent Printout o f file  records
Balance and
docum ent
references
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Records, documentation and audit trails must be provided in 
order to satisfy the requirements of regulatory authorities. The 
requirements of the Internal Revenue Service are of particular 
interest. Revenue Procedure 64-12, issued by the IRS in Feb­
ruary of 1964, is shown in Figure 9-5 (page 126). Note that the 
requirements emphasize the capacity for tracing transactions 
forward to summary totals and back from summaries to in­
dividual source documents. There is a specific requirement for a 
printout of the general ledger and subsidiary ledgers coincident 
with the date of the financial report. In cases such as inventories, 
a printout reasonably close to the statement date would pre­
sumably be acceptable.
Documents can be filed in any way as long as they can be 
made available to the examiner within a reasonable period of 
time. Data concerning the handling of transactions can be 
printed out, or retained on machine-readable media, or not re­
tained at all if the processing steps can be reconstructed on re­
quest. This requirement suggests that an organization should 
make specific provision for obtaining and retaining records of the 
processing performed on items which are usually examined by 
the IRS. Issues from stores of production materials and supplies 
are of little interest, for instance, but issues for maintenance, 
repairs and construction are likely to be scrutinized carefully.
The IRS guidelines require adequate documentation. The pre­
ferred practices described in Chapter 3 are probably acceptable 
to the taxing authorities.
The IRS guidelines emphasize the necessity for reconstructable 
trails to the documents. In integrated systems—even though the 
progress of processing between end-products and original source 
inputs may not be well marked by intermediate printouts— 
there should be no difficulty in satisfying the guidelines as long 
as the processing of source documents to summaries and back 
to detail can be demonstrated clearly (see Chapter 13).
In te rn a l Revenue Service  
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An important audit trail consideration in an EDP system—as in 
any system—is the problem of determining how long files and 
transactions should be kept. Both operating and legal require­
ments for record retention must be considered in the solution 
of this problem.
From an operating standpoint, the answer to this problem is 
generally along the following lines: Discard the file when the
Record Retention  
R equirem ents
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REVENUE PROCEDURE 64-12
R eprin ted  from  Internal Revenue B ulletin  1964-8 
F eb ru a ry  24 , 1964
Rev. Proc. 64-1226 CFR 601.105: Examination of returns 
and claims for refund, credit or abate­
ment; determination of correct tax 
liability.
(Also Part I, Section 6001; 1.6001-1.)
Guidelines for record requirements to be followed in eases where 
part or all of the accounting records are maintained within auto­
matic data processing systems.
S e c t io n  1. P urpo se .
.01 The purpose of this Revenue Procedure is to set forth guidelines 
specifying the basic record requirements which the Internal Revenue 
Service considers to be essential in cases where a taxpayer’s records 
are maintained within an automatic data processing (ADP) system. 
References here to ADP systems include all accounting systems which 
process all or part of a taxpayer’s transactions, records, or data by 
other than manual methods.
.02 The technology of automatic data processing is evolving rap­
idly; new methods and techniques are constantly being devised and 
adopted. Accordingly, the five points set forth in section 4 of this 
Revenue Procedure are not intended to restrict or prevent taxpayers 
from obtaining the maximum benefits of ADP provided the appropri­
ate information is present or can be produced by the system. These 
guidelines will be modified and amended as the need indicates to keep 
pace with developments in automatic data processing systems.
S e c . 2. B a c k g r o u n d .
The inherent nature of ADP is such that it may not be possible to 
trace transactions from source documents to end results or to recon­
struct a given account unless the system is designed to provide audit 
trails. Taxpayers already using ADP or contemplating its use have 
requested information concerning the types of records that should be 
developed and maintained in order to meet the requirements of section 
6001 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the corresponding 
regulations. This section of the Code reads in part as follows:
Every person liable for any tax imposed by this title, or for the collection thereof, 
shall keep such records, render such statements, make such returns, and comply 
with such rules and regulations as the Secretary or his delegate may from time 
to time prescribe * * *
S ec . 3. O b j e c t iv e s .
Modem machine accounting systems are capable of recording busi­
ness transactions much more rapidly and with greater accuracy than 
manual systems and they are capable of retaining and producing vast 
amounts of data. The ability to produce in legible form the data 
necessary to determine at a later date whether or not the correct tax li­
ability has been reported must be carefully considered in designing 
and programming a machine system. This factor may add to the com-
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plexity of the system and require additional cost, but this cost may be 
negligible in comparison to the expense that may be incurred at a later 
date if the system cannot practically and readily provide the infor­
mation needed to support and substantiate the accuracy of the previ­
ously reported tax liability.
S ec. 4. ADP Record Guidelines.
.01 ADP accounting systems will vary, just as manual systems 
vary, from taxpayer to taxpayer. However, the procedures built into 
a computer’s accounting program must include a method of producing 
from the punched cards or tapes visible and legible records which will 
provide the necessary information for the verification of the tax­
payer’s tax liability.
.02 In determining the adequacy of records maintained within an 
automatic data processing system, the Service will consider as accept­
able those systems that comply with the guidelines for record require­
ments as follows:
(1) General and Subsid ia ry Books o f  A ccount.—A general ledger, 
with source references, should be written out to coincide with financial 
reports for tax reporting periods. In cases where subsidiary ledgers 
are used to support the general ledger accounts, the subsidiary ledgers 
should also be written out periodically.
(2) S upp ortin g  D ocum ents and Audit Trail.—The audit trail 
should be designed so that the details underlying the summary ac­
counting data, such as invoices and vouchers, may be identified and 
made available to the Internal Revenue Service upon request.
(3) R eco rd ed  o r  R econ stru ctible Data.—The records must provide 
the opportunity to trace any transaction back to the original source 
or forward to a final total. If  printouts are not made of transactions 
at the time they are processed, then the system must have the ability 
to reconstruct these transactions.
(4) Data S to ra ge Media.—Adequate record retention facilities 
must be available for storing tapes and printouts as well as all appli­
cable supporting documents. These records must be retained in ac­
cordance with the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and 
the regulations prescribed thereunder.
(5 )  P rogram  D ocumentation.—A description of the ADP portion 
of the accounting system should be available. The statements and 
illustrations as to the scope of operations should be sufficiently detailed 
to indicate (a) the application being performed, (b) the procedures 
employed in each application (which, for example, might be supported 
by flow charts, block diagrams or other satisfactory descriptions of 
input or output procedures), and (c) the controls used to insure ac­
curate and reliable processing. Important changes, together with 
their effective dates, should be noted in order to preserve an accurate 
chronological record.
S e c . 5. C o m m e n t s  or I nquiries.
Comments or inquiries relating to this Revenue Procedure should 
be addressed to the Assistant Commissioner (Compliance), Attention: 
C P : A, Washington, D.C., 20224.
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cost of keeping it exceeds the probable value of having the data 
on hand. Application of this general rule is difficult, however, 
because it is not simple to forecast when and what demands 
will be made on the files and documents that are saved. As 
explained in Chapter 7, the necessity for file reconstruction 
capabilities establishes a minimum retention period. The in­
ternal inquiry requirements define a second need for retention. 
A third need is that of the legal requirements.
If records are retained in machine-readable form, their ad­
missibility as evidence to meet legal requirements is pertinent. 
Writers on the subject generally agree that sufficient legal basis 
is available within the various “business records” statutes or the 
equivalent common-law exception to the hearsay rule to establish 
the admissibility in evidence of information prepared or main­
tained on an EDP system. Since the nature of the data—rather 
than its form—is the significant factor from an evidential point 
of view, it is anticipated that there will be no major problem 
about the admissibility of machine-readable evidence merely be­
cause of its form.
Management must carefully evaluate the significance and 
materiality of each type of record considered for elimination. 
Legal counsel should be consulted when any significant ques­
tion arises. For instance, internal expense distribution listings, 
small materials requisitions and updating details of magazine 
subscriptions may usually be destroyed. Organizations such as 
insurance, banking or brokerage houses, however, probably re­
quire retention of original signed documents for customer ac­
counts. Companies which perform government work (par­
ticularly those under “cost-plus” or “price redetermination” con­
tracts) must exercise particular discretion. Management should 
consider its own past experience when estimating the possible 
need for specific records to provide proof in contract, tax or court 
matters.
The audit trail and audit procedures
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To date, auditors have found that audit trail conditions in most 
electronic systems have not changed enough to require signifi­
cantly different audit procedures from those used in non-EDP 
systems. In most cases, sufficient printed records, detailed
journals and source documents have been available to allow the 
auditor to audit in a fairly conventional manner. Current de­
velopments in data processing equipment, systems design and 
programming are providing greater opportunities for change in 
the form of the audit trail, which will not disappear but which 
may be incorporated more in the computer and less as a 
separable trail of printed records. Special audit procedures are 
needed to access the information contained in machine-readable 
files.
One method of extracting information from machine-readable 
files is by means of the company's regular interrogation process. 
In direct access processing, a request may be honored im­
mediately. In sequential access processing (with magnetic tape, 
for example), a request for file data must usually wait for a 
regular processing run. The interrogation request is merged 
with the other transactions affecting a given file. It is interpreted 
as a call for a printout of a particular file record rather than as 
a change in the file. Thus, with a little planning, the auditor 
may have his file-searching needs met by the routine procedure 
of the organization. He disturbs such a system only if he 
lengthens processing time by presenting a large number of re­
quests.
The auditor is usually able to obtain a complete printout of 
the contents of particular files. Clients usually have “utility” 
programs to perform this printout. Before using this method, 
the auditor should weigh the value of the information he will 
receive against the cost of printing the detailed listings. A less 
desirable variation of this method involves the use of the client’s 
file “dump” routine. This routine prepares a listing of the 
records in a file in an unedited form, which is generally very 
difficult to read and analyze.
Perhaps the best method of obtaining audit information from 
large machine-readable files is by means of special audit com­
puter programs. These programs are developed by the auditor 
and include audit criteria and procedures for analysis and selec­
tion of records for audit purposes. The auditor thus uses the 
computer as an audit tool. Such programs can be used to 
analyze both transaction files and master files. The develop­
ment and use of such computer programs is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 12.
It is desirable for the auditor to have an opportunity to re­
view proposed new data processing systems before implementa­ 129
tion. The audit trail will usually be found in a well designed 
system simply because management inquiry requirements usual­
ly satisfy audit requirements also. A poorly designed system, on 
the other hand, may satisfy neither management's nor auditor's 
needs. Suggestions from the auditor’s review may therefore 
benefit management immediately besides facilitating future audit 
work.
Summary
The advent of EDP systems has brought changes in audit trail 
form. The extent of the changes varies according to different 
system design concepts. The substance of the audit trail has 
been retained, however, because of management’s need of in­
quiry trails for reference purposes.
General guidelines for the audit trail emphasize that there 
must be a capacity for tracing any transaction to a summary 
account and for tracing a summary account backward to its in­
dividual elements. These guidelines are consistent with those 
of the Internal Revenue Service.
The changing form of the audit trail involves an increased 
retention of data in machine-readable form. Given machine- 
readable records for examination, the auditor may read them by 
using the client’s inquiry programs, by obtaining file printouts, 
or by using a special audit computer program. This last pos­
sibility is the subject of C hapter 12.
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CH APTER 10
AUDITING A COMPUTER SYSTEM  WITHOUT 
USING THE COMPUTER
THIS CHAPTER E XAM IN ES a n  approach in which the audit pro­
cedures for computer-connected phases of an audit are per­
formed without using the computer. The term ''auditing around 
the eomputer” has been avoided. This term has often been used 
to signify audit procedures that are conducted in the traditional 
manner by making use of computer printouts in the same way 
as manually prepared records. Use of the term has sometimes 
implied that the auditor need not consider computer controls 
as long as he performs the tracing and proofing of printouts. 
The term itself suggests that the independent auditor may ignore 
the computer altogether. The view presented in this chapter, 
however, stresses that although the auditor may choose not 
to make use of the computer in conducting audit tests, he must 
nevertheless consider the control framework in which electronic 
data processing is performed.
An auditor may choose to use the computer for testing some 
records but not for testing other records or the system itself. 
This chapter discusses the ease in which the computer is not 
used at all. The next two chapters deal with the use of the 
computer in testing the system and in evaluating the records. 131
Summary of auditing approach without 
using the computer
This audit approach to a computer-based system may be sum­
marized as follows:
1. Evaluation of internal control, involving (a) review of the 
system to ascertain how it is purported to work and what 
controls should be operable and (b) tests of the systems to 
accumulate evidence of how the system actually does work
2. Evaluation of computer-prepared records.
A system which performs relatively uncomplicated processing 
and produces detailed output can be audited without examina­
tion or direct testing of the computer program. The computer 
processing system is tested indirectly by tracing transactions and 
examining error and control lists. The auditor views the com­
puter program as a black box, that is, an unknown which can 
be understood by inferring what must take place in order for 
a known input to result in a known output (see Figure 10-1, be­
low ). The records produced by the computer are evaluated by 
comparison with source documents, by outside confirmations, 
or by similar tests which do not depend on the program. All 
computer records to be used must be available in printout form 
(or at least capable of being printed out at the auditor’s request). 
The tests also furnish additional evidence on the processing 
which has taken place.
Auditing by testing the input and output instead of the pro­
gram itself does not detect program errors which do not show 
up in the output sampled. An erroneous input transaction re­
jected by the program (as shown by the error listing) is evidence 
that a control to detect such an error is present in the program, 
but missing controls are not revealed. However, the auditor can 
rely upon procedural and output controls to detect many errors
Known
in p u t Processing  Known
o u tp u t
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g ra m  as a  b la c k  box
even if some program controls are missing. Batch totals or 
ledger controls are examples.
An audit which does not use the computer is implemented by 
the following general steps;
A U D IT  APPROACH  
Review of system
Tests o f systems
Evaluation o f records
IM P L E M E N T A T IO N
Interview s w ith  personnel in data  processing
Use of questio nnaire  (see A ppendix E)
Exam ination o f general system  descrip tion
General review of m ajor controls
Review of controls fo r each ap p lica tio n  v ita l to  the  
a u d it
E xam ination of evidence for contro ls (error listings, 
batch control records, authorizations, etc.)
Use of prin touts to trace  item s in o u tp u t to source 
docum ents, source docum ents to reports, report 
to ta ls  to controls, etc.
Checking of transaction  sam ple fo r correct processing
O ther typ ica l tests
Tests to check correctness of sum m ary accounts  
(foot, crossfoot, etc .)
Tests o f sam ples o f d e ta il item s by confirm ation , 
reasonableness tests, etc.
The system review is not limited to the electronic data 
processing portion. The work steps and procedures for an ap­
plication are traced through the entire processing system— 
manual, electromechanical and computer—and through all de­
partments involved. Thus, the specific controls for an applica­
tion are considered within the framework of general controls 
imposed by the organization and management of the business.
In the area of computer data processing, an application is 
reviewed for:
1. Adequacy of control over input and output
2. Adequacy of control over processing
3. Adequacy of control over programs and files
4. Adequacy of audit trail
These data processing controls are evaluated within the frame­
work of controls established by the organization and manage­
ment of the data processing department. 133
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When to audit without using the computer
The data processing systems which may be audited without the 
use of the computer are usually batch-processed or batch-con­
trolled systems having detailed audit trails. This type of sys­
tem is characterized by ;
1. The collection of transactions in batches, to be sorted and 
processed sequentially against a master file (this process 
normally involves the development of batch totals to con­
trol the movement of data within the system)
2. The recording of transactions manually, followed by con­
version to machine-readable form
3. The production of numerous printouts (often at each 
processing ru n ).
The feasibility of auditing the processing without testing the 
program directly depends on the auditor’s being able to obtain 
evidence about the quality of processing by means of tests on 
the input and output, sample computations, tests of the controls, 
etc. Complicating conditions which obscure or impair the audi­
tor’s ability to obtain such evidence may include the following:
1. Processing may result in a summarized end-product output, 
so that individual items are not identifiable by manual 
means. A knowledge of the computer program is then neces­
sary for tracing items from source to output or from output 
to source.
2. There may be so many transactions and transaction types 
that the tracing of processing becomes difficult without the 
use of the computer.
3. The system may be integrated so that a transaction is posted 
to several files at the same time without intermediate print­
out. It may also trigger a variety of systems responses. Trac­
ing transactions and testing the system without an under­
standing of the computer program may be difficult. The 
number of printouts is reduced and the feasibility of using 
printouts for understanding system performance is usually 
lessened in comparison to simpler non-integrated systems.
This auditing approach can usually be applied even when 
systems are quite complicated, but alternative approaches may
be more satisfactory. Methods described in Chapter 11 ex­
plain how to test the computer program directly as part of the 
evaluation of the system; alternatives described in Chapter 12 
utilize computer routines to test the computer-based records.
Requirements for audit tests without using 
the computer
There is no detailed discussion of the performing of audit tests 
without the use of the computer, since these tests can be con­
ducted in essentially the same manner as those for a non­
computer system. The few changes include new or extended 
requirements for planning in advance and use of the error listing.
The audit of an EDP system usually requires more extensive 
planning than a conventional audit. The additional planning is 
due primarily to the mechanization of processing and to the 
attendant changes in the system of internal control. Before de­
veloping an audit approach, the auditor should make inquiries 
to ensure his awareness of conditions (an altered audit trail, 
for example) which might affect the audit.
The audit trail in a batch processing system is usually similar 
to the audit trail in a punched card or manual system. Some­
times, however, certain necessary information is retained in the 
system for a limited period of time only, and/or is not printed 
out at all in the normal course of system processing. In this 
uncommon case, the auditor must make prior arrangements 
for data to be saved and specific printouts to be made.
The audit requires a complete trail of visible records of items 
to be tested. If these records are not regularly printed out, the 
auditor should request well in advance that a printout be made. 
W hen the account balances run at the closing or at other oc­
casions are to be included in the examination, the client should 
be requested to run an extra set which can be used as an audit 
working copy.
Planning  in Advance
W hile conducting the review and evaluation of computer con­
trols, procedures and administration, the auditor also reviews the 
procedures and controls associated with each application affect-
Use o f Error L isting
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ing the financial statements. He performs the audit verifica­
tions by using accepted techniques, such as the examination of 
source documents.
In performing both the review and the audit tests, the auditor 
usually makes use of the error listings produced during data 
processing runs. Those listings of all transactions rejected or 
found to be in error during processing are retained as controls 
to ensure that corrective action is taken. They also form valuable 
documentation on the effectiveness of system controls by indi­
cating the types of errors detected by the computer. If any 
step (such as the tracing of transactions) uncovers an error, 
reference to the error list may disclose that no error of this 
type has been detected and, therefore, that some control feature 
is absent.
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Evaluation of approach to auditing without 
using the computer
The advantage of auditing without using the computer lies in 
the fact that the auditor is using simple and familiar techniques. 
He must review the control framework of data processing, but he 
does not need to work with the intricacies of the computer 
program. This approach, under proper conditions, has been the 
most economical and has proven to be satisfactory.
Auditing without using the computer depends upon records 
which adequately detail the input and output of computer 
processing. The counterparts of manually produced journals, 
registers and ledgers must be available as computer listings and 
reports. There is usually little need for the auditor to request 
special printouts or analyses, since his needs are usually satisfied 
by documents produced to meet the internal requirements of 
the organization.
The existence of computer-based systems which can be audited 
without the use of new techniques is a result of factors such as 
the following:
1. Many computer applications are not much more complicated 
than their punched card or manual predecessors.
2. There has been, and to some extent still is, a tendency to 
move into computer processing by ways which are known
and easily understood. Batch processing, printed journals 
and registers, conventional ledgers and so forth are often re­
lied upon even with equipment which is capable of operat­
ing more efficiently by other methods.
3. Company personnel have a tendency to need or want visual 
records.
4. Journal and register printouts are often essential for answer­
ing inquiries, tracing and correcting errors, etc. The need for 
a management trail has been discussed in Chapter 9.
The disadvantages of auditing a computer-based system with­
out using the computer are (1) the fact that the auditor may 
neglect to use the capabilities of the computer to assist in the 
audit and (2) the fact that the audit may be difficult to im­
plement if the system is quite complicated or has no well-de­
fined visible audit trail.
Two case studies are included here as illustrations of the 
types of procedures an auditor might follow for performing an 
audit without using the computer. The object of these studies 
is to discuss pertinent aspects of the use of this approach, not to 
present a model set of audit procedures. The steps described 
are merely illustrative and may be performed differently from 
year to year.
C ase Study A
A uditing W ithout Using The C omputer: Payroll
This study is not intended as a detailed documentation of pay­
roll processing. Detail has been kept at a minimum for il­
lustrative purposes in order to avoid obscuring the principal 
issues.
Description of payroll processing
The payroll processing system is described here in terms of 
computer runs (separate tasks). Run numbers refer to the runs 
shown in the schematic diagrams in Figure 10-2 (page 139). 137
These runs are interconnected because the output from one 
run may be the input for another run. The computer system 
is a simple tape-oriented configuration. Run Nos. 1-4 cover the 
pay calculation and check writing. Run Nos. 5-11 cover labor 
distributions and other processing.
Run No. 1: Card-to-Tape Payroll detail cards showing employee numbers, number of 
hours worked, job number, work code, etc., are keypunched and 
verified and then converted to magnetic tape along with the 
associated batch control totals punched from transmittal tapes. 
The control totals are a record count and a hash total of hours 
worked. During the conversion run, control totals for the same 
items are accumulated by batch and compared with the pre- 
established amounts. Controls and out-of-balance batches are 
printed for clerical review, correction and re-entry. All transac­
tions are listed.
Run No. 2: Sorting The payroll detail records are sorted into employee number 
sequence within departments.
Run No. 3: 
Data V a lida tion
The sorted transactions are checked for correctness and com­
pleteness of the data. Control totals are also checked. Invalid 
data and control discrepancies are printed for clerical review. 
(Note that data validation is often performed as part of the 
card-to-tape run, not after sorting as in this application.)
Run No. 4: 
C alcu lation  of Payroll and  
U p dating  of M aster F ile
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Run No. 5: 
P rin ting  of Checks
Gross and net pay are calculated; year-to-date and period-to-date 
data are accumulated and written on the new payroll master 
file. A payroll register is printed showing such items as name 
and number, hours worked, deductions, gross and net pay both 
for the current period and on a cumulative basis. A payroll tape 
is produced containing the data required for printing employees’ 
checks and earnings statements. Errors (a missing master record 
for an employee, for example) are printed at the end of the 
register.
The payroll tape data is formatted for the printing of checks 
and earnings statements. A copy of the entire earnings state-
RUNS 1-5
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ments serves as a check register. A magnetic tape copy of the 
check register is produced and held for subsequent processing 
against cashed checks during the reconciliation procedure (not 
shown).
The payroll detail records produced by Run No. 4 are sorted 
into the account order for labor distribution analysis.
Run No. 6: S orting for 
Labor D istribu tion
Labor hours and dollars are summarized by appropriate accounts. 
Cumulative and current period data are written onto a new 
distribution tape and a labor analysis report is printed from this 
tape.
Run No. 7: P reparation of 
Labor Report and U p d at­
ing of Labor D istribution  
M aster File
Changes in the payroll master file are keypunched and veri­
fied and converted to magnetic tape. Changes in rate, depart­
ment, deductions, etc., are included.
Run No. 8: P lacing  of 
Payroll Change Cards  
On Tape
The payroll master file is updated periodically to reflect changes 
in the semi-constant portions of the record (pay rate, depart­
ment, deductions, etc.). These changes are listed to provide 
documentation of the prior and current contents of changed 
records.
Run No. 9: U p d atin g  of 
Payroll M aster F ile  
W ith Changes
At appropriate intervals, information is extracted from the pay­
roll master file to prepare management and government reports.
Run No. 10: Extraction of 
Data fo r Reports
Form 941 (Employers’ Quarterly Federal Tax Return) is printed 
quarterly; a W-2 W ithholding Tax Statement is produced an­
nually; management reports are produced as needed from the 
payroll master file.
Run No. 11: 
Report P rin ting
The audit of the computer processed payroll
In any audit, whether mechanized or not, the first step is to 
review the payroll procedure from the hiring of an employee
Review  of G eneral 
In te rn a l Control 141
to the payment of wages. This review should be directed toward 
an evaluation of the system of internal control. The major 
purpose of control over payroll is to ensure payment of the 
correct amounts to the correct employees. Much of the internal 
control review can be conducted in the same manner for either 
mechanized or manual systems. A typical internal control 
questionnaire for payroll should cover those control points not 
directly involved with computer processing.
Review  of Com puter  
In te rnal Control
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A review of internal control in a computer environment should 
cover the points listed below as well as those covered by the 
general review. The list includes comments relating each point 
to the case example. (See Appendix E for a sample ques­
tionnaire.) A control review sheet for Run Nos. 1-5 is shown 
as Figure 10-3 (page 143).
1. Adequate control over transmittal of payroll transactions 
from remote locations and within the data processing center
Example: A record count of the number of em­
ployees to be processed and a hash total of the 
number of hours they have worked is prepared on 
an adding machine tape prior to the keypunching 
of the data. These control totals accompany the 
batch and are used to detect the loss or non­
processing of payroll transactions (Run No. 1).
2. Adequate verification (key or sight) of payroll transactions, 
including changes made in the semi-constant portion of 
master records
Example: For Run No. 1, the payroll detail cards 
are keypunched and verified. Errors detected in 
verification are repunched and reverified before the 
batch is released for processing. The same verifica­
tion process is required for Run No. 8.
3. Verification that all payroll transactions received are 
processed once and once only; provision for error correction 
and for control over the re-entry of corrected transactions
Example: The batch control totals (record counts 
and hash total) are computed by the computer in 
Run No. 1 and compared to the input control 
totals. The same control totals continue with the
143
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batch for Run Nos. 2, 3, and 4. Run No. 4 prepares 
a count of the number of records on the new pay­
roll master tape and compares this count to a con­
trol total on the old master tape trailer label. The 
same type of control is applied to the master tape 
prepared in Run No. 9. The transactions are sorted, 
then validated. Duplicate transactions should be 
detected in this step. Transactions to be corrected 
are listed on the error and control report. Re­
entry is handled the next time the job is run. A 
check for an employee whose record has been re­
jected is prepared manually and corrections are 
entered in the computer the next time the payroll is 
run.
4. Validity (and other) tests of regular hours, overtime hours, 
labor codes, employee codes, calculated pay, etc.
Example: These tests are part of the processing 
in Run Nos. 3 and 4. The error and control reports 
from these runs indicate the reasons for record re­
jection and provide some evidence that controls 
such as these are operable in the programs.
5. Specific provision for control over changes to the payroll 
master file (additions, deletions, rate changes, etc.)
Example: Run No. 8 input is prepared from an 
authorized list of changes. The updating in Run 
No. 9 produces a change register which is subjected 
to a control review.
6. Provision for a transaction register (printed or available on 
demand) for the audit trail
Example: Transaction listings are prepared by Run 
No. 1 (input transactions). Run No. 4 (payroll 
register), Run No. 5 (check register) and Run No.
9 (change listing).
7. Adequate run-to-run control over record count and amount 
fields
Example: Once the record counts and hash totals 
of Run No. 1 are established, they are automatically 
carried forward to the succeeding runs, with ad-
8 .
justments for rejected records. The amount of the 
payroll is computed in Run No. 4 and this control 
total is carried forward to Run No. 5. A record 
count and control total on earnings to date is main­
tained on the master file and updated and checked 
in Run Nos. 4, 9 and 10.
Standardized, uncomplicated computer operating instruc­
tions and up-to-date documentation of the payroll applica­
tion (see Chapter 3)
Adequate back-up procedures in case of destruction of key 
files (see Chapter 7).
For his examination of employment records, the auditor usually 
needs a list of all employees and their rates of pay to be used as 
a basis for selecting an audit sample. In the case study, this 
list could be a listing of the payroll master file prepared periodical­
ly in Run Nos. 10 and 11 for review by the personnel depart­
ment, who use it to ensure that employment records and pay­
roll records are in agreement. In his investigation of termination 
methods, the auditor can, for example, compare the change 
listings from Run No. 9 with the personnel department’s 
records of termination to ensure that ex-employees are not 
maintained on the payroll.
Inspection of 
Em ploym ent Records
The payroll register from Run No. 4 allows the auditor to com­
pare the total of the period payroll with the total of checks 
drawn for this purpose. He can also use it for tests of in­
dividual deduction amounts (social security taxes, state un­
employment taxes, hospitalization fees, union dues, etc.). To 
ensure that the deducted amounts have actually been remitted 
to the appropriate agencies, remittance amounts should be 
checked against the totals shown on the payroll register for the 
deduction items.
Com parison of Payroll 
W ith Cash Disbursed
A representative number of employees should be selected from 
the payroll register from each class of employee for which a 
different calculation routine is required (hourly, salary, commis­
sion, etc.). Using the computer prepared register, the auditor 
should make such tests as the following:
Tests to  V a lid a te  
Com puter Processing
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9.
1. Comparison of name, job classification, time card number, 
etc., with employment authorization
2. Comparison of pay rate with wage authorization, union con­
tract, or other appropriate records
3. Checking of number of hours worked with time sheets (ap­
propriate approval of hours worked by a foreman or other 
supervisor should be noted)
4. Testing of payroll deductions by examination of W-4 forms 
and withholding tax tables for income tax withheld, by recom­
putation of social security taxes and by examination of au­
thorization forms for other payroll deductions such as bond 
purchases; review of the change listings from Run No. 9 and 
corresponding payroll registers to test that authorized changes 
are properly reflected in the payroll
5. Manual computation of gross and net pay and comparison 
with computer printed payroll checks from Run No 5
6. Comparison of payroll checks with labor allocation listings 
(Run. No. 7) for each of the representative employees and 
departments.
C om pletion of the  
A u d it U tiliz in g  V a lidated  
C om puter O utput
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After appropriate testing of the processing has been completed,
the computer listings and registers can be used in performing
audit steps such as the following:
1. Examination of a summary of payroll totals by pay periods 
and preferably by departments (Run Nos. 4 and 7);  in­
vestigation of any unusual variations among periods
2. Checking of the footings and crossfootings for the applicable 
portion of the payroll registers (Run No. 4)
3. Review of the payroll register for unusual entries, adjust­
ments, checks to non-employees, etc.; examination of ap­
propriate explanations and support
4. Tracing of hours or labor dollars to appropriate labor distri­
bution (cost )  records (Run No. 7)
5. Examination of paid and endorsed payroll checks for agree­
ment of number, date, payee and amount with data in the 
the payroll register
6, Checking of the footings of the labor distribution record and 
tracing of the totals to general ledger or cost ledger accounts; 
reconciliation of total labor charges distributed with total 
pay shown on the payroll register.
C ase Study B
A uditing W ithout U sing The C omputer: 
A ccounts Receivable
This study is not intended as a detailed documentation of ac­
counts receivable processing. Detail has been kept at a minimum 
for illustrative purposes in order to avoid obscuring the principal 
issues.
Description of accounts receivable processing
The accounts receivable system is described here in terms of 
computer runs. A total of 10 computer runs are required to 
process accounts receivable. Run numbers identify the runs 
shown in the schematic diagrams in Figure 10-4 (page 148). 
The computer system is a tape-oriented configuration and all 
processing is in sequential batch mode. Processing is performed 
frequently (say, daily) except for Run No. 10, aging, which is 
performed periodically (say, monthly).
Prior to the input of data into the system, the dollar effect 
on accounts receivable for all input transactions is determined 
manually. These figures are used as controls throughout the 
processing. Another control figure is a record count established 
by the first run.
Sales and other entries to the accounts receivable file are key­
punched and verified before being converted to magnetic tape. 
Control totals for dollar amounts are accumulated by batch 
during the conversion run and then compared with input totals. 
Out-of-balance batches are noted on the transaction balance 
report and subjected to clerical review, correction and re-entry. 
Detail transactions in the out-of-balance batches are not posted 
to the master file until the batches are corrected and re-entered.
Run No. 1: C ard-to-Tape
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INVOICE AND MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTION
148 FIGURE 10-4. Accounts receivable processing for Case Study B
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receivable processing for 
Case Study B
Run-to-run record count controls are created by Run No. 1 and 
used throughout the runs in the application. The checking of 
control totals is performed automatically by the computer which 
is programmed to print out the totals after each run and manu­
ally by a control clerk who keeps a reconciliation sheet in order 
to record and reconcile control totals as the processing moves 
from run to run.
Transactions on the transaction tape are sorted in customer 
number sequence.
Run No. 2: Sorting
The sorted transactions are analyzed to check for the correctness 
and completeness of the data. Invalid transactions are printed 
on an error and controls report. The control totals (dollar effect 
on accounts receivable) and record count are also p r in te d -  
divided into error transactions and valid transactions—and are 
compared with manually maintained control totals.
Run No. 3:
Data V a lida tion
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Run Nos. 4 , 5  and 6: 
Card-To-Tape, Sorting  
And V alid a tio n  for  
Cash R em ittances
The card-to-tape, sorting and data validation runs for cash 
remittances include processing similar to that which is used for 
sales entries to the accounts receivable file in Run Nos. 1, 2 
and 3.
Run No. 7: U p dating  of 
Accounts Receivable  
M aster F ile
Invoices, changes to customer accounts and cash remittances 
are posted to the accounts receivable master file. Data for 
eventual printing of the different registers and reports is as­
sembled on the print tape. Invoice transactions for which no 
master record can be found are printed on the error and control 
report. Mismatches on cash transactions are assembled on the 
print tape for later printing on the unapplied cash report.
The following control totals are printed on the error and 
control report for comparison with manually maintained con­
trol totals;
1. Accounts receivable control totals on input master file (to 
be compared with output master file of previous cycle)
2. Changes to master file accounts receivable control totals as 
result of (a) cash transactions and (b) noncash transactions
3. Accounts receivable control totals on output master file (to 
be compared with manual control totals)
4. Control totals on cash and noncash errors located in this run 
(to be used to adjust manual controls).
Once a month, data is assembled on the print tape to produce 
past due notices and customer statements showing monthly 
activity.
Run No. 8: 
S orting fo r Report
All data assembled for reports is sorted into proper report se­
quence.
Run No. 9: P rin ting  of 
Registers and Reports
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The accounts receivable register shows all the postings to the 
master file. The register is used to provide a management trail, 
to facilitate the answering of inquiries and to resolve error 
situations. The cash remittance register contains an itemization 
of all posted cash.
Miscellaneous reports—on overextension of credit, new ac­
counts, deleted accounts, transactions requiring special author­
ization, or accounts referred to attorneys for collection—are also 
printed.
At the end of the accounting period—or on request—the master 
file is analyzed to produce an aged trial balance. This trial 
balance is compared with the manual control totals and also 
with the accounts receivable control totals on the last accounts 
receivable output master file.
Run No. 10:
Aged T ria l Balance
The audit of the computer processed 
accounts receivable
The first step in the audit of accounts receivable is to review 
procedures, paying particular attention to the adequacy of the 
internal controls. The major controls over receivables are in­
tended to ensure that (1) shipments are properly reflected in 
receivables, (2) collections are applied to the correct accounts,
(3) credit and collection policies are correctly applied and (4) 
separation of duties is maintained among those responsible for 
transaction authorization, sales activities, collection activities, 
and maintenance of accounts receivable files. Much of the in­
ternal control review can be conducted in the same manner for 
either mechanized or manual systems. A typical internal control 
questionnaire for accounts receivable records, credits and collec­
tions should adequately cover those control points not directly 
involved with computer processing.
Review  of G eneral 
In ternal Control
The internal control review in a computer processed accounts 
receivable operation includes many points not present in the 
audit of manual systems. These additional points are listed 
below. The list includes comments relating each point to the 
case example. (See Appendix E for a sample questionnaire.)
1. Sufficient control over transmittal of invoices and cash re­
mittances from preparation and/or collection points to the 
first computer run
Example: In Run Nos. 1 and 4 the input trans­
actions are balanced with batch control totals 
which have accompanied the transmittal of the 
transactions from the operating departments.
2. Adequate provision to ensure that all transactions requiring
Review  of Com puter  
In te rn a l Control
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special authorization are checked for proper approvals on 
entry into the system (documentation must also be pro­
duced for review to ensure that unauthorized transactions 
have not been processed)
Example: Run No. 9 produces listings of all trans­
actions requiring special authorization. These list­
ings are sent to those individuals responsible for 
authorizing the transactions.
3. Adequate provision for validating input transactions for 
correctness and completeness at the earliest possible point 
in the system
Example: Run Nos. 3 and 6 validate the input 
after it is converted to magnetic tape and sorted 
into sequence. If nothing is to be gained by having 
the transactions in a prescribed sequence for vali­
dation then the validation can take place in the 
card-to-tape run. In the case example, however, 
the sorting operation comes first so that a check 
may be made for duplicate invoices and duplicate 
remittances.
4. Adequate control over system rejections to ensure that they 
are researched, corrected and re-entered into the system 
within a reasonable time
Example: Run Nos. 1 and 4 produce balance re­
ports; Run Nos. 3, 6 and 7 produce error reports;
Run No. 9 produces an unapplied cash report. All 
these reports contain system rejections which 
should be researched and cleared by a control 
clerk. He should note on the reports the correc­
tion which was made, when it was made and when 
the transaction was re-entered into the system.
The source document should also contain the date 
the data was re-entered into the system and the 
new batch number.
5. Adequate controls to ensure that input transactions (in­
voices, adjustments and cash remittances) are properly 
posted to the accounts receivable master file
Example: Before input transactions are entered 
into the system, their eventual dollar effect is de­
termined for control batches small enough to 
enable efficient error research. The figures ob­
tained are adjusted for system rejects and then 
compared with the controls from the actual results 
of Run No. 7.
6. Verification that the accounts receivable master file is 
properly reflected in the control account per the general 
ledger
Example: Run No. 7 accumulates the details in 
the accounts receivable master file and prints the 
control figures for manual comparison.
7. Adequate audit trail to enable source documents to be 
traced to the results of the posting and vice versa
Example: Run No. 9 produces an accounts receiv­
able register showing the results of all transactions 
posted to the master file and providing references 
to the source documents. References are made by 
date processed and batch number, which is also 
the sequence in which the source documents are 
stored. The documents can be traced forward 
using the same references. Run No. 9 also pro­
duces a cash remittance register showing additional 
details for cash transactions. This is done because 
of the frequent inquiries received on cash trans­
actions.
8. Adequate documentation of the receivables application to 
ensure proper maintenance and accurate operation (see 
Chapter 3)
9. Adequate back-up procedures in ease of destruction of key 
files or extended machine failure (see Chapter 7)
10. Controls to ensure that the monthly customer statements 
and the aged trial balance are balanced to the accounts re­
ceivable controls
Example: The control figures from Run Nos. 9 
and 10 are compared with the receivable control 
totals produced by Run No. 7.
11. Appropriate follow-up on collection of receivables
E x a m p le :  T h e  accounts receivable register and the 155
aged trial balance provide documents which aid 
the tests for past due accounts, for sending of 
notices, etc.
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The auditor follows regular audit procedures for reviewing 
propriety of miscellaneous entries, checking trial balance to 
statements, and so on.
C ircu lariza tion  Confirmations—based upon the controls in effect and the overall
reliability of the client’s records—are sent to a representative 
sample of the accounts. The selection can frequently be made 
from the aged trial balance.
In the case example, the aged trial balance can be used, but 
it does not contain any information on type of customer or any 
indication of accounts in litigation or dispute. These items, how­
ever, are coded in the records on the customer master file. The 
auditor should request (1) a copy of the aged trial balance as 
of confirmation date, with the above two items indicated on the 
report or (2) separate reports indicating type of customer and 
accounts in litigation or dispute. This request should be made 
well before the confirmation date.
In the case of negative confirmations, the auditor should also 
request that the customer statements (Run No. 9) for the 
customers selected should be pulled out of the normal mailing 
to be mailed with the confirmations. Copies of the statements 
are available for normal positive confirmation procedures.
Nonreplies to confirmation requests and replies reporting ex­
ceptions can be analyzed by use of the various reports from the 
system, especially the accounts receivable register, the cash re­
mittance register and the subsequent months’ customer state­
ments (all produced by Run No. 9 ). For instance, the cash 
remittance registers printed after confirmation date will contain 
subsequent payments which are useful in clearing exceptions. 
The register also provides a trail back to the source document. 
The same is true of the accounts receivable register for all 
transactions to an account.
Error and control reports (Run Nos. 6 and 7) and cash bal­
ance reports (Run No. 4) may explain unusual delays between 
receipt of payment and posting to the customer’s accounts. It 
is also possible that lost payments are on these error lists and 
have never been corrected. The same points apply to the 
processing of invoices in Run Nos. 1, 3 and 7.
Unusual differences between the aged trial balance at con­
firmation date and at balance sheet date can be reviewed by 
references to the accounts receivable register produced between 
these dates. It will show what transactions caused the difference 
and will provide references to the source documents.
The aged trial balance (Run No. 10) should be reconciled with 
controls on the customer statements (Run No. 9) and controls 
produced by the file maintenance run (Run No. 7) as well as 
with the general ledger. This will ensure that the computer sys­
tem's output is in balance with the company's books.
Other normal audit procedures should be followed. The aged 
trial balance should be test footed and cross-footed, for instance, 
and the aging of a number of representative accounts should be 
verified by reference to accounts receivable registers and source 
documents.
D eta iled  Tests of the  
Aged T ria l B alance
The audit procedures to test the adequacy of the allowance for 
bad debts can use the aged trial balance (Run No. 10). Ex­
amination of activity on marginal accounts can be performed 
by the use of subsequent accounts receivable registers (Run No. 
9) and cash remittance registers (Run No. 9 ).
Review  fo r Adequacy of 
A llow ance for Bad Debts
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CH APTER 11
USING THE COMPUTER TO TEST THE DATA 
PROCESSING SYSTEM
THE CO M PU T E R  PROVIDES a n  Opportunity for the auditor to auto­
mate certain audit procedures. For the major audit tasks out­
lined in Chapter 8, the auditor can make use of the computer 
(1) to test the data processing system as part of his evaluation 
of internal control and (2) to test the computer-maintained 
records as part of his evaluation of the records of the organiza­
tion. The first of these topics is discussed in this chapter; the 
second is covered in Chapter 12.
In the testing of the data processing system, the computer is 
used primarily to obtain information about the operation of the 
computer program (or set of programs in an application) and 
about its built-in controls. The auditor must still use other 
techniques to examine the organizational and procedural con­
trols and obtain evidence that they are functioning properly.
Two methods for testing the program by using the computer 
are discussed in this chapter: (1) by test data and (2) by con­
trolled processing or reprocessing. For implementation, both 
techniques require of the auditor a reasonable degree of expertise 
in computer methods. In addition, there are practical lim ita­
tions which suggest that the auditor should carefully consider 
(1) the applicability of the technique for a particular applica­
tion and (2) the technical competence required by the audit 
staff for performing the tests.
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The test data method
The test data approach involves the preparation of test data 
which is then processed under auditor control by the clients’ 
computer programs. The test data consists of transactions illus­
trating all the valid and invalid conditions which the auditor 
wishes to test. Only one transaction of each type need be tested 
since a given program consistently processes all transactions of a 
particular type in exactly the same way.
The use of test data (sometimes referred to as ''test decks” ) 
is somewhat analogous to the audit procedure of tracing actual 
transactions. In both cases, the object is to obtain "competent 
evidential matter,” as required by auditing standards, that a 
system and its controls are operating as represented. However, 
the underlying rationale and the scope of the two tests are 
different.
The tracing of transactions involves scrutiny of source docu­
ments, processing and output for a sample of transactions pro­
cessed during the audit period. The items traced provide sample 
evidence of the activity of the period.
The use of test data involves the testing of programs for an 
application at a single point in time (during or after the audit 
period). Performance during the audit period is inferred from 
this test. To make a valid inference, the auditor must have evi­
dence about the condition of the program during the audit 
period. The possibility in advanced on-line systems of continu­
ous tests during the period is sufficiently unique that it is dealt 
with separately in Chapter 13.
The test data method tests the procedures contained within 
the program, not the input data processed by the program. In 
order to satisfy auditing standards, use of the test data method 
must be coupled with an examination of source documents and 
other source evidence supporting the records that are being 
produced.
The A p p licab ility  of the  
Test Data M ethod
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The use of test data represents one of the methods available for 
assisting the audit of a computer-based system. The auditor can 
use it, in conjunction with other methods, to determine whether 
or not the programs and their related controls have operated as 
represented; or he can use it merely to gain information about 
the operation of particular programs. Because of theoretical
limitations and practical difficulties in implementation, its ap­
plicability is severely restricted.
The test data method is most probably applicable under the 
following circumstances:
1. A significant part of the system of internal control is em­
bodied in the computer program.
2. There are gaps in the audit trail, making it difficult or im­
practical to trace input to output or to verify calculations. 
This situation is possible in simple applications as well as 
in complex integrated systems (see Chapter 13).
3. The volume of records is so large that it may be more eco­
nomical and more effective to use test data methods (and 
related procedures) instead of manual testing methods.
Say, for example, that an insurance company maintains a 
master file of insurance policies in force. At the end of each 
month, the file is processed to calculate unearned premiums for 
each policy and the total for all policies. Only the total is printed 
out and the general ledger is adjusted to this amount. The 
auditor can use test data to satisfy himself that the program 
provides an accurate calculation and summarization of the un­
earned premiums. He can also perform other tests to satisfy 
himself (1) that source data is properly prepared and enters the 
system without loss or non-processing and (2) that the tested 
program is the one used for the processing.
The difficulties of applying the test data method should be 
kept in mind. In addition to the points discussed in the next 
section of this chapter, relevant factors include availability of 
computer time, availability of auditor’s time to prepare and run 
test data and his ability to use the method effectively.
Given the same program and the same data repeatedly, the 
computer consistently produces identical results. An auditor can 
use test data as a valid basis for inference about processing per­
formed by a particular program if and only if he is sure that 
that program tested was the one actually used. If changes have 
been made in the program during the audit period, the auditor 
must be able to ascertain their impact on the processing.
Three methods are available for checking whether or not a 
given program was in use during the period under audit. The
The Problem  of 
The Program
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applicability of each depends upon the type of application and 
the type of processing performed.
1. Controlled processing or reprocessing. The auditor checks 
the program using test data and then has the tested program 
run under his control. (This approach is explained later in 
the chapter.)
2. Repeated use of test data during the audit period. This 
method is seldom practical for the outside auditor. He may 
use it for an on-line system with remote terminals. (See 
Chapter 13 for discussion.)
3. Reliance upon client's internal control. The auditor examines 
the client’s controls over the program, program changes, etc. 
If these are satisfactory the auditor may infer that the pro­
gram tested is representative of the program used during the 
audit period.
To be able to rely fully upon the client’s internal control, the 
auditor must have independent corroboration that the controls 
have been operable during the audit period. An arrangement to 
use test data on a surprise basis during the period covered by 
the examination would usually provide the required evidence. 
Implementation of surprise testing is difficult for the independ­
ent auditor but it may be feasible for the internal auditors. If 
the independent auditor can satisfy himself as to the procedures 
of internal auditors who have performed such tests, he may re­
duce the amount of independent testing performed. In addition, 
tests of adherence to documentation and change procedures, 
library procedures and other control features all provide evidence 
about the use of the program during the audit period.
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Implementing the test data method
Test data is a set of sample transactions to be processed by the 
computer program being tested. The application being tested 
usually involves the use of master records. For instance, the 
processing of a test transaction which represents a payment re­
ceived from a customer will update a customer record contained 
in a master file of accounts receivable records.
Test data can take whatever form is appropriate for a parti-
cular processing system. The term “test deck” is frequently used
for referring to test data and implies the use of punched cards.
However, there are other media that may be used:
1. Media with machine-readable encoding (punched cards, 
punched tape, or magnetic tape)
2. Machine-readable hard copy (magnetic ink characters or 
optical characters)
3. Hard copy which must be converted (appropriate if the test 
data is being used to check the data conversion operation as 
well as the computer program).
The general steps in developing and using test data are as
follows:
1. Determine types of master records to be used (if required)
2. Determine types of transactions to be included in the test 
data
3. Develop appropriate working papers
4. Obtain the master records which are to be processed with 
the test transactions; pre-compute the results for comparison 
with the actual output from the test processing
5. If test transactions are run with regular master files or with 
the regular processing run, investigate the effects that the test 
processing will have on the output of the system
6. Obtain the programs to be tested; verify that these programs 
are used for the processing of the test transactions
7. Make arrangements for the preparation of test transactions 
and for the production of output in a useful form.
For testing programs which update master records, the auditor 
may choose from four basic types of master records.
The possible choices are:
1. Use of current master records
2. Use of special audit records maintained in the current master 
file
3. Use of obsolete master records or copies of current master 
records
Types o f M aster Records
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4. Use of simulated master records on separate test file.
W hen using method (1) or (2 ) ,  the auditor includes his test 
transactions in the client’s normal processing run. W hen using 
method (3) or (4),  he obtains a separate master file for later use. 
The characteristics and problems of each approach are discussed.
Use of C urren t 
M aster Records
The auditor includes the test data in the file of current “live”
transactions. This data is processed against current master
records during the regular processing cycle. The main advan­
tages of this approach are:
1. That the test can be performed on a surprise basis (subject 
to management’s approval)
2. That it is not necessary to load programs and perform other 
set-up work solely for the purpose of processing a small vol­
ume of test data
3. That a rigorous test of the entire system under normal oper­
ating procedures is possible.
The main disadvantages are:
1. That insofar as test data is used to update master files, it 
must subsequently be reversed out of the system—a time- 
consuming process, requiring the highest order of compe­
tence, coordination and precision
2. That the reports produced by the normal processing cycle 
for various levels of management must be adjusted clerically 
to correct for the presence of test data
3. That the dangers of running tests during normal processing 
are so great that it should not be attempted except by an 
auditor expert in computer methods
4. That the auditor’s tests may be blamed for any complica­
tions in the computer run when the tests are made.
Use of A u d it Records in 
C u rren t M aster F ile
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For this approach, a small number of simulated records are 
maintained (for audit purposes only) in the current master file. 
They are easily identifiable because they are assigned references 
which are obviously simulated (references to non-existent cost 
centers or departments, for example). During normal processing
they remain inactive because "live” activity does not affect ficti­
tious cost centers or departments.
The auditor builds his test data around the contents of these 
simulated master records and conducts his testing in the same 
manner as with current master records.
The advantages of using dummy records rather than current 
“live” records are that in this case the test data does not affect 
regular records and does not have to be reversed. It may affect 
the reports, however. A disadvantage is that since live master 
records (or copies thereof) are not involved in the tests, live 
masters in poor condition (having missing data fields, invalid 
data, and so on) are not revealed. Other disadvantages are 
(1) that the EDP operating personnel may object to having 
these audit records “clutter up” their master files, (2) that the 
approach requires much pre-planning and client participation 
and (3) that the audit records may be used for fraudulent pur­
poses by EDP personnel.
These master records come from (1) an obsolete ( “great-grand­
father” or earlier) master file set aside for the auditor or (2) a 
copy of the current master file made for the auditor. In a se­
quential access processing system involving, for example, punched 
card or magnetic tape input, actual master records can easily be 
reproduced for the auditor. Since an “old” master file is not 
destroyed during an updating run, as many actual master records 
as are required may be duplicated without the use of the current 
master file. In a direct access system, an old master record is 
immediately updated, destroyed and replaced by the new master 
record. In order to protect the master records, there is usually 
a periodic transfer of data from the direct access storage device 
to another device (frequently magnetic tape). This transfer 
process can be used to provide the auditor with a copy of master 
file records.
If the system does not provide printouts of the contents of the 
master file, a special printout of the portion of the file to be used 
in the test must be arranged. A number of records are selected 
from the printout and the test data is constructed around them. 
The prepared data is processed with the copies of the files con­
taining the selected records.
This method is relatively simple and avoids many of the 
dangers of running test data in the regular processing run. One 
disadvantage is that programs must be loaded and equipment
Use of O bsolete M aster  
Records or Copies of 
C urren t M aster Records
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set up and operated for audit test purposes only. Provisions must 
be made to copy a current file or to obtain a copy of an obsolete 
file before it is released.
Use of S im u la ted  
M aster Records in 
S eparate  Test F ile
Simulated master records in a separate test file, created for audit 
purposes only, contain a small number of fictitious records 
against which the test data is processed. The client may have 
simulated masters available for processing his own test trans­
actions. The auditor may review and use these records or create 
his own. The exact record layout should be found in the client’s 
documentation. One company uses 24 simulated master records 
as a test model of a 20,000 employee master record file. The 
assumption underlying the use of simulated records is that the 
computer cannot distinguish between these records and actual 
client records. The advantages of this approach are:
1. That it is a relatively simple method which avoids the diffi­
culties of processing test data in the normal processing run
2. That theoretically these master records can be used over and 
over again, thus eliminating the recurring expenditures of 
time needed for copying files.
The disadvantages are:
1. That the use of a simulated master does not provide any 
evidence about the ‘‘live” master file
2. That it can be time-consuming to prepare test records if the 
records are large
3. That the programs must be loaded and the equipment set up 
and operated for audit test purposes only.
Each of the four methods discussed has its advantages and dis­
advantages. Methods (3) or (4) ,  however, which involve use 
of copies (current or obsolete) of the master file or simulated 
master records in a separate test file, and which do not attempt 
testing as part of a regular processing run, are recommended for 
the auditor who has no substantial experience or who is testing 
a particular program for the first time.
Types o f Transactions
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The auditor must determine carefully the types of transactions 
to be included in his test data. He must consider all of the
possible significant data variations in order to fully test the pro­
grams in an application. A review of the basic documentation 
should provide information on the nature of the processing and 
on the exact record layout of the data processed by the programs.
There are several methods by which the auditor can determine 
the types of transactions to be included in his test data. He may 
analyze the data used internally for testing the client’s computer 
programs. The client’s test data usually tests processing steps 
and controls which the auditor is also interested in testing. This 
method is the most expedient, since many transactions can be 
devised merely by duplication or slight modification of the 
client’s test data. It has the added advantage of serving as a 
review of the client’s procedures for testing programs. Such a 
review may uncover outdated tests or areas in the program which 
are not being tested at all; it may therefore be highly informative 
and beneficial to EDP operating personnel.
As data processing systems become more integrated and com­
plex, greater emphasis will probably be placed on formalizing 
a client’s procedures for testing his computer programs. If these 
tests are well documented and kept up to date, the auditor may 
be able to use the client’s test data to perform a more effective 
and efficient audit. Of course, he will have to review the data 
and satisfy himself that it contains all the conditions which he 
wishes to test. It is reasonable to assume that any test the auditor 
wishes to make is also a desirable, if not a necessary, test for the 
client to include in his test data.
Another method of determining the types of transactions to 
include in the test data involves an analysis of the client’s source 
documents, records and system requirements. This method is 
more time-consuming than the method which makes use of 
the client’s test data. Usually, a combination of the two ap­
proaches is necessary in order to ensure the inclusion of all the 
transactions which the auditor would be interested in processing.
The test data should include transactions which determine 
the processing and handling of the following general conditions:
1. Valid conditions
2. Out-of-sequence conditions
3. Out-of-limits conditions
4. Alternative processing which takes place as a result of the 
comparison of transaction records with master records (for 167
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example, comparison of the transaction identification num­
ber with the identification number on the master record)
5. Units-of-measure differences (for example, tons instead of 
pounds)
6. Incomplete, invalid, or missing input information
7. Incorrect master and/or transaction files
8. Fields containing numeric characters instead of alphabetic 
characters (and vice versa)
9. Fields containing too many characters
10. Illogical conditions in data fields which should be logically 
related
11. Conditions where transaction codes or amounts do not match 
the codes or amounts established in internally stored tables.
There should be programmed controls to handle each of these 
conditions (see Chapter 6 ).
It is not necessary for all possible combinations within all data 
fields to be set out as separate transactions. Distinction should 
be made between data fields which merely represent identifica­
tion data (account numbers, social security numbers, and so on) 
and those which represent variable data. In the former case, only 
a limited number of possibilities need be included to test the 
identification routines in the program. To test sequence check­
ing and identification comparison routines, for example, a trans­
action which has a valid transaction code and employee number 
and which contains valid information may be placed out of 
sequence in the test deck. Additional tests for sequence check­
ing and identification comparison are not necessary. In the case 
of variable data fields, also, not all combinations need be tested. 
To illustrate, Figure 11-1 (page 169) shows and describes the 
fields for a rate change input card used in a payroll system. The 
purpose of the transaction is to change an employee’s hourly rate 
and pay code. The transaction is checked by the program to 
disclose any invalidity of change date, alpha name, old pay code 
or old pay rate and to determine whether the new rate is equal 
to the old rate and whether the new rate is greater than $10. 
Although these five conditions theoretically represent 32 com­
binations, fewer tests need to be made because not all combina­
tions are relevant. For instance, if the new rate is over $10, no
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further tests are made and an error exception message is printed 
out; if the rate change is valid ($10 or less), the other conditions 
are tested. The test data therefore consists of transactions for 
the following six conditions:
1. All data valid, including new rate
2. Invalid rate (over $10)
3. Valid rate change and invalid old rate
4. Valid rate change and old rate equalling new rate
5. Valid rate change and invalid alpha name
6. Valid rate change and invalid date
W orking  Papers
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For developmental and review purposes, tests should be docu­
mented in working papers. These papers should include sched­
ules such as the following:
1. Test data control. This type of schedule describes the condi­
tions which are tested, indicates the results expected and re­
ports upon the actual results. It is illustrated in Figure 11-2 
(page 171). It may also be combined with the transaction 
data and solutions schedule.
2. Transaction data and solutions. This type of worksheet lists 
and codes all the transactions which are to be processed, both 
valid and invalid. The solutions for valid transactions appear 
on this schedule. It is shown in Figure 11-2 for tests involv­
ing a payroll application.
3. Master file data. This type of worksheet includes a record 
format and the contents of the master file data used in the 
test. It is illustrated in Figure 11-2 for a payroll master 
file.
4. Test data matrix. This paper is useful for reviewing the test 
data to ensure that all substantive tests have been made.
The top of the matrix indicates the transaction codes of 
the various transactions processed by the program being 
tested. The left side of the matrix indicates the types of 
conditions which may be tested. The matrix is completed by 
entering the conditions tested for transactions included in 
the test data. Figure 11-3 (page 172), for example, shows 
the types of conditions tested in the payroll rate change trans-
action described on page 168. Tests 3 (valid rate change and 
invalid old rate) and 5 (valid rate change and invalid alpha 
name) both test the invalid input condition (condition 6 ). 
The matrix should be completed for all payroll transaction 
codes.
Such a matrix indicates those conditions which are not 
being tested and those conditions which are being tested too
FIGURE 11-2 . I l lu s tra t io n s  o f  te s t  d a ta  w o rk in g  p a p e rs
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much. It is also useful as a summary for review by the audit 
partner or manager.
An alternative to the test matrix is the decision table, in 
which the conditions to be tested and the actions to be taken 
by the computer are put in a tabular decision format (Figure 
11-4, page 173).
Computer printout. The working papers should contain the 
computer printouts resulting from the tests (a transaction 
listing and the results of the transactions being processed, for 
example). These printouts should be cross-referenced to the 
test data control worksheet and the transaction data work­
sheet.
O btain ing  the  
M aster Records
W here the data processing application involves a master file as 
input, the auditor must obtain machine-readable master records 
against which to process his test transactions. The problem of 
choosing a type of master record to use has already been dis­
cussed. Advance planning is required to obtain copies of files or 
to prepare simulated records. (For instance, simulated records 
must be checked to ensure that they do not contain uninten­
tional errors.)
Effect of Tests  
On the  System
W hen using test data, the auditor must determine the effect of 
his tests on the operations of the system. This is a problem
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Type  of 
condition  
tested
Transaction code
0 1 2  3  4  . . . . . n
1 Valid ity
2  Sequence
a
3  Lim it b
4  Decision
5 Units
6  C om pleteness
7 Record M atch
8  Com position
9  Field size
c, e, f
10 Logic
11 Code &  am t.
d
F IG U R E  11-3 . T e s t  t ra n s a c tio n  m a tr ix
Decision table
CONDITIONS
Rules
1 2 3 4 5 6
Rate >  $10 y n n n n n
Old rate on input not same as old 
rate on file n y y y y
Old rate is not equal to new rate n y y y
Alpha name on input = alpha name on file n y y
Date valid n y
ACTIONS
Reject transactions X X X X X
Accept transactions X
F I G U R E  11-4. D e c is io n  ta b le  d o c u m e n t in g  c o n d it io n s  to  be te s te d
primarily when current master records are used or when test 
records are included in the master file. These methods should be 
used with great care, in consideration of their possible effects on 
the client's system.
The auditor must satisfy himself that the program he uses in 
processing his test data is the program presently in use. How­
ever, an assurance that the program tested is the one in use at the 
time of the test is not also an assurance that it was used during 
the audit period. The latter problem is discussed earlier in the 
chapter. There are several possible ways to gain reasonable 
assurance that the program tested is the one in use. Assuming 
that adequate organizational and administrative controls are 
present, the auditor can request the program from the librarian 
(preferably on a surprise basis) and process his tests with the 
program received.
Alternatively, the auditor may request that the operating pro­
gram be left in the computer after the regular processing run 
has been completed, so that his test data can then be processed. 
This method is particularly appropriate in situations where pro­
gram changes are frequent (especially shortly after a program is 
first put into operation), since it assures the auditor that the 
program version he is using is current.
O bta in ing  and Contro lling  
th e  C lient's  Program
The auditor should design the test data in a manner which will 
facilitate review of the processing results. He should consider
Preparation and  
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the use of special codings or distinctive names which permit in­
valid test transactions to be easily identified, sorted from valid 
tests and listed as separate output.
Preparation of the test data frequently requires use of the 
client’s equipment and/or personnel. In addition, computer 
time is necessary for the actual data processing involved in test­
ing. Therefore, advance planning and consultation with systems 
and computer operations personnel is usually necessary.
The auditor should always observe the actual processing of his 
test data. This may involve some inconvenience, since such 
processing is frequently scheduled during the “grave-yard shift.”
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The controlled processing or reprocessing method
In a second method of testing the operation of a data processing 
system, the auditor controls the processing run using a program 
which has been tested. This method provides assurance that a 
particular program is or was used by the client. The procedures 
can take one of two forms: (1) control over the processing run 
which prepares data for the financial statements and (2) re­
processing of a sample of data from the period being audited.
In the first case, the auditor controls either the original pro­
cessing run or a subsequent reprocessing run. The run uses a 
program which has been tested and is maintained under auditor 
control. This procedure provides assurance that the processing 
results to be used in the financial statements are based on the 
authorized, tested program. As an example of this procedure, the 
case of the insurance company mentioned previously is relevant. 
The auditing firm proved the client’s computer program for 
computing unearned premiums at month end by the use of test 
data. The client was then requested to prepare a duplicate copy 
of the tested program for the auditor. At year end, the client 
was requested to use, under audit control, the auditor’s duplicate 
copy of the program to calculate the unearned premium figure 
for the balance sheet.
In the second case, the auditor controls the reprocessing of 
transactions selected from the period under audit. The auditor’s 
run uses a copy of the client’s program which the auditor has 
reviewed, tested and controlled. The results obtained by the 
client are compared by the auditor with the results of the audit
reprocessing run. This reprocessing of sample transactions proves 
whether or not the client company has followed—during the 
audit period—the processing procedures it has said were in use; 
that is, whether or not the company has used a program equiva­
lent to the one furnished for the auditor’s examination and use.
The use of controlled processing or reprocessing does not re­
quire the writing of a new program. The regular client program 
is used after the auditor has examined or tested it to assure him­
self that it is satisfactory.
This method does, however, require of the auditor a knowledge 
of computer data processing sufficient for obtaining assurance 
about the quality of the program and for controlling the pro­
cessing or reprocessing. Advance planning is necessary to obtain, 
test and control a copy of the program and to obtain computer 
facilities, files and sample transactions for reprocessing.
W hen controlled processing or reprocessing is used to test the 
processing performed at the end of the audit period, the client 
usually has the data on hand in the appropriate form. Advance 
arrangements must be made for computer time, operators, etc. 
W hen reprocessing is used (in connection with interim work or 
at the end of the period) to test processing of transactions per­
formed during the audit period, copies of transaction files should 
be obtained before they are released. Tests may be performed on 
as many sets of transactions as the auditor thinks necessary for 
obtaining sufficient audit evidence.
Controlled processing or reprocessing involves a substantial 
use of the computer in performing audit procedures (both for 
testing the program and for controlling the running of the pro­
gram ). The method is best suited for situations which justify use 
of the computer rather than the use of manual procedures based 
on visible audit trail printouts. Such situations are essentially 
the same as those described for use of test data. Therefore, the 
method should be considered (1) if the volume of data to be 
processed (and tested) is large or (2) if the processing to be 
verified is complex or otherwise difficult to follow by means of 
visible printouts.
The reprocessing during the audit period of samples of trans­
actions is, from a logical standpoint, a very effective procedure 
for obtaining evidence that the processing is performed as 
claimed. However, since it is difficult to implement and since it 
requires considerable computer expertise, alternative procedures 
are often preferred by the outside auditor. Such a reprocessing 175
procedure can also be carried out by an internal auditing group. 
If this is done, the outside auditor can follow usual audit practice 
with regard to the extent of his reliance on the work of internal 
auditors.
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Summary
In certain circumstances, the auditor will find it either desirable 
or necessary to make use of the computer for testing the pro­
cessing performed by the computer. These circumstances in­
clude those applications for which:
1. A significant part of the internal control is embodied in the 
computer program
2. There are significant gaps in the visible audit trail
3. There are large volumes of records to be tested.
The purpose of using the computer to test the data processing 
system is to obtain assurance that the processing and the controls 
are operating as represented and to obtain adequate evidential 
matter as required by auditing standards.
In some cases the use of the computer is optional, depending 
only on cost and effectiveness as compared to alternative pro­
cedures not directly using the computer. In other cases, the use 
of the computer is advisable since alternative procedures are 
difficult.
Two methods for using the computer in testing the data 
processing system have been presented: (1) test data and (2) con­
trolled processing or reprocessing. The test data method has 
limited applicability since it is a test only of the program at the 
time tested. The auditor must conduct other tests to assure him­
self that the tested program is the one actually used. One 
method of providing this assurance is to use the computer to 
process data under auditor control. The results of the controlled 
run are used in the financial statements or are compared with 
processing performed by client personnel.
The use of the computer for testing the system concentrates 
on testing the program. Other parts of the system (input, con­
trol framework, etc.) must also be tested. The use of the com­
puter does demand of the auditor a reasonable level of under-
standing of computers. Such a method should be implemented 
only after careful planning and after an examination of the 
effect of the tests on the client’s system.
C a se  S t u d y : U sing the C o m p u t e r  to  T est  a  
L abo r  R ecording  and  P a y r o l l  A ppl ic a t io n
The EDP system reviewed and tested in this case study consisted 
of an automated labor recording and payroll system which 
recorded labor transactions and processed payroll for a major 
plant of a large manufacturer. In this case, simulated trans­
actions were used and processed against special audit records 
placed in the current master file. Testing was performed during 
the regular processing run.
Automatic time recording devices were located throughout the 
shop areas. For the 11,600 employees covered by the system, 
these devices completely replaced the human timekeepers and 
manually-prepared time cards. Data from the system flowed 
through to the company’s payroll and job-order cost accounting 
and control records. Basic timekeeping tools were (1) the plastic 
employee badge, prepunched with identifying information, and 
(2) the job card, prepunched with the charge number and other 
information about a particular job. See Figure 11-5 (page 178) 
for a flowchart of the system.
A badge was assigned permanently to each employee; job cards 
followed the parts or assemblies to be worked on. Exceptions 
were indirect labor cards and other special cards which were 
located in racks adjacent to the recording devices. W hen re­
porting for work, the employee inserted his badge into the record­
ing device and depressed certain keys. W hen beginning work on 
a job, the employee inserted his badge and one or more job cards 
and depressed appropriate keys on the recorder keyboard.
All transaction recorders were linked electrically to a central 
control, a master clock and a key punch which automatically 
created a punched card for each entry. The cards were accumu­
lated and then converted to magnetic tape to be processed by the 
computer. The first of these runs, a match against an employee
Sum m ary of
Labor Recording System
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identification master tape, began half an hour after the beginning 
of each shift.
W ith in an hour after shift start, an exception report was pre­
pared for distribution to shop foremen. This report indicated 
absences, tardy clock-in, pre-shift overtime and failure to check 
in on a job. Each exception had to be approved by the shop 
foreman. Transactions accepted in this first processing routine 
plus transactions accepted for the remainder of the shift were 
“posted" to a direct access file arranged by employee number. 
Transactions rejected were analyzed and corrected for re-entry 
into the processing cycle.
All labor transactions for the day were written onto a magnetic 
tape which preserved a record of all transactions and was used in 
further computer processing as follows:
1. Preparation of final daily report to shop foremen (again pre­
pared for exceptions only, showing overtime, early clock-outs, 
and other items for approval by foremen)
2. Daily report which balanced job times by employees with the 
time between clock-in and clock-out
3. Daily labor tape prepared after (2) (later the input tape for 
the payroll runs)
4. Matching of job transactions against a direct access file of job 
numbers (this processing involved application of labor stand­
ards on certain jobs, accumulation of time by classification 
and preparation of output tapes for numerous reports; the 
reports included daily reports of actual and budgeted time to 
certain shops, summary management reports by type of labor 
and job status reports).
A u d it Approach
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To evaluate this labor recording and payroll system, the auditors 
decided upon a two-phased review:
1. Actual transactions were tested from their initiation through 
to final reports. The number and type of transactions for 
testing were selected by using the normal audit criteria for 
testing of labor charges and employees’ payroll records and 
paychecks.
2. The labor recording and payroll system was tested in normal 
operations by using simulated but realistic transactions de-
signed to test not only routine processing but also the various 
exception procedures. Simulated audit master records were 
placed in the current file for the tests.
Emphasis was placed on the second phase because it enabled 
many facets of the operation to be tested with only a small 
number of test transactions. Before designing the simulated 
transactions, the auditors made a thorough review of the client’s 
system flowcharts and documentation describing the programmed 
controls. Also, inquiries were made of responsible persons as to 
the various control points designed in the system.
For testing the labor recording system, 42 simulated transactions 
were developed, such as:
1. Employee clocking in on time, working normally for full 
shift
2. Employee checking in on job without clocking in
3. Employee clocking in but failing to then check in on job
4. Employee absent
5. Employee tardy
6. Employee tardy but within 3-minute ‘‘grace period” allowed
7. Employee leaving before shift ends
8. Employee leaving early but returning
9. Night shift employee clocking in on day shift
10. Employee working overtime into next shift
11. Employee loaned to a different shop
12. Employee charging jobs improperly (for example, charging 
direct time as indirect time)
13. Employee using transaction recorder keys incorrectly when 
checking in on job
To process the simulated transactions, the auditors prepared a 
group of employee badges and employee master records on which 
information was entered to agree with the information on the 
badges. The transactions were entered into the system by using 
the prepared badges and job cards at actual shop locations.
Tests o f Labor Recording
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Using the transactions outlined above, the test was carried out 
in two shops during normal working hours. Both day and night 
shifts were used. Data processing supervisors were made aware 
of the general nature of the test but not of the specific types of 
transactions being tested. Shop foremen were not informed 
until after they had questioned the simulated transactions which 
appeared as exceptions on attendance reports.
All transactions were traced through to reports which emerged 
from the data processing system on the same and on the follow­
ing day. These included preliminary and final attendance excep­
tion reports, exception reports of erroneous job transactions and 
the daily balance report of correct job and attendance trans­
actions.
The auditors identified—with two exceptions—every simulated 
transaction as correctly processed and concluded that the system 
was functioning as it had been described to them. The two excep­
tions point up the types of problems which may be encountered.
The auditors made extended tests on a subsequent day to de­
termine the reasons for the two exceptions. The first discrepancy 
resulted in the rejection of certain apparently acceptable trans­
actions as exceptions. This happened because the client had 
previously made a change in “leave early” cards but had failed to 
collect all the superseded cards from the rack placed in the shop. 
This change in the format of the “leave early” transaction cards 
caused the system to reject valid transactions recorded in the 
format used before the change. The second discrepancy was the 
result of a programming error. The erroneous program instruc­
tions resulted in the non-processing of the last employee in the 
file if the next to last employee had an exception transaction in 
the processing cycle. Such a programming error may exist in 
many systems, since the processing of the last employee is an 
atypical and complex processing routine involving end-of-file and 
end-of-job instructions in addition to the normal processing of 
the transaction. The testing of the system does not necessarily 
turn up such an error, since the tests cannot include every pos­
sible condition affecting the next to last and last employee 
records. In this case example, the error was revealed by the test 
prepared by the auditors. The simulated employee master 
records used by the auditor were the last on the master file 
and, since the simulated transaction for the next to last employee 
was an exception, the transactions for the last employee were 
not processed.
To test payroll processing, the auditors again designed simulated 
transactions to be processed with simulated employee payroll 
master records inserted in the file for audit purposes only. Pay­
roll was processed by applying pay rates (included in the perma­
nent portion of the employees' master payroll records) to the 
labor hour transactions accumulated in the variable portion of 
the employees’ master records. The labor was accumulated by 
employee for payroll processing every two weeks and by job for 
weekly accounting distribution reports. The fixed portion of the 
master record included (in addition to the pay rate) name, social 
security number, number of tax exemptions, budget section, year- 
to-date amounts, and vacation and sick leave hours. The variable 
portion contained earnings and deduction data resulting from 
payroll transactions processed for the current payroll period.
W hen developing the transactions, the auditors first reviewed 
the client’s flowcharts and other documentation which described 
the input formats, the programmed controls, the output and the 
exception reporting for all transactions processed by the com­
puter payroll programs. They then reviewed the tests designed 
by the company’s programmers to test the payroll programs. 
Many of the company’s tests were selected by the auditors for 
inclusion in their tests. Additional tests were also formulated. 
All test transactions to be processed were then key-punched and 
listed in transaction number sequence. The nature and objective 
of each test was described on this transaction listing as an aid 
in review and in subsequent debugging of the test processing. 
The listing was included in the work papers. Several examples 
of the 196 transactions included in the test data are the following;
1. Employee hired on same day as terminated
2. Employee having rate change greater than programmed 
limit
3. Employee charging labor hours while on vacation
4. Employee not entitled to bonus charging bonus hours
5. Employee requesting vacation hours exceeding vacation 
hours balance in master record
6. Employee charging labor hours exceeding programmed limit
7. Terminated employee charging labor hours
8. Terminated employee requesting wage advances
Tests of Payroll 
Processing
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9. Employee having accumulated year-to-date earnings and 
FICA tax at taxable lim it prior to processing of valid labor 
hours
10. Employee requesting tax exemptions exceeding programmed 
lim it
11. Valid employee charging normal labor hours
The auditors obtained the client’s computer programs to be 
tested by requesting, on a surprise basis, the required programs 
from the EDP librarian. The tape reel serial numbers of the 
program tapes received were then traced to documentation in the 
EDP library, which included a program tape release record and a 
program tape journal. Such documentation provided informa­
tion on the physical location of the program tapes and on their 
usage history. The auditors had previously reviewed the client’s 
organization controls and EDP library procedures. Physically 
and organizationally, the EDP library and programming activity 
were segregated. Their review assured the auditors that the 
client’s regular computer programs were being obtained. The 
auditors then controlled the programs and the test data, observed 
the processing of the test data and obtained the processing 
results.
Again, the results of processing proved highly satisfactory and 
enabled the auditors to evaluate the adequacy of the system of 
data processing and internal controls. A few areas were disclosed 
where programming changes would result in strengthened internal 
control. The suggested changes were largely concerned with in­
put validity checks and reasonableness tests on incoming data. 
The tests also revealed that some of the documentation and 
some of the client’s test data were no longer current.
As mentioned previously, the audit steps also included some 
conventional tests of labor charges and employees’ payroll rec­
ords. The procedures included (1) reconciling payrolls paid 
with distributed labor, (2) tracing labor distribution from ac­
counting entries to weekly and daily reports and (3) tracing in­
formation from actual employee master records (selected ran­
domly) to evidence supporting pay rates, exemptions and all 
deductions.
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C H APTER 12
USING THE COMPUTER TO TEST THE RECORDS  
PRODUCED BY A COMPUTER SYSTEM
THIS CH APTER CONTAINS a  discussion of the use of the computer 
by auditors for testing and evaluating the records produced by the 
data processing system. In the past, the records to be evaluated 
in an audit have been printed reports, listings, documents and 
written papers, all of which are visible output. Output and files 
in computer systems, however, are frequently in machine-read­
able forms, such as cards, tapes, or disks. Thus they present the 
auditor with an opportunity to use the computer in his analysis.
Any record maintained on a machine-readable medium can 
be transferred to a visible printed record. It is not necessary, 
therefore, for the auditor to use the computer for his tests. The 
decision whether or not to use the computer depends (1) on the 
cost of using the computer as compared to the cost of performing 
the tests by hand and (2) on non-cost factors such as improved 
audit procedures.
Uses for computer programs in auditing
A computer program can be used for any computational or 
comparison task for which quantitative criteria can be estab­
lished. Examples of such tasks are:
1. Testing extensions and footings
2. Selecting and printing confirmation requests 185
3. Examining records for quality (completeness, consistency, 
invalid conditions, etc.)
4. Summarizing data and performing analyses useful to the 
auditor
5. Selecting and printing audit samples
6. Comparing duplicate data (maintained in separate files) for 
correctness and consistency
7. Comparing audit data with company records
A common characteristic of these applications is the fact that 
the auditor can define clearly and precisely what is to be com­
puted, compared, summed, printed, etc. Each of the tasks is ex­
plained briefly.
Testing  Extensions 
And Footings
The computer can be used to perform simple summations and 
other computations to test the correctness of extensions and 
footings. The auditor may choose to perform tests on all records 
instead of just on samples, since the speed and low cost per 
computation of the computer enable him to do this at only a 
small extra amount of time and expense.
S electin g  and P rin ting  
C onfirm ation Requests
The computer can select and print out confirmation requests 
on the basis of quantifiable selection criteria. The program can 
be written to select the accounts according to any set of criteria 
desired and using any sampling plan. The format of the request 
can be designed to facilitate mailing and audit follow-up. For 
example, one auditing firm has designed a multi-part form which 
is prepared on the computer. A single printing by the computer 
prepares a confirmation request set which includes the first re­
quest, a mailing envelope, a return envelope, a control copy and 
a second request (should it be needed). The form is designed 
with carbons to eliminate further handling. The first request is 
printed on a form already inside the mailing envelope, which also 
contains the return envelope.
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Exam ining Records for 
Q uality  (Com pleteness, 
Consistency, V alid  
Conditions, e tc.)
The quality of visible records is readily apparent to the auditor 
when he makes use of them in his examination. Sloppy record­
keeping, lack of completeness, and so on, are thus observed by 
the auditor in the normal course of the audit. If machine-read-
able records, however, are evaluated manually, a complete print­
out is needed to examine their quality. The auditor may choose 
to use the computer for examining these records for quality.
If the computer is to be used for the examination, a program 
is written which examines the record for completeness, con­
sistency between different items, valid conditions, reasonable 
amounts, etc. For instance, customer file records might be ex­
amined to determine those for which no credit lim it is specified, 
those for which account balances exceed credit lim it and those 
for which credit limits exceed a stipulated amount.
The auditor frequently needs to have the client’s data analyzed 
and/or summarized. Such procedures age accounts receivable, 
prepare annual usage requirements, analyze for obsolescence of 
parts in an inventory, list all credit balances in accounts receiv­
able and all debit balances in accounts payable, and so on. These 
procedures can be accomplished with a computer program.
S u m m a r i z i n g  Data a n d  
P erform ing Analyses  
Useful to th e  Auditor
The computer may be programmed to select audit samples by 
the use of random numbers or by systematic selection tech­
niques. The sample selection procedure may be programmed to 
use multiple criteria, such as the selection of a random sample 
of items under a certain dollar amount plus the selection of all 
items over a certain dollar amount. Other considerations can be 
included, such as unusual transactions, dormant accounts, etc. 
The samples selected in this way can be used for such audit tests 
as confirmations, price tests of inventory items, and so on.
S electin g  and P rin ting  
A u dit Sam ples
W here there are two or more separate records having identical 
data fields, the computer can be used in testing for consistency. 
For instance, the cost prices in the master inventory file may be 
compared with the cost figures used by the billing program.
Com paring D u p licate  Data  
(M a in ta in ed  in S eparate  
Files) for Correctness  
And Consistency
Audit data such as inventory test counts can be compared with 
the company inventory records by using a computer program. 
For this procedure, the audit data must be converted to machine- 
readable form. Similar procedures can be used for tracing cash 
receipts to accounts receivable records or for comparing selected 
inventory costs with the cost data master file.
C o m p a r i n g  A u d it Data  
W ith Com pany Records
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Obtaining a computer program for audit use
One of three major approaches can be used for obtaining suitable 
computer programs for use in the evaluation of records. These 
are:
1. Programs written by the client
2. Generalized audit programs
3. Programs written by or under supervision of the auditor.
Alternatives (1) and (2) are discussed briefly below. Alternative 
(3) is discussed in the next section of this chapter (page 191).
Program s W ritten  
By th e  C lien t
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Much of the analysis desired by the auditor is equally useful to 
the client. The client, therefore, frequently writes programs for 
his own use, or he prepares a program for his installation if there 
is an internal use for an analysis requested by the auditor. Pro­
grams to age accounts receivable or programs to analyze inven­
tory turnover and obsolescence, for example, are often needed 
by both the client and the auditor.
If an auditor is to use the output of a client’s analysis program, 
he must be able to assure himself that the program is performing 
what he wishes and is doing so correctly. He may obtain this 
assurance by manually testing samples of the analysis, tracing 
totals to controls and so on. Alternatively, he may review the 
coding or he may test the program by such a method as the test 
data method. As explained in Chapter 11, the auditor must also 
assure himself that the program used in the analysis is the same 
as the one tested. He may do this by relying upon internal con­
trols (such as documentation, separation of duties, change pro­
cedures and tape library procedures) which are tested to deter­
mine that they have been operable, or he may use a copy of the 
program which he has tested and controlled. This latter method 
is implemented by steps such as the following;
1. Preparation of an auditor’s copy. An auditor’s copy may be 
a direct copy of the object program (on magnetic tape, for 
example), but, to avoid obtaining a program containing un­
documented changes, it is desirable to obtain a copy of the 
symbolic program deck and to have it assembled separately 
to produce the auditor’s copy of the object program. The 
auditor also obtains a copy of the client’s run manual (which
includes operating instructions). W ell in advance of running, 
an examination is made of the client’s run manual to check 
any changes which have been made. If necessary, the audi­
tor’s program and operating instructions are updated before 
the run.
2. Testing of program. Testing involves either an expert re­
view of the coding or the use of test data, as explained in 
Chapter 11. An added advantage of performing independent 
tests is in the operating experience obtained by the auditor 
before the programs are used.
3. Obtaining records. The records to be processed are the client 
records as of the end of the audit period (or perhaps, for 
interim work, as of the date of the tests). The auditor asks 
for a copy of the file or takes advantage of the client’s file 
retention practices to obtain the needed records.
4. Running the program. The auditor should be present when 
the program is run.
There are many audit functions which change very little from 
client to client. This situation suggests the advantage of using 
general audit routines which the auditor adapts to each client. 
Attempts to apply the concept of a generalized program, how­
ever, reveal several difficulties:
G enera lized  Com puter 
A u d it Routines
D IFF IC U L TY
D ifferen t m anufacturers  m ake  
com puters and each m anu­
fa c tu re r m akes d iffe ren t 
m odels.
M any d iffe ren t eq u ip m en t 
configurations are possible  
for the  sam e m odel o f 
com puter
D IS C U S S IO N
M ach ine-readab le  program s w ritten  fo r one 
m anufacturer's  eq u ip m en t generally  
cannot run on th e  eq u ip m en t of another.
In the  past, there has not been c o m p atib ility  
even w ith in  a m anufacturer's  line.
However, th e  fo llow ing  factors are  
favorable: (a) the  trend  is toward com patib le  
fa m ilie s  o f com puters; (b) th e  trend  is for 
m anufacturers  to m ake provisions for  
c o m p a tib ility  through sim ulators and  
em ulators; (c) a few  com puter systems 
dom in ate  th e  business m arket; and (d) there  
is a trend  toward th e  use o f higher-order 
languages (such as COBOL).
Records m ain ta in ed  on a d irec t access file  
such as a d isk are referenced and accessed  
d iffe ren tly  from  records on m agnetic  tape. 
The sam e a u d it program  probably cannot 
handle both file  m edia. 189
DIFFICULTY DISCUSSION
There are problem s in using  
com m on m achine- 
in dependent languages  
such as COBOL
M any d iffe ren t record and  
file  layouts are used
Even though COBOL is m achine-independent, it 
is accom panied by th e  fo llow ing  d iffic u ltie s : 
(a) the  E N V IR O N M E N T  and DATA divisions  
need to be rew ritten  for each use; (b) there  
is not yet com plete  c o m p a tib ility  in the  
im p lem en tation  o f COBOL (though progress 
is being m ade); (c) COBOL is not ava ilab le  
fo r a ll m achines; it  is often not ava ilab le  
fo r th e  sm aller business data  processing  
configurations.
Even if  the  other problem s are solved, each  
custom er s till has his own form ats for 
records and files. There m ust therefo re  be 
a m eans fo r “ in d iv id u a liz in g ” a 
generalized  program.
Generalized audit programs have been restricted in use. Two 
general methods are available. One method is to use an industry 
program which is applicable to all clients in an industry. In the 
brokerage field, for example, generalized audit programs have 
been used to perform standard audit procedures for confirma­
tions, margin computations, etc. Each client's files are trans­
ferred to a standard format on magnetic tape by a simple con­
version program which is unique for each different computer. 
In this standard form, the data file is processed by an audit 
computer program used for all clients. The client computer 
is used only if it fits the model and configuration specifications 
for which the audit processing program was written. Though 
two computer systems may not be program compatible, they are 
probably data compatible if the data is put on magnetic tape. 
In some cases, however, a processing run is necessary to adjust 
the data codes and make them compatible.
A second method is to use a generalized set of computerized 
audit routines1 that can be run on a specified computer (and 
others compatible with it) which meets designated configuration 
requirements. The routines include programs to perform or 
verify footings or other mathematical calculations; to include, 
exclude, or summarize items having specified characteristics and/ 
or to provide related subtotals; to compute and select statistical 
samples for confirmation or other audit tests; and to print out 
results in a form specified by the auditor. The auditor needs
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1 An example is the Auditape system available for general use from 
Haskins & Sells.
little understanding of computers to use these routines, since 
their purpose is to test and analyze the client’s computer records, 
not his programs. The auditor obtains a description of the 
client’s records (field sizes, scaling of numeric fields, codes and 
their meanings, etc.). He then fills out simple forms which 
describe the record format, the processing to be performed 
(fields to be totalled; fields to be tested for lim it, completeness, 
etc.) and the type of sample to be taken, if any. The informa­
tion is key-punched and read by the computer routines. The 
routines perform the specified processing and print out totals, 
record counts, records with violations, etc.
Though the use of generalized programs is still at an early 
stage of development, it shows great promise. It will still be 
necessary for specific programs to be written for smaller equip­
ment, non-compatible systems and unusual audit tasks.
Writing a computer program for audit use
Since a computerized audit program is written in the same 
way as any other program, the description of programming in 
Appendix A is applicable. The topics discussed here relate to the 
role of the auditor in the programming task (assuming he does 
not perform the actual detailed coding) and to the language 
used in the coding.
The writing of a special computer program for audit use is 
an extension of the method of using a tested and controlled 
copy of a client program. In both cases, the auditor must assure 
himself that the program performs what he wishes it to per­
form; he has additional responsibilities, however, in the prepara­
tion of a program written specifically for the audit.
The role of the auditor in the preparation of a computer pro­
gram to perform processing on client records for audit purposes 
is summarized in Table 12.1 (page 192).
The audit objectives must be clearly defined by the auditor 
before the processing to be performed is decided upon. Once 
the audit objectives have been set, a review is made of the 
client’s machine-readable records which are to be analyzed. 
Procedures for analysis are then formulated and the economic 
and technical feasibility of developing a computer audit pro-
The Role of the  Auditor in 
P reparing  th e  Program
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gram is determined. The auditor may need assistance from 
EDP specialists in determining the technical feasibility of such 
programs. If it is found to be feasible to develop a program, the 
next step is to prepare system flowcharts and layouts.
The preparation of a system flowchart provides a broad view 
of the data processing required by the computer audit pro­
gram. This chart indicates all the input and output files to be 
processed. An exact description of each file record is obtained 
for subsequent use and the format of the output is defined. 
Since the printed output becomes the audit working papers, it 
should be designed accordingly.
Auditors who have had some EDP training should be able 
to prepare system flowcharts and to design the necessary output 
records, though such tasks may require technical assistance
T A B L E  1 2 . 1 . Steps in preparing a computer program for audit use
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STEPS RESULTS A U D IT O R ’S ROLE
1. Analysis of problem S ta tem en t of ob jective Preparation
2. Design of system to System  flowcharts P reparation or super­
perform  processing and  
provide in form ation
Report layouts  
F ile  designs  
Record layouts
vision of preparation
3. P lann ing  of 
com puter logic
4 . Preparation of 
program
Program  flow charts  
a n d /o r decision  
tab les
Review
(a) Coding in 
com puter  
language
Coding sheets In 
source language  
In p u t deck keypunched  
from  coding sheets
G eneral cognizance
(b) Translation  
(assem bly or 
com pila tion)
Source and ob ject 
code listings  
M achine language  
program
G eneral cognizance
(c) Debugging Test data and test 
results
Preparation or review  
of tes t data  and super­
vision o f use
(d) D ocum entation Run m anual 
C om puter operator 
instructions m anual
Supervision and  
review
5. In p u t data In p u t data cards Supervision or
preparation M aster file  
Transaction file
review
6. R unning o f program Report or o ther ou tpu t 
Error messages
Supervision and  
control
from EDP specialists. System flowcharts should be prepared 
either by the CPA or under his close supervision.
The planning of the specific computer logic requires some 
knowledege of computer programming. Therefore, the prepara­
tion of the program flowcharts and/or decision tables is usually 
performed by someone trained in computer programming. If 
technical specialists prepare the flowcharts and decision tables, 
the auditor should be able to review them critically to determine 
whether or not they contain the desired auditing procedures. 
This is usually not difficult for auditors with some EDP train­
ing, since the procedures involved in a computer program for 
audit use are generally not extensive or complex.
The coding and translation activities must be performed by 
persons trained to program and operate the computers. If 
adequate review has been made of the program flowchart logic, 
a general cognizance of these activities should be sufficient for 
the auditor.
The auditor should prepare or carefully review the test data 
for debugging and testing the program and should supervise 
its use. He should also supervise and review the preparation 
of the documentation for the program. All program documenta­
tion (flowcharts, record layouts, program listings) should be 
assembled in a program run manual and retained by the auditor. 
The auditor should control the program copy itself.
The input data may be client files. If so, the auditor should 
supervise the preparation of a copy and exercise control over 
the duplicate file until it is used. If new data must be prepared 
or files converted, the CPA should supervise preparation and 
review the results. The auditor should also be present to ex­
ercise supervision and control when his audit program is run.
Circumstances decide the person to do the detailed program­
ming. If the auditor has no one on his staff competent in pro­
gramming, he may (1) obtain programming assistance from 
the client or (2) contract for the program to be written by out­
side programmers.
The first alternative has the advantage of the programmer’s 
familiarity with the installation. Of course, the programmer 
chosen should not be the one who wrote the program which 
processes the data to be tested by the audit program. The choice 
of a company programmer is especially appropriate where the 
client sees the possibility of using such a program for other than 
audit purposes. Such a choice is probably inappropriate, how- 193
ever, where there is only one programmer, or where there is in­
adequate internal control.
There are both individual programmers and programming con­
cerns which contract to write programs. One CPA, for ex­
ample, employs a person who does programming as a part-time 
job. Also, many computer service centers write programs besides 
providing data processing services. W hen contracting for out­
side writing of programs, the auditor should ensure agreement 
on the extent of debugging and documentation and on arrange­
ments for later changes to alter or update the program.
The Program m ing  
Language
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The auditor should keep in mind the characteristics of the dif­
ferent programming languages which can be used. Essentially, 
these languages are divided into two groups: the symbolic ma­
chine-oriented languages and the higher-order machine-indepen­
dent languages, such as FORTRAN, PL/I, COBOL and Report 
Program Generators (RPG ). Each type of language has its ad­
vantages: use of problem and procedure-oriented languages saves 
time for writing, debugging and altering programs and makes 
program conversion from computer to computer easier; use of 
machine-oriented symbolic coding saves running time for the 
programs and necessitates less storage for implementation.
A comparison of these advantages favors a higher-order lan­
guage such as COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/I, or RPG for the cod­
ing of audit routines. Such coding is easier for the auditor to 
understand and easier to debug and alter. The disadvantage in 
running time is not significant for most audit routines. A more 
significant difficulty is the fact that most of these languages are 
not available for many small configurations. COBOL, for ex­
ample, requires more primary and secondary storage than is 
available on approximately half of the business configurations. 
The RPG (Report Program Generator), however, is available for 
fairly small configurations and may be used instead of COBOL. 
FORTRAN is available for many computers which do not have 
COBOL compilers.
Although FORTRAN should not be overlooked as a possible 
language for coding audit routines, COBOL is usually the most 
appropriate for computers which do have COBOL compilers. 
RPG is probably most useful for those smaller business com­
puters for which it is available. FORTRAN is designed as a 
language for writing computational problems; COBOL is de-
signed as a business data processing language; RPG is designed 
especially for performing limited processing on input files and 
printing the results in a report format.
Evaluation of the use of computer programs 
for audit use
The auditor must always determine the economic advisability 
of using computer programs for performing audit procedures on 
computer-based records. He must estimate the time it would 
take to develop the programs and compare this to the time it 
would take to audit the records by other means. Since records 
on computer storage media can always be printed out, alternative 
means are available. Experience indicates that applications con­
taining few records to be analyzed and requiring relatively little 
audit time do not lend themselves to computer procedures. Ap­
plications containing many records and requiring significant 
time for testing and analysis are usually more appropriate for 
computer audit programs. The whole problem is illustrated by 
the following two examples.
In auditing a medium-sized manufacturing company, the auditors 
developed computer audit programs for accounts receivable. 
Routines were developed to review the accounts receivable 
records, to select accounts for confirmation, to age the accounts, 
and so on. The auditors spent 150 hours developing and using 
the computer approach in each of the first two years.
In previous years, they spent approximately 50 hours in ac­
counts receivable year-end work, largely in confirmation of the 
receivables. Although there were 6,000 accounts, the auditors 
were able to verify 80 to 90 per cent of the dollar value of the 
company's accounts receivable with 50 to 75 confirmations.
It is doubtful that the computer programs used in the audit 
for accounts receivable can ever accomplish the audit work in 
fewer hours than were spent manually. Although the computer 
programs do contain certain innovations as to account selec­
tion and analysis of the file and although certain benefits have 
been derived from use of the computer programs, the applica­
tion did not pay off. One reason arose from the small volume
An Un-econom ic  
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of confirmations and from the relatively small number of ac­
counts comprising most of the dollar volume. The remaining 
accounts in the file needed very little work in the manual audit, 
and thus the audit program “overaudited" them. Another rea­
son arose from the high start-up costs. Since this was the first 
application of a computer audit program for the client, the time 
requirements were quite high.
An Econom ic A p plication Computer programs were written to review the entire perpetual 
inventory file of a company and to perform the following tests 
( usually performed on a sample basis) on all 11,000 items:
1. A check of cost versus market price conditions
2. A check of arithmetic extensions and accumulations
3. A comparison of item cost with standard cost criteria
4. A check of outstanding procurements for unusual items
5. A check against cycle inventory counts
By reviewing the entire file, the auditor was assured of re­
vealing 100 per cent of the exceptions to his tests. Accordingly, 
he had excellent evidence from which to make an inference 
about the records examined.
The work performed for the first year, including the prepara­
tion of the computer programs, required 100 hours. In the pre­
vious year, 110 hours were required to perform the work 
manually. The time necessary to perform the same work in 
succeeding years was estimated at 10 hours.
The success of this application resulted from the fact that the 
audit tests to be performed were simple but time-consuming and 
the number of records involved was large. This justified the ex­
pense of writing an audit program. Once the program was writ­
ten, the review of the entire file (though not required for reason­
able audit assurance) was just as convenient as sampling. This 
application is described in a case study on page 197.
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Summary
This chapter has discussed computer programs which are used 
to analyze data produced by the data processing system. Such
a program processes client records according to auditing criteria 
embodied in the program to obtain information for the auditor's 
evaluation or for further examination.
The use of computer audit programs is probably advisable when 
the auditor needs an efficient means of analyzing large masses 
of machine-readable data and of selecting those items which re­
quire review.
The chapter has described three different methods for using 
computer programs for the evaluation of client machine-readable 
records:
1. Client programs tested by the auditor and run under his 
control to produce the analysis needed
2. Generalized computer audit routines
3. Special audit routines prepared under the supervision of the 
auditor and run under his control.
The use of these computer audit routines must be considered 
in the context of the economic advisability of a computer ap­
proach versus that of alternative methods. The use of generalized 
computer audit routines is probably the least expensive of the 
computer alternatives; the use of a tested, controlled client 
program is more expensive and the use of a routine written 
especially for an audit is the most expensive.
C ase  S t u d y ; E v alu a t in g  In ven to ry  R ecords 
U sin g  the C o m p u t e r
This study illustrates the use of a computer program which was 
written to aid in the performance of year-end audit procedures 
for finished stock inventories in a medium-sized manufacturing 
company.
After reviewing and evaluating the system of internal control 
within the data processing area and after testing the client's 
computer programs for finished stock inventory, the auditors 
determined that the system of internal control was adequate. 
This discussion is confined to the audit work involving a com­
puter program for testing and evaluating the finished stock 
inventory records. 197
Background
The company was a specialty metals manufacturer, with two divi­
sions; steel and tungsten. The steel division manufactured 
hot and cold finished specialty steels which were distributed in 
the form of bars, rods, flats and rounds. The products of the 
tungsten division included metal-cutting and mining tools, tips 
and dies.
Aggregate finished goods inventories of the two divisions 
totalled about 11,000 items, representing about 18 per cent of 
total assets. These items were warehoused at the principal manu­
facturing plant and at eight sales offices throughout the United 
States. There was no physical product deterioration, but slow 
movement and obsolescence presented a continuing audit 
problem.
For financial reporting purposes, inventories were stated at the 
lower of cost or market on a last-in first-out (LIFO) basis. For 
internal data processing purposes, detail inventories were ini­
tially accumulated using variable standard costs, which approxi­
mated first-in first-out (FIFO) costs. The standard costs were 
revised annually. At year-end, the inventory was adjusted to full 
absorption LIFO cost. The detail inventories were priced and 
accumulated at both the old and the new standard prices, so as 
to reveal the amount of the pricing adjustment and to facilitate 
calculation of the current year’s price index for the steel division 
LIFO calculation. The LIFO reserve for the tungsten division 
was calculated only on the tungsten content. Fixed costs were 
added to the inventories (valued at variable cost) to make report­
ing on a “full absorption” basis possible in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles.
All inventories other than the two finished goods inventories 
were physically counted at or near year-end. The latter were 
cycle-counted throughout the year.
Summary of system
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The computer system consisted of a medium-scale business- 
oriented configuration and a Teletypewriter order-entry network. 
The perpetual finished stock records, maintained on magnetic 
tape, contained the following information:
1. General information: item code, description, standard cost, 
gram weight per piece, date of stock authorization
2. Procurement information: order date and order number for 
all procurements; supplier code for purchased procurements
3. Inventory status and transaction information: actual and 
available inventory quantities; unshipped quantity (material 
available); back order quantity (no material available); inter­
department transfers, receipts, and scrapping for the current 
month; date and quantity of the most recent physical ad­
justment
4. Inventory control and sales information: lead-time; set-up and 
order costs; reorder point quantity; economic order quantity; 
maximum stock; inventory on order; sales forecast; designa­
tions of discontinued, “slow-moving’’ and “dead” items; date 
of last sale; largest sale in current and preceding year; gross 
sales (amount and quantity) for the month and year to date.
Two inventory files were maintained: the perpetual inventory 
file and the historic inventory file. At the end of each month the 
historic inventory file was updated from the month-end perpetual 
inventory file. Month-end analysis resulted in various reports— 
of obsolete and dead stock, warehouse overstocks, activity analy­
sis, distribution, and so on.
The computer programs
Two computer audit programs (INV-01 and INV-02) were de­
veloped to utilize the client’s computer for the accumulation and 
pricing of finished goods inventories. The audit system is shown 
in Figure 12-1 (page 200). Program INV-01 was used to process 
the client’s year-end perpetual inventory files (at both new and 
old standard costs) and the year-end historic inventory file. 
Each item selected by the program was assigned a code which 
identified the reason for its selection. This program performed 
the following tasks:
1. Reviewed and reported on an exception basis all items on the 
inventory files, as follows:
(a) items in files with no new or old standard costs (excep­
tion codes 1 and 2) 1 9 9
(b) items for which the standard cost did not change (ex­
ception code 3)
(c) items for which the standard cost increased or decreased 
by more than 30 per cent (exception codes 4 and 5)
P.I. =
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Inventory
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Cost
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Codes 1-5
PROGRAM
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R eport o f slow, 
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(d) items appearing in new or old standard cost file, but not 
in both (exception codes 6 and 7)
(e) tungsten items with no gram weight (exception code 8)
(f) items stocked at invalid or fictitious locations (exception 
code 9)
(g) items with procurements outstanding classified as dis­
continued (exception code 10)
(h) items with procurements outstanding, for which pro­
curements plus actual inventory exceed both the pre­
ceding six months’ sales and the current back order (ex­
ception code 11)
(i) items for which the unit cost exceeds the unit market 
value (exception code 12)
( j ) items for which there have been no sales in the current 
year (exception code 13)
2. Accumulated and reported the following data:
(a) number of items or records on the file
(b) total gram weight of tungsten products
(c) value of items classified as discontinued; the preceding 
twelve months’ cost of sales of these items
(d) value of inventory in excess of the preceding twelve 
months’ sales; cost of the twelve months’ sales of these 
items
(e) market value and cost value of the inventory by major 
product category
(f) value of “slow-moving” and “dead” stocks; value by 
location of inventory with no physical adjustments in 
the current year
A Standard Cost Exception Report was made from this proc­
essing. It contained items with exception codes 1 through 5, 
indicating item code, description, exception code, inventory 
quantity and old and new standard costs where available. A 
listing of the various accumulations performed during the proc­
essing was also printed out.
The machine-readable output from program INV-01 included 
a magnetic tape containing the data on items with exception 
codes 6 through 13. This data included item code, description, 
exception code and inventory quantity. Inventory value, loca­
tion, procurement quantity, procurement cost, cost of preceding 2 0 1
six months’ sales and unit market value were also included where 
applicable. The tape was sorted according to exception code; 
the client’s sort program was used for this procedure but the sort 
control cards used were those maintained by the auditor. Audit 
computer program INV-02 was then used to process the sorted 
tape and to prepare reports of unmatched items, tungsten items 
with no gram weights, invalid locations, significant procure­
ments and cost value in excess of market value.
During the INV-01 processing, cards were also punched for 
items for which there was no new standard cost and which con­
formed to the conditions listed below. These conditions relate 
to slow, dead, obsolete, missing, discontinued and unauthorized 
stock. A code was punched in each card identifying the reason 
for its selection. These codes were used in sorting the cards.
1. No inventory cycle counts made during the current year
2. Item “dead” at a particular location
3. Item “slow-moving” at a particular location
4. Item discontinued
5. Inventory quantity greater than the preceding twelve months’ 
sales quantity
6. No “date stock authorized” in the record
The punched card output was sorted and the client’s card-to- 
print utility program was then used to process the punched card 
output and to list the items.
Evaluation
Aspects of the evaluation of computer audit routines can be 
categorized under quantity of work, quality of work, manage­
ment benefits, or incidental benefits. The comments below do 
not imply that the quality or quantity of work in preceding years 
was not adequate. Rather, they emphasize the fact that the use of 
the computer routines offered advantages over previous methods. 
W hen reviewing an inventory file, for instance, the auditor 
seldom requires a 100 per cent sample in order to obtain the 
assurance necessary to render an opinion. In this case, however, 
202 a 100 per cent sample did provide useful data beyond that ob-
tainable from a smaller sample. Since it was obtained at virtually 
no additional cost, the 100 per cent sample was clearly one of 
the benefits of the computer audit routines.
Audit computer programs were used to review the entire per­
petual inventory file. The following tests (traditionally per­
formed on a sample basis) were performed on the entire file:
1. Checking of cost or market conditions
2. Checking of arithmetic extensions and accumulations
3. Review and comparison of standard costs
4. Checking that all items were accounted for in the inventories 
at both new and old standard cost
5. Checking of procurements outstanding
6. Checking of cycle inventory counts
Formerly, these procedures had been performed manually, on 
a sample basis, in approximately 110 man-hours. For the first 
year, the computer audit procedures (including the design and 
implementation of the audit computer programs) required 100 
man-hours. The time required for applying the audit procedures 
in succeeding years was estimated at 10 hours.
Q uantity  of W ork
The quality as well as the quantity of the cost or market test 
was improved. Formerly, such a test was performed by using 
catalogue prices adjusted for quantity and trade discounts. These 
prices were then compared on a sample basis to current invoices. 
W hen the test was performed by using an audit computer pro­
gram, however, the program utilized actual experience by calcu­
lating market price for each item from the actual sales amount 
and sales quantity for the current year.
The arithmetic check of accumulations, the comparison of 
standard costs, the test for gram weights and the check that items 
were contained in the inventory at both old and new standard 
price were all judged to be more reliable when the computer 
was used. The monotony of these procedures provided a possibil­
ity of error in the manual processing which was not present in 
the computer processing.
The information from the computer audit program on dis-
Q uality  of W ork
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continued, slow-moving and “dead" stocks and on items in ex­
cess of one year’s supply was helpful for evaluating “slow-moving 
and obsolete” inventory. W hen the client first installed the 
computer, the method of analyzing obsolete inventory was 
changed. Data from the computer audit program was useful to 
the auditor in making statistical analyses and comparisons as a 
basis for evaluating allowances for anticipated losses. Because of 
the change in reporting, past data was not applicable and new 
historical data had yet to be accumulated.
M an ag em en t O riented Some of the procedures programmed into the audit computer 
program were specifically management-oriented: the item by 
item market versus cost data check, for example. Like many 
companies, this company had “loss-leaders” and items stocked 
merely to accommodate certain customers; management was gen­
erally aware of these items. In the current year, however, the 
audit routine disclosed items which were being sold at or below 
cost and of which management was unaware.
The information produced about purchase orders for discon­
tinued stock was advantageous to management as one check on 
the effectiveness of the company’s reordering policies. Informa­
tion about outstanding procurements plus inventory in excess of 
the preceding six months’ sales and current back orders was ad­
vantageous for the same reason.
In c id en ta l B enefits A byproduct of the project was the auditor’s increased knowledge 
and understanding of the client’s system. This was not advan­
tageous from an audit viewpoint only; it also resulted in a more 
effective letter of recommendations from the auditor to man­
agement on points relating to the finished goods inventory.
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CH APTER 13
AUDITING ADVANCED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM S
CHANGES AND IM PR O V E M E N T S in computer hardware and software 
have allowed the implementation of new, advanced systems con­
cepts. Two such concepts important in business data processing 
are real-time response processing and integrated processing. Ad­
vanced systems employing these concepts are expected to have a 
significant impact on auditing methods, though the impact is 
expected to be less than that forecast in much of the EDP liter­
ature. As yet there are only a limited number of advanced sys­
tems in operation, and auditing experience has been minimal. 
This is partly because it takes from two to four years to design 
and implement such a system.
Since experience with auditing advanced systems has been so 
limited, much of the discussion in this chapter deals with poten­
tial problems and possible solutions; i.e., control problems per­
ceived in the systems installed or being planned, and possible 
control and audit methods for handling these problems.
Definitions
The terms “on-line,” “real-time”1 and “integrated system” refer 
to concepts associated with advanced systems.
1 The trend in data processing is towards single unhyphenated terms. 
These terms may also be found in the literature of data processing as 
“online” and “realtime.” 205
On-Line On-line pertains to peripheral equipment or devices connected 
to and in direct communication with the central processing unit 
of the computer. The term is also used to describe the connec­
tion of terminal equipment to a transmission line in a data com­
munications system. On-line equipment includes a printer 
connected to the computer, a remote typewriter connected via 
a telephone line, a data collection device connected directly to a 
central processing unit, or a scale linked electronically to a cen­
tral processing unit to record the weight of production completed 
by a department.
On-line processing implies that transactions are processed 
when recorded instead of accumulated in batches. Data may be 
recorded at a remote input terminal connected to the central 
processing unit by communication facilities. The processing 
usually requires a direct access (random access) file storage 
device.
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R eal-T im e Real-time refers to the time required for an action, activity, or 
decision to take place. W hen data processing is performed 
concurrently with a particular activity and the results of the 
processing are available soon enough to influence the course of the 
action being taken or the decision being made, the processing is 
said to be real-time processing. In business applications, the 
term is used to refer to fast-response systems in which the files 
are updated as soon as the transactions are recorded and in which 
outputs are provided immediately when they are requested. 
Real-time systems are always on-line.
The reservations systems used by the major airlines are good 
examples of real-time systems. Devices resembling typewriters 
are located at the reservations desks in airline terminals and at 
ticket offices. These devices are in direct communication with a 
central computer. Among other things, the central computer 
files contain a master record of each flight and the status of 
reservations for that flight. W hen a customer requests a seat on 
flight 123, the reservation clerk uses the typewriter device to in­
quire directly of the computer whether or not a seat is available. 
W ith in seconds the computer supplies the answer via the type­
writer device. If a seat is available and accepted, the reservations 
clerk types in information about the customer, such as his name 
and traveling companions. All of this information is placed by 
the computer onto the master record for the flight.
An integrated data processing system is a system designed to 
minimize duplicate operations and duplicate records. The con­
cept of such a system recognizes the interrelationship and inter­
dependence of the economic functions of a business. In other 
systems, records are maintained according to organizational func­
tion (purchasing, accounts payable, sales, etc.); the integrated 
system is designed so that records for different functions with 
similar information are combined into a single comprehensive 
record. Some important characteristics of an integrated system 
for data processing are the following:
1. Once entered into the system, a single source document 
describing a transaction or providing other data initiates the 
updating of all records associated with the transaction or 
data item.
2. The parts of the system are interrelated and duplicate records 
are eliminated.
An integrated system need not be a real-time system, but many 
advanced integrated business systems have applications which 
operate on the basis of real-time response. A system may be fully 
integrated or partially integrated (i.e., with all or only part of the 
data processing operations and files of the organization inte­
grated). An integrated system that contains and furnishes all the 
information needed by management for efficient organization 
and running of a business has been termed a “total system.” An 
integrated set of data records in a data processing system has 
been termed the “data base” for the system.
Since it is extremely difficult to implement a fully integrated 
system, most integrated systems cover only a selected part of the 
activities of the organization. Typical of such a system is one 
which automatically performs all of the following steps, based on 
the entry of a sales order:
1. Finished goods inventory reduced (and, perhaps, a reorder 
triggered to start a purchase or production order process lead­
ing eventually to payment for materials, labor, etc.)
2. Order priced
3. Billing prepared
4. Accounts receivable updated
5. Sales analysis updated
In tegrated  System s
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6. Sales analysis compared with sales forecast; forecast revisions 
made, if necessary
7. Order costed
8. Cost of sales updated
Potential audit problems and possible solutions
Industrial experience with advanced data processing systems has 
been limited, but the characteristics (integrated, on-line, real­
time) of the systems do suggest four problem areas:
1. Source documents
2. Authorizations
3. Audit trail
4. Control totals
Source Docum ents
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A common feature in advanced systems is a point-of-origin device 
(sometimes termed a POD) for direct input of data. This may 
be a remote typewriter, a remote keyboard, or a remote visual 
display device. Experience to date indicates that direct input of 
data may change the form but not the substance of source docu­
mentation. Every direct input should be logged in order to 
provide a management inquiry trail and adequate managerial 
controls. This recording of input may occur at two points: 
(1) almost always at the computer facility and (2) usually also 
at the originating device (see Figure 13-1, page 209).
Information is usually recorded at the point-of-origin device as 
a by-product of a business transaction which has created a docu­
ment. Examples are sales slips, invoices and passbook entries, 
all of which are auditable. In some applications, the input de­
vice prepares a locked log of all transactions entered through 
it.
The recording of all input at the computer center is usually 
necessary to provide for reconstruction of files in the event of 
loss or of extensive file degradation from erroneous processing. 
Therefore, the natural requirements of control and reconstruc­
tion usually provide source records for audit purposes, provided
Point-of-origin
device
Document or 
Record of Input
Log of
Computer    Input
and w ritten  ou t la te r)
( D epen d s on d ev ice  u se d )
F I G U R E  13- 1. Logging of data entered through point-of-origin device
these records are retained for a sufficient period of time.
Retrieval of documents for audit tests may present a problem 
in an integrated system which operates on-line with random 
processing of source documents. Source documents are often 
entered into the system and filed in the order in which they are 
received, not matched and filed in the more conventional man­
ner. Copies of a purchase order, a receiving report and an in­
voice, for instance, are normally matched to form an accounts 
payable voucher. In an integrated system, however, they may be 
processed separately and the matching routines performed by the 
computer. These source documents are time-consuming but not 
impossible to locate and they may be filed at locations some 
distance from where they were processed.
In systems using remote on-line input devices, the problem of 
authorization may be more complex than in traditional systems. 
Some type of source input record is usually produced; this source 
record, along with control over access to the device, provides 
control over authorizations. The control methods listed below 
illustrate the fact that the use of remote input devices and the 
elimination of traditional source documents need not remove 
the authorization phase of control over transactions:
1. Each user of a remote input device has his own key, code or 
card, which identifies him as an authorized user. The user 
code is entered on all source data logs and source documents 
produced by the device.
2. All inputs are checked for validity by the computer; all errors 
are reported to the person exercising the control function.
A uthorizations
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3. A listing, in meaningful form, of all inputs is sent back to the 
supervisor of the originating department for review and 
approval.
4. The input document produced by the remote device is the 
source document; approval of this document constitutes ap­
proval of the input.
A computer program containing a complex set of decision 
rules is a further aspect of authorization in advanced computer 
systems. A sale, for example, automatically causes an adjust­
ment of the sales forecast. This forecast, when compared with 
inventory on hand and in process, may trigger a production or­
der; this order may trigger raw material purchase orders, and so 
on. Authorization is programmed into the computer. Proper 
managerial control requires that the actions prescribed by such 
computer processing be subjected to human review before being 
carried out. The automatic authorization is controlled by this 
review.
The Audit Trail A non-integrated system requires a separate document for each 
step in processing. Since a characteristic of an integrated system, 
however, is the updating of all related files from a single data 
input, much less documentation is required. The system is 
designed to perform automatically all processing required by the 
input (or by the results of the input), so intermediate authoriza­
tion documents are not prepared. W hen an inventory requisi­
tion is processed against the inventory file and the expense file, 
for instance, the transaction may trigger automatically a pur­
chase order and associated processing without employee inter­
vention.
A designer could design a system without an audit trail. How­
ever, an organization with an integrated computer system cannot 
afford to lose control by establishing a system without adequate 
provisions for a management trail. In other words, the system 
designer is constrained by the requirements of customers, govern­
mental agencies and outside auditors as well as management, 
even though it is apparent that the audit tra il could be eliminated.
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Control Totals One of the most effective controls in data processing is the con­
trol total. It has been applied in batch totals, file totals, record 
counts, etc. It can also be used effectively in advanced systems.
Control totals may be accumulated for each type of source trans­
action entered as input and may then be traced to controls at 
other points in integrated processing to check whether or not all 
input transactions have reached the intermediate and final steps. 
A control total may be established for each remote input station 
and compared with a separately prepared control total of input 
from the station. Control totals may also be established by 
sorting and restructuring input and output for comparison with 
ledger controls and other control figures.
The effects of the source document controls, the authorization 
controls, the audit trail and the control totals in an advanced 
system is illustrated by the on-line savings and loan system de­
scribed below.
Customer accounts for all branches are maintained on a 
central computer. A customer can make a deposit or withdrawal 
from any branch because each branch has access to the records of 
savings accounts for all branches. A customer presents a pass­
book and a deposit or withdrawal slip to the teller. Using an 
input/output device similar to a bookkeeping machine, the 
teller enters the account number, the transaction amount and 
the transaction code (and possibly other control information, 
such as last recorded balance). The data is transmitted to the 
computer, the customer account is updated, and the result is 
transmitted back to the I/O device where it is recorded. The 
device is also used for such inquiries as those regarding the status 
of an account. All processing is performed by the remote com­
puter. Although the possibility of inadequate controls does 
exist, the visible trail may be improved (see Figure 13-2, page 
212) .
The audit of advanced systems
The preceding discussion has emphasized the facts that in an 
on-line integrated system the auditable source documentation 
does not usually disappear, provisions can be made for auditing 
authorizations, and the audit trail is usually still available. One 
audit problem, however, is expected to result from integration 
in the complex system. Since a single input triggers a number of 
data processing activities, the system is more difficult to under­
stand and more complex to test for audit purposes. The pro- 211
cessing of a particular application may be possible to trace in 
detail in a non-integrated environment, yet very difficult to trace 
when there are complex interrelationships. Programs interact 
not only with each other, but also with the control program in 
the operating system. The authorization procedure may provide 
for manual review, but the selection procedure may be imbedded 
in a complex set of computer routines.
The audit methods and approaches described in chapters 10-12 
may also be applied to an integrated system. The auditor en­
gaged in the examination of an advanced system, however, must 
usually have a greater knowledge of computers and computer-
sorted  by 
branch and  
listed
Controls at Input/O utput Station
Transaction recorded and visible 
record of input created
Copy of input log kept in locked 
portion of machine
I/O  device accumulates control 
totals mechanically
Output is in visible form for 
visual review
Controls at Computer Center 
Input validation controls
Control totals established for 
each device
Log of input sorted down into 
customer order for each branch 
Control totals compared to control 
totals from input
Listing of exceptions for supervisory 
review
Periodic listing of account balances
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Customer receives record of 
processing for visual review
Erroneous input will lock machine 
and only supervisor can release it
Teller must reconcile I/O  device 
input with computer control total 
and with transaction slips and cash
F I G U R E  13 -2 . Representative controls for on-line real-time savings and loan system
based systems than is necessary for most simpler systems. By 
considering the characteristics of the system being audited, the 
knowledgeable auditor can apply appropriate techniques. Some 
possible trends in the auditing of advanced systems include con­
tinuous monitoring and increased reliance on system testing and 
system controls.
Normal audit procedure usually includes tests of a sample of the 
processing performed during the audit period. For an advanced 
system employing remote input devices and integrated pro­
cessing, it may be more effective to arrange for continuous 
monitoring of the system—either by a monitoring audit routine 
designed for this purpose or by tests performed at irregular inter­
vals during the period.
The use of a monitoring audit program is a sophisticated tech­
nique. An audit routine is added to the set of programs con­
trolling the data processing. Transactions entering the system 
are sampled at random intervals and the sample transaction is 
written on an audit tape or at an audit output terminal for use in 
testing. The system may be designed to record control informa­
tion automatically on an input/output device under auditor 
control.
The use of on-line input/output devices may make it possible 
for the auditor to introduce random test transactions into the 
system during the period under audit in order to trace the system 
response. This procedure is similar to the procedure for test data 
and the precautions mentioned for test data may be applicable.
Continuous M onito ring
The limitations of test data method for system testing have been 
described in Chapter 11, where it is suggested that test data, 
though a useful audit technique, has a restricted applicability. 
Test data may be useful in advanced integrated systems, how­
ever, because it provides a method for testing the operation of an 
integrated set of programs which would be difficult to test 
manually.
The problems of test data preparation, described in Chapter 
11, are increased in an advanced system. One approach is to 
rely partially on test data maintained by the client for his testing 
of the integrated system. In this case, the client procedures for 
documentation, change controls and test data preparation must
Increased R elian ce  on 
System  Testing
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be reviewed and the client test data checked for adequacy. After 
making appropriate additions to or deletions from the client test 
data, the auditor uses it to evaluate the operation of the set of 
routines performing the integrated processing. Of course, this is 
only one of several audit procedures used to evaluate the system.
Increased R eliance on 
System  Controls
By nature, an advanced system is not usually a one-man opera­
tion. On the contrary, it is likely to require a substantial staff 
for programming, systems and operations. Therefore, organiza­
tion controls associated with large systems can be applied 
(division of duties, supervisory control, rotation of operators, 
programming teams, program and tape library procedures, in­
ternal auditing, etc.). The auditor must test the operation of 
these controls to ensure that they have been operable during the 
audit period.
Research project
The number of advanced systems is growing, but auditing experi­
ence with advanced systems is still quite limited. The AICPA 
Auditing/EDP Task Force, therefore, plans to undertake a re­
search program to evaluate auditing methods for advanced 
systems (especially for highly integrated systems). W hen com­
pleted, the results of the research will supplement the material 
offered in this chapter.
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CH APTER 14
AUDITING DATA PROCESSING PERFORMED  
BY COMPUTER SERVICE CENTERS
C O M PU T E R  SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS are available for the company 
which does not have enough data processing activity to justify 
the possession of a computer or which does not wish to invest the 
time and money necessary for establishing its own computer 
center and training its personnel in computer skills. Such service 
may be provided by an organization formed exclusively for that 
purpose, or by a division of an equipment manufacturer, or by a 
bank, CPA firm, or other service company.
Different services are offered by outside organizations. They 
may include (1) standard programs developed by the service 
center for specific functions (for payroll preparation, for ex­
am ple), (2) standard industry programs (customer and stock 
record accounting for the brokerage industry, for example) and 
(3) computer service tailored to the specific needs of the indi­
vidual user, with programs prepared by the user or by the service 
organization. Some service centers also sell time on their equip­
ment so that the user may operate his own programs with his 
own personnel. From an auditing and control viewpoint, it 
makes no difference whether the equipment belongs to the client 
or to a service center if the client operates his own programs 
with his own personnel. The audit and control programs dis­
cussed in this chapter, therefore, are applicable when the center 
provides processing services (not when the center merely rents a 
block of time on the EDP equipment).
Time-shared data processing, in which many users are con­
nected directly to a central computer, is another form of com-
2 15
puter service. This service, however, has some unique character­
istics and is discussed in a separate section of the chapter.
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Operations of a computer service center
The user delivers the input data to the computer center for 
processing. The input data may be either in the form of hard 
copy documents or in a machine-readable form such as punched 
cards prepared by the user. It is usually delivered to the service 
center manually or by mail, though in some cases it is forwarded 
by a telecommunication system. The amount of input can 
frequently be reduced by the use of the exception principle. For 
example, in a salaried payroll operation, where the great majority 
of employees are normally paid the same amount each period, 
only the changes to be made from the previous payroll need be 
reported in order for the payroll to be processed.
The permanent (master) files against which the input is to be 
processed are usually retained by the computer service center. 
A master file may be retained in tape, disk, or card format de­
pending on the system and equipment being used. Changes in 
the master file data are often submitted as file maintenance ad­
justments and processed before the processing of the transactions.
Most computer service center processing is designed to provide 
the user with the final output document (invoice, payroll check, 
etc.) together with appropriate listings or registers. Occasionally, 
the end-product of the processing consists of punched cards or 
other machine-readable records, which must be processed further 
or printed at the user’s office. Most centers require that a 
schedule of all processing to be performed and reports to be 
prepared be established in advance. Upon request, service cen­
ters usually provide special purpose reports, though these are 
often delayed because of scheduling and programming problems. 
The data stored in the master files is not commonly reproduced 
for the user’s information unless absolutely necessary.
The responsibility for record retention usually rests with the 
user. The reports obtained from the service center, therefore, 
must contain all necessary historical data and the user must 
arrange for it to be stored. The service center usually retains 
only those records that are necessary for the reconstruction of 
files in the event of loss, destruction or significant error.
Responsibilities and controls
The role of the computer service center may vary from the oper­
ation of a program prepared by the user to the provision of a full 
data processing service. The trend is toward the latter arrange­
ment because it requires fewer EDP skills of the user. In this 
case, the service center participates (and often takes the ini­
tiative) in the design of the system and accepts full responsi­
bility for the programming and program testing as well as for the 
operation of the system. The user's participation is limited to 
establishing the requirements of the system and contributing 
toward its design. The user must also develop a sufficient knowl­
edge of the system to enable him to provide the necessary input, 
to react to exceptions and differences reported, and to under­
stand the output records.
In keeping with the service concept, the computer service 
center usually assumes full responsibility for hiring, training 
and supervising the personnel who program and operate the 
system. The user seldom has any voice in these matters; in fact, 
he is often uninformed about the qualifications of the personnel 
at the service center and has contact only with the account 
executive or other liaison personnel.
The user of a computer service center is often concerned about 
the security measures taken to protect the information held at 
the center. Some users are so sensitive in this regard that they 
furnish the service center with code numbers instead of names 
for customers or employees; they themselves retain responsibility 
for inserting the names on the output. Most users, however, 
have been able to satisfy themselves that the selected computer 
service center is a reputable and reliable business organization 
which employs adequate procedures for protecting information. 
If the security of any information is sufficiently critical, the user 
can deliver the input data, observe the processing and, at the 
completion of the processing, withdraw all transaction and 
master file data from the center. This safeguard is only necessary 
for extreme cases.
Another important aspect of security involves the provisions 
at the computer service center for master file reconstruction in 
the event of loss or destruction. Methods used for in-house 
installations (fireproof vaults, off-premises storage, etc.) apply 
equally well in service centers. The user is rightly concerned 
about these provisions and about the arrangements the center 2 17
has made for back-up facilities. The question of back-up may be 
critical in cases where the service center obtains its computer 
time by off-shift rental of computers belonging to other organiza­
tions.
The audit trail is seldom a problem, since the management 
inquiry trail and other output provided by the service center 
usually furnishes adequate documentation of data processing. 
The printouts and other data retained by the user should be 
sufficient for the reconstruction of processing in the event of a 
computer center failure.
User Controls
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The controls which ensure the orderly and supervised processing 
of data are the responsibility of the management of the com­
puter service center. Though the user is seldom concerned with 
these controls, he generally establishes some overall input data 
controls (control totals, document counts, numbers of accounts, 
for instance) which enable him to check the completeness and 
accuracy of the service center’s processing. He may also review 
the output documents and records completely or on a sampling 
basis, depending upon the nature and volume of the processing. 
The user may also undertake to test check manually some of the 
processing performed by the service center.
The user should make provisions to protect against a loss of 
source documents in transit to and from the service center. For 
example, if paid but unposted checks are transported to a service 
center for bank data processing, a microfilm copy should be kept 
at the sending bank. Another approach is for a copy of the 
source documents to be prepared for data processing purposes.
To ensure the timely and complete processing of all trans­
actions, both the user and the service center usually review and 
screen the input data. The user corrects any errors or omissions 
he detects before the data is sent. Any erroneous data items 
detected by the service center’s review or computer input valida­
tion (editing) routines are left unprocessed. They are listed and 
returned to the user.
The user may correct the data items and resubmit them with 
the next batch or, as in the case of payroll, he may have to pro­
cess them manually if it is not practicable to wait until the next
cycle of processing. If processing is performed manually, an 
adjustment must be prepared to update the master records at the 
next processing.
Audit problems
A company which uses a computer service center presents to the 
auditor, in addition to the usual audit problems of EDP systems, 
the complicating factor of an outside organization which enters 
into the company's scheme of processing, internal control and 
record retention. Some of the additional considerations, how­
ever, are two-sided, since the outside service center can represent 
a formalization and possible expansion of the controls afforded 
by division of duties. Deliberate manipulation of records is made 
unlikely by the separation of the persons in a position to per­
form such manipulation from those having custody of or access 
to the assets of the company. There are some exceptions to pro­
tection provided by this separation. An employee of a service 
center performing processing for a bank or a savings and loan 
institution may have limited asset access via his accounts. Suit­
able precautions should be taken in such cases. Errors in data 
processing are often more likely to be detected if a service center 
is used; this is because of the arm’s-length relationship that exists 
between the employees of the user (who are responsible for the 
accuracy of the data) and the employees of the computer service 
center (who are performing the data processing).
Auditors have frequently concluded that, all things con­
sidered, the use of an outside computer service center (particu­
larly for operations which can be subjected to overall controls 
and review—payroll preparation, accounts receivable processing, 
etc. ) leads to improved internal control and diminished audit 
problems. Some auditors have concluded that, where the overall 
controls can be maintained effectively, neither the client nor the 
auditor need have great concern over the operations within the 
service center. It is maintained that there is a definite similarity 
between the computer service and the other services utilized by 
the client (telephone, electricity, m ail), where, as long as the 
service is rendered, there is no need to question how it is done. 
The above-mentioned concept is probably valid in many cases 
where a computer service center is utilized. Most data pro- 219
cessing applications run by service centers are straightforward 
and well defined. Control totals and audit trails are usually ade­
quate for audit purposes. Also, there are practical limitations 
which make it difficult for the auditor to satisfy himself directly 
about the operation and controls of the service center itself. 
First, the client is generally only one of many companies using 
the service center so that it may be difficult to obtain the co-opera­
tion of the service center’s personnel. Second, the operations 
performed for the client may be quite simple, but the operations 
of the service center may be complex. In addition, questions 
may be raised about the ownership of the programs and records 
maintained at the service center. (This question should be clari­
fied by the client before he contracts with the service center.) 
Thus, although the auditor inquires into a few aspects of the 
service center operations, he usually concentrates his attention 
on his client’s controls.
Auditor activities
There are two tasks for the auditor whose client is utilizing a 
computer service center. The first is to advise his client about the 
adequate controls which should be established and maintained; 
the second is to test the operation of these controls.
Controls For Use 
W ith Service C enter  
Processing
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The controls to be established are the same as those used in a 
data processing installation. The absence of client control over 
the processing itself increases the significance of input controls 
and controls based on evaluation of output. The controls ap­
plied are generally as follows:
1. Control over data transmitted for processing; additional con­
trols are necessary if the client performs data conversion
(a) document count
(b) transaction count
(c) control totals
2. Control over master file changes
(a) control printout of all changes
(b) control count of master records
(e) control totals for items in master records
3. Control over error correction and resubmissions
(a ) error printout identifying all errors
(b) error log maintained by client
(c) correction and resubmission review and approval pro­
cedure
4. Control over output
(a) output distribution list
(b) control tests on sample of output
5. Adequate management inquiry trail
(a) transaction records
(b) periodic printout of ledger balances
6. Adequate protection and security
(a) client provision for copy of source documents trans­
mitted
(b) client provision for "worst case" file reconstruction
(c) service center provision for routine reconstruction
(d) security maintenance over client records kept at service 
center
A sample questionnaire useful for recording information about 
these controls is included at the end of this chapter.
Audit procedures include the following steps, which are directly
related to the use of the service center computer:
1. Review client controls.
2. Check client controls against details processed by the service 
center.
3. Check client provisions for liaison with computer service 
center. Check that issuance of instructions and data to serv­
ice center is restricted to authorized persons and that sum­
mary and control reports prepared at the center are delivered 
directly to the client personnel responsible for maintaining 
controls.
4. Inquire about operations at the computer center; observe 
supervision; record security procedures followed.
5. Check for accuracy a sample of transactions processed at
A u dit Procedures
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service center. Possibly introduce test data to check opera­
tions of controls, procedures and program steps or exception 
listings (see discussion below).
In addition to following these audit procedures, the auditor 
must perform his usual tests of the records and so on. If data 
volume and other economic considerations dictate, the auditor 
may arrange to use the service center computer to perform audit 
procedures such as those described in Chapter 12.
O bserving Service  
C enter O perations
If the service center maintains at the center records important 
for the audit, the auditor should try to observe the center's oper­
ations. The following control points are appropriate subjects of 
inquiry:
1. Security provisions over client data and files
2. Back-up and reconstruction provisions
3. Methods for handling important conditions, such as (a) un­
matched transactions (no master file records), (b) control 
total or control count inconsistencies and (c) error corrections
At the same time, the auditor can obtain an idea of the adequacy 
of supervision at the center.
Using Test Data a t 
S ervice Centers
The auditor must evaluate the adequacy of the controls which 
are supposed to exist at the computer service center. If he finds 
that the error printouts produced during processing are insuffi­
cient for this purpose, he may introduce some erroneous data 
with the regular input data. The problems of using such test 
data are discussed in Chapter 11.
2 2 2
Time-sharing computer service centers
In time sharing, a single, central computer system is used con­
currently by several independent users. At least until now (mid- 
1967), its major use has been for scientific and mathematical 
processing. It is too soon to predict how extensively time sharing 
will be adopted for commercial processing.
A time-sharing service center is organized very differently from 
the service centers described above. Its characteristics usually 
include the following:
1. Each user has one or more input/output devices connected 
to the central computer facility by communication lines. 
The most common input/output (terminal) device is the 
teletypewriter. The facilities of a telephone company or 
Western Union are usually used for communication.
2. Each user sends data and instructions from his terminal as if 
he were the sole user.
3. The central computer accepts the data and instructions 
which arrive simultaneously from many users. By allotting 
each user a small but frequently repeated segment of com­
puter time, it services all users concurrently. The computer 
can usually return the requested output immediately.
4. The user’s data files are maintained at the central computer 
center. Instructions to the computer identify the files to be 
used. The system is designed to prevent one user from gain­
ing unauthorized access to the files of another.
5. There is a set of programs for each user’s processing. These 
may be standard programs serving a number of users or (more 
commonly) specific programs prepared for each user.
6. The data files, program files and input/output devices are all 
directly connected to the computer, so that processing can 
be performed at random as transactions or requests are 
entered.
The on-line processing method used in a time-sharing service 
is very different from the method of batching data and sending 
it to a service center for processing (described above). The user 
has immediate access to the computer either for processing trans­
actions or for obtaining data from his files. Thus, in time sharing, 
the user may employ a service center and still have the advantage 
of the quick access and responsiveness which would be provided 
by an in-house computer.
Three factors inhibit the growth of time-sharing facilities: 
(1) the cost of communications, (2) the complexity of the time­
sharing computer hardware and software and (3) the inadequacy 
for commercial processing purposes of most input/output devices.
Basic C haracteristics
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A. time-sharing service center should establish controls and pro­
tections such as the following:
1. Protection against alteration or destruction of subscriber's 
programs
2. Control against unauthorized use of subscriber's proprietary 
programs
3. Control against unauthorized access to subscriber's files
4. Protection against loss or destruction of data files
5. Provision for file reconstruction
6. Provision for recovery from equipment failure
7. Control against inaccurate transmission of data between the 
computer and the subscriber's terminal device
The protection of the user's data and programs is a function 
of the hardware controls (see Chapter 4) and of the controls in 
the operating system programs. These latter programs recognize 
the initiation of an action at a user’s terminal device; they then 
screen and control all communications, perform editing, assign 
priority sequence and bring into memory the appropriate user 
program. In some installations, the operating system programs 
remain in one computer while a second computer is used for 
executing user programs, The systems operation programs are 
usually very complex and are the responsibility of the computer 
center.
Checking features should be written into the user’s programs 
or should form a part of the processing performed by the service 
center programs. These checks may include:
1. Control totals for batches of processing and for time periods
2. Transaction listings
3. Transaction numberings
4. Periodic file printouts and analyses
Again, it is important for the user to develop control totals for 
data being processed or stored in the center's files. These totals 
should be checked regularly against the comparable information 
furnished by the system during each processing routine. Another 
important control procedure involves test checks of the data
processed at the service center; this provides a regular check of 
the system’s accuracy.
W hen using a time-sharing computer service center, a company 
should ensure that the information required for audit purposes 
can be made available. This information should be obtainable 
from the user’s files, from his terminal device, or directly from 
the computer service center. Data available from time-sharing 
or other real-time systems is often limited, since only current 
data (not historical data) is usually contained in the system files. 
If the requirements for an adequate management trail are met, 
however, the auditor should be able to perform most of his audit 
procedures by using data available from the user’s files or obtain­
able through his terminal. This is particularly possible if an ade­
quate system of control totals is maintained by the user.
A time-sharing computer service center (even more so than a 
normal center) presents problems for the auditor who wishes to 
review data processing thoroughly. A time-sharing system (par­
ticularly its internal programs) is highly complex. The internal 
program, which applies to all the users of the center, affects 
critically the accuracy of the data processing. Experience indi­
cates that it is very impracticable for a user’s auditor to obtain 
satisfaction about the computer center’s time-sharing system by 
direct examination.
Some time-sharing computer centers have retained accounting 
firms to examine the systems and to offer opinions about the 
organization of the centers. Such examinations are major under­
takings and should reassure the user and the auditor. Like any 
review, however, they provide assurance only for as long as the 
system remains unchanged and is operated in the authorized 
fashion. The internal controls most important to the auditor 
are the controls exercised by the client over input data and the 
control totals, record counts, etc., provided by both the user 
programs and the system programs. The audit trail of printouts 
in such a system should provide sufficient documentation for 
evaluating controls. Though the auditor is seldom able to audit 
the control programs of the time-sharing center, he can audit 
the processing performed by the user programs and can influence 
the controls which are included in them.
Records maintained at the service center may be tested by 
using printouts of the file or by running audit routines. W hen a
A u d it Considerations
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computer program is used for testing, it may be possible, or even 
necessary, to use the client’s terminal devices.
Q uestionnaire for Evaluation of C ontrols for 
Processing Performed by an Independent D ata 
Processing Service O rganization
General Information
1. Background
1-1. Name of data processing service organization 
1-2. Address----------------------------------------------------
1-3. Name and title of person at service center responsible 
for client’s jo b s-----------------------------------------------------
1-4. Major computer equipment available at service center
1-5. Client applications being processed by service center 
Application Frequency
1-6. Name and title of person in client organization re­
sponsible for liaison with service center---------------------
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2. General Review of Data Processing Service Center Operations
Yes No
2-1. Have adequate provisions been made by the 
service center for back-up in case of equip­
ment failure? □  □
2-2. Do service center personnel have access to 
client assets (charge accounts and bank ac­
counts ) ?
2-3. Does security over client records at service 
center appear adequate?
2-4. Does service center have adequate insurance 
to protect client against substantial loss (lost 
data, lost files, errors in processing)?
Y es N o
□ □
□ □
□ □
Controls for Eac h Application
101. Control Over Input
101-1. Is the original or a copy kept of all source 
documents transmitted to the service 
center?
101-2. Is a control established for all data sent 
for processing?
Document numbering □
Document count □
Transaction count □
Control totals (list below) □
□ □
□  □
101-3. Do input controls in program appear
adequate to detect incorrect input data? □  □
101- 4. Does client reconcile his input control
figures with control figures furnished by
the service center? □  □
102. Control Over Master File Changes
102- 1. Is a control printout provided for the
client for all master file changes? □  □
102-2. Is there a master file control record count 
or other control total provided for client 
to check for loss or non-processing of 
master file records? □ □ 227
102- 3. Does client check and reconcile this con­
trol figure? □  □
103. Control Over Error Corrections and 
Resubmissions
103- 1. Is there an adequate error printout iden­
tifying all errors? □  □
103-2. Does client have adequate procedures for 
recording errors and controlling correc­
tion and resubmission? □  □
103-3. Do error procedures of both service 
center and client appear adequate for 
handling
(a) unmatched transactions? □  □
(b) control total or control count differ­
ences? □  □
Yes N o
104. Control Over Output
104-1. Are client procedures adequate for re­
viewing or testing output prior to dis­
tribution? □
104-2. Does client have adequate procedures for 
controlling distribution of output?
□
□  □
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105. Adequacy of Management Trail
105-1. Is there a listing of input data or any 
other satisfactory means for identifying 
transactions processed by the service cen­
ter? □
105-2. Is there a periodic printout of ledger 
balances or a satisfactory alternative for 
providing this information?
106. Adequacy of Protection and Security
106-1. Does service center appear to have ade­
quate provisions for file reconstruction? □
□
□  □
□
106-2. Does client have provisions for ‘‘worst 
case” file reconstruction (that is, if all 
files at service center are destroyed) ?
106-3. Does client have complete documenta­
tion and copy of source program for all 
programs written specifically for him and 
for which full payment has been made 
(client ownership)?
Yes N o
□  □
□  □
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THE TRAINING OF THE CPA FOR 
AUDITING EDP
SOTHE AUDITOR SHOULD Understand EDP for two reasons: (1) 
that he can prepare a reliable evaluation of internal control in a 
computer-based data processing system and (2) so that he can 
utilize the computer in auditing if the characteristics of the system 
and the relative cost of the application make this procedure 
advisable. Since the computer is becoming omnipresent in all 
areas of information processing, there is a strong ease for the 
position that all CPAs should have a good knowledge of EDP. 
A concurrent updating of audit staff computer expertise has 
often failed to accompany the rapid adoption of computer tech­
nology by client companies. In a 1966 survey by the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants, 34 per cent of a sample of 
Canada’s largest companies stated that they were dissatisfied 
with the degree of computer “know-how” displayed by their 
auditors.
CH APTER 15
The need for EDP specialists
Not every auditor need be an expert in auditing EDP. A cer­
tain amount of specialization is advisable within most firms. 
The typical CPA needs to have a good general understanding of 
taxation, for example, but not every member of the audit staff 231
needs to be an expert or specialize in that subject. The same 
is true for any specialized subject, including EDP.
The proficiency level required for auditing in an EDP envir­
onment depends somewhat on the complexity of the particular 
computer system. A firm performing audits involving complex 
systems, therefore, should have computer audit specialists with 
greater proficiency than is necessary in a firms that works with 
systems of average complexity. This concept is illustrated by
T A B L E  15-1. Recommended knowledge requirements
REC O M M ENDED  
KNOW LEDGE REQ UIR EM EN TS
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Main components 
Tape & random access 
components 
Hardware controls
COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING
Concepts of programming 
languages 
Problem definition 
Program testing & debugging 
Program controls
SYSTEMS
DESIGN
Elements of system s design 
Elements of feasibility studies 
Controls outside the computer 
Sequential system  design 
Random access system  design
COMPUTER
AUDITING
Audit implications of computer 
processing
Evaluation of controls 
Use of test decks 
Use of computer as an audit tool 
Audit of tape & random access 
system s
APPLICATIONS Management science techniques
2 3 2
G— GENERAL KNOWLEDGE W— GOOD WORKING KNOWLEDGE E— EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
(as defined by the Uniform Final Examination Syllabus)
R ep rin ted  w ith p e rm iss io n  from  th e  C a n a d ia n  C h a rte re d  A c c o u n t a n t ,  S p e c i a l  Is s u e ,  J u ly - A u g u s t  1 9 6 7 .
1 2Where client has a
small card 
computer
Where client 
has a 
magnetic 
tape or 
random access 
system
3 Where client has a 
large integrated 
system
G W E G W E  G W E
KNOWLEDGE
LEVELS:
Table 15.1 (page 232), which summarizes the knowledge re­
quirements recommended by a special committee of the Cana­
dian Institute of Chartered Accountants for its members.
What the auditor should know about EDP
The topics described in this section comprise the relevant body 
of knowledge for CPAs having field work or immediate super­
visory responsibility in audits involving a computer. These 
topics are as follows:
1. EDP equipment and its capabilities
2. Characteristics of computer-based systems
3. Fundamentals of computer programming
4. Computer center operations
5. Organization and management of the data processing func­
tion
6. EDP documentation
7. Controls in EDP systems
8. Auditing techniques not using the computer
9. Auditing techniques using the computer
Study of these topics should provide any CPA with a general 
understanding of EDP. This discussion, however, emphasizes 
the greater depth of training necessary for those CPAs who are 
responsible for computer audits.
The auditor should have a general understanding of computer 
equipment. He should be familiar with the uses and capabilities 
of the central processor and the peripheral equipment, but need 
not be concerned with details such as internal circuit design.
EDP E qu ipm ent and  
Its C apab ilities
The auditor should have a broad knowledge of file organiza­
tion, process flow and system design. He should also understand 
the various methods for safeguarding computer files and the 
problems of including management or audit trails. He should
C h aracteristics  of
C om puter-B ased
Data Processing System s
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have the ability to analyze and design an information system of 
modest complexity.
Fun dam entals  of 
C om puter Program m ing
Though the auditor need not be a programmer, he should 
understand what programming entails. Elementary training in 
programming is often helpful in this respect and also provides 
an awareness of the capabilities of the computer. The auditor 
should have the ability to prepare specifications for and super­
vise preparation of a computer program.
Com puter C enter  
O perations
The auditor should understand the use of software in the opera­
tion of the computer. Though he does not generally operate 
the computer himself, he should understand the operator’s role 
and should be able to supervise the running of computer audit 
programs.
O rganization and  
M an ag em en t of the  
Data Processing Function
Typical duties and different patterns of organization, supervi­
sion and division of duties should be understood by the auditor. 
He should also understand the application of management 
principles to the data processing function.
EDP D ocum entation A knowledge of good documentation practices is necessary. The 
auditor should be able to follow system flowcharts, record lay­
outs and error listings. Though he generally does not need to be 
able to decipher detailed symbolic coding or assembly printouts, 
he should understand their use in documentation.
Controls in EDP System s The auditor should be familiar with the controls used in EDP 
systems (data conversion controls, input controls, hardware con­
trols, processing controls, output controls, operating controls, 
file and program controls, etc.). He should know the types of 
errors usually encountered and the methods for detecting, 
handling and correcting them.
A u ditin g  Tech n iqu es  
N o t Using th e  C o m pu ter
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The auditor must understand fully the audit procedures that 
do not make use of the computer and must know how to obtain 
the records necessary for implementing these procedures.
The auditor should be able to recognize situations in which the 
computer can be used effectively for conducting the audit. He 
should be able to plan and supervise the development and use 
of techniques such as test data, controlled processing and audit 
computer programs.
A u ditin g  Tech niqu es  
Using th e  C om puter
The Common Body of Knowledge study 
recommendations for the beginning CPA
The Common Body of Knowledge study1 was directed toward 
the CPA just entering the profession. The recommendations 
quoted below reflect the need for every CPA entering the pro­
fession to have a good general knowledge of computers,
“1. The beginning CPA should have basic knowledge 
of at least one computer system. This implies a knowl­
edge of the functions of the component parts, of the 
general capabilities of the system, and of the more uni­
versal terms associated with the computer.
2. He should be able to chart or diagram an informa­
tion system of modest complexity. This means that he 
should be able to comprehend the procedural steps in 
a system and utilize basic diagram symbols that de­
scribe the system clearly and precisely.
3. He should have a working knowledge of at least 
one computer language. W e recommend no specific 
language, but there are several relatively universal lan­
guages that would serve better than those with more 
limited applicability. W ith  an understanding of a pro­
gramming language together with his overall knowl­
edge of information systems, the beginning CPA 
should be in a position to design a simple information 
system, program it, and proceed to debugging and test­
ing.” 2 (Emphasis added)
Of interest is the emphasis on the importance of obtaining 
knowledge through specific training (for example, obtaining a
1 Robert H. Roy and James H. MacNeill, Horizons for a  Profession, 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1966.
2 Ibid., p. 213. 235
knowledge of programming through the study of one higher- 
order language). By contrast, the discussion in this chapter 
stresses the importance of gaining an understanding of program­
ming in general. However, this general knowledge can usually 
be best obtained by studying a specific language.
Sources of training for the CPA
The following sources of training are available:
1. Courses given by computer manufacturers
2. Courses given by colleges and universities
3. Courses given at local technical schools
4. Self-study and programmed learning
5. On-the-job training
6. AICPA Professional Development courses
7. Seminar programs
The desirability of learning-by-doing is a significant factor in 
the evaluation of training sources. It is a great advantage for a 
trainee to have the opportunity of writing, assembling, debug­
ging and running a simple program.  Though this “hands-on” 
method requires access to a computer, it is generally to be pre­
ferred.
Courses by 
C om puter M an ufacturers
Courses by Colleges  
And Universities
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Computer manufacturers are the major source of computer 
training today. They usually offer general orientation courses as 
well as courses in programming and operating particular ma­
chines. In general, the content of the courses and the quality of 
instruction has been very good. However the courses are not 
designed for the CPA, enrollment is restricted, and the equip­
ment of particular manufacturers is emphasized.
The colleges and universities have responded slowly to the need 
for training in electronic data processing. Since 1965, however, 
the number of courses offered has increased, and it is expected 
to continue increasing to satisfy the needs of the business com-
munity. Many colleges and universities have equipment avail­
able (at least on a limited basis) for use in connection with the 
courses; many offer evening courses in adult education programs.
Courses are offered in most metropolitan areas by technical 
schools. At least one computer manufacturer has established 
technical institutes for the purpose of providing local computer 
training. Any evaluation of this training source should consider 
the availability of equipment for student use, the qualifications 
of instructors, the content of courses as shown by outlines, and 
the comments and recommendations of persons who have com­
pleted the training. Plans underway for accreditation of such 
schools were not complete at this writing. W hen they are, the 
accreditation status of a school should also be considered.
Courses a t Local 
T ech n ica l Schools
The general principles of electronic data processing and many 
elements of programming can be learned through self-instruc­
tion, and there are a number of programmed self-study courses 
available. Several manufacturers use the programmed learning 
method extensively. Home-study computer courses are offered 
by several home-study institutions. A major drawback of self- 
instruction, however, involves the lack of "hands-on” experience 
and the difficulty of asking questions.
S e lf-In s tru c tio n  and  
Program m ed Learning
Most qualified business data processing personnel have been 
trained on the job. Most have completed manufacturer courses 
and/or introductory courses at colleges and universities, but the 
major part of their expertise has been achieved through on-the- 
job experience. This method is economical for the practicing 
CPA only under certain circumstances. Staff members, for 
example, may be trained on the job by arrangement with a local 
installation. Some CPAs have benefited from the cooperation of 
a client moving into a new EDP installation.
On-The-Job T ra in in g
Through 1966 the Professional Development Division of the 
AICPA offered two 2-day courses: “An Introduction to ADP” 
and “Auditing of EDP Installations.” These courses are de­
signed for orientation and are not sufficient for achieving the 
level of knowledge required for field work. More extensive
Professional D evelopm ent 
Courses O ffered  
By th e  A ICPA
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courses are being prepared by the AICPA in order to provide 
small groups with elementary working ability. The first two of 
these are on EDP documentation: (1) System Flowcharting 
and (2) Program Flowcharting and Decision Tables.
Plans are in progress to establish an extensive residence course 
to provide in-depth training. Thus, a firm will be able to select 
one or more staff members to be trained at the AICPA course 
as computer specialists.
S em in ar Program s Many organizations such as the American Management Asso­
ciation offer seminars on computer data processing topics. The 
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM ) offers a number 
of seminars on advanced topics. The CPA need not be a mem­
ber of these organizations to attend their programs.
Summary
The CPA who performs audits in an EDP environment should 
have an adequate understanding of computers. Since most 
CPAs did not receive instruction in EDP as part of their 
academic training, other sources of training have become neces­
sary. A general knowledge of EDP is appropriate for most 
CPAs, whether or not they perform audits for organizations 
using computers. The problems of developing proficiency and 
of keeping up in the EDP field have caused many accounting 
firms to hire non-accountant computer specialists.
To date, manufacturers have provided most of the computer 
training, though colleges and universities are responding to the 
need. In addition, the AICPA is expanding the number and 
depth of the Professional Development Division courses in 
EDP.
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A P P E N D IX A
AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING
THE PU RPOSE OF this appendix is ( 1 ) to assist the auditor whose 
understanding of computer data processing is limited or (2) to 
act as a “refresher” survey for the auditor who needs to review. 
The material offered here outlines the elements of computer 
data processing in order to provide a review of its terminology 
and major concepts. For study in greater depth, other materials 
must be used.
Definition of a computer
The term “computer” can be applied logically to any calculating 
device. In common usage, however, the term refers specifically 
to the electronic computer. (Early writers in the computer field 
frequently referred to the “automatic computer” in order to 
differentiate it from other calculating devices.) The computer 
has certain differentiating characteristics, as follows:
1. Electronics. The computer relies largely on electronic ele­
ments (transistors, resistors, diodes, etc.) rather than on 
mechanical operations. The use of electronic elements makes 
possible much faster operation than is possible with me­
chanical devices.
2. Internal storage. The computer has internal storage (fre- 239
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quently called memory) for storing both the program and 
the data being processed by the program,
3. Stored program. Prior to its execution, the program of in­
structions which specifies the sequence of operations is put 
into the internal memory. This program makes the computer 
‘‘automatic," since the entire set of steps to be taken is deter­
mined in advance and human intervention is seldom required 
during execution.
4. Branching capability. A distinguishing feature of the com­
puter is its ability to check the types of data being processed 
or the results of computations against previously defined 
conditions, and then to select from alternative sets of process­
ing instructions or to modify instructions in the stored 
program.
In other words, a computer is an electronic device capable of 
solving problems. A stored program of instructions directs the 
computer in accepting data, in performing prescribed operations 
and in supplying the results of these operations as output.
The two main types of computers are the digital and the 
analog. The digital computer operates essentially by counting; 
all quantities are expressed as numbers. The analog computer 
operates by measuring; for example, quantities may be expressed 
as voltages which are read from meters. Computers which com­
bine features from both the analog and the digital are called 
hybrid computers. Most electronic computers are digital and in 
this review the term “computer” refers only to the digital 
computer.
Digital computers may be categorized according to orienta­
tion : (1) business data processing, (2) scientific and engineering 
computation, (3) process control. There is a trend, however, 
toward making general purpose computers, so that these dis­
tinctions do not always hold. Computers may be designed with 
any or all of the characteristics summarized below.
1. Business data processing usually involves the processing of 
large numbers of records with relatively little computation 
for each record. A large volume of output in the form of 
updated records, reports, checks, invoices and other business 
documents must be produced. The computer oriented toward 
business data processing is therefore designed for high-speed 
input and output and high-speed sorting; it also has instruc-
tions to facilitate the conversion of stored data into report 
format.
2. Scientific and engineering computation involves extensive in­
ternal computation with relatively little input or output. The 
computer designed for scientific computation, therefore, is 
capable of high-speed internal processing but has limited 
input and output facilities.
3. Process control involves frequent inputs of data from the 
process being controlled, tests of the data and computations 
to adjust the process controls. Since the computer must 
usually service several controls, the hardware is designed to 
accept and process many concurrent or simultaneous inputs. 
Such a computer is used to monitor the measuring devices 
and adjust the controls in an oil refinery or chemical plant, 
for example.
Elements of a computer data processing system
Five basic elements make up a computer data processing system: 
hardware, software, user-written programs, procedures and per­
sonnel. Operating procedures (including documentation) and 
personnel are discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 8. This appendix 
therefore contains discussions of hardware, software and user- 
prepared programs.
Computer hardware consists of devices which can perform one or 
more of the following functions: data preparation; input to the 
computer; computation, control and primary storage; secondary 
(auxiliary) storage; and output from the computer. “On-line” 
(or online) equipment is connected directly to the computer; 
“off-line” (or offline) equipment is used separately and is not 
connected directly. The relationships between these functions 
are shown in Figure A-1, page 242.
Hardw are
Software consists of programs and routines provided to facilitate 
the use of the computer. The term can be used to include appli­
cation programs or routines written for a specific installation, 
but it is more commonly used to refer only to the general pro-
S oftw are
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C entral processing  
unit (C P U )
F I G U R E  A - 1 . F u n c tio n s  in a c o m p u te r  c o n fig u ra tio n
gramming and operating aids which are usually furnished by the 
manufacturer. These aids include programs for such tasks as 
making printouts of machine-readable records, sorting records, 
organizing and maintaining files, assembling or compiling pro­
grams and scheduling jobs through the computer. Software is 
as important as hardware, since it makes possible the fullest 
and most effective use of the computer’s capabilities.
User Program s Although the computer manufacturer does supply generalized 
programs for some common tasks, the user must write most of 
the programs he needs himself. A program consists of a set of 
instructions for performing a data processing task. A complete 
data processing application usually requires a number of pro­
grams.
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Equipment in a computer configuration
The full complement of equipment in a computer configuration 
depends on the amount and type of processing being performed 
and on the types of equipment available for use with the par­
ticular computer. Most systems have one or more pieces of 
equipment for each of the five equipment functions described 
earlier in this chapter. The different types of equipment are 
summarized in Table A.1, page 243.
The central processing unit (CPU) is the “computer” part of 
the computer system. It contains an arithmetic unit for compu­
tation, a control unit and the primary storage (or internal mem­
ory) for the program being used and the data being processed. 
The CPU has a control console for the operator. This may be a 
panel on the CPU cabinet or a separate console with a type­
writer or visual display device (see Figure A-2, page 244).
E quipm ent for 
Com putation  and Control
Secondary storage (mass or auxiliary storage) is used to hold the 
programs not currently in use and the data files (see Figure A-3, 
page 244). Magnetic tape is the most popular reusable magnet-
E q u ip m e n t for  
Secondary Storage
Equipment for Each Computer Data Processing Function T A B L E  A.1
FU N C TIO N  
Data preparation
Input
C om putation, control and  
prim ary storage
Secondary storage  
O utput
TYPE OF E Q U IP M E N T  U SED
Key-driven card punch  
Key-driven card ve rifie r  
Paper tape punch  
M agn etic  tape encoder 
M agn etic  ink enscriber  
O ptica l ch aracter enscriber 
Data co llection  devices (w ith  keyboard, p lastic  
card sensor, etc .) w hich transcribe  onto a 
m achine-sensib le  m edium  
Devices w hich prepare cards, paper tape or 
optica l tape as by-products of another 
operation
Conversion devices (such as paper tape to  
m agnetic  tape converter or paper tape to 
punched card converter)
Card reader
M agn etic  tape un it
Paper tape reader
M agn etic -ink  character reader
O ptica l scanner
Console typew riter
O n-line data co llection  devices
C entral processing u n it (CPU)
Storage devices using m agnetic  tape, m agnetic  
disk, m agnetic  drum , or m agnetic  s trip
P rin ter 
Card punch  
Paper tape punch  
Console typew riter  
Visual d isplay (CRT)
Graph p lo tter  
Audio response u n it 243
FIGURE A-2. Central processing unit with control panel on cabinet (left) and with separate 
console typewriter (right)
Storage Media
M agn etic  disk
Storage Holder
M agn etic  s trip  holder ( IB M  data cell). 
2 4 4  F IG U R E  A -3 . Secondary storage media and holders
M agnetic  ta p e
M agnetic  d rum
M agnetic  ta p e  unit.
M agn etic  disk  
pack unit.
D rum  
storage unit.
M agn etic  strip .
ically-encodable storage media. In small commercial systems 
punched cards are used for file storage. Table A.2 (below) lists 
the storage capacities and transfer rates of magnetic file storage 
devices.
The most commonly used input device is the punched card 
reader. Paper tape readers must be used when input data has 
been punched onto paper tape by an add punch, a cash register 
attachment, or a typewriter attachment. Magnetic character 
readers are most often used for check processing in banks. 
Optical scanners are increasingly popular, especially for reading 
ticket data (gasoline charge tickets and airline tickets, for ex­
ample). Figure A-4 (page 246) shows the various input devices.
In p u t Devices
The printer heads the list of output devices (see Figure A-5, page 
247). Output data must be in a form readable by personnel 
(unless it is to be used for further processing); the line printer 
performs this task. The cathode ray tube (C R T ) display device 
is expected to become more popular for systems in which many 
persons at remote locations must interrogate the computer or 
view records in the file. Table A.3 (page 248) shows typical 
speeds for common input and output units.
O utpu t Devices
Since punched cards are the most common input medium, the 
data preparation equipment in an EDP system will usually in­
clude keypunches. It may also include other card handling 
equipment, such as sorters, collators, interpreters and repro-
E quipm ent 
Data P reparation
Storage Capacities of Secondary Storage Devices T A B L E  A .2
DEVICE  
M agnetic  tape
TOTAL CAPACITY
1 -2 0  m illio n  characters  
per tape
M agn etic  d isk pack 1-7 m illio n  characters  
per pack
M agn etic  drum  1-4 m illio n  characters  
per drum
RANGE OF TR A NS FER  RATES
1 5 .0 0 0 -3 5 0 ,0 0 0  characters  
per second
1 0 0 ,0 0 0 -2 2 5 ,0 0 0  characters  
per second
2 7 5 ,0 0 0 -1 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0  characters  
per second
M agnetic  s trip  1 0 -4 0 0  m illio n  characters 2 5 ,0 0 0 -4 5 ,0 0 0  characters  
per handler per second 245
Paper tap e  on reel or roll
M agn etic  ta p e  on reel
Paper 
ta p e  reader
M agn etic  ink
ch aracter reader
D ocum ent 
(such as check)
M agn etic  
ta p e  un it
Punched car Card reader
input DeviceInput Medium
D o c u m e n t
O ptical scanner
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F IG U R E  A -4 . Input devices
O p e r a to r  ty p e w r i t in g
Console
typ ew rite r
Paper
OutDut Media Output Device
P rin ter
Card punch
Punched card
Paper ta p e Paper tap e  punch
Display
Visual d isplay (C R T)
Graph p lo tter
F IG U R E  A -5.
G raph plot!
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T A B L E  A .3 Typical Speeds for Input/Output Devices
DEVICE U N IT  OF M E A S U R E M E N T
TY PICA L RATES  
LOW M E D IU M  H IG H
Card reader Cards per m inute 3 0 0 6 0 0 1 2 0 0
P aper tape reader Characters per second 3 5 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0
M agn etic  ink reader Docum ents per m inute 7 5 0 1 2 0 0 1 6 0 0
P rin ter Lines per m inute 3 0 0 6 0 0 1 1 0 0
Card punch Cards per m inute 1 00 3 0 0 5 0 0
Paper tape punch Characters per second 2 0 1 00 1 5 0
ducers. Data preparation, however, is time-consuming and ex­
pensive, and there is a trend toward reduction or elimination of 
this step. This can be done either by encoding data in machine- 
readable markings on the source document or by creating a 
machine-readable by-product while making the source document. 
Direct read-in of data from on-line input devices (teller window 
machines, for example) also eliminates the data preparation 
step. (See Figure A-6, page 249).
Typical computer system configurations
A computer system may range in size from a small configuration 
with a monthly rental of less than $1,000 per month to a large- 
scale system with a monthly rental of over $100,000. Four con­
figurations—three small systems (card, magnetic tape and mag­
netic disk) and a medium-scale system—are discussed here to 
describe the equipment and cost range of a typical system. The 
discussions do not treat data preparation or the use of off-line 
equipment.
S m all System — Card
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In this type of system, the transaction files, the master files and 
the programs not in use are stored on punched cards. Processing 
is of the batch type and uses sequentially organized data and 
files. In addition to computations, many card-handling opera­
tions (sorting, merging, etc.) must be performed. These opera­
tions are usually performed by off-line sorters and collators, but 
some manufacturers offer a multi-function card handler which is
Inputs Used
Documents
Equipment
Operator
Card punch
Output Produced
Punched cards
Documents
Operator
Cards to be 
verified
Verified punched 
cards
Documents
F IG U R E  A -6 . Data preparation equipment
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Verifier
Operator
Magnetic tape encoder Magnetic tape
Inputs Used Equipment Output Produced
O p era to r
D ocum ents
D ocum ents
Bookkeeping m achine w ith paper tap e  punch.
Paper ta p e
O perator
C ards &  Badges
D ocum ents  enscribed  
with m agnetic  characters
M agnetic  ink enscriber
D ata
collection
te rm in a l
 O p e ra to r  
D ocum ents
M ach ine  sensible m edium  
such as punched cards
D ocum ents
M achine w ith optical character a tta chm ent.
2 5 0
Punched cards Card to  tap e  convertor
F IG U R E  A -6  (c o n t.) . Data preparation equipment
M agn etic  ta p e
O perator
attached to the computer and performs collating, group punch­
ing, reproducing, interpreting, etc .
Memory size in such a system is small—probably only 4K 
(4,000) character positions. The monthly rental for a system of 
the type shown in Figure A-7 (below) should be between $1,200 
and $2,500. Larger card-oriented systems may cost up to $4,000 
per month.
Punched card files lim it the speed and versatility of a system. 
Magnetic tape file storage is a great improvement. However, 
transactions to be processed must be sorted into the same order 
as the magnetic tape file they will be used to update—a require­
ment which takes three or four magnetic tape drives. Memory 
size in a small tape system is usually sufficient to store 8K char­
acters. The monthly rental for a system of the type diagrammed 
in Figure A-8 (page 252) should be between $4,000 and $6,000.
S m all S y s te m -  
M agnetic  Tape
Removable disk pack storage is an alternative to tape storage. To 
ensure satisfactory file protection and reconstruction arrange­
ments, it is desirable to have at least two disk storage units or to 
have magnetic tapes also. The monthly rental for a system of the 
type shown in Figure A-9 (page 253) should be between $4,000 
and $6,000 per month. It should be noted that the cost of a disk 
pack is approximately $500, while the cost of a reel of magnetic 
tape is approximately $30.
S m all S y ste m -  
M ag netic  Disk
As a system expands in size, a faster central processor and 
faster peripheral equipment are chosen and the number of at­
tached units is increased. A configuration like the one shown in
M ed iu m -S ca le  
Business System
F IG U R E  A -7 . Sm all card-oriented s y s t e m
2 5 1
C a rd -rea d e r-p u n c h Central
processor
storage
com putation
control
P rin ter
C a rd -rea d e r-p u n c h
O perator
console
F IG U R E  A -8 . Small magnetic tape-oriented system
Figure A-10 (page 254) should cost between $5,000 and $8,000 
per month. Memory size is sufficient to store from 16K to 32K 
characters.
Types of data processing
The major data processing jobs in a business are the updating of 
the master files and the preparation of business documents. 
Computer file terminology is similar to manual file terminology. 
A file consists of all records of a given type; each record consists 
of one or more data items associated with a record-keeping unit.
2 5 2
E LE M E N T D ES C R IPTIO N
F ile  A ll records o f given type
Record All data item s associated
w ith  record-keeping u n it
Item  or fie ld  S ing le  u n it o f data
EXAMPLES
Payroll file  conta in ing  all 
payroll records
Record conta in ing  a ll 
payroll data for an  
in div idual
Payroll id en tifica tio n  
num ber, pay-to-date, etc.
Central
processing
unit
P rinter
T ape
contro ller
Tape drives
1 2  3  4
A master file corresponds closely to a ledger and contains the 
up-to-date records maintained by the organization. Transactions 
are recorded and accumulated on a detail file—a procedure analo­
gous to the maintaining of an accounting journal. The transac­
tions on this file are used for the basic task of updating the master 
records. For this activity there are two possible methods:
(1) batch processing (periodic processing of item batches) and
(2) on-line processing (immediate processing of unbatched 
items). Items in a batch may be in sequential order or random 
order. File storage devices offer one of two types of access: 
(1) sequential access (punched cards, magnetic tape) or (2) di­
rect access (magnetic disk, magnetic strips). Thus, the file 
devices partly determine the processing method to be used.
DEVICE
S eq uentia l access  
D irec t access
PRO CESSING  APPROACH
Batch — sequentia l 
Batch — sequentia l 
— random  
O n-line  (random )
O perator
console
F IG U R E  A -9 . Small magnetic disk-oriented system 253
C a rd -re a d e r-p u n c h
Disk
contro ller
Disk 
drive  
no. 1
Disk 
drive  
no. 2
P rinter
Central
processing
u n it
Console
F IG U R E  A -10 . Medium-scale business data processing system
Note from the table that batch processing can be used with 
direct access devices as well as with sequential access devices.
Batch Processing w ith  
S equentia l Access  
File  Storage
2 54
Sequential access batch processing is usually used wherever rec­
ords are maintained on punched cards or magnetic tape. W here 
batch-sequential processing is used with a sequential access file 
storage device, the entire master file is put through the computer 
at each updating (see Figure A-11, page 255). For this reason, 
it is desirable to allow the transactions to accumulate into large 
batches between each processing in order to reduce the frequency 
of processing. The user sorts the transactions into the same 
sequence as in the master file so that each record on the master 
file needs to be read only once. The time taken to read a record 
represents a fixed time cost each time the file is processed, 
whether or not the record is updated. The variable processing 
time to process a transaction may overlap, at least in part, the 
fixed time element for reading the record. The nature of many 
processing applications is such that batching and sequencing re­
quirements are not actually restrictions. Batch processing is ideal
Tape
contro ller
Card reader
C entral
processing
unit
P rin ter
Card punch
for payroll and accounts payable, for example. Besides, it is 
faster and cheaper to process by batch.
A direct access file storage device can select and update a par­
ticular record without having to read all the other records too. 
The most popular direct (or random) access file device is the 
disk file. W hen using such a device, it is not necessary to batch 
the data, but in many eases speed and cost advantages make 
batching (sequential or nonsequential) appropriate. Processing 
with a magnetic disk, for instance, may be completed faster if the 
input data is sequenced to minimize the mechanical movement 
of the disk as it locates records. (See Figure A-12, page 256.)
W here applications involve relatively few transactions com­
pared to the number of file records, however, the saving in direct 
access seek time is too small to justify the extra sorting time that 
would be necessary, so the transactions may be left in random 
order in the batch.
Batch Processing w ith  
D irec t Access  
File  Storage
In certain applications (production control, for example) records 
must always be kept up to date. Transactions are not batched
O n-Line Processing
Old m aster  
file
F IG U R E  A -1 1 .
Transaction records  
sorted into sam e  
sequence as m aster  
file
Read each record. 
U p d ate  record  
if th e re  is a 
transaction  
affectin g  it.
W rite  record on -  
updated tap e Updated  
m aster file
M essages
and
reports
Batch-sequential data processing using se­
quential access storage (magnetic tape) 255
F IG U R E  A -12 . Data processing using direct access storage
but are processed randomly as received. This on-line processing 
requires direct access storage devices such as magnetic disks.
The on-line real-time system is an advanced type of on-line 
system in which transactions and inquiries are recorded and 
processed as soon as they are received. The results of the pro­
cessing of a transaction are achieved so fast that they can them­
selves influence the transaction. Each point of origin of trans­
actions is connected to the computer by a device which can send 
data and receive responses. Information is stored in direct access 
files. On-line real-time systems presently include airline reserva­
tion systems, savings and loan deposit accounting systems, stock 
market information systems, local and state law enforcement 
intelligence systems, hotel accounting and reservations systems 
and patient service record systems in hospitals.
Programming a computer
Figure A-13 (page 257) shows the sequence of steps necessary 
for computer data processing.
S teps in Preparing  
A Program
2 5 6
Steps 3 (planning computer logic) and 4 (preparing program) 
in Figure A-13 involve the preparation of a computer program.
Step 3 usually makes use of a program flowchart and/or a de­
cision table, both of which show the processing step sequences 
and the decisions on which the selection of a sequence is based.
In p u t
records
D irect
access
m aster
file
Read each tran s ­
action.
Read file  record 
to  be updated, 
do updating and  
w rite  record  
back on file
Messages
and
reports
Comments
C o lle c t  fa c ts  a n d  d e c id e  w h a t  in fo r m a t io n  is 
n eed ed , fre q u e n c y  o f p ro cess in g , c o n tro ls  re ­
qu ired , etc.
Plan th e  system  o f processing w ith  necessary con­
tro ls  using a system  flow ch art plus layouts o f re­
ports, docum ents, records, files, etc.
Plan th e  program  logic using a program  flow chart 
o r decision tab le .
4 . Program  preparation .
Read D ata  
Add A to  B 
Giving C
W rite  th e  program  of instructions and debug it  to  
rem ove all errors.
5 . D ocum entation . Run
M anual P repare a run m anual docum enting  th e  program  and com puter op era to r instructions.
D ocum ent
6 . In put da ta  preparation . Punched
Card
P repare in put data  by collecting or transcrib ing  
d ata  into m achine-readable  fo rm  such as punched  
  cards.
Key-punching
2 5 7
Steps
1. Analysis o f problem .
2 . D e s ig n  o f a s y s te m  to  
provide th e  in form ation .
3 . P lanning of th e  com puter 
logic.
Proposed
report
7 . Running o f program .
8 . Use o f th e  o u tp u t.
F IG U R E  A -1 3 . Steps in using a computer for data processing
Put program  into com puter m em ory. C om p uter 
program  governs reading o f data, processing and  
o u tp u t o f th e  result.
Program
C om p uter
O utput
Report
Input
The program flowchart is a basic part of the documentation sup­
porting a program; without it, it is difficult to follow the logic 
behind each detailed program step. The standard flowchart 
symbols established by the United States of America Standards 
Institute are shown in Appendix C. The use of program flow­
charts and decision tables is illustrated in Appendix B, which 
contains an example of documentation.
Step 4 involves the writing of detailed instructions for directing 
the computer. The level of the language used governs the form 
of the instructions and the extent of their detail. There are essen­
tially four language levels:
1. Machine language (absolute)
2. Symbolic language
3. Symbolic language with macro-instructions
4. Procedure and problem-oriented language (higher order)
Machine language is required by the computer, in which it is 
represented in binary form. For operator purposes, notations 
such as octal, hexadecimal and binary coded character are used. 
The other language levels are written in a form more convenient 
for the programmer and must be translated into the absolute 
machine language form (see Figure A-14, below). Conver­
sion is performed by special translator programs (called as­
semblers and compilers) which are usually furnished by the 
manufacturer. Assembly programs convert from symbolic lan­
guage to machine language; compiler programs convert from 
procedure or problem-oriented language to machine language. A 
program coded in symbolic form is known as a source program; 
a program coded in machine language is known as an object 
program.
Symbolic coding is essentially machine-oriented, since one
M ach ine  language in binary  
as stored in th e  com puter
S ym bolic  assem bly language
P rocedure-oriented  language  
(CO BO L)
01011000001000000000100001110000 
01011010001000000000100001110001 
01010000001000000000100001110010
L 2 ,A 
A 2,B  
ST 2.C
ADD A A N D  B G IV ING  C.
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F IG U R E  A -14 . C o d in g  o f s te p s  to  p e rfo rm  C =  A  +  B in m a c h in e , s y m ­
b o lic  a n d  p ro c e d u re -o r ie n te d  la n g u a g e s
symbolic instruction is generally translated into one machine- 
language instruction. The programmer utilizes symbolic opera­
tion codes (for example, the code for addition might be ADD or 
A) and memory locations are referenced by symbolic names in­
stead of actual location numbers. W hen the assembly program 
converts these symbolic codings into absolute instructions, it also 
performs simple checks to detect errors in coding. Steps for using 
a symbolic programming system are shown in Figure A-15 (page 
260).
Since many computer operations are programmed in the same 
way, it is wasteful for the programmer to have to rewrite the 
same set of detailed instructions each time the operation is to be 
performed. To improve programmer efficiency, most computer 
manufacturers provide symbolic programming languages with 
‘'macro” instructions. “Macros” are names given to sets of coded 
instructions for performing often-used operations. By including a 
macro-instruction in a program, the programmer generally avoids 
a great deal of detailed coding. During the translation process, 
the assembly program interprets the macro name as a specifica­
tion calling for a set of instructions rather than as a simple one- 
for-one translation. Accordingly, the set of instructions is copied 
from the assembly program library and inserted in the object 
program being assembled.
A procedure- or problem-oriented language is machine-inde­
pendent and is usually written with little or no reference to the 
computer on which it is to be translated and run. Each com­
puter must have a unique compiler program for translation. The 
programmer uses descriptive English words and common mathe­
matical notion to describe processing steps. Examples of these 
languages are (1) FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslator—an 
algebraic language), (2) COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented 
Language) and (3) PL/I (Programming Language, version 1— 
a combined algebraic and business language).
Report program generators (RPG) are of special interest to 
the business user. The generators accept programs written in 
a problem-oriented set of specifications and produce a complete 
machine-language program. They are especially suitable for the 
preparation of simple printed reports.
Each of these levels of programming has its advantages and 
disadvantages. Lower-level languages are generally more efficient 
in terms of running time. Higher-level languages are easier to 
use, reduce programming time and can be used with different 259
1. Flowcharting th e  program  logic
2 . Coding in sym bolic language on coding 
paper th e  steps to  be followed in processing
3 . Keypunching th e  coded instructions— one  
instruction to  one card
4 . Assem bly o f sym bolic instructions to  
m achine language
S tep 1: Assembly program loaded into memory 
via card reader, tape  drive or disk
cards
Program  deck in sym bolic  
language (source deck)
C om puter m em ory
C om puter m em ory
Step 2: Source program  cards read one at 
a tim e  and converted to  m achine  
language. Error checking perform ed  
on each statem ent.
Source deck Card reader
Step 3: O utput of program on printer and
in punched cards, m agnetic tape  or disk
Listing of program
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
XXX XXX
Program  deck in 
m achine language
Object
program or
2 6 0
sto re  program  on cards or tap e  until needed. 
FIG U R E  A-15. Preparing a program using a symbolic assembly system
tape or disk
orAssembly
program
Assem bly
operations
computers. Documentation is improved with the use of higher- 
order coding. Programs written in a language such as COBOL 
are partially self-documenting because of the use of English 
phrases and sentences in the ending. In general, the trend is 
toward the use of higher-order languages. Depending on the 
efficiency of the compiler, the improvement of programming 
effectiveness is usually a more significant factor than the gaining 
of machine running time. In some eases there is virtually no 
difference in running time. Throughput time for programs in­
volving little computation for each input item, for example, is 
not altered by a less efficient coding of the computational steps. 
A compiler language is usually preferred for once-used or infre­
quently used programs. For often-used programs, the choice de­
pends on the cost advantages and disadvantages mentioned 
above.
In addition to the programming languages and the related as­
semblers and compilers, computer software furnished by the 
manufacturer usually includes a wide variety of support programs 
such as the following:
1. Tape utility programs:
Programs to convert data on magnetic tape onto 
cards
Programs to convert data on cards onto magnetic 
tape
Programs to print data from magnetic tape
2. Disk utility programs:
Programs to clear disks
Programs to reorganize disks (to fill in locations left 
blank by the deletion of items, for instance)
3. Sort and merge programs (tape or disk)
4. File management programs
5. Simulator programs:
These programs allow one computer to simulate the 
performance of another computer. Thus, a user can 
run old programs on a new computer without re-
S upport Program s
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writing them or he can test the programs for a new 
computer before he has access to it.
6.  Subroutines:
Short routines with wide application can be pre­
written to be inserted in larger programs. Manu­
facturers generally provide subroutines for such com­
mon tasks as (a) calculating square roots, (b) gener­
ating random numbers and (c) multiplying and 
dividing (for computers which do not have hardware 
equipment for multiplication and division).
O perating  System s An operating system (also referred to as a supervisor routine, an 
executive routine, or a monitor) is a set of routines which 
manages the running of other programs. Such a system schedules 
and loads jobs, gives instructions to the operator, keeps records, 
handles input/output and error conditions and performs many 
operator tasks. As a computer system becomes more complex, 
its operating system becomes more necessary for efficient opera­
tion.
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AN EXAMPLE OF DOCUMENTATION
THE PRO GRAM  ILLUSTRATED (see page 267) is a simple one and 
therefore results in uncomplicated documentation. The program 
run book documents a program which took the general ledgers 
(on punched cards) of several subsidiary companies and com­
bined them into a single general ledger which was printed out.
The parts of the run manual (see Chapter 3) are as follows:
SECTIO N
Problem  D efin ition  
System  D escription
Program D escription
O perating Instructions  
Listing  of Controls  
A cceptance Record
EXAM PLE D O C U M E N TA TIO N
Problem  s tatem ent
System  flow chart 
Punched card layout 
P rin ter layout
Decision tab le  
Program flow chart 
S ym bolic coding  
Assem bly p rin to u t
O perating  instructions  
Not shown
Keypunch w orksheet for tes t data
A P P E N D IX
B
Comments on the example
The example illustrates the use of computers for performing 
year-end accounting tasks. It is an uncomplicated example so 
that the reader can follow all the necessary steps for solving a 
data processing problem. A company with six subsidiary com- 263
panies, each of which had approximately 1,000 general ledger 
accounts, kept these records on punched cards. A combined trial 
balance had to be prepared at year-end for use by the auditors. 
This was a time-consuming clerical job. A savings in time and 
labor was achieved by taking the final general ledger balance- 
forward cards for each company, sorting them together by ac­
count number and printing a combined trial balance on the 
computer. The following comments explain the steps taken in 
preparing the program (see Appendix A) and include explana­
tions of various features of the resulting documentation.
Analysis of Problem The first step was the preparation of the problem definition. 
The problem statement for this program (see page 267) is a 
brief but complete description including input and output. In 
this case, the only input consisted of punched cards and the out­
put was a printed report.
System  Design The next step was the design of the system, for which a systems 
flowchart was prepared (see page 268). (A system flowchart is a 
pictorial description of the flow of information through the sys­
tem, but it does not indicate the computer program steps which 
are needed to perform the processing.) The flowchart conformed 
to the standard flowchart symbols and conventions explained in 
Appendix C. Layouts were also prepared to show the form of 
the input and the desired form of the output (see pages 269- 
270).
Planning  the  
Program  Logic
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A decision table (see page 271) and a program flowchart were 
used to assist in the planning of the program logic.
Decision tables, which are used less frequently than flow­
charts, show conditions and actions in a clear and uniform 
fashion and therefore help to ensure that program logic will 
provide full coverage for all possible combinations of conditions. 
In the upper half of the table, each rule (there are five in this 
program) involves a different combination of conditions. The 
lower half of the table describes the action or actions to be taken 
during the running of the program in response to each combina­
tion of conditions.
The program flowchart (see pages 272-275) indicates the proc­
essing steps, arithmetic calculations, decision points and input/ 
output functions which must be prepared in order to instruct 
the computer in executing the required processing tasks. As a 
cross-check that the logic is complete, it is useful to take each 
rule on the decision table and trace it through the flowchart to 
see if the flowchart shows the appropriate actions.
The detailed program steps were coded with the aid of the de­
cision table and the program flowchart. This particular pro­
gram was coded in a symbolic assembly language called AUTO­
CODER. The source language instructions were written on 
coding sheets with one line of coding for each computer in­
struction (see pages 276-280). The numbers along the top 
line of each coding sheet indicate the card columns in which 
the information is to be punched. One card was punched for 
each line on the sheets, so that the source language card deck 
contained 118 cards. The numbers and comments which appear 
in columns 46-72 of some lines are explanatory comments to 
aid documentation. In line 03 on page 276, the number 1/23 
means that this particular line of coding performs the function 
described in page 1, block 23, of the program flowchart. Such 
cross-references facilitate the future checking of program logic 
and coding. Lines 10 and 11 on page 280 contain another 
type of explanation which can be used on coding forms to 
clarify coding logic. The instruction on line 10 reserves a 6- 
character location in which the program can store an account 
number. This instruction is explained by the comment which 
begins in column 46 of line 10. Since the comment is longer 
than the space available on line 10, it is continued on line 11. 
The asterisk in column 6 on line 11 indicates that the line 
contains an explanatory comment rather than a computer in­
struction. This line will have no effect on the program, but it 
will be printed out every time the source deck is listed.
W hen the source deck had been keypunched and verified, it 
was assembled to produce a machine-language object deck. The 
program listing which was obtained from the assembly process 
became part of the permanent program documentation. This 
listing (see pages 281-283) shows each symbolic source language 
instruction and the corresponding machine-language instruction 
produced by the assembler. It was very useful during the testing 
and checking of the new program.
Program  Preparation
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Debugging The next step consisted of testing the new program and “de­
bugging" any errors thus detected. Test cases were prepared to 
test four of the five rules contained in the decision table. (The 
fifth rule covers the last card condition; there was no need to 
test for this condition since the test deck naturally had a last 
card.) A keypunch worksheet (see page 286) was prepared for 
the test cases, and their expected results were calculated in ad­
vance. These manual calculations were compared later with the 
output produced by the test case processing (see page 287). 
Since the program output agreed with the pre-computed output, 
the program could be considered ready for use in producing the 
combined trial balance.
D ocum entation All of the forms and documents used in designing and im­
plementing the combined trial balance program became part of 
the program documentation. In addition, it was necessary to 
prepare a set of instructions for the computer operator to follow 
when running the program (see page 284). Such instructions 
must always be fairly detailed so that the operator need not seek 
assistance. If changes are made in the program, change records 
should be filled out and attached to the documentation. There 
were no control features in this simple program, so a listing of 
controls was not prepared.
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Operating Instructions 
Combined Trial Balance Program MO73 
December 27, 1967
Program  Description
The program prepares a combined trial balance from punched 
card trial balance cards of the subsidiary companies. The bal­
ance cards have been reproduced from the company files and 
sorted into account number order.
Card Layout
The card layout for the ledger balance-forward cards is:
1. General ledger year-end balance-forw ard cards
Account no. D ate T y p e A m ount
N ote : X 3 0  m ean s c re d it
C om pany code
Setup
The input for the run consists of the program cards followed 
by the ledger balance-forward cards which have been sorted 
off-line into account-number order. There is no sentinel card 
for the data.
The printer is used for output. Two-part paper—100 to 132
284
column—is required, either blank or lined. There is no special 
form.
U N IT
Reader
P rin ter
Punch
Sense S w itches
U SED FOR
In p u t o f program  and data
O utput
Not used
Not used
The program deck will be furnished by a representative of 
the auditing firm o f . . . .  The data cards are duplicate balance- 
forward cards from the subsidiary company general-ledger runs.
Error M essages and Halts
There are no error messages as the program contains no provi­
sion for the detection of an error in the sorting of the input deck. 
Such an error will be detected only by an examination of the 
output where a mis-sort will cause an account number to appear 
more than once.
The program comes to an orderly halt after sensing the last 
card. A message “END of JOB" is printed as the last line of 
the report. The Halt command has 999 as the A and B 
addresses.
R estart
The starting location for the program is location 333.
O utput
Both copies of the output plus the program and data decks will 
be picked up by a representative of the auditing firm o f . . . .
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A P P E N D IX C
STANDARD FLOWCHART SYM BOLS FOR  
INFORMATION PROCESSING
FLO W CH AR TS ARE Symbolic diagrams of operation sequence and 
data flow in information processing. Though the same set of 
symbols is used for both, it is convenient to separate flow­
charts into two types:
1. A system flowchart describes the data flow and the opera­
tions for a data processing system.
2. A program flowchart describes the sequence of operations 
and decisions for a particular program. It is sometimes re­
ferred to as a block or logic diagram.
Flowcharting is also applicable for manual and electro­
mechanical processing, but the greater complexity of computer 
systems makes the use of flowcharting for computer processing 
especially widespread. Flowcharts must be written so as to com­
municate effectively to others besides the writer. This need is 
best met if there is agreement on a standard set of flowchart 
symbols.
In the United States, groups desiring to develop industry-wide 
standards usually work through the United States of America 
Standards Institute (formerly the American Standards Associa­
tion). This is a voluntary association with representation from 
manufacturers, consumers and the general public. A sectional 289
committee of the USASI, Computers and Information Process­
ing (X 3), is responsible for developing data processing standards; 
a subcommittee for problem definition and analysis (X3.6) has 
developed a standard set of flowchart symbols. The first USA 
flowchart standards were approved in 1965 but were not pub­
lished because of conflicts with a proposed international standard. 
A revised set of standard flowchart symbols were approved and 
published in June of 1966 (see Figure C-1, page 291). Though 
not published, the early efforts received wide acceptance in the 
period from 1964-1966. To prevent confusion a description of 
the changes made in 1966 is included in this appendix.
A complete set of definitions and specifications for the USASI 
flowchart symbols (standard X3.5-1966) may be purchased from 
the United States of America Standards Institute, 10 East 40th 
Street, New York, New York 10016.
A note on individual differences
Flowcharts are sufficiently creative so that no two people draw 
them exactly alike. Clarity of presentation can be achieved 
more easily if the USA standards are used.
Since the standards are new, the CPA should expect docu­
mentation prior to mid-1967 to vary. Some installations may 
even ignore USA flowchart standards. Though the auditor must 
therefore be willing to accept variances, he will find future 
system reviews easier if standards are generally accepted.
Description of use
2 9 0
Flowcharts normally read from left to right and from top to 
bottom. Arrowheads are often included on the flowlines for 
clarity’s sake; they are required if the flow is in other than the 
normal direction.
W hen a symbol is to be identified for reference purposes, 
a notation is placed above the symbol to the right or left of the 
vertical bisector or inside the symbol separated by a horizontal
Basic Symbols
In p u t /O u tp u t Process Flowline A nnotation
Specialized Input/Output Symbols
Punched Card M agnetic  Tape Punched Tape D ocum ent
M anu al In put
O nline S torage O ffline Storage
Display C om m unication  link
Specialized Processing Symbols
Additional Symbols
Decision PredefinedProcess
Auxiliary
O peration
C onnector Term inal
FIGURE c - 1 . Summary of flowchart symbols
M anual
O peration
stripe (see Figure C-2, page 292). Although USA flowchart 
standards specify a standard usage for symbol identification, 
the symbol identifier and striping code can be written so as to 
reflect other information important for the reader (the depart­
ment involved, for example).
Each of the standard symbols is described in Figure C-3 (page 
292) together with an example of its use. W here both a general 
symbol and a specialized symbol are available, either may be 
used. If there is no specialized symbol, the general symbol must 
be used. A short description of the document, file or process 291
N otation  a t top  to right o f bisector. Id en tifies  the  sym bol.
N otation  at top  to  le ft o f bisector. Id en tifies  location o f o ther docum entation  re­
lating to th e  sym bol such as, for exam ple, the  page num ber of a detailed  represen­
ta tion  o f th e  processing step.
S trip ing— a line drawn inside the  sym bol near top. The reference inside the  stripe  
identifies th e  processing. The sym bol acts as a cross reference to  the  deta iled  flow ­
charts fo r th e  function.
FIGURE c-2. Identification notation
For added com m ents. Connected to sym bol w here m eaning fu l.
A nnotation  sym bol
Process sym bol
Represents an operation o r group of operations.
R epresents th e  input of in form ation  fo r processing or th e  o u tput (record in g ) of 
processed in fo rm ation .   
 
Basic in p u t/o u tp u t sym bol
Read
payroll
data
Print
reports
FIGURE c-3. Standard symbols
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XXX
XXX
A1
Console switch 1 
should be o ff
T est 
SW 1
C om p ute  
payroll tax
Card to  tap e  
conversion
In p u t/o u tp u t  using punched paper tap e .
Punched tap e  sym bol
Paper tap e  
to  m agnetic  
ta p e
conversion
In p u t/o u tp u t  using a docum ent.
D ocum ent sym bol
For input entered m anually  a t th e  tim e  o f processing from  online keyboards, con­
sole sw itches, etc.
M anu al input sym bol
E nter date  
via console
For ou tpu t displayed a t th e  tim e  o f processing on console typew riters , displays, o n ­
line te rm in a ls , etc.
Display sym bol
D isplay  
erro r m es­
sage fo r  
o perator 
FIGURE c-3 (cont.). Standard symbols 293
Sales
Sales
Sales
register
Print
reports
C red it
prob lem s
Control
report
M agnetic  tap e  sym bol
Punched card sym bol
Represents in p u t/o u tp u t using any kind of punched card.
In p u t/o u tp u t using m agnetic  tape.
Com m ission
data
M aster
file
Transactions
U pdate
m aster
file
U p d ated  
 m astery  
  file  
 To represent information transmitted automatically from one location to another.
C om m unications link  
sym bol
Online storage  
sym bol
O ffline storage  
sym bol
Decision
sym bol
In p u t/o u tp u t  which u tilizes secondary d irect access storage (disk, drum , strips, 
e tc .) which can be accessed online.
Any storage o fflin e  (n o t d irectly  accessible by th e  co m p u ter).
O ff prem ises  
storage
A decision point in a program . A lgebraic notation is freq u en tly  used to  ind icate th e  
te s t being m ade:
A : B 
A > B  
A < B
a ≥ b
A ≤ B
C om p are  A to  B 
A g reater than  B 
A less than  B
A g reater than  o r equal to  B 
A less than  o r equal to  B
YES
References a set o f program  steps specified elsew here.
Predefined process  
(su b ro u tin e ) sym bol
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F IG U R E  c -3  (con t.). Standard symbols
M aster
file
Transactions
U p d ate
m aster
file
Sales
report
1
2
3
Sales  
  file
Old
m aster
 Test 
valu e of 
 code 
1 2 3 4
A : B
M anu al operation  
sym bol
Represents a m anual process or a process using equ ip m en t which o perates  a t th e  
speed o f th e  hum an operator.
Inspect
invoice
Keypunch  
& verify   
R epresents a process using o fflin e  eq u ip m en t such as punched card eq u ip m en t or 
convertors which are  not lim ited  by o pera tor speed.
A uxiliary  operation  
sym bol
 
C onnector sym bol
Used to  represent a junction  a t which th e  flow  com es from  or continues on another  
page o r to a n o th er part o f th e  sam e page. R eference inside connector refers to  th e  
point o f contin uation . Also represents junction  o f several flow lines w ith one flow line.
Continued from  
B on p a g e s Go to  page 5   and continue  
5   w ith  B
R epresents th e  entry or exit point fo r th e  system — start, stop, halt, in terrup t, etc.
FIGURE c-3 (cont.). Standard symbols
involved is usually written inside the symbol. If additional de­
scription or explanation is required, the annotation symbol 
should be used.
Symbols prior to 1966
Before 1964, each manufacturer prepared his own symbols. One 
manufacturer’s decision symbol was an oval, another’s was a 
diamond. The work of the American Standards group was re­
flected by the 1964 adoption by most manufacturers of revised 
templates. Since there were some confusing differences between 
the 1964 symbols and the final USA standards of 1966, the dif­
ferences between a typical 1964-66 template and a standard 1966 
template are shown in Figure C-4 (page 296). 2 9 5
S ort
cards
Tape to  
ta p e
converter
3 B
B
T erm inal sym bol s ta rt H a lt
1964-1966 1966 USA Standard
Basic in p u t/o u tp u t  sym bol
C lerical
operation
Predefined process
A nnotation
O fflin e  storage
M anu al
operation
O nline
keyboard
M anu al
input
1964-1966
Keying
operation
S orting
collating
T ran sm itta l
ta p e
1966 USA Standard
O nline  
display  
o f o u tp u t
None: use m anual operation
N one b u t note proposed  
in te rnationa l s tandards
S ort
C o lla te
N one -  use docum ent 
sym bol
FIGURE c-4. Symbols prior to 1966
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International symbols
The reader may have noted in Figure C-3 (page 292) the omis­
sion of some commonly used symbols. These are the proposed 
international standard flowchart symbols (see Figure C-5 below), 
which, if adopted, will form a supplement to the USA standard 
symbols.
Crossing o f 
flow lines
M agnetic  disk
M erge
Junction o f 
flow lines
Extract
P rep aration
Deck o f cards
M agn etic
drum
File o f cards
Parallel
m ode
C ollate
FIGURE c-5. International symbols
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A P P E N D IX D
G LO SSA RY
THIS GLOSSARY CONTAINS selected terms used in the book, plus 
other terms important to the auditor's understanding of EDP.
There are two published glossaries which have substantial 
official status or industry support. These are:
1. IFIP/ICC Vocabulary of Information Processing, IFIP/- 
ICC (International Federation for Information Processing 
and International Computation Centre), North-Holland 
Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1966.
2. American Standard Vocabulary for Information Processing, 
USA Standards Institute, USA Standard X3.12-1966, New 
York, 1966.
Neither of these was entirely suitable for the purpose of this 
book. Almost 90 per cent of the entries in this glossary are taken 
from or adapted from the glossary contained in AUERBACH  
Computer Notebook for Accountants,1 which is one of the 
most readable glossaries available. The IFIP/ICC and USASI 
vocabularies were used in the writing of the definitions for this 
glossary.
The glossary is arranged in natural order (for example, "abso-
1 A U E R B A C H  C o m p u te r  N o teb o ok  fo r A cco u n tan ts  is a looseleaf 
reference serv ice , which is updated monthly and contains summaries of 
computer systems, performance comparison charts, and special reports 
for accountants. It is published by AUERBACH Info, Inc., Philadelphia, 
and is available from the American Institute of Certified Public Ac­
countants. 2 9 9
lute coding’’ rather than "coding, absolute” ). In the case of 
terms with two or more meanings, the meanings are numbered 
sequentially, with the most common or the most general one 
listed first. The formal definitions are often followed by ex­
amples and comments which clarify the meaning, usage and sig­
nificance of each term defined in the glossary.
Several different types of cross-references are used. Their 
meanings are as follows:
1. same as indicates that the referenced term has the same 
meaning as the term containing the reference and that the 
referenced term is the preferred one.
2. synonymous with indicates that the referenced term has the 
same meaning as the term containing the reference and that 
the term containing the reference is the preferred one.
3. contrast with indicates that the referenced term is a related 
term that has a meaning significantly different from that of 
the term containing the reference.
4. see also indicates that the referenced term is a related term 
whose definition provides additional background or clarifi­
cation.
5. see indicates that the referenced term is an alternative or 
qualified form of the term containing the reference.
3 0 0
absolute coding. Coding that uses machine instructions and 
absolute addresses; can therefore be executed directly by a 
computer without prior translation to a different form; con­
trast with symbolic coding.
access mode. A technique used to obtain a specific record from, 
or to place a specific record into, a specific file; see random  
access and seria l access.
acronym . A word formed from the initial letter or letters of 
each word in a name or phrase; for example, ALGOL from 
ALGOrithmic Language, C OBOL from COmmon Business 
Oriented Language.
activ ity . The degree of frequency with which individual records 
in a file are used, modified, or referred to; for example, an 
"activity factor” of 0.10 (or 10 per cent) denotes that an
average of one out of every ten master-file records is referenced 
or affected by a transaction during a run.
ADP (A utom atic D ata Processing). Data processing per­
formed largely by automatic means; that is, by a system of 
electronic or electrical machines that require little human as­
sistance or intervention.
alpham eric. Same as alphanum eric.
a lphanum eric. Pertaining to a character set that includes both 
alphabetic characters (letters) and numeric characters (dig­
its). Note; Most alphanumeric character sets also contain 
special characters (dollar signs, commas, etc.).
A SC II (A m erican Standard  Code for Inform ation In ter­
change. A 7-bit (or 8-bit compatible) USA standard code 
adopted to facilitate the interchange of data among various 
types of data processing and data communications equipment.
assemble. To prepare a machine-language program from a pro­
gram written in symbolic coding by substituting absolute 
operation codes for symbolic operation codes and absolute or 
relocatable addresses for symbolic addresses; for example, the 
symbolic instruction ADD TAX might be assembled into the 
machine instruction 24 1365, where 24 is the operation code 
for addition and 1365 is the address of the storage location 
labeled TAX; contrast with com pile and generate.
assembler. A computer program that assembles programs writ­
ten in symbolic coding to produce machine-language pro­
grams. Note: Assemblers are an important part of the basic 
software for most computers and can greatly reduce the 
human effort required to prepare programs.
aud it tra il. A means for identifying the actions taken in pro­
cessing input data or in preparing an output such that data 
on a source document can be traced forward to an output 
(a report, for example) and an output can be traced back to 
the source items from which it is derived. Note; The audit 
trail can also be termed an inquiry trail or a management 
trail because it is used as a reference trail for internal opera­
tions and management as well as for audit tests.
au x ilia ry  storage. Storage that supplements a computer’s pri­
mary internal storage. Note: In general, auxiliary storage has 301
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a much larger capacity but a longer access time than primary 
storage. Synonymous with mass storage; same as secondary 
storage.
back-up. Pertaining to equipment or procedures that are avail­
able for use in the event of failure or overloading of normally 
used equipment or procedures. Note; The provision of ade­
quate back-up facilities is an important factor in the design 
of all data processing systems—especially real-time systems, 
where a system failure may bring the total operations of a 
business to a virtual standstill.
batch processing. A technique in which items to be processed 
are collected into groups (batched) to permit convenient and 
efficient processing. Note: The records of all transactions 
affecting a particular master file are accumulated over a period 
of time (one day, for example), then arranged in sequence 
and processed against the master file; most business applica­
tions are of the batch processing type.
batch total. A sum of a set of items which is used to check 
the accuracy of operations on a particular batch of records.
batch control ticket. A document accompanying a batch of 
transaction documents that records such information as batch 
number, control totals and routing.
BCD (B inary Coded D ecim al). Pertaining to a method of 
representing each of the decimal digits 0 through 9 by a dis­
tinct group of binary digits; for example, in the “8-4-2-1" BCD 
notation, which is used in numerous digital computers, the 
decimal number 39 is represented as 0011 1001 (whereas in 
pure binary notation it is represented as 100111).
b inary . Pertaining to the number system with a radix of two, 
or to a characteristic or property involving a choice or condi­
tion in which there are two possibilities; for example, the 
binary numeral 1101 means
(1 X 23) +  (1 X 22) +  (0 X 21) +  (1 X 20),
which is equivalent to decimal 13. Note: The binary number 
system is widely used in digital computers since most com­
puter components (such as vacuum tubes, transistors, flip- 
flops and magnetic cores) are essentially binary in that they 
have two stable states.
b it. A binary digit; a digit (0 or 1) in the representation of a 
number in binary notation.
block. A group of words, characters, or digits that are held in 
one section of an input/output medium and handled as a 
unit; for example, the data recorded on a punched card, or 
the data recorded between two interblock gaps on a magnetic 
tape.
block d iagram . See program  flowchart.
blocking. Combining two or more records into one block, usu­
ally to increase the efficiency of computer input/output opera­
tions; for example, the effective data transfer rates of most 
magnetic tape units can be greatly increased if the need for 
frequent tape stops and starts is reduced by combining multi­
ple short records into long blocks.
boundary protection. Same as storage protection.
branch. (1) An instruction that may cause a departure from 
the normal sequence of executing instructions, depending on 
the results of an operation, the contents of a register, or the 
setting of an indicator; (2) A set of instructions executed be­
tween two successive conditional transfer instructions.
breakpoint. A specified point in a program at which the pro­
gram may be interrupted by manual intervention or by a mon­
itor routine. Note; Breakpoints are usually used as aids in 
testing and debugging programs; they facilitate the halting of 
a computer or the triggering of a printout at a particular point 
so that specific conditions can be examined.
buffer. A storage device used to compensate for differences in 
the rates of flow of data or in the times of occurrence of 
events when transmitting data from one device to another; 
for example, a buffer holding the characters to print one line 
is associated with most line printers to compensate for the 
difference between the high speed at which the computer 
transmits data to the printer and the relatively low speed of 
the printing operation itself.
bug. A mistake in the design of a program or computer sys­
tem, or an equipment fault.
byte. A group of adjacent bits operated on as a unit and usually 
shorter than a word. Note: In a number of important and 3 0 3
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current computer systems, this term stands specifically for a 
group of eight adjacent bits that can represent one alphanum­
eric character or two decimal digits.
card field. A group of columns (or parts of columns) whose 
punchings represent one item on a punched card; for ex­
ample, a three-column field might hold an item representing
an order quantity whose value ranges from 000 to 999.
cen tra l processor. The unit of a computer system that in­
cludes the circuits controlling the interpretation and execu­
tion of instructions; synonymous with CPU  (cen tra l process­
in g  u n it) and m ain  fram e.
check b it. A binary check digit. Note: A parity check usually 
involves the appending of a check bit of appropriate value to 
an array of bits.
check d ig it. A digit associated with a word or part of a word 
for the purpose of checking for the absence of certain classes 
of errors; see residue check.
check problem . A problem whose correct results are known, 
used to determine whether a computer and/or a program are 
operating correctly.
CO BO L (COmmon Business O riented L an guage). A
procedure-oriented language developed to facilitate prepara­
tion and interchange of programs which perform business 
data processing functions. Note: Designed in 1959 by a 
committee representing the US Government and several com­
puter manufacturers, COBOL has evolved through several 
versions (for example, COBOL-60, COBOL-61, COBOL-61 
Extended, COBOL-65); every COBOL source program has 
four divisions whose names and functions are as follows: (1) 
Identification Division, which identifies the source program 
and the output of a compilation, (2) Environment Division, 
which specifies those aspects of a data processing problem that 
are dependent upon the physical characteristics of a particular 
computer, (3) Data Division, which describes the data that 
the object program is to accept as input, manipulate, create, 
or produce as output and (4) Procedure Division, which spe­
cifies the procedures to be performed by the object program 
by means of English-like statements such as ‘‘SUBTRACT
TAX FROM GROSS-PAY GIVING NET-PAY” or “PER­
FORM PROC -A THRU PROC-B UNTIL X IS GREATER
THAN Y
coding. (1) An ordered list or lists of the successive instruc­
tions which direct a computer to perform a particular process; 
(2) the act of preparing a coding.
com pile. To prepare a machine-language program (or a pro­
gram expressed in symbolic coding) from a program written 
in another programming language (usually a procedure-ori­
ented language such as COBOL or FORTRAN); the com­
pilation process usually involves examining and making use 
of the overall structure of the program, and/or generating 
more than one object program instruction for each source 
program statement; contrast with assemble and generate.
com piler. A computer program that compiles. Note: Com­
pilers are an important part of the basic software for most 
computers, permitting the use of procedure-oriented languages 
that can greatly reduce the human effort required to prepare 
computer programs; however, the computer time required to 
perform the compilation process may be excessive and the 
object programs produced by the compiler usually require 
more execution time and more storage space than programs 
written in machine-language or symbolic coding.
console. A computer part used for communication between op­
erators or maintenance engineers and the computer, usually 
by means of displays and manual controls.
console operator. A computer operator.
console ru n  book. A book containing computer operator in­
structions for a run.
constant-ratio code. A code in which all of the valid charac­
ters have the same number of 1 bits, thereby facilitating the 
performance of a validity check; for example, in the “4-of-8” 
code, frequently used in data communications, each of the 
valid characters is represented by a combination of four 1 bits 
and four 0 bits.
control clerk. A person having responsibility for performing 
duties associated with the control over data processing opera­
tions. Note: Such duties usually include the checking of con- 3 0 5
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trol totals, the checking of run-to-run controls, the checking 
of output before distribution, etc.
control program . A routine, usually contained within an oper­
ating system, that aids in controlling the operations and man­
aging the resources of a computer system.
control punch. A punch in a card column that indicates the 
action to be taken in processing the card; an 11 ( —) or 12( +  ) 
punch is often used for this purpose.
converter. A device that converts data from one form to an­
other in order to make it available or acceptable to another 
device; for example, a “card-to-tape” converter that tran­
scribes data from punched cards to magnetic tape so that the 
data can be read into a computer system at high speed.
CPU  (C entra l Processing U n it). Same as cen tral processor.
C R T . Cathode ray tube display device.
crossfooting test. A programmed check on computer process­
ing in which individual items used in arriving at result items 
are totaled and the total is compared to an independently 
derived result total; for example, a total net pay figure reached 
by subtracting a deduction item total from a gross pay total 
can be compared with a total net pay figure developed by 
other program steps.
data base. Data items that must be stored in order to meet the 
information processing and retrieval needs of an organization. 
Note: The term implies an integrated file used by many 
processing applications as opposed to an individual data file 
for a particular application.
debug. To trace and eliminate mistakes in a program or faults 
in equipment. Note: The process is often assisted by a diag­
nostic routine.
decision tab le. A table listing all the contingencies to be con­
sidered in the description of a problem, together with the 
corresponding actions to be taken. Note: A decision table 
permits complex decision-making criteria to be expressed in a 
concise and logical format; it is sometimes used in place of 
flowcharts for problem definition and documentation; com­
pilers have been written to convert decision tables into pro­
grams than can be executed by computers.
deck. A collection of punched cards, usually bearing data for 
a particular run.
desk checking. A manual checking process in which representa­
tive data items used for detecting errors in program logic are 
traced through the program before the latter is checked on 
the computer.
detail file. A file containing relatively transient information; 
for example, records of individual transactions that occurred 
during a particular period of time; synonymous with trans­
action file; contrast with master file.
diagnostic routine. A routine designed to perform diagnostic 
functions; see also dump, postmortem routine, snapshot 
and trace routine (commonly-used types of diagnostic rou­
tines).
direct access. See random access.
documentation. Preparation of documents during program­
ming that describe the program and document its preparation, 
its approval and any subsequent changes; usually assembled 
in a run manual.
double-punch blank-column check. A check performed on 
some card-processing equipment and on some older computer 
input/output units wired to detect a double punch (or an 
absence of punches) in a card column which should be nu­
meric (that is, contain one punch).
dual read. The use of two separate reading stations to read 
the same record; results of the two operations are compared 
to detect reading errors.
dump. (1) To copy the contents of a set of storage locations, 
usually from an internal storage device (such as core storage) 
to an external storage medium (such as magnetic tape) and 
usually for diagnostic or rerun purposes; (2) Data that results 
from the process defined in (1 ) ; see also postmortem rou­
tine, selective dump, snapshot.
EAM (Electrical Accounting Machine). Pertaining to pre­
dominantly electromechanical data processing equipment, 
such as keypunches, collators, mechanical sorters and tabu­
lators. Note: EAM equipment is still widely used in lieu of, 
or in support of, electronic digital computers; the computers 3 0 7
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themselves are classified “EDP equipment" rather than 
“EAM equipment."
EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange 
Code). An 8-bit code that represents an extension of the 
6-bit ‘‘BCD" code widely used in computers of the first and 
second generations. Note; EBCDIC can represent up to 256 
distinct characters and is the principal code used in many 
current computers.
echo check. A check upon the accuracy of a data transfer oper­
ation in which data received (usually by an output device) is 
transmitted back to its source (usually a control unit) and 
compared with the original data; for example, an echo check 
on an output operation usually can verify that the proper 
print hammers or punch pins were actuated at the proper 
moments, though it cannot ensure that the proper marks 
were actually recorded on the output medium.
edit. To modify the form or format of data; may involve the 
rearrangement, addition (for example, insertion of dollar signs 
and decimal points) and deletion (for example, suppression 
of leading zeros) of data, code translation and the control of 
layouts for printing (for example, provision of headings and 
page numbers).
emulator. A device, usually used in conjunction with special 
routines, that enables a computer to execute, without prior 
translation, machine-language programs written for another 
computer of dissimilar design. Note; Emulation is an im­
portant technique for achieving program compatibility be­
tween certain current computers and earlier computers pro­
duced by the same or different manufacturers; an emulator 
usually contains, in a read-only storage unit, logic that inter­
prets and simulates the functions of each instruction in the 
original computer’s programs; functions such as input/output 
operations that cannot be handled conveniently by the stored 
logic are performed by special associated routines.
error correcting code. An error detecting code that uses addi­
tional code elements (additional bits, for example) such that 
if a certain type of error occurs the mutilated representation 
can be analyzed and corrected. Note; An erroneous correction 
may result if there occurs an error that the code has not been 
designed to correct.
error detecting code. A code in which each representation or 
a character conforms to specific rules of construction, so that 
if certain types of errors occur the mutilated representation 
will not eonform to the rules of construction; thus, the pres­
ence of errors can be detected without reference to the orig­
inal message. Note: Each of the most common types of error 
detecting codes appends a parity bit to each array of bits and 
utilizes a parity check. Synonymous with self-checking code.
executive routine. A routine designed to organize and regulate 
the flow of work in a computer system by initiating and con­
trolling the execution of other programs; a principal com­
ponent of most operating systems; synonymous with super­
visory routine and ‘‘supervisor.”
external label. An identifying label attached to the outside of 
a file media holder; for example, a paper sticker attached to 
the side of a reel containing a magnetic tape file.
field. (1) In a punched card, a group of columns whose punch­
ings represent one item; (2) A subdivision of a computer word 
or instruction (for example, a group of bit positions within 
an instruction that hold an address); (3) A subdivision of a 
record; that is, an item.
file. A collection of related records, usually (but not neces­
sarily) arranged in sequence according to a key contained in 
each record. Note: A record, in turn, is a collection of related 
items; an item is an arbitrary quantity of data that is treated 
as a unit; in payroll processing, an employee’s pay rate forms 
an item, a set of all items relating to a particular employee 
forms a record and the complete set of employee records 
forms a file.
file label. A label identifying a file. Note: An internal label is 
recorded as the first or last record of a file and is machine- 
readable; an external label is attached to the outside of the 
file holder and is not machine-readable.
file maintenance. The updating of files to reflect the effects 
of non-periodic changes by adding, altering, or deleting data; 
for example, the addition of new programs to a program li­
brary on magnetic tape.
file processing. The periodic updating of master files to reflect
the effects of current data, often transaction data contained in 309
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detail files; for example, a weekly payroll run updating the pay­
roll master file.
file protection ring . A removable plastic or metal ring, the 
presence or absence (depending on the computer manufac­
turer) of which prevents an employee from writing on a mag­
netic tape and thereby prevents the accidental destruction of 
a magnetic tape file. Note: The most common method in­
volves the insertion of the ring to allow writing and the re­
moval of the ring to prevent writing,
fixed-length record. A record that always contains the same 
number of characters. Note: Restriction to a fixed length 
may be deliberate in order to simplify and speed processing, or 
it may be dictated by the characteristics of the equipment 
used; contrast with variab le-length  record.
flowchart. A diagram showing by means of symbols and inter­
connecting lines (1) the structure and general sequence of 
operations of a program (program flowchart) or (2) a system 
of processing (system flowchart).
FO R T R A N  (FO Rm ula T R A N slating  system). A proce­
dure-oriented language designed to facilitate the preparation 
of computer programs that perform mathematical computa­
tions. Note: Designed by IBM in the 1950's to use symbols 
and expressions similar to those of algebra, FORTRAN was 
not originally intended to be a common language; however, 
it has evolved through several basic versions (FORTRAN I, 
FORTRAN II, FORTRAN IV, etc.) and numerous dialects, 
has become largely machine-independent and has recently 
been approved as a USA Standard programming language in 
two versions (FORTRAN and Basic FO RTRAN); FOR­
TRAN is now by far the most widely used procedure-oriented 
language in the U.S. and is being employed effectively in cer­
tain business as well as scientific applications; the essential 
element of the FORTRAN language is the assignment state­
ment, for example: “Z =  X +  Y causes the current values of 
the variables X and Y to be added together and their sum to 
replace the previous value of the variable Z.”
fram e. A set of bit positions extending across a magnetic tape 
perpendicular to its edge and capable of encoding one char­
acter; synonymous with row.
generate. To use a generator to prepare a machine-language 
program from a set of specifications.
generator. A computer program designed to construct other 
specialized programs; for example, a report program generator 
or a generator of data transcription routines. Note: Basing 
its decisions upon parameters supplied to it, a generator usu­
ally selects from among various alternatives the method most 
suitable for performing a specified task; it then adjusts the 
details of the selected method to produce a program matched 
to the characteristics of the data to be handled.
hard  copy. Documentation containing data printed by data 
processing equipment in a form suitable for permanent reten­
tion (printed reports, listings and logs). Note: Volatile out­
put, by contrast, is data such as that displayed on the screen 
of a cathode ray tube.
header labe l. A machine-readable record at the beginning of 
a file containing data identifying the file and data used in file 
control.
housekeeping. Pertaining to operations in a program or com­
puter system that do not contribute directly to the solution 
of users’ problems, but that are necessary in order to main­
tain control of the processing.
hole count. An error control procedure used in many card 
readers and card punches; in a card reader, for example, the 
holes in each column or row are counted when the card is 
read at the first read station; a second count is made at a sec­
ond read station; when the two counts are compared, any 
difference indicates a read error.
IDP (Integrated  D ata Processing). Data processing by a sys­
tem that coordinates a number of previously unconnected 
processes in order to improve overall efficiency by reducing or 
eliminating redundant data entry or processing operations; 
for example, a system in which data describing orders, pro­
duction and purchases is entered into a single processing 
scheme that combines the functions of scheduling, invoicing, 
inventory control, etc.
in terb lock gap. The distance on a magnetic tape between the 
end of one block and the beginning of the next. Note: W ith- 311
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in this distance the tape can be stopped and brought up to 
normal speed again; since, therefore, the tape speed may be 
changing, no reading or writing is permitted in the gap. 
Synonymous with in terrecord gap and record gap, though 
the use of these two terms is not recommended because of 
the important distinction between blocks and records.
in terlock. A protective facility that prevents one device or 
operation from interfering with another; for example, the 
locking of a console typewriter's keys to prevent manual entry 
of data while the computer is transferring data to the type­
writer.
in terrecord gap. Same as in terblock gap.
in terrup t. A signal, condition, or event that causes an interrup­
tion; for example, the completion of an input or output oper­
ation, the detection of incorrect parity, or the attempt to exe­
cute an illegal instruction or to write in a protected location.
in terruption . A temporary suspension of the execution of a 
sequence of instructions, resulting from the occurrence of a 
prescribed event or condition. Note: An interrupt usually 
triggers an unconditional transfer to a predetermined loca­
tion, where a special routine (usually part of an operating 
system) determines the cause of the interruption, takes ap­
propriate action and then returns control to the point where 
the program was interrupted (or, in some cases, to another 
program of higher priority); effective interruption facilities are 
a vital factor in computers that are to operate in multipro­
gramming or realtime mode.
I/O. Same as input/output.
IOCS (Input/O utput Control System). A standard routine 
or set of routines designed to initiate and control the input 
and output processes of a computer system, thereby making 
it unnecessary for users to prepare detailed coding for these 
processes.
key. One or more characters associated with a particular item 
or record and used to identify that item or record, especially 
in sorting or collating operations. Note: A key may or may 
not be attached to the record or item it identifies. Contrast 
lab e l and tag.
lab e l. A name attached to or written beside the entity it identi­
fies; for example, a key attached to an item or record, or a 
name written beside a statement on a coding sheet.
la te ra l p arity  check. Same as row p arity  check.
lim it test. A programmed check for errors in input data or 
processing. Note; For this test, a data item is compared with 
a test amount larger (or smaller) than the data item should 
be if it is correct; if the checked item is larger (or smaller) 
than the test amount, an error is indicated.
lib ra ry  routine. A tested routine maintained in a program 
library (as opposed to a routine written especially for a par­
ticular job).
log. A record of the operations of data processing equipment; 
each job or run, the time it required, operator actions and 
other pertinent data are listed.
logic d iagram . Same as program  flowchart.
lo n g itud in a l p arity  check. A parity check performed on the 
bits in each track of magnetic tape or punched tape. Note; 
For this check, the parity bits generated for each of the tracks 
are recorded simultaneously, at the end of each block, in the 
form of a "longitudinal check character" which is regenerated 
and checked when the block is read. Synonymous with track 
p arity  check.
loop. A sequence of instructions that can be executed repeti­
tively, usually with modified addresses or modified data values. 
Note; Each repetition is called a cycle; cycling continues until 
a specified criterion is satisfied (for example, until a counter 
reaches a predetermined value); the use of loops greatly fa­
cilitates the coding of any iterative process.
m acro instruction. An instruction, written in a machine-ori­
ented language, that has no equivalent operation in the com­
puter and is replaced in the object program by a predeter­
mined set of machine instructions. Note; Macro instruction 
facilities can ease the task of coding in a machine-oriented 
language by precluding the need for detailed coding of input 
and output operations, blocking, format control, error 
checks, etc.
m a n u a l in p u t .  (1 ) T h e  en try  o f data in to  a device by m anua l 3 1 3
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means at the time of processing; (2) Data entered into a 
device by manual means at the time of processing; for ex­
ample, data entered by means of a keyboard, or by setting 
switches, dials, or levers.
m aster file. A file containing relatively permanent information 
which is used as a source of reference and is generally up­
dated periodically; contrast with d e ta il file.
m em ory layout. A diagram showing the assignment of internal 
storage locations for various purposes (storage of input or 
output record, storage of constants, etc.)
m erge. To form a single sequenced file by combining two or 
more similarly sequenced files. Note: Merging may be per­
formed manually, by a collator, or by a computer system for 
which a merge routine is available; the repeated merging, 
splitting and remerging of strings of records can be employed 
to arrange them in sequence; this process, known as a merg­
ing sort, is frequently used as the basis for sorting operations 
on computer systems.
m odulo N check. Same as residue check.
m onitor routine. (1) A routine designed to indicate the prog­
ress of work in a computer system; (2) Formerly, same as 
executive routine,
m ultip rogram m ing. A technique for handling two or more 
independent programs simultaneously by overlapping or inter­
leaving their execution. Note: This overlapping or interleav­
ing is usually controlled by an executive routine that attempts 
to optimize the overall performance of the computer system 
in accordance with the priority requirements of the various 
jobs.
ob ject language. A language that is the output from a transla­
tion process; contrast with source language.
object program . A program expressed in an object language; 
for example, a machine-language program that can be di­
rectly executed by a particular computer.
O CR (optical character recogn ition). The automatic ma­
chine-reading of graphic characters by the use of devices sensi­
tive to light.
off-line (or offline). Pertaining to equipment or devices that 
are not in direct communication with the central processor 
of a computer system. Note: Off-line devices cannot be con­
trolled by a computer except through human intervention. 
Contrast with on-line.
on-line (or online). Pertaining to equipment or devices that 
are in direct communication with the central processor of a 
computer system. Note: On-line devices are usually under 
the direct control of the computer with which they are in 
communication. Contrast with off-line.
operating system. An organized collection of routines and 
procedures for operating a computer. Note: These routines 
and procedures normally perform some or all of the following 
functions: (1) scheduling, loading, initiating and supervising 
the execution of programs, (2) allocating storage, input/out­
put units and other facilities of the computer system, (3) 
initiating and controlling input/output operations, (4) han­
dling errors and restarts, (5) coordinating communications 
between the human operator and the computer system, (6) 
maintaining a log of system operations and (7) controlling 
operations in a multiprogramming, multiprocessing, or time­
sharing mode; among the facilities frequently included with­
in an operating system are an executive routine, a scheduler, 
an IOCS, utility routines and monitor routines.
optical character recognition. See OCR.
parity bit. A bit (binary digit) appended to an array of bits 
to make the sum of all the “1" bits in the array either always 
even (even parity) or always odd (odd parity); for example:
Even Parity Odd Parity
0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
Data bits 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
Parity bit 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 5
parity check. A check that tests whether the number of “1” 
bits in an array is either even (even parity check) or odd
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(odd parity check); see also row parity check and longi­
tudinal parity check.
pass. One complete cycle of input, processing and output in 
the execution of a computer program; for example, a one- 
pass compiler reads the source program, compiles it and writes 
the object program without intermediate input/output oper­
ations or human intervention.
patch. To correct or modify a program in a rough or expedient 
way by adding new sections of coding.
peripheral equipment. The input/output units and auxiliary 
storage units of a computer system. Note: The central pro­
cessor and its associated storage and control units are the only 
parts of a computer system which are not considered peri­
pheral equipment.
postmortem routine. A diagnostic routine, often a dump, that 
is used after a program has failed to operate as intended.
preventive maintenance. Maintenance carried out to keep 
equipment in proper operating condition and to prevent faults 
from occurring during subsequent operations.
program compatibility. A characteristic enabling one com­
puter system to execute programs written for another com­
puter system and to obtain identical results. Note: Program 
compatibility can be achieved between two computer systems 
with similar instruction repertoires and facilities, or, by the 
use of emulators, simulators, translators, or coding in a com­
mon language, between dissimilar computers.
programmed check. A check that is carried out by a series of 
instructions in a program.
programmer. A person who devises programs. Note: The 
term "programmer” is most suitably applied to a person who 
is mainly involved in formulating programs, particularly at 
the level of flowchart preparation; a person mainly involved 
in the definition of problems is called an analyst, while a per­
son mainly involved in converting programs into coding suit­
able for entry into a computer system is called a coder; in 
many organizations, all three of these functions are performed 
by programmers.
program flowchart. A flowchart diagramming the processing
steps and logic of a computer program; contrast with system 
flowchart.
programming language. An unambiguous language used to 
express programs for a computer.
random access. Pertaining to a storage device whose access 
time is not significantly affected by the location of the data 
to be accessed. Note; Any item of data stored online can 
be accessed within a relatively short time (usually less than 
one second); same as direct access; contrast with serial ac­
cess.
real-time (or realtime). (1) Pertaining to the time during 
which a physical process actually takes place; (2) Pertaining 
to a mode of operation in which the moments of occurrence 
of certain events in a system must satisfy restrictions deter­
mined by the moments of occurrence of events in some other 
independent system; for example, realtime operation is essen­
tial in computers associated with process control systems, 
message switching systems and reservation systems.
record. A collection of related items of data. Note: In payroll 
processing, for example, an employee’s pay rate forms an 
item, a set of all the items relating to a particular employee 
forms a record and a complete set of employee records forms 
a file; see also fixed-length record and variable-length 
record.
record count. A count of the number of records in a file or 
the number of records processed by a program. Note: Such 
a count is used in error control to detect the non-processing 
of records.
record gap. Same as interblock gap.
record layout. A diagram showing the size, position and com­
position of data items making up a record. Note: Such a 
diagram is prepared during the preparation of a program.
record mark. A special character used in some computers 
either to lim it the number of characters in a data transfer 
operation or to separate blocked records on tape.
redundancy check. A check based on the transfer of more 
bits or characters than the minimum number required to ex­
press the message itself, the added bits or characters having 317
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been inserted systematically for checking purposes. Note: 
The most common type of redundancy check is a parity check.
report file. A file containing records which constitute a report 
of the transactions and/or results of a data processing job.
report program  generator (R PG ). A generator designed to 
construct programs that perform routine report-writing func­
tions, such as programs that accept input data from punched 
cards or magnetic tape and produce printed reports, often 
with headings and subtotals.
rerun . To make another attempt to complete a job by exe­
cuting all or part of the process again with the same or cor­
rected inputs.
rerun  point. A point in a program where its execution can be 
re-established after an equipment failure or some other inter­
ruption. Note: Sufficient data is recorded at a rerun point to 
permit a restart from that point in the event of a subsequent 
interruption; thus, the provision of rerun points at reasonable 
intervals can save computer time by making it unnecessary 
to rerun a program from the beginning whenever a run is 
interrupted.
residue check. A check of numeric data or arithmetic opera­
tions in which each number, A, is divided by the modulus, N, 
and the remainder, B, accompanies A as a check digit or dig­
its; for example, in a modulo 4 check, B will be either 0, 1 ,  2, 
or 3; if the remainder formed when A is divided by 4 does 
not equal B, an error is indicated. Note: The well-known 
arithmetic method of "casting out nines" is a modulo 9 check. 
Synonymous with m odulo N check; see also check d ig it.
restart. To re-establish the execution of a program whose exe­
cution has been interrupted by using data recorded at a re­
run point.
routine. A set of instructions arranged in correct sequence 
that causes a computer to perform a particular process. Note: 
In this context, the term "routine" is somewhat more precise 
than the more general (and more commonly used) term 
"program."
row p arity  check. A parity check performed on the bits in each 
row of a magnetic tape or punched tape; synonymous with 
la te ra l p arity  check.
run . The performance of a specific computer process using a 
given set of data; that is, the execution of one routine or of 
several routines which are linked to form one operating unit.
ru n  m anual. A manual documenting the processing system, 
program logic, controls, program changes and operating in­
structions associated with a computer run,
secondary storage. Synonymous with au x ilia ry  storage.
selective dum p. A dump of the contents of a set of storage 
locations specified by the user; for example, of the storage 
locations occupied by a particular program and/or its data.
self-checking code. Same as error detecting code.
self-checking num ber. A numeral that contains redundant in­
formation (such as an appended check digit) permitting it to 
be checked for accuracy after it has been transferred from one 
medium or device to another (for example, by means of a 
residue check); see check d ig it.
sense switch. A hardware switch on some types of computers 
which can be set by an operator and whose position can be 
sensed by a program instruction. Note: Such a switch can be 
used for programs which have alternate processing paths that 
are selected by the operator through the switch setting.
sentinel. A character or symbol that signals a particular con­
dition, such as the end of a file.
sequentia l processing. Same as batch processing.
seria l access. Pertaining to a storage device in which there is a 
sequential relationship between the access times to successive 
locations, as in the case of magnetic tape; contrast with ran ­
dom access.
snapshot. A dynamic dump of the contents of specified storage 
locations and/or registers that is performed at specified points 
or times during the running of a program.
software. A collection of programs and routines associated with 
a computer (including assemblers, compilers, utility routines 
and operating systems) that facilitates the programming and 
operation of the computer; contrast with hardw are.
sort. To arrange items in sequence or to segregate items into 
groups according to a criterion of their keys or to definite 3 1 9
3 2 0
rules. Note: Often the keys are groups of numbers or letters, 
such as account numbers or employee names, and the sorting 
operation involves arranging the items so that the keys of 
successive items are in numerical or alphabetical sequence; 
sorting is one of the most common data processing operations; 
it may be performed manually by a punched card sorter, or 
by a computer system for which a sort routine is available.
source document. A document from which data is extracted; 
for example, a document that contains typed or handwritten 
data to be keypunched.
source language. A language that is an input to a translation 
process; contrast with object language.
source program . A program written in a source language (for 
example, a program written in COBOL, FORTRAN, or sym­
bolic coding for input to a compiler or assembler).
stacker. A part of a machine where punched cards or other 
documents are deposited after passing through the machine; 
also known as '‘pockets".
storage dum p. Same as dump.
storage protection. Protection against unauthorized writing in 
and/or reading from all or part of a storage device. Note: 
This protection may be implemented by the use of manually 
set switches or automatic hardware facilities, usually in con­
nection with an operating system; effective storage protection 
is a vital factor in multiprogramming and time-sharing sys­
tems both for ensuring privacy and for preventing concur­
rently operating programs from interfering with one another.
subroutine. A routine that can be used by a second routine in 
order to perform processing required by the latter. Note; A 
great deal of coding effort can be saved through the judi­
cious use of subroutines to handle tasks encountered repeti­
tively, such as the control of input/output operations, the 
evaluation of mathematical functions and the checking and 
recovering of errors.
sum m ation check. A check in which the sum of a group of 
digits is formed (usually without regard to overflow) and 
compared to a previously computed value called the “check 
sum."
s u p e rv is o ry  ro u t in e .  Same as e x e c u tiv e  ro u t in e .
symbolic address. An address that is expressed in symbols con­
venient for the programmer but that must be translated, us­
ually by an assembler, into absolute symbols before it can be 
interpreted by a computer; the storage location holding an
employee’s gross pay, for example, may be assigned the sym­
bolic address GPAY.
symbolic coding. Coding that uses machine instructions with 
symbolic addresses. Note: The input to most assemblers is 
expressed in symbolic coding; mnemonic operation codes are 
usually employed in addition to symbolic addresses to further 
simplify the coding process; a two-address instruction that sub­
tracts an employee’s taxes from his gross pay, for example, 
might be written SUB TAX GPAY. Contrast with absolute 
coding.
synchronization check. A check that determines whether a 
particular event or condition occurs at the correct moment; 
for instance, whether the print hammers in a drum printer 
are activated at the moments when the appropriate character 
slugs on the drum are in correct position.
system. A set (or arrangement) of entities that forms (or is 
considered) an organized whole. Note: This term is very 
general and is applied to both hardware and software entities; 
therefore, it is meaningful only when carefully qualified, as, 
for example, in the following: computer system, management 
information system, number system, operating system, etc.
system analysis. The examination of an activity, procedure, 
method, technique, or business to determine what changes 
should be made and how they should be accomplished.
system configuration. (1) A specific set of equipment units 
interconnected and programmed to operate as a system; 
(2) The rules, concerning the interconnection of available 
equipment units, that collectively define the range of possible 
configurations in a particular computer system.
system flowchart. A flowchart diagramming the flow of work, 
documents and operations in a data processing application.
tag. One or more characters attached to a particular item or 
record and used to identify that item or record. Note: The 
tag may be removed from the item or record by a simple op­
eration, but it then loses its significance. Contrast with key. 321
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telecommunications. The transmission of signals over a long 
distance—by radio or telegraph, for example.
test routine. A routine designed to test whether or not a com­
puter is operating correctly.
throughput. The total amount of useful work performed by 
a data processing system during a given period of time.
time-sharing. (1) The use of a given device by a number of 
other devices, programs, or human users one at a time and in 
rapid succession; (2) A technique or system for furnishing 
computing services to multiple users simultaneously, provid­
ing rapid responses to each. Note: Time-sharing computer 
systems usually employ multiprogramming and/or multiproc­
essing techniques and are often capable of serving users at 
remote locations via data communications networks.
trace routine. A diagnostic routine designed to check or dem­
onstrate the operation of a program. Note: The output of 
such a routine usually includes some or all of the instructions 
(and their immediate results) in the program being checked, 
arranged in the sequence in which they are executed.
track. The part of a data storage medium that influences or is 
influenced by one head; for example, the ring-shaped portion 
of the surface of a drum associated with one nonmovable 
head, or one of several (most commonly 7 or 9) divisions 
running parallel to the edges of a magnetic tape.
track parity check. Same as longitudinal parity check.
trailer record. A record that follows another record or group 
of records and contains data pertinent to that record or group 
of records.
transaction code. One or more characters that form part of a 
record and signify the type of transaction represented by that 
record; in inventory control, for example, a transaction code 
may signify deliveries to stock, disbursements from stock, 
orders, etc.
transaction file. Same as detail file.
translator. A device or computer program that performs trans­
lations from one language or code to another; for example, 
an assembler or compiler.
trap . An unprogrammed jump to a particular location, acti­
vated automatically upon the occurrence of a particular con­
dition; for example, upon an attempt to execute an instruc­
tion that is not in the computer’s instruction repertoire. 
Note: The point where the jump occurs is recorded, so that 
normal execution of the program can be resumed after the 
faulty condition has been corrected.
troubleshoot. Same as debug.
u n it record. ( 1) A record similar in form and content to other 
records but physically separate; for example, a record on a 
punched card; (2) pertaining to equipment or techniques for 
dealing with unit records as described in (1 ) , especially to 
punched card equipment.
u t il ity  routine. A standard routine that assists in the operation 
of a computer by performing a frequently required process 
such as sorting, merging, report program generation, data 
transcription, file maintenance, etc. Note: Utility routines are 
important components of the software supplied by the manu­
facturers of most computers.
v a lid ity  check. A hardware check that determines whether or 
not a particular character is a legitimate member of the per­
missible character set.
variab le-length  record. A record that may contain a variable 
number of characters; contrast with fixed-length record.
verifier. A machine used to verify the accuracy of a data tran­
scription operation. Note: The most commonly used type of 
verifier checks the accuracy of keypunch operations by manu­
ally rekeying data and comparing the results with the key­
punched data.
verify. To determine whether or not a data transcription or 
data transfer operation is accomplished accurately.
word. A group of bits or characters treated as a unit and capa­
ble of being stored in one storage location.
w orking storage. A storage section set aside by a programmer 
for use in the development of processing results, for storing 
constants, for temporarily storing results needed later in the 
program sequence, and so on. 3 2 3
A P P E N D IX E
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATION OF 
INTERNAL CONTROL IN ELECTRONIC DATA 
PROCESSING
THIS APPEN D IX CONTAINS a model questionnaire for obtaining in­
formation on internal control in an electronic data processing 
installation.
The questionnaire is divided into two major parts:
1. Questions relating to the operation of the electronic data 
processing installation
2. Questions relating to an individual data processing ap­
plication.
This division reflects the fact that the organization, the policies 
and the procedures of the installation provide an environment in 
which individual applications are run. This environment must 
be understood before the controls associated with individual ap­
plications can be evaluated.
The review of a computer processing application should be 
carried out in the context of the entire processing cycle, includ­
ing both computer and non-computer processing and controls. 
The firm's internal review questionnaire (or other method used 
to obtain information) should cover the non-computer proce­
dures and controls; the application questionnaire is structured to 
provide only the added questions related to computer processing.
The number of questions to be included in a review ques­
tionnaire depends somewhat on how broadly the auditor views 3 2 5
his audit assignment—whether he looks at items affecting op­
erational efficiency as well as items directly affecting the audit. 
The control significance of the response to a particular question 
often, however, depends on the characteristics of the system 
being evaluated and the total picture of internal control. Each 
question in the model is coded A, B or C according to its general 
control significance. This code is only an indicator to aid the 
auditor; he must evaluate the significance in each particular case.
CODE IN  G ENERAL, Q U ES TIO N  RELATES TO:
A Control e lem en t w hich may affect the  au d ito r’s evaluation  of 
in ternal control
B Control e lem en t w hich tends to a ffec t data processing safeguards  
but is, however, not like ly  to a ffec t a u d it procedures
C E lem ent a ffec tin g  operational effectiveness or efficiency
The questions are arranged here so that reference can be made 
to the appropriate chapter in this book if background informa­
tion is desired. For this reason there are no detailed explanations 
accompanying the questions.
All yes-or-no questions are worded so that “yes” is a favorable 
response and “no” indicates that further investigation or evalua­
tion is required. The auditor may also wish to expand and clarify 
his answers by adding comments.
Part I: Q uestionnaire for O peration of the Electronic 
D ata Processing Installation
  1. Background
1-1. W here is the computer located?
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1-2. Give a brief description of equipment
(a) Manufacturer and model number of computer 
(this can be obtained from a copy of the manu­
facturer's invoice) _________________________
(b )  In te rn a l m em ory size
(C ) File storage devices
Magnetic tape (no. units ____ ) □
Disk (no. drives ____ ) □
Other (describe) □
(d) Input/output devices
Card reader □
Card punch □
Printer □
Other (list) □
1-3. Applications
Cash □
Receivables □
Inventory □
Property, plant and equipment □
Payables □
Sales ■ □
Payroll □
Cost and expenses □
Other (list major ones below) □
2. Organization (Chapter 2)
2-1. Prepare or obtain an organization chart 
of the EDP organization. Determine 
position titles, job descriptions and 
names of persons in these positions.
2-2. Is there a segregation of duties such 
that;
(a) The functions and duties of system 3 27
design and programming are sepa­
rate from computer operation? □  □  A
(b) Programmers do not operate the 
computer for regular processing
runs? □  □
(c) Computer operators are restricted
from access to data and program 
information not necessary for per­
forming their assigned task? D D B
(d) The employees in data processing 
are separated from all duties relat­
ing to the initiation of transactions 
and initiation of requests for
changes to the master files? □  □  A
2-3. Are the operators assigned to individual
application runs rotated periodically? □  □  A
2-4. Are the computer operators required
to take vacations? □  □  B
2-5. Is supervision of operators sufficient to 
verify operator’s adherence to prescribed 
operating procedures? □  □  B
Y es N o
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3. The Control Function (Chapter 2)
3-1. Is there a person or group charged with 
responsibility for the control function 
in the data processing department? Ob­
tain description of duties. These duties 
will normally include:
(a) Control over receipt of input data 
and recording of control informa­
tion?
(b) Reconciliation of control informa­
tion (batch control with computer 
control totals, run-to-run controls, 
etc.)?
(c) Control over distribution of out­
put?
□  □
□  □
□  □
3-2.
3-3.
(d) Control over errors to ensure that 
they are reported, corrected and 
reprocessed?
(e) Review of console logs, error list­
ings and other evidence of error 
detection and control?
Is the person or group responsible for 
control over processing by the data proc­
essing department independent from the 
person or group responsible for the oper­
ation of the equipment?
If there is an internal auditing group, 
does it perform EDP control activities 
related to:
(a) Review or audit?
(b) Day-to-day control activities?
If "'yes” note the nature and extent of 
these activities.
3-4.
3-5.
Are master file changes or changes in 
program data factors authorized in 
writing by initiating departments?
Are departments that initiate changes 
in master file data or program data fac­
tors furnished with notices or a register 
showing changes actually made? (Ex­
amples of such changes are changes in 
pay rates, selling prices, credit limits and 
commission tables.)
4. Control Over the Console (Chapter 2)
4-1. Are provisions adequate to prevent un­
authorized entry of program changes 
and/or data through the console? The 
following questions reflect the types of 
controls which may be used.
(a) Are adequate machine operation 
logs being maintained? For each
Yes N o
□  □
□  □
□  □  A
□
□
□
□
A
A
□  □  A
□  □  A
3 2 9
Y es N o
run, these should include informa­
tion covering the run identification, 
operator, start and stop time, error 
halts and delays, and details of re­
runs. Idle time, down time, pro­
gram testing, etc., should also be 
logged.
(b) Is there an independent examina­
tion of computer logs to check the 
operator performance and ma­
chine efficiency? If “yes,”
(1) How often _____________
(2) By whom ______________
(3) How carried o u t________
( C ) If the computer has a typewriter 
console, is there an independent ex­
amination of the console printouts 
to detect operator problems and un­
authorized intervention?
(1) How often
(2) By whom
(3) How performed
5. Management Practices (Chapter 2)
□  □  B
□  □  B
□  □  B
5-1. Is there a written plan for future
changes to be made to the system? □  □
5-2. Is approval for each application sup­
ported by a study of cost and benefit? □  □
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5-3. Is a schedule of implementation pre­
pared showing actual versus planned 
progress? □ □ c
c
c
Yes N o
5-4. Is there a systems and procedures man-
ual for the activities of the installation? □ □ C
6, Documentation (Chapter 3)
6-1. Is a run manual prepared for each com­
puter run? □ □ C
6-2. Are operator instructions prepared for 
each run? □ □ c
6-3. Are documentation practices adequate? □ □ c
Does the normal documentation for an 
application include the following?
Yes No
Problem statement □ □
System flowchart □ □
Record layouts □ □
Program flowcharts □ □
Program listing □ □
Test data □ □
Operator instructions □ □
Summary of controls □ □
Approval and change record □ □
6-4. Is there supervisory review of documen­
tation to ensure that it is adequate?
6 -  5. Is documentation kept up to date?
7. Program Revisions (Chapters 3 & 7)
7 -  1. Is each program revision authorized by
a request for change properly approved 
by management or supervisory person­
nel?
(a) W ho authorizes?-----------------------
(b) How evidenced? -----------------------
□
□
7-2. Are program changes, together with their 
effective dates, documented in a manner 
which preserves an accurate chrono­
logical record of the system? □
□
□
B
C
□ □ B
□ c 331
Yes N o
□  □  B
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7-3. Are program revisions tested in the same 
manner as new programs?
8. Hardware Controls (Chapter 4)
Unless there is evidence of hardware-based 
proeessing difficulties, the auditor can usually 
rely on the hardware. No review is ordinarily 
required for audit purposes.
9. Control Over Input and Output Data (Chapter 5)
Although the control over input and output 
data must be exercised for each application, 
general questions regarding these controls 
may be used to ascertain policy regarding the 
use of control procedures.
9-1. Are initiating departments required to 
establish independent control over data 
submitted for processing (through the 
use of batch totals, document counts, or 
otherwise)? □  □  A
9-2. Is a schedule maintained of the reports 
and documents to be produced by the 
EDP system? □  □  B
9-3. Are output reports and documents re­
viewed before distribution to ascertain 
the reasonableness of the output? □  □  A
9-4. Are there adequate procedures for con­
trol over the distribution of reports? □  □  B
10. Programmed Control Over Processing (Chapter 6)
Programmed controls must be evaluated in 
terms of each application.
11. Controlling Error Investigations (Chapter 5)
11-1. Are all error corrections reviewed and 
approved by persons who are independ­
dent of the data processing depart­
ment? □  □  A
11-2. Are records maintained of errors oc­
curring in the EDP system?
11- 3. Are these error records periodically re­
viewed by someone independent of 
data processing?
12. Physical Safeguards Over Files (Chapter 7)
12- 1. Are important computer programs, es­
sential documentation, records and 
files kept in fire-proof storage?
12-2. Are copies of important programs, es­
sential documentation, records and 
files stored in off-premises locations?
Yes N o
□  □  C
□  □  C
□  □  C
□  □  C
13. Procedural Controls for Safeguarding Files (Chapter 7)
13-1. Are external labels used on all files? □  □
13-2. Are internal labels used on all mag­
netic tape files?
13-3. Are file header labels checked by pro­
grams using the files?
13-4. Are file protection rings used on all 
magnetic tape files to be preserved?
13- 5. Is the responsibility for issuing and
storing magnetic tape or portable disk 
packs assigned to a tape librarian, either 
as a full-time or part-time duty?
14. Capability for File Reconstruction (Chapter 7)
14-1. Are there provisions for the use of al­
ternative facilities in the event of fire 
or other lengthy interruption?
14-2. Is there adequate data processing in­
surance (other than fire coverage)?
14-3. Are data processing personnel covered 
by fidelity insurance?
B
□  □  B
□  □  B
□  □  B
□  □  C
□  □  C
□  □  B
□  □  B 3 3 3
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The questions in this section are expected to supplement an 
internal review questionnaire or any other information-obtaining 
method. They should enable the auditor to obtain information 
on whether or not various control techniques have been used in 
the computer processing phase of a particular application.
The questionnaire is organized around the following control 
points;
1. Adequacy of control over input data
(a) Verification of correctness of input data
(b) Control over transmittal of data for processing
(c) Validity tests and other tests of input data
2. Adequacy of control over processing
(a) Control for completeness of processing 
 (b) Checks for correctness of processing
(c ) Handling of rejects
(d) Management trail or audit trail
3. Adequacy of control over programs and data files
(a) Documentation
(b) Control over changes to master files
(c) Back-up procedures
The questions are numbered from 101 to distinguish them 
from questions in the general questionnaire. In cases where a 
control can be implemented by two or more methods, the re­
lated question is followed by a check-list of common control 
procedures. For each application (or run) related to the audit, 
the auditor should obtain information sufficient for answering 
all the relevant questions.
A data processing control review sheet may be used as a means 
of describing the input, processing and output controls for a 
particular application (see Figure E-1, page 335). It may be 
used in place of or in addition to questions 101 and 102. The use 
of the control review sheet is illustrated in Chapter 10 (see Figure 
10-3, page 143).
101. Control Over Input and Output for an Application 
(Chapter 5)
Part I I .  Q uestionnaire for Individual A pplications
101-1. A re  there adequate contro ls over the
3 3 5
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creation of data and its conversion 
to machine-readable form? □  □  A
(a) Procedural controls □
(b) M echanical or visual
verification □
(e) Cheek digit □
101-2. Is there adequate control over trans­
mittal and input of data to detect 
loss or nonprocessing? Note data
field controlled. □  □  A
Field
(a) Financial control to ta ls---------
(b) Hash control to tals---------------
(c) Document counts----------------
Yes N o
(d) Sequential numbering of
input documents ---------
(e) O ther-------------------------
101-3. Are the input control totals and run- 
to-run control totals for each applica­
tion checked by someone other than 
the equipment operator? □  □  A
By whom? ---------------------------------
101-4. If data transmission is used, are con­
trols adequate to determine that 
transmission is correct and no mes­
sages are lost? □  □  B
(a) Message counts □
(b) Character counts □
(c) Dual transmission □
(d) O th er--------------------
101-5. Is input data adequately tested for
validity, correctness and sequence? □  □  B
Note: Questions may have to be 
applied to each important data field 
of the input being reviewed by the 
536 auditor.
Fields Tested
(a) Validity tests:
(1) Valid code___
(2) Valid character
(3) Valid field
(4) Valid transaction _
(5) Valid combinations
(6) Missing d a ta ---------
(b) Sequence -------------------
(c) Limit -------------------------
(d) Reasonableness
(e) O ther------------
Yes No
101-6. Is control over distribution of out­
put adequate? Describe. □  □  B
101- 7. Describe the control function, if any,
for evaluating quality of output.
102. Programmed Control Over Processing (Chapter 6)
102- 1. Are control totals used to check for
completeness of processing? These 
may include trailer file labels, run- 
to-run totals, etc.
102-2. Are programmed controls used to 
test processing of significant items?
Item applied to
(a) Limit and reasonableness
te s t-------------------------------------
□  □  B
□  □  B
(b) Crossfooting test
102- 3. Does the program check for im­
proper switch settings (if sense 
switches are used?)
103. Control Over Handling of Errors
103- 1. Does the program provide an ade­
quate console printout of control in-
□  □  C
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formation (switch settings, control 
violations, operator intervention, 
ete.)?
103-2, W hen a program is interrupted, are 
there adequate provisions for re-start?
103-3. Are there adequate controls over the 
process of identifying, correcting and 
reprocessing data rejected by the pro­
gram?
103-4. Inquire into handling of unmatched 
transactions (no master record cor­
responding to transaction record). 
Is it adequate?
(a) Reject and note on error
log □
(b) Reject and write on sus­
pense record □
(c) O ther---------------------------------
Yes N o
□  □  B
□  □  C
□  □  B
□  □  A
104. Control Over Program and Data Files (Chapters 3 & 7)
104-1. Is there adequate up-to-date docu­
mentation for the application (Chap­
ter 3)? □  □  C
Yes No
(a) Application summary □  □
(b) Run manuals □  □
(c) Operator instructions □  □
104-2. Is test data documented and kept 
up to date (Chapter 3)?
104-3, Are controls over master file changes 
adequate (Chapter 3)?
33.8
(a) W ritten request for 
change from outside 
data processing
Yes No
□ □
□ □ 
□ □ B
c
Yes No
(b ) Register of all changes
reviewed by initiating 
department □  □
(c) Supervisory or other
review of changes □  □
Yes N o
104-4. Are there adequate provisions for 
periodically checking master file con­
tents (Chapter 7)? □  □  B
Yes No
(a) Periodic printout and
review □  □
(b) Periodic test against
physical count □  □
(c) O ther---------------------------------
104-5. Are the back-up and reconstruction
provisions adequate (Chapter 7 )? □  □  B
Describe -----------------------
105. Management or Audit Trail (Chapter 9)
105-1. Do the records or references provide 
the means to adequately:
(a) Trace any transaction forward 
to a final total?
(b) Trace any transaction back to 
the original source document 
or input?
(c) Trace any final total back to 
the component transactions?
105-2. W hen ledgers (general or subsidiary) 
are maintained on computer media, 
does the system of processing pro­
vide:
(a) An historical record of activity 
in the accounts? 339
□  □  A
□  □  A
□  □  A
□ □ B
(b) A periodic trial balance of the
accounts? □  □  B
105-3. Are source documents retained for 
an adequate period of time in a 
manner which allows identification 
with related output records and 
documents? □  □  C
Y es N o
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INDEX
Absolute coding, 258-260, 300
Acceptance record, 31
Access mode, 121-122, 252-256, 300
Accounting controls, 104
Accounts receivable (case), 147-157
Acronym, 300
Activity, file, 300
Administrative controls, 104
ADP (Automatic Data Processing), 301
Advanced systems, audit of, 205-214
Alphameric, 301
Alphanumeric, 301
Analog computer, 240
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange), 301 
Assemble, 258-260, 265, 301 
Assembler, 258-260, 301 
Auditing around, 6, 131 
Auditape, 190-191
Audit trail, 117-130, 220, 222, 301, 339-340 
effect of computers on, 119-120 
effect on audit, 128-130 
guidelines, 123-124 
in advanced systems, 210 
in different systems, 120-123 
IRS guidelines, 125-127 
with service centers, 220, 228 
Auditing through, 6
Auditing without using the computer, 131-157 
Auxiliary storage, 243-245, 301
B
Back-up, 96-100, 226, 302, 339 
Batch control ticket, 67, 302 
Batch processing, 121-122, 252-256, 302
Batch total, 66-68, 224, 302
BCD (Binary Coded Decimal), 41, 302
Binary, 302
Bit, 303
Block, 47, 303
Block diagram (see program flowchart) 
Blocking, 303
Boundary protection, 95, 303
Branch, 240, 303
Breakpoint, 303
Buffer, 303
Bug, 303
Byte, 303
Card field, 252, 304 
Card layout, 27-28, 34 
Card punch controls, 43 
Card reader controls, 42-43 
Central processor, 243-244, 304 
Channel, 47
Check bit, 40-41, 48, 52, 304 
Check digit, 62-63, 70, 304, 336 
Check problem, 266, 304
COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language) 
190, 259-261, 304 
Coding, 17, 265-266, 305 
Common Body of Knowledge study, 235 
Compile, 258-259, 305 
Compiler, 258-260, 305 
Computer configurations, 248-253 
Computer, definition, 239-240 
Computer operator, 10-15 
Computer operator instructions, 25, 32-35, 284-285 
Computer system, 241-242 341
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Console, 244, 305, 329-330 
Console messages, 35, 83-84 
Console operator, 10, 305 
Console run book, 25, 32-35, 305 
Constant-ratio code, 305 
Control clerk, 14, 20, 305 
Control function, 12-13, 328-329 
Control, outside, 12-13, 111 
Control procedures, 20
over program errors, 79-85 
over processing, 12-13 
Control program, 84-85, 306 
Control punch, 306 
Control review, 5-6 
Control total, 66-68, 277, 336-337 
Controlled processing, 174-175 
Controls
effect of computer, 4-6 
in time sharing system, 224 
in use of service center, 218-219 
list of, 31 
types of, 104 
Converter, 306
CPU (Central Processing Unit), 243-245, 306 
Crossfooting test, 82-83, 306, 337 
CRT (Cathode Ray Tube), 247, 306 
Cyclic check, 48
D
Data base, 306
Data communications controls, 50-51, 53
Data preparation equipment, 243, 248-250
Data processing department, location, 13
Data processing insurance, 102
Data processing service center, 215-229
Data review, 59-60
Debug, 7, 266, 306
Decision table, 28, 264, 271, 306
Deck, 307
Desk checking, 17, 307
Detail file, 253, 307
Diagnostic routine, 307
Digital computer, 240
Direct access, 49-50, 52, 252-256, 307
Direct access device controls, 49-50, 52
Distribution control, 72-73
Documentation, 17-18, 23-36, 263-287, 307, 330-331, 
338
Double-punch blank column check, 42-43, 307 
Dual read, 43, 307 
Dump, 99-100, 307 
Duplicate process check, 39
EAM (Electrical Accounting Machine), 307 
EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Inter­
change Code), 308 
Echo check, 40, 44, 46, 308 
Edit, 58-60, 308 
Editing run, 58-60 
EDP specialist, need for, 231-232 
Emulator, 308 
Environment control, 89 
Equipment check, 40 
Error correcting code, 308 
Error detecting code, 48, 309 
Error investigations, 74-75, 332, 333 
Error listing, use of, 135-136, 332, 333 
Errors, sources of in programs, 79-81 
Evaluation of records, 4, 132-133 
Executive routine, 84-85, 309 
External label, 92, 309, 333
Field, 252, 309 
File, 252, 309
File label, 63-65, 92, 95, 309, 333
File maintenance, 309
File processing, 252-256, 309
File protection, 87-102, 333
File protection ring, 92-93, 310, 333
Fire protection, 89-90, 101-102, 333
Fixed-length record, 310
Flowchart, 16, 264-265, 268-275, 289-298, 310
FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslating system), 259- 
261, 310 
Frame, 47, 310
Generalized computer audit routines, 189-191 
Generate, 259, 311 
Generator, 259, 311
H
Hard copy, 311 
Hardware, 241
Hardware controls and audit, 52-54 
Hash total, 67, 336 
Header label, 63-65, 311, 333 
Hole count, 42-44, 311 
Housekeeping, 311
E
F
G
IDP (Integrated Data Processing), 207-208, 311 
Input controls, 55-77, 220-221, 227, 332, 334-336 
Input editing run, 58-60 
Input errors, types of, 55-57
Input-output controls, audit of, 75-76, 220-221, 332, 
334-337
Input-output devices, 245-247 
Insurance, 101-102, 333 
Integrated systems, 207-208 
Interblock gap, 47, 311 
Interlock, 42, 312 
Internal control, 3-4, 103-116
review, 111-114, 142-146, 153-156 
Interrecord gap, 47, 312 
Interrupt, 312 
Interruption, 312
Inventory audit, case study, 197-204 
I/O, 242-247, 312
IOCS (Input/Output Control System), 312
I
K
Key, 312
Keypunch operator, 10, 14-15
Label, 92, 95, 313, 333
Labor recording, case study, 177-184
Lateral parity check, 48, 313
Library routine, 313
Limit test, 65-66, 82, 313, 337
Log, 19, 313, 329-330
Logic diagram, 313
Longitudinal parity check, 41, 48, 52, 313 
Loop, 313
M
Macro instruction, 17, 258-259, 313
Magnetic ink character reader, 51, 246
Magnetic tape controls, 46-48
Magnetic tape layout, 29
Manual input, 313
Master file, 252, 256, 314
Master records, for audit tests, 163-166, 172-173
Memory (see storage)
Memory layout, 28, 30, 314 
Merge, 314
Modulo N check, 62, 314 
Monitoring, 213 
Monitor routine, 262, 314 
Multiprogramming, 314
Object language, 258-260, 314
Object program, 258-260, 314
OCR (Optical Character Recognition), 243-246, 314
Off-line (or offline), 315
On-line (or online), 205-206, 253-256, 315
Operating system, 84-85, 262, 315
Operator instructions, 25, 32-35, 83-85, 331, 338
Optical character recognition, 243-246, 315
Optical scanning equipment controls, 51-52
Organization chart, 14-15, 328
Output controls, 72-74, 221, 228, 332, 337
Output devices, 245-247
Parity check bit, 40-41, 47-48, 52, 315 
Pass, 316
Patch, 11, 17, 316
Payroll processing, case, 137-146
Peripheral equipment, 241-248, 316
Plan of organization, 9-16, 327-328
Postmortem routine, 316
Preventive maintenance, 316
Printer controls, 44-45
Procedural controls, 91-95, 333
Procedural reviewj 59-60
Program change control record, 32-33, 81, 331
Program compatibility, 316
Program description, 27-31
Program flowchart, 28, 264-265, 272-278, 289, 316
Program modification, 30-31, 81
Programmed check, 316, 336-337
Programmer, 10-15, 316
Programming, 16-17, 240, 256-262, 264-265
Programming language, 194-195, 258-261, 317
Programming standards, 16-18
Protection ring, 92-93, 310
Q
Questionnaire, use of in audit 
application, 334-340 
general, 326-333 
service center, 226-229
Random access, 49-50, 52, 252-256, 317 
Real-time (or realtime), 206, 256, 317 
Reasonableness test, 65-66, 82, 337 
Reconstruction plan, 100-101 
Record, 252, 317
Record count, 66-67, 220, 227, 317, 336 343
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Record gap, 47, 317
Record layout, 28-29, 34, 269-270, 317
Record mark, 317
Record retention, 125-128
Redundancy check, 39, 317
Report file, 318
Report program generator (RPG), 259-261, 318
Reprocessing, 174-175
Rerun, 318
Rerun point, 318
Residue check, 62, 318
Restart, 318, 338
Retention plan, 95-100
Review of system, 132-133
Route slip, 68-69
Routine, 318
Row parity check, 48, 318 
Run, 24, 319
Run manual, 26-32, 35-36, 263-288, 319
Secondary storage, 243-245, 319 
Security protection, 90-91 
Selective dump, 319 
Self-checking code, 62-63, 319 
Self-checking number, 62-63, 319 
Sense switch, 34, 84, 319 
Sentinel, 319
Separation of duties, 10-12, 327-328 
Sequence test, 65, 337 
Sequential processing, 252-256, 319 
Serial access, 252-256, 319 
Service center, 215-229 
Snapshot, 319 
Software, 241-242, 319 
Son-father tapes, 96-97 
Sort, 319
Source document, 320 
Source language, 258-260, 265, 320 
Source program, 258-260, 265, 320 
Stacker, 320
Standard operating procedures, 18-19 
Standards, 16-18 
Storage, 243-244 
Storage dump, 320 
Storage protection, 95, 303, 320 
Subroutine, 262, 320 
Summation check, 320 
Supervisory routine, 262, 320 
Symbolic address, 321
Symbolic coding, 258-261, 265-266, 276-283, 321 
Synchronization check, 46, 321 
System, 321
System analysis, 10-15, 321
System configuration, 252-255, 321 
System control, 108-111, 214 
System description, 27 
System flowchart, 27, 264, 268, 289, 331 
System testing, 213-214 
Systems analyst, 10-15
Tabulating equipment operator, 10 
Tag, 321
Tape library, 93-94, 333 
Tape record, 93-95 
Telecommunications, 322 
Test data, 160-174, 222 
Test deck, 160-174, 222 
Test routine, 322 
Tests for valid data, 64-66 
Tests of compliance, 114-115 
Throughput, 322 
Time-sharing, 222-226, 322 
Trace routine, 322 
Track, 322
Track parity check, 322 
Trailer record, 63-65, 322, 333 
Training in EDP, 7, 231-238 
Training, sources of, 236-238 
Transaction code, 322 
Transaction file, 253, 322 
Translator, 258-260, 322 
Transmittal control, 68-69 
Trap, 323 
Troubleshoot, 323
U
Unit record, 323
Unit record equipment operator, 10-15
USASl (United States of America Standards Insti­
tute), 289-290
Utility routine, 261, 323
Validity check, 40-43, 46, 53, 64-66, 323, 337 
Variable-length record, 323 
Verifier, 60-61, 64, 323 
Verify, 60-62, 323
w
Word, 323 
Working storage, 323
s
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